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PRE FACE
This compilation consists of papers presented at a conference on STOL Technology
sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration at its Ames Research
Center, October 17-19, 1972. The presentations were made in sessions subdivided accord-
ing to subject matter as follows: (1) Short-Haul Transportation Systems, (2) Aerodynamics,
(3) Loads, (4) Flight Dynamics, (5) Operational Aspects, (6) Quiet STOL Propulsion, and
(7) Jet Powered-Lift Noise Technology.
Contributors of the papers presented were NASA authors from the Ames Research
Center, the Flight Research Center, the Langley Research Center, and the Lewis Research
Center. Contributions were also made by authors or coauthors from the Federal Aviation
Administration and the U.S. Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory.
iii
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SHORT-HAUL TRANSPORTATION IN THE 1980's
By Leonard Roberts
NASA Ames Research Center
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to review some of the thinking that leads to the
identification of STOL aircraft as a means of improving and expanding short-haul air
transportation in the United States. This thinking has been influenced to a great extent
by the Department of Transportation and by the industry (the airlines and the airframe
manufacturers) and the results of a number of their studies, several of which are still
going on, have been made available. These studies provide a means of evaluating
whether current technical programs are aimed in the right direction. They also point
out the broader tradeoff that must be made between technology, economics, and the
environmental factors that have become increasingly important in recent years.
Paper no. 2, by Thomas L. Galloway, will discuss the characteristics of several can-
didate short-haul aircraft; and paper no. 3, by Elwood C. Stewart, will discuss the
corresponding system analysis, including the economic and environmental factors.
Additional references to previous work are to be found in the Bibliography.
For future short-haul air transportation, it is necessary to consider both the
traffic demand and the air-system capacity required to accommodate it. These con-
siderations lead to an estimate of the extent to which the future air system is likely
to experience congestion and to the means of alleviating such congestion. The rela-
tive effectiveness of CTOL and STOL aircraft in providing relief from congestion and
the relative costs then provide a measure of the usefulness of STOL aircraft to short-
haul transportation.
TRAFFIC DEMAND AND AIR-SYSTEM CAPACITY
Figure 1 is a summary of traffic demand forecasts until the year 1995 and is
based upon projections made by the Air Traffic Control Advisory Committee (ATCAC)
and the Air Transport Association (ATA). This is a semilogarithmic plot and the
growth rate in air traffic demand, as indicated by the shaded band, is between 10 per-
cent and 12 percent per annum. Traffic demand is expected to reach 500 million pas-
sengers per year by 1980 and to double again during the 1980's. This growth in
demand for air travel should not be surprising, since by 1980 the average American
will be able to travel between any two points in the continental United States for less
than 1 percent of his annual salary. However, actual growth in air travel can take
place only if the capacity of the air system undergoesa corresponding growth. In this
regard the experienceof the last decadesuggeststhat very few newlarge airports will
be built; thus any major expansionof capacity must be accomplishedby other means.
The useof conventionalaircraft to the greatest extent permitted will undoubtedly
continue, andfigure 2 summarizes someof the ways that maybe used to expandthe
capacity of the CTOL system. First the number of passengersper aircraft canbe
increased bythe introduction of wide-body aircraft andby increasing the load factor
from the current level of 55percent to perhaps 65percent. It is estimated that these
two changeswould expandthe current air-system capacity by 80 and 18percent, respec-
tively. Takentogether this woulddoublethe number of passengerswithout increasing
the number of aircraft. Beyondthat, the number of aircraft canbe increased, both by
rescheduling aircraft movementsto avoid peaking andby reducing separation between
aircraft. This would further increase the capacity of the air system by about 50percent.
This increase in capacity is comparedwith the growth in demandin figure 3. Despite
the increase, capacity will ceaseto keep upwith demandafter about 1980. The result
will be severe congestionof the airways andthe air system more generally. This would
havethe effect of reducing demand,of course, but this is hardly a satisfactory solution.
It shouldbepointedout that the assumptionsmadewith regard to increasing capac-
ity may be overly optimistic in view of the following offsetting factors:
The introduction of wide-body aircraft must take into accountthe substantial
investmentthat exists in the current narrow-body aircraft.
Increases in load factor to levels approaching65percent are generally
accompaniedby a reduction in the quality of service to the traveling public.
Elimination of traffic peaksmay havethe same effect.
Finally, separation distances may be constrained by the trailing-vortex haz-
ard, andreductions in aircraft spacingmay be difficult to achieve in practice.
If these difficulties are indeedencountered,traffic demandmay exceedthe air-system
capacity before 1980. Perhaps more significantly, evenif additional capacity canbe
provided, the amountof traffic passing through the airport and groundaccess system at
major hubswill triple in the process andthe problem is merely passedon to the land
side of the airport.
Thus, the probable situation facedby CTOL transportation in the 1980'scanbe sum-
marized in these terms: Demandwill greatly exceedairport capacity; congestionand
increased air-travel costs will result; short-haul traffic will be displaced from major
airports. Evidently by the endof this decadethe means of redistributing air traffic to
provide relief for the major airports must be found and must be in a way that is econom-
ically and environmentally acceptable.
It is clear that new short-haul aircraft andadditional short-haul airports will be
required and it is in this context that the costs andthe benefits of STOLaircraft must be
considered.
COSTSAND BENEFITSOF STOLAIRCRAFT
With respect to costs, figure 4 showsthe variation of direct operating cost (DOC)
as field length is reducedfrom 4000feet (1200m) to 1500feet (450m). TheseDOC's
are conservative in the sensethat they are the highest costs found in the studies to be
reported in paper no. 2 by ThomasL. Galloway. The increase in DOCfor the STOL
requiring___ _afield length of 4000 feet (1200 m) over the level enjoyed by CTOL \(appr°xi-
mately l_¢¢/mile) is a result of achieving a lower noise level of 95 EPNdB for the STOL
aircraft. Further increases in DOC for the STOL aircraft result from increasing engine
costs (increased thrust/weight) as field length is reduced. In practice it may be possible
to offset some of this increase in DOC through reductions in indirect operating costs for
STOL aircraft, although such reductions are not assumed in this paper.
Presumably the DOC increases depicted in figure 4 would be reflected in the fare
structure, and figure 5 depicts the extent to which typical fares could increase. Here,
fare is shown as a function of trip distance and the solid line labeled CTOL (no congestion)
corresponds to the current CAB rates of $12 plus 6.3_(/mile. Also shown is the band
corresponding to STOL aircraft requiring field lengths between 4000 and 1500 feet (1200
and 450 m) and having DOC's between 3¢'/mile and 5¢'/mile.
The STOL fares are higher than CTOL fares, as expected. The most likely alter-
native to STOL, however, is a congested CTOL system, and assuming that the costs of
congestion are reflected in the fares, the resulting CTOL fare levels may be substantially
higher than those enjoyed by current CTOL passengers. These "congested" fare levels
are shown in the shaded region at the upper left-hand part of figure 5. The lower bound-
ary to this region is based on a fare that includes the cost of an average delay of 24 min-
utes per flight, corresponding to a traffic demand that exceeds capacity by 10 percent.
(The airlines' experience of congestion in 1968 showed that a cost of $30 per passenger
was incurred for each hour of delay, so that a 24-minute delay would cost about $12 per
passenger.)
The point is that even with only a 10 percent excess demand over capacity, the
resulting delays would cause CTOL fares to exceed those of a STOL system operating
from alternate airports. Of course, the ability of a STOL system to relieve air conges-
tion will depend on how many secondary airports can be made available. In this regard,
it should be recognized that the area impacted by noise can be reduced, and therefore
the number of quiet STOL airports increased, by going to aircraft with the capability for
shorter field lengths. Thus both the costs andthe benefits increase as field length is
reduced.
The nature of the tradeoff that must be madebetweencosts andbenefits is shown
in figure 6; the 400-mile fare andthe percentageof airports (from a typical sample)
which could contain the 95-EPNdB contour are shownas a function of aircraft field-length
capability. The fare, shownon the vertical scale, varies in the range of $43 to $51 and
increases asthe aircraft field length decreases. Onthe other hand,the percentageof
airports that canbe usedalso increases as the field length decreases, on the basis of the
criterion that anairport is acceptableif the 95 EPNdBcontour is entirely containedwithin
its boundaries.
There are two points to be made. First, on the basis of this criterion, only 40per-
cent of the airports canaccommodatean airplane requiring a field length of 4000feet
(1200m), whereas90percent of the airports can accommodatethe STOLrequiring a field
length of 2000feet (600m). Second,for further reductions to field lengths below 2000feet
(600 m), the costs increase rapidly without the benefit of manynew airports becoming
available. Evidently further consideration shouldbe given to the region near the knee of
the curve, between3000and 2000feet (900and 600 m), in order to establish the best field
length for short-haul aircraft.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Severalconclusions canbe drawn from the considerations that havebeen summa-
rized in this paper. A comparison of anticipated demandfor air travel with the capacity
of the air system suggeststhat growth in air transportation will be limited in the 1980's
by severe congestion. Thus, new aircraft and additional airports will be required to per-
mit a redistribution of traffic away from major airports. The availability of additional
airports, however,will dependon the aircraft noise level and field-length capability.
Suchconclusions,of course, dependon certain assumptionsand manyof thesewill not be
validated until a number of questions are resolved.
Amongthese questionsare" What growth in travel demandwill actually occur over
the next decade? What increases in CTOL capacity canbe realized? Howcan the air-
port accessproblems be resolved? Howquiet canSTOL aircraft be made? What is the
likelihood of adding STOLairports to the system?
The answersto manyof these questionswill dependon howrapidly the STOLtech-
nology is advanced,particularly in the areas of quiet propulsive lift and in the use of avi-
onics for flight-path control. And, of course, it is the primary purposeof this conference
to report someof the recent advancesthat have beenmadein these areas. It hasbeen
the intention of this paper to provide a reminder of both the potential of STOLaircraft
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and someof the problems that must be resolved before they can becomepart of the
nation's air transportation system. The technologyand application of these aircraft
will be discussed in detail in the ensuingpapers.
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FUTURE SHORT- FIELD AIRCRAFT
By Thomas L. Galloway
NASA Ames Research Center
INTRODUCTION
Quiet short take-off and landing aircraft are being proposed for improving short-
haul air transportation. Several turbofan-powered aircraft concepts for obtaining
short-field performance have been investigated in the past. NASA currently has two
contracts with industry to study quiet-turbofan short-field aircraft in short-haul air
transportation systems. The contractors are Lockheed and McDonnell Douglas. Par-
alleling these studies are STOL propulsion system studies by Allison and General
Electric. The propulsion studies are discussed in paper no. 33 by Robert J. Denington,
Robert W. Koenig, Michael R. Vanco, and David A. Sagerser.
The Lockheed and Douglas studies are divided into two phases with the following
objectives:
(1) Determine the relationships between quiet-turbofan STOL aircraft character-
istics and the economic and social viability of short-haul air transportation.
(2) Identify critical technology and technology-related problems to be resolved
in successful introduction of representative STOL short-haul systems.
(3) Define representative aircraft configurations, their characteristics, and the
costs associated with their development and operation.
(4) Identify desirable technology advances for improving STOL short-haul
systems.
Phase I, completed in October 1972, was an evaluation of potential concepts aimed
at defining a reasonable number of configurations for detailed analysis of phase II.
This meets the first part of objective (1). The detailed analysis of phase II, which will
be completed in May 1973, in addition to detailed aircraft design, will investigate in
depth the economic, social, and technological factors associated with STOL systems.
This meets the remaining objectives outlined above. This paper draws mainly on data
generated during the phase I portion of the studies to evaluate short-field concepts.
AIRCRAFT PARAMETRIC EVALUATION
The aircraft will be evaluated on the basis of performance, noise, weight, and
direct operating cost. With regard to performance, the field length, wing loading, and
thrust characteristics of the lift concepts will be investigated. The noise level of
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95 PNdBat a 500-ft (150-m) sideline was a design requirement andits effect ondirect
operating cost will be evaluated. Weight anddirect operating cost will be evaluatedon
the basis of field length, passengersize, and lift concept.
There are manypotential designconceptsthat canbe considered in the parametric
evaluation. A matrix of aircraft using various high-lift systems and designparameters
was consideredduring phaseI of the studies.
Five lift systems were includedand a range of designparameters investigated, as
outlined below:
Propulsive lift concepts -
Externally blown flap (EBF)
Upper-surface blown jet flap (OTW)
Augmentor wing (AW)
Internally blown jet flap (IBF)
Aerodynamic lift concept -
Mechanical flap (MF)
Designparameters -
Passengercapacity: 50, 100,and 200
Field length: 1500,2000, and3000ft (450,600,and 900m);
sea level, 95° F (308K)
Cruise Machnumber: 0.70, 0.75, and0.80
Range: 500nautical miles (926km)
Noise: 95 PNdBat 500-ft (150-m) sideline
The designparameters listed abovewere investigated for each lift concept. The aircraft
in this parametric analysis all had four enginesand used conventionalaircraft technology.
The feasibility of twin-engine configurations as well as the use of composite materials on
someof the conceptsis being investigated in the secondphaseof the studies.
REPRESENTATIVECONFIGURATIONS
Figures 1 to 6 illustrate representative aircraft configurations for three of the pro-
pulsive lift concepts - the EBF, the OTW, and the AW. The contractor associatedwith
the configuration is identified in eachfigure. These configurations showdifferent design
philosophiesbut, since they are not to the same scale, direct comparisons are not
appropriate.
The externally blown flap designsof figures 1and 2 are characterized by high-
bypass-ratio engines. Lockheedusedthe siamese enginearrangement to reduce nacelle
interference effects and easethe engine-out problem whereasDouglasused the more
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conventionalenginearrangement. The over-the-wing configurations are shownin fig-
ures 3 and 4. Again, the Lockheeddesignhasthe high-bypass-ratio enginesin a siamese
arrangement on a high-wing configuration, whereasthe Douglasdesignhas a low wing with
separatedengines. The augmentor-wing configurationsare shownin figures 5 and 6.
These two configurations are similar and are distinguished from the externally blown
flap configurations by their smaller diameter, lower bypassratio engines.
DESIGNMETHODOLOGY
The design methodologyused in evaluatingthe matrix of potential designswas to
determine the design that had the minimum direct operating cost andmet the particular
field length, cruise, and mission requirements. The methodologyalso allowed for the
evaluation of the various engine cycles from thepropulsion studies to determine the cycle
that minimized direct operating cost.
The methodologyis shownschematically in figure 7. For a given field length,
design range, passengersize, and lift concept,the thrust-weight ratio (T/W) required
for the design to meet the various requirements is shownas a function of wing loading
(W/S). The solid lines represent the take-off andlanding thrust requirements for the
given field length. The position of these lines dependson aerodynamiccharacteristics
of the lift system and thrust lapse rate of the enginecycle. The cruise thrust require-
ment is represented by the dashedline. Two dashedlines are shownto represent differ-
ent cruise thrust requirements as might be affectedby increasing cruise Mach number
(inc. M) or decreasing enginefan pressure ratio (dec. FPR).
Also shownin figure 7 is the resulting direct operating cost (DOC)of the potential
designsas a function of wing loading. The direct operating cost follows the trend of the
cruise-thrust-requirement curve. Sinceit is desired to havea design that minimizes
direct operating cost, this meansthat the designwhich matchesthe field length and cruise
thrust requirements is the minimum-direct-operating-cost design. Suchdesigns are
indicated by the symbols in figure 7 for the twoconditions.
AIRCRAFT EVALUATIONRESULTS
Using the methodologypreviously described, the various conceptswere evaluated
on a consistent basis. The results will bediscussedin this section of the paper.
Consider, first, the relationship between field length and wing loading shown in
figure 8. The two bands presented represent the general trend in wing loading for the
designs investigated in the study. The field lengths shown in this figure and in the fig-
ures that follow are based on the requirements of Federal Air Regulations, Part 25, for
sea-level, 95 ° F (308 K) conditions (ref. 1). For ride qualities comparable to current
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jet aircraft, it is desirable to be at or abovean 80-psf (3.8-kN/m2) wing loading. For
the powered-lift concepts, this canbe accomplishedfor field lengths of 2000ft (600m)
or more. For the mechanical flap, field lengths of 3500ft (1050m) or more would be
required unlessa ride-smoothing or gust-alleviation system is incorporated in the design.
Except for the LockheedOTW concept, all the powered-lift conceptsinvestigated fell
within the shadedband. The LockheedOTW conceptshowedthe potential of obtaining
wing loadings20 to 30 percent higher than the powered-lift region. However, at the time
of analysis, the databasewas very limited. It is felt that whenthe data are analyzed in
detail andtheappropriate corrections are madefor wing planform, engine installation,
andforward speed,the datawill be similar to those for the other externally blown systems.
The thrust requirements for the conceptswill be investigated by taking a fixed
field lengthof 2000ft (600m). Figure 9 showsthe thrust-weight ratio required for the
mechanical flap, externally blown flap, andaugmentorwing as a function of wing loading.
The shadedregions represent the trend in thrust requirements for the three concepts.
The mechanical flap is limited to wing loadings below 50psf (2.4 kN/m2) to meet the
landingrequirements. The EBF hashigh thrust requirements - at wing loadingsbetween
60 and 75psf (2.9 and 3.6 kN/m2) to meet the take-off requirement and above75psf
(3.6 kN/m2) to meet the landing requirement. The augmentorwing has the lowest thrust
requirements and is take-off critical for all wing loadings shown. The shadedbands
represent manypotential designs. The symbols in figure 9 are the designs that mini-
mize direct operating cost andmeet both the field length and cruise requirements.
All things beingequal, moving toward the lower right-hand corner of figure 9 should
result in lighter vehicles. However, all things are not equal, andthe weights for the
powered-lift conceptsare quite similar, as shownin figure 10. In this figure, gross
weight is shownas a function of field length for the 100-passenger-sizeaircraft. The
powered-lift conceptsshownby the shadedbandsandthe mechanical flap shownby the
solid lines represent designswhich minimize direct operating cost. As a point of ref-
erence, the take-off weight of a DC-9 airplane performing the samemission (100passen-
gers and 500nautical miles (926km)) is about 96000 lb (427kN).
As canbe seenin figure 10, there is a difference in weight betweenthe two con-
tractor designs. Throughan independentin-house analysis, the factors that contribute
to these differences havebeenidentified as shownin figure 11. With the design param-
eters of M = 0.75, 100 passengers, and 2000-ft (600-m) field length, the Lockheed and
Douglas designs of an EBF configuration were simulated by the sizing and performance
program. The bar on the left in each group represents the simulated Lockheed design,
whereas the bar on the right represents the simulated Douglas design. The thrust per
engine differed by 14 000 lb (62 kN) and the gross weight by 45 000 lb (200 kN). The
second bar of each group accounts for that part of the difference resulting from differ-
ences in engine installation losses and drag during cruise. Higher drag estimates and
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larger engine losses resulted in the Douglasdesignhavinghigher thrust requirements
for cruise. This led to higher wing loadingsandhigher thrust loadings to meet both the
cruise and field-length requirements. (Comparefig. 7.) The difference in drag and
engine installation losses accountedfor one-half of the thrust difference and one-seventh
of the weight difference. The third bar in eachgroup in figure 11accountsfor that part
of the difference resulting from differences in weight estimating factors. This difference
was mainly in the subsystemsarea of furnishing, hydraulics, electrical, electronics, and
cabin environment. These differences accountedfor three-fourths of the gross-weight
difference and one-half of the thrust difference.
The increasing trend in gross weight with reducing field length andin the difference
betweencontractor designs shownin figure 10is also reflected in direct operating cost
as shownin figure 12. Direct operating cost in cents per available seat statute mile
(ASSM)is shownas a function of field lengthfor the 100-passenger-sizevehicles. The
powered-lift conceptscan all be represented bythe narrow bandsand showa sharp
increase below a field length of about 2000ft (600m). The smaller, 50-passengercon-
cepts which were investigated had DOC's at or above5 cents per seat mile, whereas the
200-passenger-size conceptshadDOC's below the 100-passenger-sizevehicles. The
DOC's shownin figure 12are higher than thosefor current short-haul aircraft. How-
ever, it must be remembered, current aircraft have lower thrust-weight ratios, have
unit costs basedonpast developmentprograms, and are noiser than the short-field con-
cepts represented in figure 12.
A measure of the relative effect of low noise andshort-field length on direct oper-
ating cost is shownin figure 13. This figure showsthe direct operating cost of various
design points normalized to a designwith noise characteristics similar to current short-
haul aircraft, 113PNdBat 500-ft (150-m) sideline. Whenthe design must meet the noise
requirement of 95PNdBat 500ft (150m), the DOCincreases by about 30percent. The
increasing trend with reducing field length is the sameas was previously shown.
Up to this point, the comparisons have mainly considered 100-passenger-size vehi-
cles. To get a feel for the appropriate passengersize, the return on investment (ROD
was used as a screening parameter. Figure 14showsthe results for a typical high-
density market. Eachgrouping represents a field length, a rangeof passenger sizes,
anda range of cruise Mach numbers(McR). ROI, in the context usedhere, measures
the ability of the aircraft to return to the investor the value of the investment, plus a
profit, over a designatedlife span. ROI is decreasingas field length is reduceddue to
the increasing DOC. The 50-passengervehicles have significantly lower ROI's than the
100- to 200-passengersize becauseof high DOC's, with the optimum occurring at about
150passengersregardless of field length. ROIwas not sensitive to cruise Mach number
for the range-of Mach numbers investigated.
13
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the following conclusions are reached regarding future short-haul
aircraft having short-field capability:
1. Propulsive lift concepts cannot be separated on the basis of direct operating cost.
2. The noise constraint of 95 tNdB strongly influenced direct operating cost.
3. Fifty passenger and 1500-ft (450-m) field-length vehicles have high direct
operating costs.
4. The 150-passenger-size aircraft appears optimum for high-density markets.
5. Significant uncertainties exist in estimating aerodynamic and propulsion per-
formance, and weight which indicates additional work is needed to fully understand these
areas.
These conclusions are those that result from only analyzing the vehicles. How
these vehicles fit into a short-haul air-transportation system that is socially and eco-
nomically viable are highlighted in the companion papers by Leonard Roberts (paper
no. 1) and Elwood C. Stewart (paper no. 3).
1. Anon.: Airworthiness Standards:
Feb. 1, 1965.
REFERENCE
Transport Category Airplanes. FAR It. 25, FAA,
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ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF STOL TRANSPORTATION
By E lwood C. Stewart
NASA Ames Research Center
INTRODUCTION
Some interim results of a systems study of STOL transportation will be dis-
cussed in this paper. These results are based on a study being done by The Aerospace
Corporation for the Ames Research Center. However, since the study is currently only
half completed, the discussion will be in the nature of a progress report. An attempt
will be made to present an overview of the study and its objectives and some of the
results that are beginning to emerge.
The systems study to be discussed herein concerns the question of the impact of
advanced STOL aircraft in meeting the needs of a short-haul transportation system. By
careful consideration of the objectives which the short-haul system should achieve, it is
believed that evaluation should be made in terms of the following criteria:
1. Service to the passenger
2. Economic viability
3. Environmental criteria
a. Community noise
b. Ground and air decongestion
c. Air pollution
The first item, service to the passenger, is best measured in terms of the number of
passengers the system will attract and is of obvious importance if the system is to
serve a useful purpose. Economic viability is readily measured in terms of the return
on investment (ROI); interest will center on different levels of return on investment in
order to cover the range between the maximum level permitted by regulating agencies
and a low level which would correspond to subsidized operation. The environmental
criteria to be considered include the impact of STOL system noise on the community
surrounding the airports, the ground and air decongestion which might be achieved at
the major CTOL hubs, and the effect on air pollution.
METHODOLOGY
To accomplish the preceding objectives, the characteristics of the advanced
STOL aircraft and its operational capabilities will be of obvious importance and inter-
est. However, this is clearly not sufficient, since the aircraft is only part of a much
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larger system with which it must interface. This larger system, which is to be consid-
ered in the analysis, is shownin figure 1. On thc left is the transportation system with
its major components,the traveler, the existing transportation, andthe proposed new
STOLsystem. The first step in the methodologyinvolves modeling these componentsof
the transportation system, followed by anarena analysis. A description of these topics
is beyondtheintended scopeherein, but it is important to note that the analysis is based
on a competitive situation betweenvarious combinationsof modes in which the traveler
is assumedto select the least-cost alternative (including value of time). Althougha great
many results of interest canbe obtainedfrom the analysis, interest herein will center on
the STOLsystem performance. For this purpose the three figures of merit or criteria
discussedearlier are shownfor the STOL system. The uniquefeature of the methodology
to be usedhere is that three of the figures of merit, passengers carried, return on invest-
ment, and noise impact, are used as feedbacksto the STOLsystem. The remaining two
figures of merit, congestionandpollution, are merely evaluatedsince it is anticipated
that they will be benefits which will increase with the number of passengerscarried. The
three feedbackloopsare used in an optimization procedure to alter all the available STOL
system parameters to achievea desired objective. This objective is to maximize the
number of passengerscarried with a constraint on the return on investment. The noise
impact is inherently included in the optimization through the economics, as will be dis-
cussed subsequently.
The STOLsystem parameters which can beutilized to accomplish the optimization
are important to note. They consist of the following:
1. Aircraft concept
2. Aircraft size
3. Fleet size
4. Changesin aircraft technology
5. Curved, steep flight paths
6. Location of STOLports
7. Servicepaths
8. Landuse
9. Fare levels
Most of thesevariables are self-explanatory. The first five are concernedwith the air-
craft and its capabilities; item 4 refers to technological changessuch as reducednoise
and reducedfield length capability. In item 7 "service paths" refers to a route between
any two ports. Item 8 is intended to represent the use of land surrounding the airport so
as to be compatible with the actual noise levels.
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GUIDE LINE S
There are several important guidelines for the study which need discussion. First,
the study is directed toward a 1980 time period to correspond to the time at which the con-
gestion problem is predicted to become critical as discussed in paper no. 1 by Leonard
Roberts. Second, the STOL system will be assumed to utilize existing general-aviation
airports or perhaps new airports if necessary. Thus the STOL system operates indepen-
dently of the major hubs which currently process the short-haul traffic. For this reason
some degree of decongestion of the major hubs would be expected. Third, various ground
costs are charged to the STOL system economics. These include new or improved ter-
minals to process the passenger demand determined by the optimization analysis, new or
improved runways to handle the number and sizes of aircraft determined by the analysis,
and the cost of noise buffer zones surrounding the airport so as to be compatible with the
noise levels. And finally, the noise is to be measured by NEF, or noise exposure factor,
corresponding to generally accepted practice in the United States and Europe.
The arenas to which the analysis is being applied are illustrated in figure 2. As
can be seen, they consist of four cities in the California Corridor, three cities in the
Midwest Triangle, and four cities in the Northeast Corridor. These arenas have been
selected because they cover the spectrum of travel patterns likely to be encountered in
the United States. Figure 3 illustrates the differences in these travel patterns.
The STOL aircraft to be used in the short-haul system studies are intended to cover
a variety of parametric changes. In this paper, however, the results for one particular
aircraft will be given. Some of the characteristics of this aircraft are shown in figure 4,
and they are included in the spectrum of aircraft characteristics discussed in paper no. 2
by Thomas L. Galloway.
PRE LIMINARY RESULTS
With the preceding information as background, some of the preliminary results of
the optimization analysis utilizing the above STOL aircraft in the California Corridor can
now be discussed. Of importance will be the various figures of merit shown in figure 1.
The first result is shown in figure 5. Here the maximum number of daily passengers
(departures and arrivals) which can be carried as a function of return on investment
and vehicle size is given in carpet plot form. This plot is the result of the optimization
analysis and must be interpreted carefully. Each point on the plot is an optimum point
achieved by varying the STOL system parameters. For example, to achieve a 7.5-percent
return on investment with a 100-passenger aircraft, all the available STOL system param-
eters have been varied to attract the maximum number of passengers, in this case 22 000
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per day. Alongthe 100-passenger-capacityline, the number of passengerscarried
decreasesas the return on investn_e_ti_creases. This is because,for example, the
optimum fare increases andthe optimum fleet size decreases in order to meet the
increased return on investment. It might be notedthat the discontinuity in the plot is
due to the required addition of a third crew member.
There are several significant observations to bemadefrom figure 5. With regard
to vehicle size, it canbe seenthat the results are relatively insensitive to vehicle capac-
ities between100and 200. This is important becauseit allows freedom to basethe choice
of vehicle size on other considerations. For example, from the community acceptance
viewpoint the smaller 100-passengeraircraft might be preferable. Another observation
is that positive values of return on investment are achieved. The 7.5-percent line is
typical of what is actually achievedby successful short-haul air carriers, while the
10.5-percent line represents an upper boundestablishedby the Public Utilities Commis-
sion. Theeffect of subsidizing the operation is a significant increase in the number of
passengerscarried, as canbe seenby the lines for lower return on investment. A final
observation is that the number of passengerswhich the STOL system canattract is sub-
stantial. Howsubstantial is best answeredby comparison with the traffic carried by the
other modes,that is, by examiningthe modal split.
The modal split betweenthe various modeswill be illustrated for the point in fig-
ure 5 corresponding to the 10.5-percent return on investment andthe 200-passengerair-
craft. Theresult for the Los Angeles-SanFrancisco part of the California Corridor both
with and without STOL is shownin figure 6. Here it is seenthat the STOLsystem has
captured aboutone-third of the total traffic, andthat there has beenlittle impact on car,
rail, and bus traffic. The major impact is on the CTOL mode,and this traffic has been
reduced byabout a factor of 3. This reduction is believed to be beneficial to the CTOL-
ports. It might be interpreted as a decongestioneffect, althougha better interpretation
would be that this reduction in short-haul CTOL traffic represents available capacity that
canbe usedto meet the increasing long-haul demandexpectedin the early 1980'sas dis-
cussed in paper no. 1 by Leonard Roberts. This beneficial effect on the CTOLports would
be magnified whenthe aircraft rather thanpassenger traffic is considered. For example,
the elimination of a short-haul aircraft from the CTOL hubwould meanthat a much larger
long-haul aircraft could be usedand that the passenger-carrying capacity of the CTOL hub
would be correspondingly increased. It is worth emphasizingthat these results are pre-
liminary in nature andthat a more thorough evaluation is required.
The modal split effects just discussed are conservative from the viewpoint that the
return oninvestment was 10.5percent. These effects are more pronouncedwhenthe
return oninvestment is decreasedto a lower figure of 8 percent. Results for this case
indicate that the STOLsystem would then capture 38percent of the total, whereas the
CTOL short-haul traffic would be reducedby a factor of 4.
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Next some results obtainedregarding communitynoise impact will be discussed.
Two approachesbasedondifferent assumptionsare being considered. Oneassumption
is that noise buffer zones canbe purchasedsothat the land usewill be compatible with
the actual noise levels. An alternate assumptionis that such noise buffers cannotbe
purchasedbecauseof the social and environmental restrictions.
Onthe basis of the assumption that noisebuffer zonesare to be purchased,an
examination is being madeof the noise impact on the total system. To illustrate the
methodologybeing used andthe results emerging, an exampleairport, the Concord-
Buchananairport, is shownin figure 7. Shownhere are the airport boundary, the two
runways, andthe surrounding zoningpattern as indicated by the codes. Each of the
irregular-shaped areas corresponds to a different land value, with the higher priced
residential land being generally in the southwesternportion of the map. Also shown
in the figure is the general-aviation straight-line flight pattern, landing from the north
and departing toward the south. A curved STOLflight pattern, which has beendeter-
mined to be desirable for minimum noise impact, is indicated by the approachcoming
from the northwest and departing to thewest; thus the plannedresidential zonesare
largely avoided. This STOLpath also descendsat a steepangle of 7.5° anddeparts at
10°. From thesepaths andthe mix of aircraft, it is possible to determine the various
NEF noise contours of interest, namely 30, 35,and 40 NEF corresponding to acceptable
levels for residential, commercial, andmanufacturinguses, respectively. These con-
tours whensuperimposedon the land zones enableone to determine the total dollar
value of the land (excludingthe airport) for which the acceptablenoise levels are
exceeded. This dollar value is the manner in whichthe noise impact is used in the
feedback loop shownin figure 1.
Results of the noise analysis just described are given in figure 8. The impact of
the projected general-aviation operations for 1980is shownas the horizontal line and is
about $3 million. The effect of superimposingSTOLoperations is indicated by the two
lowest curves. Note that the effects of aircraft size and number of operations over the
entire range shownhave a small dollar impact comparedwith the general-aviation impact.
The number of operations actually required, asdetermined by the optimization analysis,
indicated 10operations wouldbe sufficient at this port; eventhe busiest ports required
no more than 40 operations. Thus for the required number of operations, the impact is
only a fraction of a million dollars. Allowing the noise level to increase by 6 EPNdB
does not increase the impact greatly over the rangescited.
There are several reasonswhich accountfor these results. First, the single-flight
noise contours in terms of EPNdBare small asa result of the basically quiet aircraft
characterized by the noise levels in figure 4 andthe steep flight pathspossible with the
STOLaircraft. The steepflight paths for ascentor descenttend to widen the noise con-
tours rather than lengtheningthem as with conventionalflight paths; therefore, the noise
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contours tendto be confinedbetter to the airport boundaries. Second,the effect of multi-
ple operations on the NEF contours is small becausethe number of operations required
to optimize the total system performance is small.
The dollar impact of noise can perhapsbe put in better perspective by comparing
these noise impact costs with the total system costs. Total system costs for a system
optimized for a 100-passenger-sizeaircraft havebeendetermined to include the total
aircraft fleet costs, the terminal costs, andcosts for airfield improvements or newair-
fields. Suchcosts are in excess of $200million, and therefore the noise impact costs
are small in comparison.
The aboveresults aloneare obviously not conclusive becauseof their port-dependent
nature. Althoughthe samepattern is emerging for some of the other ports used in this
study, thesepreliminary conclusions regarding noise impact shouldbe interpreted cau-
tiously until the analysis for all ports is complete.
Regardingthe secondassumption that noise buffer zones cannotbe purchased,only
a preliminary examinationhas beenmade. From ananalysis of 115existing general-
aviation airports in the California Corridor and Midwest Triangle, the number of airports
which would just enclose the 95EPNdBnoise contour hasbeendetermined, andthe results
are shownin figure 9. Here the number of suchports is shownas a function of the field-
length capability of the aircraft. Aircraft requiring longfield lengths haverelatively long
noise footprints. As field-length capability is shortened the footprint becomessmaller,
and more ports would contain the noise footprints so that the curve rises. Note that even
at 1500feet (460meters) aircraft capability, there are still nearly half of the ports which
would not enclosethe noise contour. The number of ports required and the corresponding
field-length capability of the aircraft canbe determined only by a total systems analysis
in the context of figure 1. However, it is clear that the information of figure 9 would be
an input to the systems study. For example, the number of ports available (the ordinate)
would influence the convenienceof the STOLsystem to the traveler, and henceultimately
affect the figures of merit in figure 1, that is, the passenger-carrying capability andthe
economicviability. The aircraft field-length capability (the abscissa) would influence
the economicsof the systems analysis becauseof the greater cost to achieve shorter
field-length capability. Thus the best point to choosein figure 9 needsfurther study in
which the information of figure 9 is incorporated into the complete systems analysis
illustrated in figure 1.
PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
Thepreliminary conclusions that havebeen reachedthus far in the study for a
1980short-haul system in the California Corridor canbe itemized as follows:
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1. Attainable STOL technologycould result in a short-haul transportation system
which is economically viable and which would attract a large number of people.
2. Aircraft sizes between100and 200passengershave little effect onpassenger
demand.
3. Under the assumption that noise buffers canbe purchasedfor compatible land
use, preliminary results indicate that noise impact costs for 95-EPNdB aircraft are
negligible comparedwith the general-aviation impact andthe other STOL system costs.
However, analysis for all the ports in the various arenas needsto be completedbefore
definitive conclusions canbe drawn.
4. Under the assumption that noise buffers cannotbepurchasedbecauseof social
and environmental restrictions, port availability and very short field-length aircraft
capability may be critical issues and needfurther study.
5. The required volume of STOL traffic at the general-aviation airports is small.
Large increases in the number of operations couldaccommodatefuture short-haul demand
growth in the 1980's.
6. The STOLsystem would enablea significant expansionin the long-haul traffic
from major CTOL hubs.
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OVERVIEW OF TECHNOLOGY SESSIONS
By Bradford H. Wick
NASA Ames Research Center
There are two objectives to be accomplished by this overview. First, STOL air-
craft technology development will be related to the requirements for an expanded and
improved short-haul system, and then the scope of the conference will be related to the
STOL technology developments. Figure 1 lists the items to be covered. First the
systems requirements will be summarized; then the principal aircraft requirements
will be identified; and, finally, the status of STOL technology development and the
scope of the technology efforts covered by this conference will be outlined.
The requirements for an expanded and improved short-haul system are summa-
rized in a qualitative way in figure 2. They are subdivided into three categories:
(1) Those for better short-haul service, (2) those that would make short-haul a better
neighbor, and (3) the "hold-the-fort" requirements, which relate to the comfort, safety,
reliability, and economics offered by CTOL short-haul aircraft.
What are the STOL aircraft requirements that will be needed to satisfy these
system requirements ? Figure 3 lists some of the more important ones derived from
aircraft and system studies. They are grouped according to the system requirements.
The short-field requirement responds to the better-service and better-neighbor
requirements through increasing the number of potentially acceptable airport sites.
The noise requirement offers the possibility of realizing the use of the potential air-
port sites without intruding with respect to community noise and land usage. A ques-
tion mark is shown after the noise requirement, since it is probably the most uncertain
of the aircraft requirements shown. The fUght-path-angle requirements are based on
considerations of noise alleviation, obstacle clearance, and separation of the aircraft
operations from the community. A few of the aircraft requirements for retaining cer-
tain desirable CTOL features are listed next. The high-wing-loading requirement is
suggested by considerations of ride quality, cruise performance, and gross weight.
The requirement for a turbofan type of propulsion system is based on considerations
of performance, passenger preference, and reliability. The number of engines is
related to aircraft size, economics, and engine-out operating margins. For the
100-passenger aircraft, economics would dictate the smaller number of engines;
whereas, for some propulsive-lift systems, the larger number of engines may be
required to provide adequate engine-out margins. The bypass ratio and ratio of
thrust to gross weight correspond to values for short-haul CTOL aircraft. The
STOL aircraft will require a higher thrust-weight ratio and a bypass ratio that
depends upon the propulsive-lift system.
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With theseSTOLaircraft requirements identified, the neededaircraft technology
•;;ill be considered. What hasbeenestablishedby technologyefforts to date andwhat is
being developedby ongoingefforts will be examined. The developmentsthat are essen-
tial will bedistinguished from those that are desirable. Figure 4 provides a qualitative
assessmentof the status of STOLaircraft technology. The efforts to datehave clearly
establishedthe effectiveness of several propulsive-lift concepts. High wing lift canbe
provided for short-field operations, andthe terminal-area flight paths canbe steeper
and more tightly curved for STOLaircraft than for CTOL.
Further efforts in four areas are essential to the successful use of the propulsive-
lift STOL aircraft. The critical areas are the developmentof quiet propulsion and
propulsive-lift systems. The challenge is in providing quiet systems that will be accept-
able with respect to performance and complexity. The demandson aircraft systems tech-
nologywill be greater for the propulsive-lift STOLaircraft than they have beenfor CTOL.
Thesedemandsare the result of the short-field flight-path requirements, the lift-thrust
interactions of the propulsive-lift STOL aircraft, and groundeffects during flare and land-
ing. The task will be to provide the required levels of stabilization andflight-path pre-
cision without compromising flight safety andwithout requiring unduesystems complexity.
The technologydevelopmentsmust obviously be accompaniedby the developmentof design
criteria andoperating procedures.
Advancesin structures and materials technologiesare not identified as essential to
the initial introduction of propulsive-lift STOLaircraft into short-haul service. This
conclusion is suggestedby the preliminary results of the aircraft and system studies
discussed in the preceding papers. Methodsof estimating structural weights clearly
needfurther attention.
The lower part of figure 4 identifies areas in which efforts are desirable for
improving the efficiency of STOLaircraft. Advancesin technology shouldshow greater
economicbenefits for STOL than for CTOL becauseof the muchgreater coupling effects
of the aircraft technologies in the caseof STOL. For example, an improvement in
propulsive-lift efficiency could lead to interrelated reductions in thrust andin gross
weight. Therecould be an associated reduction in the magnitudeof the noise suppres-
sion problem, which could leadto further interrelated reductions in thrust and gross
weight. Advancesin structures and materials technologiescould also havea cascading
effect. Theeconomicbenefits of structural weight reductions will be dependentuponthe
cost of advancedmaterials and the techniquesfor their fabrication.
Before proceeding to the outline of the scopeof the technologysessions, the effec-
tiveness of propulsive lift will be comparedwith the effectiveness of aerodynamic lift
alone (thatis, lift provided by a very effective mechanical flap system). Figure 5 shows
a bandof predicted values of wing loading for propulsive-lift STOL. Theseare compared
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with predicted wing loadings for the aerodynamic-lift STOLand the wing loading for an
existing aerodynamic-lift CTOL. The bandof wing loadingsfor the propulsive-lift STOL
was derived from values for the externally blownflap andthe augmentor-wing concepts.
These results show that propulsive-lift systems can, indeed,provide wing loadings in the
range required from considerations of ride quality, cruise performance, and gross weight.
Becauseof the noise problem of the propulsive-lift STOL, attention is being given to the
aerodynamic-lift STOLaircraft which incorporates a control system to provide acceptable
ride qualities.
The aircraft characteristics required to provide the high-lift short-field capability
also provide the STOLaircraft with the capability of flying curved paths that are steeper
andtighter than those for CTOL aircraft. This capability offers benefits with respect to
noise alleviation and airspace usagein the terminal area.
The noise-alleviation benefits of the steeperflight pathsare illustrated in figure 6.
The noisefootprint area is shownincreasing to the right, flight-path steepnessincreasing
vertically, andfield length increasing to the left. The take-off case is illustrated here,
but the landing casewould be similar. A reduction in field length provides a sizable
reduction in the noise footprint. Thetighter curved flight-path capability of the STOL
transport offers a greater possibility of avoidingareas that are particularly noise
sensitive.
The greater flight-path capability of the STOLas comparedwith the CTOL aircraft
offers reductions in the airspace requirements in the terminal area. This potential bene-
fit is illustrated in figure 7. The terminal area corridors for the two types are compared
to the samescale in the lower part of the figure. The STOLcorridors are shownto an
enlarged scale (bya factor of 5) in the top part of the figure. In addition to requiring less
airspace, the STOLaircraft also is able to use more of the available airspace.
Figure 8 outlines the scopeof the STOL technologyefforts coveredby this confer-
ence. The technologyareas are shownon the left, andthe respective technologysessions
are shownon the right. The technologydevelopmentsidentified during the preceding dis-
cussion of the status of STOL technologyare listed under the appropriate technologyareas.
It canbe seenfrom the outline that the conferencereports on the critical develop-
ment problems, presents design data for several technologyareas, anddescribes efforts
to provide desirable improvements in systems performance.
Not previously described, but of key importance, is the developmentof airworthi-
nessstandards for propulsive-lift STOLaircraft. A paper in the Operational Aspects
session reports on the FAA program to provide criteria for use in completing the develop-
ment of the standards.
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In conclusion, it shouldbe emphasizedthat the individual papers in the conference
are in thenature of progress reports on rece_n_t_!ycompletedwork andon the planningof
future efforts in STOLaircraft technology. To put the papers in perspective, eachsessio:
chairman will present a brief overview of his particular technology area. The attention
is concentratedon STOLaircraft for the high-density short-haul system. The most prom
ising typeof STOLaircraft for this mission is the turbofan-powered propulsive-lift type.
Sincethis type is also of primary interest for military missions, the technology results
will haveapplicability to the military missions. There is a limit to the applicability,
however,becauseof differences in operational requirements and constraints. It is also
expectedthat the results presented in this conferencewill havesomeapplicability to the
low-density short-haul mission.
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AERODYNAMIC AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF
EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP CONFIGURATIONS
By William G. Johnson, Jr.
NASA Langley Research Center
INTRODUCTION
The development of a jet-powered STOL transport has resulted in reexamination
of the various powered-lift concepts. The externally blown flap (EBF) has long been
recognized as one of the ways to produce the high lift required for STOL operations.
As shown in figure 1, the EBF concept uses the engine exhaust flow to produce an
incremental lift on the wing by a direct deflected-thrust vector and by flow through the
flap slots which increases the circulation and thereby enhances the lift-producing capa-
bilities of the total lifting system.
The purpose of this paper is to present some of the characteristics of EBF pow-
ered lift. To predict the aerodynamic performance of a particular EBF configuration,
the contributions to lift of the various components of the total powered lift need to be
understood. In this paper, specific effects such as the induced aerodynamics, the
static turning, the flap span and deflection, and the engine size and flap chord are
examined.
SYMBOLS
A aspect ratio
b wing span, m
cf
CD
total flap chord, m
drag coefficient, Drag
qooS
C L lift coefficient, Lift
qooS
CL,o
CL,y
power-off lift coefficient
circulation lift coefficient
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CL,trim trimmed lift coefficient
C_ thrust coefficient, Gross static thrust
q_oS
dF diameter of fan cowl exit, m
EBF externally blown flap
qoo
S
free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m 2
wing area, m 2
0t angle of attack, deg
Normal force
5] jet deflection angle, arc tan Axial force ' deg
flap turning efficiency, Resultant force
Static thrust
DISCUSSION
Some lift and drag data recently obtained from a typical externally blown double-
slotted flap configuration are shown in figure 2. The data are presented as plots of C L
as a function of a and of CD for the range of thrust coefficient from 0 to approxi-
mately 4. At any constant angle of attack, there is considerable variation in lift coeffi-
cient with thrust coefficient.
This variation is shown in figure 3 where the total EBF lift is broken into the vari-
ous components. These components can be related to the sample data in figure 2 in the
following manner. The unpowered lift CL, o developed by the total lifting system is
plotted as circular symbols. The deflected-thrust component C_z sin(_+ 5])7 depends
on how much of the engine thrust is directed into lift and how well. If all the thrust could
be directed into lift with no turning losses, the thrust contribution to lift in coefficient
form would equal the corresponding C_ value since the lift and thrust are nondimen-
sionalized by the same factors. The remainder is the powered circulation lift compo-
nent CL,I-. It is the difference between the sum of the unpowered-lift and deflected-
thrust components and the total lift. For example, the sum of the power-off lift coefficient
and the thrust contribution to lift, represented by any value of C_, is considerably less
than the power-on lift coefficient which corresponds to that particular thrust level.
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A measure of the static EBF turning effectivenessis neededto study the effects of
the deflectedthrust on the inducedaerodynamics. Sucha measure is shownin figure 4
where the normal force divided by the static thrust is plotted against the longitudinal
force divided by the static thrust. These forces are measuredstatically or at zero for-
ward speed. For the flaps-up condition, or no jet turning, 5j would equal0° andthe
longitudinal force would aboutequal the static thrust, which indicates, as might be
expected,no turning losses. As the jet is deflectedby the flap system, there are result-
ing losses. The higher the turning, the greater the losses as indicated by the band. This
bandincludes most of the available EBF datawith the data from the more efficient flap
systems located along the top edge. The EBF generally uses conventionalengines and
flap systems. The relatively sharp dropoff in efficiency for the higher turning angles is
the price to bepaid for using a simple turning system.
The contributions to EBF lift were shownin figure 3. A breakdownof the EBF drag
showsa similar deflected-thrust componentwhichuses the cosinefunction. Removal of
these deflected-thrust componentsfrom the total lift and drag leavesvalues of circulation
lift and drag which might be expectedto follow the trends of circulation aerodynamics.
The resulting characteristics of the circulation lift and drag could possibly provide a
meansof estimating the power-on lifting performance of the EBF system. In figure 5,
the process for removing the deflected-thrust componentsis shownby using the solid
symbol for a reference. The result is the completecollapse of the power-on andpower-
off lift-drag polars to a bandof circulation lift anddrag. This bandof thrust-removed
lift-drag polars is shownin figure 6 for both take-off and landing flaps. The data are
plotted as thrust-removed lift (total measured lift minus thrust contribution to lift) as a
function of the thrust-removed drag (total measureddrag minus thrust contribution to
drag). The data showthat these collapsedpower-onthrust-removed lift-drag polars fol-
low the sametrend as the traditional induced-dragparameter CL2/_A. Sincethe com-
parison with the induced-drag parameter is intendedonly to showthe trends of the col-
lapsed data andnot the absolutemagnitudeof the drag, the value of the profile drag CD,o
was set equal to 0 andthe value of the Oswaldwing efficiency factor e was set equal
to 1.
Although the direct deflected-thrust contributions havebeenremoved from these
data, an additional variation of the thrust-removed lift, or total circulation lift, exists as
a function of thrust. This variation is plotted in figure 7 which showsthe effect of the
static turning on the total circulation lift CL,F + CL,o (refer back to fig. 3 for the rela-
tionship of these parameters). By using different engine configurations on the double-
slotted flap model, from which all previously showndatawere obtained,and a triple-
slotted flap model, different levels of static turning were obtainedwithout a physical
changeto the high-lift system _tself. The relative values of the static turning parameter
sin (_ + 5j)77are plotted as bar graphs for eachflap system. The data showthat the total
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circulation lift is directly related to this parameter; that is, the highest level of this
parameter producedthe highest level of circulation lift and similarly for the other levels.
In figure 8, the effects of flap spanand deflection are shownfor the untrimmed and
trimmed conditions. Lift coefficient is plotted against drag coefficient for take-off and
landing flap deflections andfor a range of thrust coefficient from 0 to approximately 4.
The solid line represents the full-span flap extendingfrom the fuselageto the wing tip
and the brokenline represents the partial-span flap or inboard two-thirds of the full-span
flap.
For both the untrimmed and trimmed data, there is very little spaneffect for either
flap deflection. Both spanseven exhibit approximately the same maximum lift capability.
The only effect of trimming the data is the expectedreduction in lift due to the lift-trim
penalty.
To look at the effects of enginesize, the double-slotted andtriple-slotted flap
models were tested with several different engines. Shownin figure 9 are the combina-
tions of enginesizes and flap configurations. These combinationsare comparedin terms
of the parameter dF//Cf where dF is the diameter of the fan cowl exit and cf is the
total flap chord measured from the leadingedgeof the first flap element to the trailing
edgeof the last element. In terms of bypass ratio, these engineswould represent bypass
ratios of about4, 6, and 10on the double-slotted-flap configuration and bypass ratios of
about 6 and10 on the triple-slotted-flap configuration looking from top to bottom. All
the wind-tunnel tests were conductedwith a large-chord leading-edgeslat on the wing
outboardof the engine; the broken lines indicate that there was no leading-edgeslat
immediately behindthe engine. The data for these configurations are shownin figure 10
where the effects of enginesize andflap chord are shownfor a thrust coefficient of 4.
Thesedatashowthat the enginetested as the middle-size engine on the double-slotted-
flap model andas the smaller engineon the triple-slotted-flap model gives considerably
better performance than the largest enginefor both flap systems. This higher perfor-
manceis notunexpectedconsidering the extensionof the flap into the engineexhaustflow.
The larger engineprobably has a portion of its exhaustflow passingunder the flap sys-
tem without being containedandturned. This lack of turning results in a lower lift being
produced. If the capability of the flap system to containthe flow is the only considera-
tion, the smallest engineon the double-slotted-flap system would be expectedto be more
effective. Oneexplanation for its lower effectiveness is that this engine hasa tighter
core of exhaustflow which possibly is not spreading as well as that of the middle-size
engine eventhoughit is being containedandturned. Although spreading and containment
are only twoof the several parameters that could be considered, the largest enginewhose
flow canbefully containedand turned by the flap system seems to give the best lift-
producing performance,
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Sincehigh noise levels for the powered-lift conceptshave becomea matter of
major concern, multilobe noise-suppressionnozzleshavebeen suggestedas a meansof
reducing the EBF noise. Thesenozzles were testedon the triple-slotted-flap model
shownin figure 11 to determine their lift-producing capabilities. In figure 12, the results
of this investigation are shown. Thesedata showa lower lift performance for the noise-
suppression nozzles. The lower performance wasindicated in the static turning and
canprobably be attributed to the larger diameter of exhaustflow core for the noise-
suppressionnozzles. This result is similar to that foundwith the engine size compari-
son in figures 9 and 10. The data (fig. 12) show,however, that the noise-suppression
nozzles could beusedto developthe lift required for STOL if the flap system is designed
to consider the engine-exhaustflow characteristics.
CONCLUSIONS
The study of some of the characteristics of EBF powered lift and how such effects
as the induced aerodynamics, static turning, flap span and deflection, and engine size and
flap chord contribute to these characteristics has resulted in several basic conclusions,
as follows:
1. The induced aerodynamics, in particular the induced drag from powered-lift con-
cepts, follow conventional aerodynamic trends.
2. The total circulation lift can be related to the static turning.
3. The use of high-bypass-ratio engines will probably require increased flap size
to retain powered-lift effectiveness.
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STABILITY AND CONTROL OF EXTERNALLY
BLOWN FLAP CONFIGURATIONS
By Lysle P. Parlett
NASA Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
This paper summarizes the results of wind-tunnel investigations on the stability
and control characteristics of externally blown jet-flap configurations and identifies
certain problems and points out some of the solutions to the problems. Conventional
wind-tunnel tests and free-flight model tests have shown that longitudinal trim and
stability can be achieved by a properly located horizontal tail of sufficient size, and
that lateral trim in the engine-out condition can be produced by combinations of dif-
ferential flap, spoiler, and rudder deflection. Free-flight model tests have revealed
a lightly damped Dutch roll lateral oscillation, and have shown that the oscillation can
be stabilized by use of artificial damping.
INTRODUCTION
Considerable effort has been directed over the last several years toward the
study of aerodynamic and stability and control characteristics of externally blown
jet-flap configurations. This work came about because the relative mechanical sim-
plicity and good aerodynamic performance made the concept attractive for use on
STOL aircraft configurations. Early work (ref. 1) documented the high potential of
the concept for STOL performance; later investigations (refs. 2 to 4) however brought
to light serious problems such as pitch trim and longitudinal stability at high lift, and
lateral trim in an engine-out condition. The problems of pitch trim and of longitudinal
stability (see refs. 2 to 4) are common to all powered-lift STOL systems. The problem
of engine-out lateral trim is shared to some extent by other concepts, but is very ser-
ious for externally blown flap (EBF) configurations (see refs. 4 to 6). Although data
for the present paper are based on research done on the EBF concept, a number of the
points brought out will apply also to other STOL concepts. Data presented in the fig-
ures are based on the results of conventional static force tests. The dynamic char-
acteristics of an EBF configuration, as shown by free-flight model tests, will be
described briefly in qualitative terms.
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SYMBOLS
b wing span,meters
CL
Llift coefficient, --qS
Cl rolling-moment coefficient, /-----qSb
Clfi
aC 1
effective dihedral parameter,
AC L lift loss coefficient due to failure of one engine
AC l rolling-moment coefficient due to failure of one engine
Cnl
My
pitching-moment coefficient, qS----_
C n
M z
yawing-moment coefficient,
qSb
Cnl3
directional stability parameter,
Cp engine gross-thrust coefficient, TqS
C wing chord length, meters
length of mean aerodynamic chord, meters
h tail height above wing-chord plane, meters
it incidence of horizontal tail, positive when leading edge is up, deg
L lift, newtons
tail moment arm, meters, or rolling moment, positive right wing down, N-m
My pitching moment, positive nose up, N-m
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Mz
q
S
yawingmoment, positive noseright, N-m
free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m 2
wing area, meters2
T
TI/2
Y
total engine gross thrust, newtons
time required for Dutch roll oscillation to damp to one-half amplitude, sec
moment arm to inoperative engine, meters
0l angle of attack, deg
sideslip angle, positive nose left, deg
¢od
i _ __.5.E
downwash angle measured relative to free stream, deg
damped frequency of Dutch roll oscillation, rad/sec
downwash factor
Abbreviations:
e.g.
M.A.C.
center-of-gravity location
mean aerodynamic chord
DISCUSSION
Longitudinal Characteristics
Provision of adequate trim in pitch is more of a problem for all STOL concepts
than for conventional aircraft, but the problem is particularly severe for the EBF concept.
The source of the problem is illustrated in figure 1. The plot is for a high-lift condition
and shows the variation of pitching moment with angle of attack for several thrust levels.
These data are tail-off data and thus, of course, the curves have an unstable slope; the
significant point, however, is that very large diving moments are produced at high thrust
settings. These diving moments are the result of the center of lfft being located so far
rearward (approximately 60 percent 6).
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The significance of these diving moments in terms of tail size required for trim is
shownin figure 2. The figure showsthe tail size required for trim as a fm-.ctionof tail
lift coefficient following the procedure outlined in reference 2. This plot was prepared
by assumingthat the wing is operating at a maximum lift coefficient of 8, that the tail
moment arm is 3.5 wing chords, and that the static margin is 10percent. Any given
point on the curve represents somecompromise betweentail area and complexity. With-
out anyhigh-lift devices, tail areas of over 40 percent of the wing area wouldbe required.
With somecombinationof elevator and leading-edgehigh-lift device, the tail area
required wouldstill be about 35percent, a value nearly doublethat required by conven-
tional airplanes. If, by fuller useof high-lift technology, the tail lift coefficients are
made approximately equalto the wing lift coefficients, the tail size can be reduced to
that of conventionalairplanes.
Figures 1 and2 have shownthat there is a large pitching momentto be trimmed
and that a large tail is required for trim; figure 3 showsanother aspectof the tall design
problem - that the tail location is also important in considering the tail contribution to
stability. Figure 3 is basedon a powered-lift approachcondition, and presents a plot of
pitching-moment coefficient against angleof attack for two horizontal-tall locations. The
tall-off curve is taken from figure 1. At low anglesof attack the tall in a high rearward
position makesa noticeable but inadequatecontribution to the stability of the complete
configuration. At high anglesof attack, the contribution of the tail actually becomes
destabilizing. If the sametail is movedforward andupward, it now produces stability
for the completeconfiguration through the angle-of-attack range up to slightly over 15°.
The stabilizing effects of this high forward tall becomeweaker as angleof attack
increases, but the loss in stability is much more gradual than whenthe tail was in the
rearward location.
Figure 4 showswhy the high forward tail position was more favorable from sta-
bility considerations. This figure is basedon smoke-flow studies and illustrates the
vortex flow setupby a wing operating in a powered-lift condition. The tip vortices do not
trail straight backwardbut are drawn in sharply toward the center line of the airplane.
At high anglesof attack, suchas shownin the drawing, the rearward tail enters a region
of powerful downwash,andthe result is a serious loss of stability. The high forward tall,
however, wouldbe farther from the more intense parts of the vortex flow, andwould
retain its stabilizing effect in spite of its shorter momentarm.
Surveyshavebeenmade of the downwashangles in the region of the horizontal tail
andthis information is summarized in figure 5 in terms of the variation of downwash
factor 1 - a---Sewith thrust coefficient for three horizontal-tail locations. Figure 5 shows
as
that regardless of the location, the tail loses some effectiveness as power is increased,
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but the high forward tail retains its stabilizing effect muchbetter than the others at high
thrust levels. However, some caseshave beenfoundin which a low tail was as stabi-
lizing as a high one; the stability is dependentonthe vortex pattern which, in turn, is
influenced by wing lift distribution. If the tail canbe kept out of the vortex, it can retain
stability, and experience has shownthat a high forward tail is clear of the vortex area
more often than a low tail is.
The influence of tail location on trim characteristics is shownin figure 6, which is
a plot of pitching momentagainst thrust coefficient at constantwing angle of attack and
tail incidence. The low tail produces markedly less changein pitching momentwith
changein thrust than doesthe high tail, evidently becausethe powerful downwashat the
low tail position produces a nose-uppitching momentwhich approximately balancesthe
nose-downpitching moment of the wing as power is increased. Apparently, then, the low
tail has the more desirable characteristics of providing trim with least incidence change,
althoughfigure 5 showedthat the high tail might be preferable if stability is an important
consideration. The trim and stability characteristics of a horizontal tail have been shown
to be largely dependenton its location, but more work is neededbefore these character-
istics canbepredicted from a knowledgeof wing lift intensity anddistribution.
Lateral Characteristics
Figure 7 showsthe effect of thrust on two lateral static stability derivatives, the
directional stability and the effective dihedral. As thrust is increased, the directional sta-
bility parameter Cnfl also increases because of the increased velocity past the vertical
tail. The effective dihedral is positive and becomes more positive because of the increase
in wing lift-curve slope at high thrust. Although the static stability increases with
increasing thrust, the net effect is a decrease in dynamic stability, as shown in figure 8.
Presented in figure 8 is a plot of the Dutch roll oscillation characteristics of an
EBF configuration in terms of the damping parameter _l/T1/2 and the damped frequency
parameter wd. The boundaries are taken from a recent AGARD publication outlining
STOL handling criteria. (See ref. 7.) For the power-off condition, the Dutch roll
behavior of the EBF would be considered unsatisfactory but acceptable. When power is
applied, the dynamic characteristics deteriorate seriously and become very nearly unac-
ceptable. Calculations indicate that to produce satisfactory Dutch roll characteristics of
an EBF configuration, the basic damping in roll and in yaw would have to be doubled.
More detailed information on the Dutch roll problem will be presented in later papers
based on simulator studies.
Another major lateral problem is that of restoring trim in the event of failure of
one engine. This problem, of course, involves both roll and yaw, the roll being the more
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critical in anapproachcondition. In aneffort to establish the magnitudeof the problem
in roll, anattempt has beenmadeto correlate the rolling momentwith the lift loss which
accompaniesfailure of one engine. The results of this correlation are shownin figure 9,
which is a plot of engine-out rolling momentagainst engine-out lift loss. If it is assumed
that the lift loss is concentrated at the spanwise station of the dead engine, the calculated
rolling moments would fall along the dashed line. However, when the rolling moments
are actually measured, it is found that they are almost invariably smaller than would
have been calculated. This result indicates that the center of lift induced by this engine
is inboard of the engine. Therefore the moments are not as large as would be expected,
but they are still large enough to require special attention.
One means by which these moments can be controlled is shown in figure 10, which
is a plot of rolling-moment coefficient against lift coefficient for a configuration having a
four-engine thrust-weight ratio of 0.6. In four-engine operation the rolling moments
would, of course, be zero, and a maximum lift coefficient of about 9 could reasonably be
expected. With the failure of one outboard engine, the thrust-weight ratio would fall
to 0.45, and the maximum lift coefficient would then become about 7.0, approximately
what it would be in four-engine operation at three-quarters thrust, but the out-of-trim
rolling moments would be very large. These moments can, however, be trimmed out by
full-span differential flap deflection without an excessive lift penalty. The additional
moments produced by spoiler deflection would then be available for maneuvering in roll.
The directional problems associated with engine-out operation are shown in fig-
ure 11, which is a plot of the yawing-moment coefficients that correspond to the rolling
moments presented in figure 10. The no-control moment is large enough to be a problem
in itself, but the differential flap deflection which was so effective in producing roll trim
has such a large adverse effect on the yaw that directional trim can now be produced
only by full use of some device like a blown or slotted rudder. It has been found, how-
ever, that defle_cting only the midspan element of the flap differentially produces favorable
yaw. The rolling effectiveness of these midspan elements is shown in figure 12, which
is essentially the same as figure 10 except that the rolling moment due to differential
midspan flap deflection is shown, and the spoiler increment is now added to the midspan
flap curve. The figure shows that differential deflection of the midspan elements pro-
duces about three-quarters of the roll that the full-span flaps produced. These midspan
elements, then, have virtually trimmed the aircraft in roll and have produced a yawing
moment which is within the trim capability of a conventional rudder.
Dynamic stability and control studies of the EBF concept have been made with the
free-flight model technique which has proved useful in previous research in pointing out
problem areas which might have been overlooked in conventional testing.
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The model which was built for the flight tests is shownin figure 13. It has a
spanof 3.05 meters (10ft) and is poweredby four 15.24-cm (6-in.) diameter jet engine
simulators driven by compressedair. Slots andappropriate tubing in the model pro-
vided boundary-layer control, whendesired, over the wing leading edge, ailerons, and
rudder. The horizontal tail was equippedwith a Krueger flap, andthe elevator deflec-
tion was a constant 50°. The control surfaces were deflectedby remotely controlled
pneumaticactuators. Longitudinal control was producedby deflecting the entire hori-
zontal tail; lateral control was producedby spoilers, ailerons, and rudder.
The free-flight techniqueis illustrated in figure 14. This figure shows the model
being flown without restraint in the 9- by 18-meter (30- by 60-ft) open-throat test sec-
tion of the Langley full-scale tunnel and remotely controlled about all three axes by
human pilots. Pneumatic power and electric control signals are supplied to the model
through the flexible trailing cable, which is made up of wires and light plastic tubes.
The pilots perform various experiments with the model controls, and note the dynamic
response of the model.
The results of the free-flight model tests showed that with all engines operating
and with artificial damping about all three axes, the model was easy to fly even at angles
of attack of 24 °, very near the stall. Without artificial damping, however, the model
exhibited a lightly damped Dutch roll oscillation which was easily excited by use of rudder
control. With one outboard engine inoperative, the model was trimmed laterally through
the use of differential flap, spoilers, and rudder; and with artificial damping again applied,
the model was still easy to fly. This result indicated that the dynamic behavior with one
engine inoperative was not greatly different from that of four-engine operation. Tran-
sient motions following an engine failure were not studied in the model flight tests, but
were investigated in simulator studies reported in paper no. 14 by David A. Kier,
William Grantham, Bruce E. Powers, and Luat T. Nguyen.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of stability and control work on the EBF can be summarized briefly as
follows: a large horizontal tail is required for adequate trim and a high forward tail
location appears best for stability; satisfactory solutions to the engine-out lateral trim
problem have been developed, and stability augmentation will probably be required for
adequate Dutch roll damping.
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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A SWEPT AUGMENTOR WING
By David G. Koenig
NASA Ames Research Center
and
Michael D. Falarski
U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
SUMMARY
A brief outline of augmentor wing research sponsored by Ames Research Center
is presented and is followed by a discussion of large-scale wind-tunnel test results for
a swept augmentor wing configuration. The results showed that the augmentor wing
could be applied to high-speed swept wing designs with little adverse effect on either
the basic performance of the augmentor or the longitudinal characteristics, including
maximum lift and stall. Three lateral control devices were shown to be effective and
ground effect was measured for several complete aircraft configurations.
INTRODUC TION
As part of continuing research and development of the augmentor wing powered
high-lift systems, tests have been made recently on a swept augmentor wing. Although
the augmentor performed well on simple unswept wing planforms, there were signifi-
cant questions concerning the adverse effects of sweep and taper ratio on augmentor
wing performance. Design studies have shown that angles of sweep up to 25 ° would be
required in order to maintain sufficient wing thickness to enclose the required ducting
as well as to maintain the required cruise Mach numbers for augmentor wing aircraft.
Areas which could be adversely affected by this sweep are as follows: Augmentor
performance - particularly at airspeed - could be affected by sweeping the augmentor
inlet with respect to the local flow coming from the wing upper surface. Aircraft per-
formance near lg flight would be affected by adverse effects on basic forces and
moments in view of previous experience in the application of other high-lift devices
to swept wings. Characteristics at high angle of attack such as maximum lift and stall
could be adversely affected by sweep. And, finally, lateral stability and control and
ground effect are items which must be documented for use in design studies.
The wind-tunnel test program using a large-scale swept wing model was designed
to answer questions in the areas just mentioned. Results will be summarized in this
paper following a brief outline of augmentor wing research at Ames Research Center.
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NOTATION
b wing span, m (It)
wing chord, m (ft)
CD
CJ I
C L
C 1
C m
Cn
Cp
F
mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft)
Drag
drag coefficient, qS
total isentropic jet thrust coefficient, including augmentor, aileron BLC,
F I
and fuselage BLC, --
qS
lift coefficient, Lif____t
qS
rolling-moment coefficient,
pitching- moment coeffic lent,
Rolling moment
qSb
Pitching moment
qS_"
Yawing moment
yawing-moment coefficient, qSb
Pl- P_
pressure coefficient, q
force of augmentor measured on static test, N (lb)
F I
Fnozzle
h
isentropic jet thrust, N (lb)
force of primary nozzle, N (lb)
distance from ground to model wing chord plane at 01=0°,N (ft)
Pl
P¢¢
q
S
wing surface static pressure, N/m2 (psf)
free-stream static pressure, N/m2 (psf)
free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m2 (psf)
wing area, m2 (ft 2)
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T/W ratio of total static enginethrust to aircraft weight
Ot
6 a
5f
5th
model angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
aileron deflection, deg
augmentor deflection, augmentor centerline rotation from wing chord plane,
deg
engine residual thrust nozzle rotation, 0 when nozzle is parallel to wing
chord plane, deg
BAC KGROUND
The augmentor wing has been studied as a powered high-lift device which can be
integrated with the aircraft propulsion system to improve the landing and takeoff charac-
teristics of STOL aircraft. Work was started with unswept wing configurations in order
to simplify the study of augmentor performance at forward speed. This was also a prom-
ising configuration which could result in a flight-test vehicle that could be built economi-
cally. A sketch of one of the more recent unswept-augmentor-wing-model configurations
is shown in figure 1. Results of wind-tunnel tests on these configurations are presented
in references 1 and 2. It was found that the aerodynamics of the configuration were good,
particularly the longitudinal stability and control characteristics.
The augmentor wing was then chosen as the powered high-lift system for use on the
NASA flight research vehicle. This aircraft is being flight tested, and initial flight-test
results are discussed in paper no. 20 by Hervey C. Quigley and Richard F. Vomaski.
Work on advanced augmentor wing configurations has been continuing in order to
improve augmentor performance and reduce noise of the augmentor wing. These subjects
are also discussed in subsequent papers. Advanced augmentor wing concepts are being
integrated into aircraft design studies and should be sufficiently generalized to help in
the direction of future research and development. Some initial results in this effort are
presented in references 3 to 6.
A significant part of this work is the study of the cruise augmentor wing. This is
basically a thrust augmentor used as a propulsion device for aircraft at cruise. Two
cruise augmentor wing programs are being sponsored by Ames Research Center. One
is included in a contract with The Boeing Company and the other is a joint effort of the
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United Statesand Canada. Each program has a different approach, but either design
could lead to reduced weight and simplification of augmentor-wing-aircraft lift-propulsion
systems.
The remainder of this paper summarizes results of recent tests in the Ames 40-
by 80-foot wind tunnel. During the last 2 years, tests in and out of ground effect were
made in a joint effort between the United States and Canada. The test data for these tests
are presented in references 7, 6, and 9 and are summarized in the following discussion.
MODE L AND TEST DESCRIPTION
Figure 2 shows the model planform superimposed on the configuration used in a
previous unswept wing test. The wing was swept 27.5 ° and had a slightly larger aspect
ratio than the unswept wing. The wing had a taper ratio of 0.3 and an average section
thickness of 0.115 compared with 0.4 and 0.16, respectively, for the unswept wing. As
with the unswept wing the model had blown ailerons, used a full-span slat for leading-
edge stall control, and was equipped with provisions for BLC across the top of the fuse-
lage to control root stall. Further description of the model is presented in references 7,
8, and 9.
Photographs of the models are shown in figures 3, 4, and 5. Figures 3 and 5 show
the model equipped with 4 JT15D powered nacelles to simulate unvectored residual thrust
of the engine. The model is shown in figure 4 equipped with J85 nacelles. The nozzles
for each of these nacelles swiveled from thrusting back parallel with the nacelle center-
line to 300 forward of vertical. For the out-of-ground-effect tests the model was installed
near the center of the wind-tunnel test section. The model was tested near the floor of
the wind tunnel to simulate the effect of ground as shown in figures 4 and 5.
A comparison of the augmentor configuration with a previous configuration used on
the unswept wing is shown in figure 6. The primary difference was the elimination of the
slot on the flap. Bench tests of 2D models made prior to installation of the augmentor
model indicated that augmentation ratios F/F I were decreased from a maximum of 1.39
to 1.37 by eliminating this slot.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Augmentor Performance
Prior to the wind-tunnel tests, the augmentation of the fully assembled augmentor
was measured with the model on a static test stand. The results are summarized in fig-
ure 7 and are presented in more detail in reference 8. Augmentation ratio shown is the
ratio of augmentor measured thrust to the nozzle thrust measured with the augmentor
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removed. The maximum values of augmentationratio of 1.43 and 1.33 for the 2D and
large-scale model, respectively, compare well when it is considered that no attempt was
made to optimize the augmentor after it was installed on the large-scale model. This
comparison between the bench tests and complete model static tests was similar to cor-
responding comparisons for the unswept model, and it can therefore be concluded that
there were no major adverse effects of sweep on static augmentor performance. Pre-
liminary analysis of augmentor performance at forward speed indicated that here no per-
formance was not adversely affected by sweep. Further discussion of the augmentor per-
formance at forward speed is included in paper no. 8 by Thomas N. Aiken.
Longitudinal Characteristics
A comparison of two sets of basic data for the unswept and swept wing configurations
is presented in figure 8 for the models with tail off. The ailerons were deflected 45 ° and
30 ° for the unswept and swept wings, respectively, the augmentor flap was 50 °, and the
jet coefficient was 0.8. It is evident that the lift and drag characteristics are similar,
with the lift-curve slope and maximum lift the same and the slope of the drag curve being
of the same shape. A comparison of the moment data shows that both curves are close to
linear and if the moment center for the swept wing model were moved back 0.07E the two
sets of moment data could be superimposed.
The effects of sweep on lift as functions of power and flap deflection are shown in
figures 9 and 10 for zero angle of attack as well as maximum lift. The flap lift incre-
ments as well as the maximum lift obtained for the swept wing are seen to bracket the
values measured for the unswept wing; thus, the effects of power on the lift were the same
for the two models. One significant difference appeared in maximum lift (fig. 10); values
decreased for the unswept wing as flap deflection increased and remained about the same
for the swept wing.
The basic stalling characteristics were different from those of the unswept wing for
some wing configurations in that the swept wing generally stalled first at the wing tips
whereas the unswept wing generally stalled at the root and fuselage blowing boundary-
layer control improved maximum lift for that case (see ref. 2). For the swept wing the
effect of symmetric aileron deflection on stall is shown in figure 11 for the landing flap
setting (Sf = 70°). The Cm_ curves in the upper portion of the figure show pitch-up
occurred for the 5a = 30 ° and 45 ° settings. The tendency to pitch up was eliminated
up to 32 ° angle of attack by reducing the aileron droop to 15 °. The reason for this is
shown by the variation with spanwise location of pressure coefficient on the wing at 0.07c
which may be used as a qualitative spanwise load distribution along the wing. The data
show a loss in loading at the wing tip and a slight gain in lift at the root. Tendency to
pitch up or an adverse stalling characteristic can therefore be reduced by undrooping the
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ailerons. As may be seenfrom the lift data of references 7 and 8, reducing 5a from
45° to 150reduces CLmax by only 0.25.
During the investigations of references 7 and 8, three tail heights were considered
for the tail lengths indicated in figure 2. The heights ranged from the extendedwing chord
plane to 1.45abovethe chord plane. Downwashdatawere obtainedfor all three tail posi-
tions andtail-on force andmoment dataare available for the two higher positions. For
both of thesepositions, the stability andcontrol characteristics of the completeaircraft
configurationswere excellent. As an example, the effect of power on trim is shownin
figure 12for a momentcenter locatedat 35percent chord. The dataare chosenfor trim
lift valuesof 3.5 and 5.2 for the takeoff and landing flap deflections, respectively, for the
condition of lg flight. As shown,the effect of power was slight for values of T/W of
0.3 and 0.4and, althoughnot shown,this conclusion is valid for a much larger range of
T/W. Also, for the lift range shown,static stability was not influenced greatly by power.
During the tests reported in references 8 and 9, nacelle-wing interference effects
were measured,particularly with the powerednacelle configurations shownin figures 4
and 5. In augmentorwing designs, between40and 80 percent of the enginethrust is
ductedto the augmentorandthe remainder is exhaustedunder the wing. The nacelle-
wing interference effects were measuredover a thrust range representing these distri-
butions, or thrust splits, and typical results are shownin figure 13 for the four-nacelle
configuration with no thrust deflection. The lift anddrag values for the takeoff flap set-
ting (Sf = 40 °) are presented as functions of augmentor jet thrust CjI for nacelles off
and two thrust splits. The lift and drag coefficients are those resulting after the gross
engine thrust has been subtracted. For the higher values of CJI , the lift for the 60-40
(engine-augmentor) split was 11 percent below the nacelle-off values but a significant por-
tion of this was also measured for the 33-67 split. A split of 25-75 is being seriously
considered for some current augmentor wing designs, and for these the adverse effects
of both nacelle and residual thrust could probably be considered small. It is believed
that adverse effects of residual thrust could be further reduced by slight downward deflec-
tion of the jet.
Lateral Characteristics
Lateral stability and control characteristics of the swept augmentor wing model are
presented in references 7 and 8. It was shown that both Cl_ and Cn_ were linear with
augmentor thrust and comparable to those of wings equipped with other powered high-lift
systems. The lateral control methods investigated proved to be effective, and control
options are summarized in figure 14. The data are presented in terms of rolling-moment
and yawing-moment increment obtained while one side of each control is cycled. The val-
ues were found to be additive except where the aileron is moved together with the spoiler
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of the same side since the spoiler reduced the effectivenessof the aileron. An interesting
combination of the devices would be the use of the spoilers in conjunctionwith the aug-
mentor throttling for a fixed symmetrical aileron droop where, as shownby the yawing-
momentdata, the yawing-moment inputs would tendto cancel andto produce little or no
yawing moment dueto roll control.
GroundEffect
The groundeffect of the model was measuredby using the wind-tunnel test-section
floor as a fixed groundboard with the model installed as shown in figures 4 and 5. Results
of the measurements are shown in figures 15 and 16 for the cases of the basic wing and
two nacelles installed (configuration of fig. 4), respectively. The lift data are presented
for constant angle of attack which represents an aircraft touchdown attitude, and the drag
data are shown for a typical approach lift value. The measurements showed that below a
value of CJI = 0.6, ground effect was negligible. For values of CJI above 0.6, the
adverse effect on lift increased with CJI to a value representing a 10-percent reduction
in lift. The ground effect on drag for a cons "tant lift coefficient was found to be negligible.
It should be noted that these effects were due to reducing ground height 1.34_ which would
be approximately wheel height at touchdown.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, it was found that the augmentor wing could be applied to a high-speed
swept wing configuration and result in favorable longitudinal and lateral characteristics.
There were found to be no major adverse effects of sweep on augmentation ratio or on
basic lift, drag, and moment characteristics; maximum lift and the stall were mild but
could be controlled by proper choice of symmetrical aileron droop.
Investigations of the lateral characteristics of the swept augmentor wing indicated
that three controls were effective and a system was possible having no yawing-moment
input.
Ground effect measurements showed a small adverse effect on lift when ground
height was reduced to 1.34 chords or wheel height.
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ADVANCED AUGMENTOR-WING RESEARCH
By Thomas N. Aiken
NASA Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
Results of research on advanced augmentors are discussed. Research con-
cerned with performance has indicated that: (1) Augmentors with lobe-type nozzles
give higher thrust augmentation than those with slot-type primary nozzles, (2) the
thrust of augmentor wings at forward speed is greater than that of internally blown
flaps for the speed range of interest, and (3) the optimum augmentor geometry at
forward speed may be different from the optimum static geometry. Analysis of
augmentor-wing data has shown that the data may be correlated by accounting for
the augmentation and entrainment in defining a net thrust coefficient.
INTRODUCTION
Research programs have been conducted both by contractors and by NASA to
improve augmentor performance and reduce the noise of the augmentor. This paper
will cover only the performance aspects of these studies; however, noise reduction
was the major driving force of the study. Specifically, the topics to be covered in
this paper are thrust augmentation performance of augmentors designed to be quiet,
a comparison of thrust available from conventional jet flaps and the augmentor wing,
and thrust correlating parameters.
SYMBOLS
CD
CD, i
CD, o
Cj
Cj, net
C L
drag coefficient
induced drag coefficient
profile drag coefficient
nozzle jet thrust coefficient, Nozzle thrust
q_oS
net jet thrust coefficient, _bCj - 2Cq
liftcoefficient
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Cq
h
secondarymass flow coefficient,
averagenozzle height, cm (in.)
Secondary mass flow
n v,_
rh
q JET
qoo
S
V
P
flaplength, cm (in.)
mass flow rate, kg/sec (lbm/sec)
nozzle jet dynamic pressure, N/m 2
free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m 2
wing reference area, m 2 (ft 2)
velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
thrust augmentation ratio,
density, kg/m 3 (slugs/ft 3)
(lb/ft 2)
(lb/ft 2)
Augmentor thrust
Nozzle thrust
Subscripts:
primary nozzle
secondary free-stream air entrained by augmentor
oo free stream
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Development of the slot-type augmentor, shown in figure 1, was begun in the early
1960's by the Canadian Defence Research Board and De Havilland Aircraft of Canada.
During the latter part of the 1960's, research on a large scale was conducted at the Ames
Research Center with joint Canadian-NASA sponsorship. This work produced an effective
augmentor that was appropriate for flight testing but, with the growing emphasis on noise,
was too noisy. Research to reduce noise led to studies of multielement nozzles.
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Static Performance
At Ames Research Center the performance of multielement nozzles has been
studied. This effort led to the nozzle depicted in figure 2. This nozzle has a small
continuous slot as well as discrete vertical lobes. Other multielement nozzles may
have vertical lobes alone and may have different height and spacing values. The basic
difference between the characteristics of the nozzles in figures 1 and 2 is that the lobe
nozzle improves mixing by distributing the primary flow over much of the inlet, whereas
the slot nozzle is limited to mixing obtained by natural jet spreading.
The maximum static thrust augmentation for the two types of nozzles is shown
plotted against the nondimensional mixing length in figure 3. Data for the upper curve
were obtained from references 1 to 4 and the present investigation. The lower curve
was extracted from some unpublished data. The figure shows that lobe nozzle augment-
ors give higher thrust augmentation than slot nozzle augmentors at a given value of mix-
ing length.
System studies reported in references 1 to 4 indicate that a typical, quiet, 150-
passenger, augmentor-wing STOL would have as much thrust as possible in the nozzles
and a resultant nondimensional mixing length of about 50. At that value, figure 3 shows
that lobe nozzles give a 50-percent increase in augmentation or a 10-percent increase
in thrust compared with slot nozzles.
The manner in which the lobe nozzles increase the thrust augmentation is shown in
figure 4, a plot of the exit velocity profiles for the two types of nozzles. Both nozzles
are canted 30 ° so that there is no turning within the augmentor. The primary momentum
is approximately the same for each nozzle.
An integration of the two curves would show that the lobe nozzle has greater momen-
tum and mass flow, hence greater thrust augmentation and secondary flow entrainment,
than the slot nozzle. Also, because the profile for the lobe nozzle is more uniform, the
lobe is more efficient than the slot nozzle and gives greater thrust augmentation per
entrained flow.
The static noise characteristics of lobe nozzles are better than those of slot noz-
zles and are shown in detail in paper no. 31 by Falarski, Aoyagi, and Koenig.
Forward Speed
At forward speed, the augmentor wing is basically an internally blown flap (IBF),
hence one would expect their characteristics to be similar. There are, however, two
basic differences. First, the augmentor wing lacks strong boundary-layer control on the
upper shroud surface, which may lead to shroud flow separation at high flap angles.
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Second,the addition of a shroud causes thrust augmentation and secondary flow entrain-
ment much like a propulsive device.
The effect of this last difference is shown in figure 5. This is a plot of nondimen-
sional thrust as a function of nondimensional forward speed for an augmentor wing and
an internally blown flap at identical conditions. The data are from references 1 to 4.
The shroud forms an ejector and thereby increases thrust at low forward speeds. This
thrust due to the augmentor falls off with forward speed due to secondary flow momentum
drag. However, for the range of forward speeds from static to takeoff, the augmentor
wing has greater net thrust than the internally blown flap. This would result in a smaller
required installed thrust for a given mission.
The effect of adding a shroud is also shown in figure 6. The figure shows drag
polars from references 1 to 4. All the polars are at the same nozzle thrust coefficient
Cj but are at different forward speeds and pressure ratios (PR). The figure indicates
that Cj is a reasonable correlating parameter at low forward speeds and pressure
ratios, but fails at the higher values of each.
The drag characteristics of the augmentor wing are dependent on the net thrust or
the gross augmented thrust minus the secondary flow inlet momentum. The momentum
drag can be calculated if it is assumed that the augmentation and entrainment do not
change with forward speed, only with pressure ratio, so that the static values may be
used. Values of static augmentation and entrainment as a function of pressure ratio are
shown in figure 7 for the data in figure 6.
Figure 8 shows the drag equation for the augmentor wing; CD, o and CD, i are
the profile and induced drag coefficients, respectively. If the assumptions are correct,
subtracting the effects of the augmentor, -_bCj + 2Cq, from the data of figure 6 should
collapse the data to a single line since they have identical profile and induced drags. The
right-hand plot of figure 8 indicates that the assumptions were correct. The drag polars
are nearly identical; thus, the difference in the drag polars of figure 6 was due to the dif-
ferences in _bCj - 2Cq or Cj, net caused by changes in augmentation and entrainment
with pressure ratio.
These results indicate that static augmentor results can be used to adjust data for
the effect of pressure ratio if Cj, net is used for the correlating parameter. This, of
course, applies only to data from the same augmentor configuration.
Turning now to lift characteristics, figure 9 shows the effect of some geometry
changes on the lift of an augmentor wing at a high flap angle. The normal configuration
is similar to the augmentor of reference 5, but with a lobe nozzle. Both lowering the
shroud (moving it rearward relative to the flap) and closing the lower gap (practical only
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with a lobe nozzle) improve the lift characteristics. Closing the lower gap also improves
the lift at low flap angles. Static augmentationis reducedwith both these changes.
CONCLUSIONS
From the results anddiscussion containedin this paper, the following conclusions
canbe made:
1. Lobe nozzles give higher augmentationthanslot nozzles.
2. The thrust of an augmentorwing at forward speedis greater than that of an
internally blown flap for the range of interest of thrust coefficients.
3. Augmentor wing drag data shouldbe correlated with a net jet thrust coefficient
to accountfor the augmentationandentrainment.
4. Optimum augmentorgeometry at forward speedmay bedifferent from optimum
static geometry.
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AERODYNAMICS OF THE UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAP
By Arthur E. Phelps III
Langley Directorate, U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
SUMMARY
This paper summarizes the results of some preliminary wind-tunnel investiga-
tions made to provide fundamental aerodynamic information on the upper surface
blown jet-flap concept incorporating high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines. The results
of the investigation have shown the concept to have aerodynamic performance gener-
ally similar to that of other externally blown high-lift systems. A few of the more
critical problems associated with this concept have been identified and preliminary
solutions to some of these problems have been found. These results have proven to
be sufficiently encouraging to warrant continuation of fundamental research efforts on
the concept.
INTRODUCTION
Although the upper surface blown jet-flap (USB) concept is presently receiving
a considerable amount of attention in STOL research, it is worthwhile to note that this
is not a new idea. During the latter part of the 1950's, some preliminary aerodynamic
and noise investigations were performed at Langley Research Center on the models
shown schematically in figure 1. (See refs. 1 and 2.) The aerodynamic model had a
partial-span plain flap located behind the engine nacelle and employed a wide, thin
exhaust nozzle to distribute the exhaust flow more or less evenly along the flap span.
At the same time that these aerodynamic studies were being performed, a series of
investigations were made to measure the noise levels associated with various types of
jet flaps, one of which was an upper surface blown type generally similar to that used
in the aerodynamic model. (See fig. 1.) The results of the aerodynamic investigations
suggested that the USB concept could provide the high lift necessary for efficient STOL
operation, and the noise studies indicated that the USB concept was not only generally
quieter than the other concepts under study, but also that the wing tended to act as a
noise shield. As was the case with all the other jet-flap schemes, however, there was
little interest in the idea at that time, primarily because of the lack of suitable power-
plants. The turbojet engines of that day had very hot exhaust temperatures, and their
heavy weight made them impractical for providing the high thrust required for STOL
applications. With the increasing emphasis on quiet STOL aircraft and the availability
of lightweight, high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines, attention has once again been focused
on the upper surface blown jet flap as a promising candidate for STOL applications.
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SYMBOLS
wing span, meters
drag coefficient, Drag/qS
lift coefficient, Lift/qS
lift loss due to failure of one engine
trim lift coefficient
rolling-moment coefficient,
pitching-moment coefficient,
engine gross-thrust coefficient,
//qSb
M/qS w
W/qS
local wing chord, meters
horizontal-tail mean aerodynamic chord, meters
wing mean aerodynamic chord, meters
horizontal-tail incidence angle, degrees
rolling moment, positive right wing down, newton-meters
pitching moment, positive nose up, newton-meters
free-stream dynamic pressure, newtons/meter2
wing area, meters2
engine gross thrust, newtons
moment arm to inoperative engine, meters
flap deflection angle, degrees
ABBREVIATIONS
EBF
USB
externally blown jet flap
upper surface blown jet flap
DISCUSSION
General Aerodynamic Considerations
Recent work has been directed at providing fundamental aerodynamic information
on the USB concept incorporating modern, high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines; and some
preliminary work was conducted on the semispan model shown in figure 2 (ref. 3). This
model featured a full-span plain trailing-edge flap, a full-span leading-edge Krueger flap,
and a two-engine powered nacelle simulating a high-bypass-ratio turbofan-engine installa-
tion. The essential difference between this model and the aerodynamic model of figure 1
was that the installation of the high-bypass-ratio engines resulted in a very thick jet which
proved to be difficult to turn. It was known from previous work (ref. 4) that a number of
critical parameters are involved in effective jet turning; among them is the ratio of jet
thickness to turning radius. For the configuration of figure 2, the jet thickness for the
basic nacelle proved to be too large, and it was necessary to thin the jet in order to turn
the exhaust flow. The device used for this purpose was simply a flat deflector plate
attached to the nacelle exit in such a way that the exhaust flow was directed down toward
the top of the wing.
Figure 3 has been prepared to show the interrelation of some of the parameters
involved in effective turning, and shows schematically the relationship between the engine
pressure ratio and the ratio of jet thickness to turning radius for the static turning case.
This figure indicates that good turning can be obtained with thicker exhaust jets through
the use of engines with lower pressure ratios (high bypass ratios). Consequently, the
use of these modern engines does not require the very thin jet sheet needed for turbojet
installations of the type simulated on the earlier models. Unfortunately, the installation
of low-pressure-ratio engines in a more or less conventionally shaped nacelle generally
results in an exhaust-jet thickness that is still too high for good turning performance,
and some additional thinning is necessary. Figure 4 shows schematically a few methods
that have been studied for improved turning efficiency.
The first method, and the one which was used on the semispan model of figure 2, is
simply the use of a flat deflector attached to the top of the nacelle exit in such a way as to
direct the exhaust flow down toward the top of the wing. The exhaust jet is free to expand
and spread spanwise, but is effectively thinned enough to provide good turning perfor-
mance. A second technique is the use of a nacelle with a fishtail-type planform. That
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is, the nozzle hasa high aspect ratio with an exit designed to have the proper height for
effective turning and is flared in plan to maintain .the required exit area. This arrange-
ment differs from the deflector technique in that the exhaust flow is confined to a specific
region of the wing span and does not spread spanwise. A third alternative is the use of a
turning vane located above the flap knee and extending spanwise a sufficient distance to
capture and turn the exhaust flow. This method forces the jet to turn, but has the disad-
vantage of relatively high noise and low efficiency. Such an arrangement has recently
been tested at Langley, and these results are presented by Danny R. Hoad in paper no. 10.
Another method, not shown in figure 4, is that of boundary-layer control at the knee of
the trailing-edge flap. This method has proven effective for turning the jet exhaust, even
for relatively thick exhaust jets. (See ref. 3.)
In order to illustrate more clearly the effect of the exhaust deflector, figure 5 has
been prepared to show schematically the nature of the exhaust flow behind the basic nacelle
and the nacelle with a deflector attached. It should be noted that these sketches show the
wind-on characteristics, since these have proven to be more serious than the static char-
acteristics. As the jet exhaust exits the basic nacelle, the sides of the jet sheet tend to
roll up into vortices. As soon as the flow begins to turn over the flap, the jet begins to
contract and continues to do so until it leaves the flap trailing edge. At this point the side
vortices have become fairly large and powerful, and their effect is to greatly reduce the
portion of the flap span affected by the exhaust jet. Placing a deflector on the nacelle,
however, spreads the exhaust flow spanwise an appreciable distance at the nacelle exit.
Although the jet still tends to contract as it follows the flap, considerably more of the
span is affected by the jet sheet, and much improved turning performance is realized.
Longitudinal Characteristics
The aerodynamic lift characteristics of the semispan model of figure 2 are shown
in figure 6 as a plot of lift coefficient against angle of attack for three different power
settings. For a thrust coefficient of about 4, a maximum lift coefficient of about 10.5
was obtained, whereas the power-off maximum lift coefficient was about 2.5. This power
increment in lift is generally comparable with that obtained for other external-flow, jet-
augmented, high-lift systems.
The results of these preliminary tests led to the testing of the full-span model shown
in figure 7. This model had a tapered wing with the leading edge swept 30o; four engines
mounted at 27 and 42 percent semispan; a full-span, 0.19c leading-edge slat; and a double-
slotted trailing-edge flap, the inboard portion of which was covered by a thin piece of sheet
metal to provide a smooth, large-radius, upper surface contour. The engine nozzles were
essentially of the fishtail type, although the top of the exit nozzle was contoured so that the
exhaust-flow center line was deflected downward toward the top of the wing in front of the
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flap knee. The horizontal tail shownin dashedlineswas not optimized, but was tested
only to investigate potential stability and control problems.
The static turning performance of the modelfor two flap settings, 55° and 35°, is
shownin figure 8 alongwith turning datafor an EBF model having the same flap settings,
and serves to indicate the relative efficiency of theflap systems in turning the exhaust
jet. The radial lines indicate the turning angle; andthe arcs showthe ratio of resultant
force to thrust, which is a measure of the efficiency of the system. Generally speaking,
the USBmodel showedgoodturning and somewhathigher efficiency than the EBF model,
although this USBconfiguration did not turn the flow completely for the 55° flap setting.
This relatively goodturning is reflected in the wind-on data shownin figure 9. These
dataare shownin the form of trim-lift drag polar plots for the full-span model alongwith
corresponding plots for the semispanmodel of figure 2 and a typical EBF model. On
this plot, negativedrag coefficients imply accelerating flight or climb, andpositive drag
coefficients indicate descent. The introduction of the EBF model data here is intended
to provide only a qualitative comparison of the performance of the USBmodel with that
of another external-flow powered-lift STOLconcept. Thesedata showthat the upper sur-
face blown jet flap as tested provided aerodynamicperformance generally comparable
with that of the EBF configuration shown.
Someinterest has recently beenexpressed in a two-engine airplane, primarily for
reasons of simplicity and economy. In order to investigate briefly the performance of
suchan arrangement, a twin-engine configuration was tested by removing the outboard
enginesfrom the four-engine model. The results of these tests are shownin figure 10
as trim-lift drag polar plots for a jet thrust coefficient of 2 andfor both the two- and
four-engine configurations. The solid lines showthe performance with the basic 0.19c
leading-edgeslat, andthe dashedline showsthe performanceof the twin-engine config-
uration with a 0.25c slat. This comparison has beenmade only to showwhat modifica-
tions were required of the two-engine configuration to match the performance of the basic
four-engine version and suggests, for this particular model, that the two-enginearrange-
ment might require more leading-edgetreatment.
Longitudinal Stability and Trim
Figure 11 is a plot of pitching momentagainstangle of attack for both the tail-on
and the tail-off configurations for the model of figure 7. Thesedata are plotted for a jet
thrust coefficient of 4.0 anda flap setting of 55°, asthis condition provided the most
powerful untrimmed diving moments. The horizontal tail is located 1.5_w aboveand
3.5_w aft of the center of gravity, a position that hasproven successful for other jet-flap
concepts. The data showthat sufficient tail power is available to trim the large tail-off
diving moments andthat the model was generally stable with the horizontal tail as tested.
At the higher angles of attack, the tail appears to have lost someof its effectiveness for
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providing stability,evidently because ithas moved intothe powerful vortex fielddiscussed
by Lys!e P, Parlett in paper no. 6.
Engine-Out Lateral Characteristics
Figure 12 is a plot of rolling-moment coefficient against angle of attack for both the
two- and four-engine configurations of the full-span model for a flap deflection of 55 °, a
thrust-weight ratio of 0.45, and the left outboard engine inoperative. Similar data for an
EBF configuration having the same engine positions and thrust-weight ratio have been
shown on the four-engine curve to give an idea of the relative magnitude of the engine-out
moments. One method that has been suggested for relieving these rolling moments is to
open the flap slots behind the failed engine, and allow the flap to operate as a conventional
slotted flap, which would presumably be more efficient than the unslotted flap. These data
indicate that this technique had only a relatively small effect on the engine-out rolling
moments for the present configuration; in fact, in the case of the four-engine arrange-
ment, the rolling moments actually increased when the flap slots were opened. Inasmuch
as these are only preliminary tests and only a few data have been obtained concerning this
problem, no conclusions should be drawn yet regarding the advisability of opening the flap
slots behind a failed engine as a means of relieving the engine-out rolling moments.
In connection with the engine-out problem, some calculations were performed to
correlate the rolling moments with the engine-out lift loss, and the results are shown in
figure 13. The solid line represents the rolling moments obtained by multiplying the loss
in lift by the distance to the dead engine, and the data points shown are the measured roll-
ing moments. The fact that the measured moments are less than the computed moments
indicates that the effective moment arm is not as great as the actual distance to the dead
engine.
CONC LUSIONS
The results of recent wind-tunnel investigations on the upper surface blown jet-flap
concept incorporating high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines have shown the concept to have
aerodynamic performance generally similar to other externally blown high-lift systems.
These results have proven to be sufficiently encouraging to warrant continuation of funda-
mental research efforts. As a part of this future research, tests are planned in the
Langley full-scale tunnel with a large upper surface blown flap model powered with jet
engines in order to obtain information on possible effects of scale and hot jet exhaust.
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COMPARISON OF AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
OF SEVERAL STOL CONCEPTS
By Danny R. Hoad
Langley Directorate, U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
INTRODUCTION
Numerous concepts have been suggested to provide the necessary high lift
required for STOL missions, both military and civilian. The purpose of this paper is
to present the results of a series of Langley V/STOL tunnel investigations on two basi-
cally similar models. These investigations were designed to provide data for a sys-
tematic direct comparison of five of the concepts considered. Since the concepts were
based on similar model characteristics, complete optimization of all the concepts was
impossible. In fact, each concept has its own degree of optimization, but none have
been extensively optimized for performance. It must also be understood that in this
paper only aerodynamic characteristics are compared. Any other comparison among
the concepts is beyond the scope of this paper.
SYMBOLS
CD drag coefficient, Drag
q_S
CL lift coefficient, Lift
qooS
CL ,max
Cm
C_
maximum lift coefficient
pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment
q_S5
thrust coefficient,
Thrust
qooS
mean aerodynamic chord of plain wing, meters (ft)
qoo
free-stream dynamic pressure, newtons/meter 2 (lbf/ft 2)
S wing area, meters 2 (ft 2)
T thrust, newtons (lbf)
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T/W ratio of installed thrust to total aircraft weight
V approachvelocity, knots
W total aircraft weight, newtons (lbf)
w/s wing loading, kilonewtons/meter2 (lbf/ft 2)
O/ angle of attack, degrees
glide slope, degrees
5f flap deflection, degrees
6f,L landing flap deflection, degrees
5f ,T take-off flap deflection, degrees
_j jet deflection angle, degrees
DISCUSSION
The five STOL high-lift concepts considered are shown in figure 1. The configura-
tion shown in figure l(a) incorporates three of the concepts: the externally blown flap,
the deflected thrust with double-slotted flaps, and the upper surface blown flap. The con-
figuration shown in figure l(b) incorporates the other two concepts: the internally blown
flap and the augmentor wing. The deflected-thrust configuration has its engine exit
located at 75 percent of the local wing chord. Preliminary data obtained from a study of
a series of longitudinal nozzle positions indicated that this would be the best position to
locate the engine exit in both the take-off and landing configurations. This upper surface
blown flap has been discussed by Arthur E. Phelps in paper no. 9. This configuration
uses the upper-surface vane to help turn the flow over the wing in the landing mode. The
two models in figure 1 differ only in wing thickness. The configuration in figure l(a) has
a wing with a thickness ratio of 0.093 and that in figure l(b) has a wing with a thickness
ratio of 0.17. The thicker wing is necessary to provide space for the internal ducting
required for the internally blown concePts shown in figure l(b). All the data presented
were obtained from unpublished results of tests made in the Langley V/STOL tunnel.
The flap static turning effectiveness of four of the five concepts is presented in fig-
ure 2. The thrust is defined as the total thrust provided by the propulsive system with
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flaps removed. The landing configurations haveflap deflections ranging from 55° to 65° ,
andthe take-off configurations haveflap deflections of 30° and 35° . The deflected-thrust
conceptis not shownsince this conceptdependsonthrust vectoring rather than on the flap
system to provide the turning angles required for high lift. Onemeasure of the relative
merit of the concepts canbe obtainedfrom this figure. The relatively low thrust recov-
ery andjet turning anglesof the externally blownconceptsare especially noticeable in
the landing mode. The rather large jet turning anglesof the internally blown concepts
are appreciably higher than their respective flap deflections; this indicates that the flow
stays attachedto the upper surface of the flap whosetrailing-edge upper-surface angle
is approximately 17° relative to the flap chord line. Datawere recently obtainedfor the
augmentor-wing model only in the landingmode. Thesedataare only preliminary and
further modifications will probably improve the characteristics of this model.
Tail-off basic aerodynamic data for all conceptsare shownin figures 3(a} to 3(c).
Figure 3(a)presents data for the three externally blown conceptsin the take-off mode
with a flap deflection of 35°. For the deflected-thrust concept,the preliminary data men-
tioned previously indicated that the combinationof nozzle position and jet deflection angle
providing the best performance in the take-off modeshouldbe at 75percent of the local
wing chord and45° relative to the wing chord. Very little difference amongthe concepts
is seenin the lift curves except that the externally blown flap provides somewhatgreater
lift at the higher angles of attack. The lift-drag polars are also quite similar. For
clarity, the curves for C_ = 2 were omitted from the pitching-moment data. These
data show that at C_ = 4 the deflected-thrust configuration has the least amount of nega-
tive pitching moment because the direct deflected jet is low and ahead of the flap system.
Figure 3(b) presents the tail-off basic aerodynamic data for the three externally
blown concepts in the landing mode. The preliminary data for the deflected-thrust con-
cept in the landing mode indicated that the best performance could be achieved by deflect-
ing the engine exit 85 ° relative to the wing chord. The externally blown flap and upper
surface blown flap configurations develop approximately the same range of lift coefficient
at Cp = 2. In the limited test program on the upper surface blown flap model, the opti-
mum conditions required to keep the flow attached at higher thrust coefficients were not
found. The data should approximately match those for the externally blown flap config-
uration on the basis of the previous discussion of the upper surface blown flap concept in
o
paper no. 9. In contrast to the data in the take-off mode, the data for the deflected-thrust
concept in the landing mode reveal that this configuration does not induce as much circu-
lation lift as do the other two configurations at C_ = 2 and 4. The lift-drag polars indi-
cate that all the configurations have the positive drag necessary for descent in the high-
lift range. The pitching-moment data show that the deflected-thrust configuration has the
largest negative pitching moment at the higher thrust coefficient because the jet deflection
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angle is so high. Reducing this jet deflection angle would reduce this pitching moment
but would also reduce the lift and descent capability.
Figure 3(c) presents the tail-off basic aerodynamic data for the two internally
blown concepts in the landing mode. The aerodynamic characteristics for this augmentor-
wing configuration have been compared with data for a similar model tested at the Ames
Research Center, and the data are generally in agreement. The difference in the lift-
coefficient values of these two configurations at C_ = 1.0 and 1.5 can probably be
attributed to the 5° difference in flap deflection. Also, it is interesting to note that
approximately the same amount of lift can be generated by the internally blown configura-
tions with one-half the thrust coefficient required for the externally blown flap and the
upper surface blown flap configurations (figs. 3(b) and 3(c)). Both of the internally blown
configurations have the positive drag necessary for descent and both have approximately
the same descent capability. For clarity, the curves for C_ = 1 were omitted from the
pitching-moment data. These data show that at the high thrust coefficient the augmentor-
wing configuration has slightly more negative pitching moment.
In order to make direct comparisons of all five concepts, the basic aerodynamic
longitudinal data were used to determine the landing and take-off trimmed lift coeffi-
cients. These data are shown in figure 4 as a function of thrust coefficient. For the
purposes of this paper, a speed margin of 20 percent or a lift-coefficient margin of
44 percent was used for the landing configuration, and a speed margin of 15 percent or
a lift-coefficient margin of 32 percent was used for the take-off configuration. Data for
the augmentor-wing concept in the take-off mode are not shown because these data have
not yet been obtained with the model. This test program is now in progress. In the
landing mode, the internally blown flap and the augmentor-wing configurations require
the least amount of thrust to obtain a given lift coefficient. The externally blown flap
and the upper surface blown flap configurations require more thrust, and the deflected-
thrust configuration requires the most. The dashed line represents the expected values
of the upper-surface blown flap configuration at the higher thrust coefficients. Again,
this is based on the discussion in paper no. 9 of the comparability of the upper-surface
blown flap concept with the externally blown flap concept. In the take-off mode, it can be
seen in figure 4 that for a given lift coefficient, the range of thrust required is smaller
than that in the landing mode. The internally blown flap configuration again requires the
least amount of thrust; similar data would be expected for the augmentor-wing concept for
take -off.
For a 609.6-meter (2000 ft) runway, a STOL aircraft with a 3.83-kilonewton/meter 2
(80 lbf/ft2) wing loading would land at a lift coefficient of about 4.2 and take off at a lift
coefficient of about 3.2. Comparing these concepts at these lift coefficients in figure 4
reveals that all the STOL configurations require more thrust to develop the lift coefficient
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neededto land than to developthe lift coefficient neededto take Off. By extending this
thrust coefficient required to net thrust-to-weight ratio required, a comparison can be
made with some commonality among the concepts in approach glide slope and speed.
Figure 5 provides this comparison as the net thrust-to-weight ratio plotted against
the wing loading of the aircraft. The concepts are compared in the landing mode with a
20:percent speed margin, a descent glide slope of 6 °, and an approach velocity of 75 knots.
The net thrust-to-weight ratios required for the internally blown flap and the augmentor-
wing configurations are much less than those required for the other three configurations
throughout the range of wing loading. The deflected-thrust configuration requires a sub-
stantially higher net thrust-to-weight ratio than do the externally blown flap and the upper
surface blown flap configurations. It shouldjbe emphasized that the results shown in fig-
ure 5 are based only on aerodynamics and that the type of propulsion system required for
the different concepts hasnot been considered. When the propulsion aspect is considered,
the differences between the internally blown and externally blown concepts become much
smaller.
/
J
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of this comparison of five of the STOL concepts considered have pro-
vided an insight into the feasibility of each concept. The most complex systems require
the least amount of net thrust, and the least complex systems require the most amount of
net thrust. It should be kept in mind that, although this comparison is based on data
obtained with models having closely similar geometric characteristics, none of the models
have been optimized to the extent required for a detailed quantitative performance
comparison.
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AERODYNAMIC LOADS MEASUREMENTS ON EXTERNALLY
BLOWN FLAP STOL MODELS
By George C. Greene and Boyd Perry IH
NASA Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
The externally blown flap powered-lift concept has some real and potential flap
loads problems which are due to the impingement of the engine exhaust on the flap
system. In this paper, the problem of large static and dynamic loads on the flap sys-
tem and the flap thermal environment are discussed. Recent data are presented in
each of these areas.
INTRODUCTION
The major loads problem areas for the externally blown flap (EBF) concept are
large static loads, low-frequency structural response, and high temperatures. The
problem of large static loads behind the engines is inherent in the externally blown
flap concept. Analytic techniques for predicting flap load distributions are still under
development and do not give satisfactory results, especially for large flap deflections.
Experimental data have been collected on a few models for use in the estimation of
design static loads and validation of prediction techniques. However, these data have
not been formally published. Therefore, very little NASA data are available to the
designer. Experimental data have been obtained on the three models shown in cross
section in figure 1. The two small-scale models have comparable dimensions of about
20 cm, and the large-scale model is about an order of magnitude larger. The large-
scale model was extensively instrumented for loads measurements. Details of this
model and its instrumentation are given subsequently.
Flap response to unsteady pressure loading is a potential problem area since at
the present neither the structural characteristics nor the unsteady pressure loadings
on a typical flap system are well defined. At the present time, the only data available
are from boilerplate models. In addition to measurements on the large-scale model
shown in figure 1, unsteady pressure measurements have been made at the Lewis
Research Center on a large-scale wing section with a two-element flap configuration
similar to the small-scale configuration shown in the upper right corner of figure 1.
These tests on the two-element flap configuration were conducted primarily to deter-
mine noise characteristics and to assess the high-frequency panel fatigue problem.
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Very little effort has been expended in assessing the relatively low-frequency response
of the whole flap system to unsteady pressure loading.
Flap temperatures are another potential problem for the EBF concept. At high
flap deflections, the engine flow impinges directly on the flap system. On the large-
scale model, flap temperatures were measured in the region behind the engines. Small-
scale models used simulated engines and did not yield any temperature data.
SYMBOL S
Cp pressure coefficient
C_ static thrust coefficient
an section normal-force coefficient
x/c chord fraction
angle of attack, degrees
¢(f) power spectral density, (N/m2)2/Hz or g2/Hz
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Figure 2 shows the model mounted in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel. The
model has an ll.6-m (38-ft) wing span and a full-span, triple-slotted flap system. The
region of exhaust impingement on the flap system can be seen behind the engines. The
flap system and the relative position of the engines can be seen better in figure 3. The
engines, which had a bypass ratio of 3, extend back to about the wing leading edge. The
flap system was made up of three flap elements and was instrumented for measuring
static pressure distribution and unsteady pressure loading, flap response, and flap tem-
peratures in the region behind the engines. Chordwise static pressures were measured
on each flap element at 10 span stations. High-frequency pressure transducers were
mounted in each flap behind the inboard engine to measure the unsteady pressure loading.
Accelerometers were mounted in each flap element near the root and also behind the
inboard engine to measure flap response. Temperature was measured by using thermo-
couples and temperature-sensitive paints in the region behind the engines.
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Before the data from the large-scale model are discussed, consider a chordwise
pressure distribution from tests at the Langley ResearchCenter of the small-scale model
shownon the left of figure 1. This model has three flap elements, a vaneand two flaps,
but the flap geometry is substantially different from the large-scale-model flap geometry.
Figure 4 showsthe pressure distribution on the small-scale-model flap system at a span-
wise position influenced by the engine althoughnotdirectly behind it. Pressure coeffi-
cient is plotted against the local chord location for eachflap element. Thesedata from
the small-scale model are shownto illustrate the effect of configuration differences on
the flap loading. Note that the loading on the third element or trailing flap is more than
twice as large as the loading oneither the vane or leading flap.
Chordwise pressure distributions are also available for the large-scale model.
However, in order to present a clearer picture of the flap loading, the chordwise pres-
sure distributions were integrated so that the spanwisevariation of the loads could be
presented. Figure 5 showsthe spanwisevariation of normal-force coefficient for each
of the three flap elements on the large-scale model. Sectionnormal-force coefficient
is plotted against the semispanfraction for the nominal landing flap deflections of
15°/35o/55° andmodel angleof attack of 16°.
Thethrust coefficient is 4.0 which correspondsto a high-power approachcondition.
The spanwiseshapeof the loading curve is typical of the EBF concept,with peakloads
corresponding to the enginelocations. For this configuration, the peakloads on the
secondflap are nearly as large as the loads on thethird flap. Outboardof the engines,
the third flap has the lowest loading of the three. Recall that figure 4, for the small-
scale model, indicated loads muchhigher on the third flap element thanon the others.
Thesedata indicate, therefore, that great care shouldbe exercised in using data from
one configuration to predict loads on another configuration, evena similar configuration.
Spanwiseloads data are available for all three flap elementsas a function of sev-
eral parameters. However, the spanwiseloading ononly oneflap element, the third, is
usedto illustrate their effects. Figure 6 showstheeffect of enginepower setting and
wing angleof attack on the third-flap loads. Normal-force coefficient is plotted against
the semispan fraction for two anglesof attack, 4° and 16°, for thrust coefficients of 0,
2.3, and4.0. The lower curve showsthe unpoweredflap loading. This loading is about
the level expectedon conventionaltransport aircraft flaps. The increase in flap loading
is shownfor thrust coefficients of 2.3 and4.0. For a thrust coefficient of 4.0, the loading
behind the enginesis increased by aboutan order of magnitudeover the unpoweredcase.
Angle-of-attack effects on the third-flap loads are minor comparedto the effect of power
setting, as canbe seenby comparing peak loads at the samepower setting.
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The effect of flap deflection on the loads on the third flap is shownin figure 7. The
third-flap normal-force coefficient is plotted against semispanfraction for take-off and
landing flap deflections at a thrust coefficient of 4 andan angleof attack of 16°. For the
landing flap deflections, the enginecore impinges directly on the third flap. For the
take-off flap deflections, the core passesbeneaththe flaps andthe loads are significantly
lower. For the landing flap deflections, the peakloads are about 1_times as large as
the take-off flap loads.
Now consider the area of dynamic loads. Figure 8 shows unsteady pressure and
flap acceleration power spectra for the first-flap-element, landing flap deflection. Power
spectral density is plotted as a function of frequency in both cases. Note that it is a lin-
ear frequency scale. The data represent the input and response information for a con-
stant engine-power setting with the wind on in one case and with the wind off in the other.
There are two points to be made with this figure. First, the unsteady pressure or input
power spectral density for both conditions decreases with increasing frequency with no
predominant peaks. The response spectrum, however, is characterized by large peaks.
This indicates that the structure is vibrating in its natural modes. For this boilerplate
model, the first mode at 75 Hz is higher than would be expected for a flight-weight struc-
ture. Since the input power may be greater at the lower frequencies, one must consider
the possibility of vibratory loads on a flight-weight structure.
Note the great similarity between the data for the two conditions, that is, with a
constant power setting but with the wind on in one case and with it off in the other. These
results indicate that the engines have a much larger effect on the unsteady pressures than
the wind-tunnel velocity. It appears, therefore, that future tests of flight-weight flap
structures might be performed on a static test stand rather than in a wind tunnel.
The final problem area to be discussed is the flap temperature environment. Fig-
ure 9 shows the temperature distribution on the lower surface of the flap system. The
conditions correspond approximately to approach flap and power settings. Small regions
on the third flap sustained temperatures approaching the engine tailpipe temperature
(about 825 K). These temperatures should represent a worst-case condition since these
engines had a bypass ratio of 3 compared to bypass ratios of 6 or more planned for STOL
aircraft. Increasing the bypass ratio should lower these temperatures. Some prelimi-
nary temperature measurements at the Flight Research Center on an engine with a bypass
ratio of 6 indicated that the maximum temperatures would be reduced to about 500 K. Of
course, 500 K may still be too high for materials such as aluminum and the composites.
Mixing nozzles, which forcibly mix the cool bypass air with the engine exhaust, can bring
the maximum temperatures down to acceptable levels. However, mixing nozzles can be
noisy and noise is also a problem. Other possible solutions include deflecting the hot
exhaust jet away from the flap system or limiting flap deflections so that the exhaust does
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not impinge on the flap system. Any solution of this temperature problem could also have
a major effect on performance,
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, previous small-scale-model data have shown large static loads on the
flap system behind the engines. The large-scale-model tests confirmed the magnitude of
these loads and indicated that the relative loading of each flap element depends on the
engine-wing-flap geometry.
Flap response measurements indicated that the unsteady pressure loading excited
the natural vibration modes of the flap system on this model. Since this was a boiler-
plate model, the only conclusion that can be drawn is that the possibility of large vibration
loads must be considered for a flight-weight structure. The similarity of the unsteady
pressure and flap response spectra for the wind-off and wind-on cases indicated that it
may be possible to realistically test flight-weight flap structures on a static test stand
rather than endure the extra costs and scheduling problems associated with large-scale
wind-tunnel tests.
And, finally, there is a potential flap-temperature problem which if not resolved
might preclude the use of materials such as aluminum and the composites in the flap
structure.
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EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP DYNAMIC LOADS
By Donald L. Lansing, John S. Mixson, Thomas J. Brown
and Joseph A. Drischler
NASA Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
This paper presents some of the principal results obtained in three series of mea-
surements of fluctuating surface pressures induced on externally blown flaps by jet
impingment. Large- and small-scale models and hot- and cold-flow tests are consid-
ered. The discussion sets forth scaling parameters and consistent features of the root-
mean-square values and spectra of the loading. Implications of these results with
regard to sonic fatigue are indicated.
INTRODUC TION
The powered-lift systems being considered for use on commercial STOL vehicles
generate additional lift by deflecting the exhaust flow of a turbulent jet with the aid of
one or more turning flaps. For these systems large areas of the wing and flap surfaces
are immersed within the jet exhaust. Consequently, these surfaces are subjected to
high-intensity fluctuating loads which have the potential for inducing high vibration
levels and sonic fatigue.
There is very little information presently available on flap loads. This lack of
information poses a serious problem for the aircraft designer who must provide struc-
tural integrity in an adverse environment with minimum weight. The purpose of this
paper is to call attention to several sources of information on flap loads and to give a
brief summary of the current state of knowledge.
SYMBO LS
D bypass nozzle diameter
f frequency, Hz
M jet center-line Mach number at exit
NSt r Strouhal number, Df/uj
Langley Directorate, U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory.
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Prms
qj
uj
II(Nstr)
root-mean-square value of fluctuating component of pressure
jet center-line dynamic pressure at exit
jet center-line velocity at exit
one-third-octave band power spectrum
SOURCES OF LOADS AND LOADS DATA
Figure 1 shows the principal sources of turbulent pressure fluctuations on exter-
nally blown flaps. The sources of turbulence are: upstream disturbances such as com-
bustion processes, the mixing region of the core and bypass nozzle exhaust, boundary
layers on flap and wing surfaces, regions of separated flow which may occur when flaps
are deflected to high angles of attack, and high-velocity air passing through slots. The
turbulence scale and intensity and the associated dynamic loading actions are different
in each of these flow regions. The type of loading action to which any part of the wing-
flap system is exposed depends upon the geometric arrangement of the configuration,
such as the engine location and number of flaps, and upon operating conditions, such as
angle of attack, forward speed, and engine power setting. Thus, a great diversity of
loading conditions is likely to be encountered during the operation of an externally blown
flap.
There are three principal sources of data on dynamic loads on externally blown
flaps: the large-scale cold-jet model tested at the Lewis Research Center, shown in
figure 2; the ll.6-m- (38-ft-) span hot-jet STOL model tested in the Ames 40- by 80-foot
wind tunnel, shown in figure 3; and the small-scale cold-jet model tested by Bolt Beranek
and Newman, Inc., Cambridge Laboratory, shown in figure 4. This paper presents a sam.
pling of some of the results of these tests.
The Lewis Research Center tests which were carried out by Walter J. Kreim and
Robert H. Dorsch are discussed first.
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER TESTS
Figure 2 is a photograph of the test arrangement. This is a 1/2-scale model of a
double-slotted flap. The engine exhaust was simulated with a nozzle having a bypass rati
of six and using air at ambient temperature. Tests were conducted at four core jet Mach
numbers of 0.52, 0.71, 0.90, and 1.10 and without forward speed.
Nine surface pressure transducers were positioned on the wing and flaps along the
nozzle center line as indicated by the circular and square symbols in the sketch at the
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bottom of figure 5. The values of the dynamicpressure coefficient measuredat these
locations are plotted at the top of the figure abovethe corresponding transducer location.
The dynamic pressure coefficient is the ratio of Prms, the root-mean-square value of
the fluctuating componentof the pressure, to the dynamicpressure qj at the exit of the
core jet. The fluctuating componentof pressure is defined to be the actual time varying
pressure minus the static pressure.
It was found that the rms levels at all transducers exceptone scaledon the jet
dynamic pressure qj. With this exception,eachdatapoint represents results for four
jet Machnumbers. The exceptional transducer is locatedon the lower surface of the
secondflap near the jet center line. The largest pressures were always measuredhere,
with values of Prms/qj ranging from 0.066at M = 0.52 to 0.126 at M = 1.1. High
loads were also measured at other positions on the lower flap surfaces and on the upper
surface of the second flap. The high loads on the upper surface of the second flap are
probably the result of the turbulence produced by the flow passing through the slot
between the flaps.
Examples of one-third-octave power spectra of the surface pressure are shown in
figure 6. The spectra are divided by the square of the jet dynamic pressure and are
plotted against the Strouhal number NSt r = Df/uj based on bypass nozzle diameter D
and the core let exit velocity uj. The range of frequencies corresponding to this range
of Strouhal numbers depends, of course, upon D and u]. For this model the frequency
range is about 50 to 50 000 Hz. When plotted in this form, the four spectra at each of
transducers A and B collapse into the hatched regions labeled A and B, respectively.
This type of normalization has been used for a variety of other flow-induced dynamic
loads. Thus, although the collapse of data is not unexpected, it is gratifying to see that
it also holds for flap loads.
The spectral shapes at the two transducers are significantly different. The peaked
spectrum is typical of spectra measured at all lower surface transducers whereas the
broad spectrum with more high-frequency content is typical of all the upper surface mea-
surements. The peak in the lower surface spectra occurs at frequencies ranging from
about 100 Hz at M = 0.52 to 300 Hz at M = 1.10. The spectra are broadband in nature
and are therefore capable of exciting many structural modes.
The high-frequency portion of the lower surface spectra falls off at about the
inverse 1.3 power of the Strouhal number. The line drawn through the hatching is a sim-
ple approximation to the decay which could be useful for analytical purposes and which
will be used subsequently to compare these data with the Ames Research Center data.
It is of interest to point out that spectra measured on the lower surface of a
1/15-scale-model flap by Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., have essentially the same
shape as the spectra labeled B in figure 6, have a peak at the same Strouhal number
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(about0.4), andhavedynamic pressure coefficients comparable to those shownin figure 5.
This agreementindicates compatibility betweenlarge- and small-scale experiments with
regard to lower surface pressure spectra and overall levels.
AMES RESEARCHCENTERTESTS
Figure 3 is a photographof the ll.6-m- (38-ft-) span STOLmodel in the Ames 40-
by 80-foot tunnel. As discussed in paper no. 11by GeorgeC. Greeneand Boyd Perry IH,
this is a half-scale model of a triple-slotted flap. Since JT15D engines were installed on
the model and operated during the tests, the flow over the flap surfaces is hot. Figures 7
and 8 show results of the intensity and spectra of surface pressure measured on this
model for take-off flap setting (30 ° on the third flap). For the data shown here, the max-
imum temperatures, which occurred on the third flap, never exceeded 425 K (300 ° F).
Figure 7 shows the range of values of the dynamic pressure coefficient as a function
of angle of attack for a forward speed of 19 m/sec (61 ft/sec), and two core jet velocities
of 205 m/sec (674 ft/sec) and 286 m/sec (938 ft/sec). As indicated by the sketch at the
right, measurements were made at three pressure transducers, one on the lower surface
of each of the flaps along the engine center line. The solid line through the stippled region
separates the data taken on the second flap, which fall in the upper part of the region, from
the data taken on the first and third flaps, which fall in the lower portion. The general
variation in dynamic pressure coefficient is first a decrease up to small positive angles
of attack and then an increase with further increase in angle of attack. There is consid-
erable scatter of the data within each of the regions. The normalization with core jet
exit dynamic pressure qj is not as effective here as for the Lewis Research Center
tests. The variation of dynamic pressure coefficient with angle of attack shown in this
figure does not apply to all test conditions.
The range of values of the dynamic pressure coefficient shown in figure 7 is com-
parable to the range measured in the Lewis tests (see fig. 5) and is representative of the
majority of the Ames data for take-off flaps. However, as will be noted later, there is
a minority of data which gives considerably higher pressure coefficients of about 0.1 and
0.3.
One-third octave power spectra of the surface pressures are shown as a function of
Strouhal number in figure 8. These spectra were taken on the lower surface of the sec-
ond flap at take-off flap setting with a jet velocity of 286 m/sec (938 ft/sec) and forward
speed of 19 m/sec (61 ft/sec). Spectra for all five angles of attack, -8 °, 0 °, 8°, 16 o, and
24 °, fall in the shaded region. The data collapse is quite good at Strouhal numbers greater
than about 0.5. The rate of falloff of the spectra with Strouhal number is the same as for
the Lewis tests. There is some scatter in the low-frequency end of the spectrum. The
amount of scatter and the shape of the spectrum in this frequency range have been found
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to dependupontransducer location. At this transducer the spectra appear to level off at
low frequencies. At other transducers the spectramay drop off at low Strouhalnumbers
as in the Lewis tests or may continueto increase asStrouhal numberdecreases.
BOLT BERANEKAND NEWMAN,INC., TESTS
Figures 7 and 8 have shownthe intensity andspectra of the dynamic loads at iso-
lated positions along the jet center line, but not enoughtransducers were used in either
of these tests to provide any insight into the spanwisedistribution of loads. This kind of
datawas taken on the 1/15-scale model shownin figure 4. This model is a partial-span
section geometrically similar to the wing andflaps on the Ames STOLmodel. This
triple-slotted flap wasblown with a circular convergentnozzleusing air at ambient tem-
peratures. The model was tested by Bolt BeranekandNewman, Inc., as part of a contract
effort to study noise suppression methodson flaps. The circles alongthe leading edge,
trailing edge, andmidspanof the under side of the flaps indicate the locations at which
surface pressures were measured. The results of this study are presentedin
reference 1.
From thesemeasurements it is possible to begin to form a picture of the load dis-
tribution over the flaps. The inferred distributions for approachandtake-off flap settings
are shownin figures 9 and 10, respectively. The relative intensity of the loading is indi-
catedby various types of shading. The absolute levels of fluctuating pressure are of the
same order as thosemeasured in the Lewis tests. Both figures showthat there are large
areas of the flap off the jet center line which are exposedto high dynamic loads. The
third flap generally has the largest area exposedto high loads. There are pockets of
high and low loading scattered over the flaps in a waywhich is not simply related to the
geometry of the engine-wing-flap system. In particular, the highest loads do not always
occur on the jet center line.
SUMMARYOF DATA ANDIMPLICATIONS
Figure 11shows the range of dynamic pressure coefficients measured in the three
experiments previously described and the range of jet Mach numbers for the investigation.
Also shownfor comparison are dynamicpressure coefficients measured in a simple wall
jet (ref. 2) andin a free jet (ref. 3). With the exceptionof a few high values obtainedin
the Ames tests, maximum dynamicpressure coefficients measuredso far onSTOL models
and in wall jets fall in the range from 0.10 to 0.15. Thus, with only these few exceptions,
an upper boundof about 0.2 canbe placedon the maximum value of Prms/qj. This bound
appears to be independentof Machnumber. The valuesof jet exit dynamic pressure for
the three STOLmodel experiments range from about9.6 kN/m2 (200lb/ft 2) to 47.9 kN/m2
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(1000 lb/ft2). Therefore, a value of the dynamic pressure coefficient of 0.2 corresponds
to root-mean-square values of surface pressure from abnut 1.9 kN/m2 (40 lb/ft 2) to
9.6 kN/m2 (200 lb/ft2). The similarities of the spectral shapes obtained from the three
STOL models were pointed out previously. Thus, the principal conclusion of this paper is
that consistent results for several gross features of flap loads are being obtained from
large- and small-scale models and hot- and cold-flow tests. It is, therefore, believed
that these common features can be extrapolated to full scale with considerable confidence.
It is desirable in concluding this paper to place flap loads in context with other types
of dynamic loads and point out possible implications of the loading levels observed with
regard to the design of externally blown flaps.
Figure 12 presents a comparison of representative sound pressure levels of sev-
eral sources of acoustic loading on aircraft structures. The sound pressure levels are
expressed in decibels (dB). Based on past experience, it is known that sonic fatigue
becomes a consideration in aircraft structural design when the levels begin to exceed
about 130 dB. This lower limit is not absolute, as indicated by the vertical shading
between the horizontal bars. Sonic fatigue is a major consideration as the levels
approach 160 dB. The top four loading actions have been associated with sonic fatigue
on aircraft structures. Since flap loads are seen to be of a comparable order of magni-
tude and have a broadband spectrum capable of exciting many modes, one is led to the
conclusion that blown flaps may also be subject to sonic fatigue which would then become
an important consideration in the detailed design of powered-lift systems.
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SOURCES OF TURBULENT PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS 
ON BLOWN FLAPS 
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SURVEYOF WINGAND FLAP LOWER-SURFACETEMPERATURES
AND PRESSURESDURINGFULL-SCALE GROUNDTESTS
OF AN EXTERNALLY BLOWNFLAP SYSTEM
By Donald L. Hughes
NASAFlight ResearchCenter
SUMMARY
Full-scale groundtests of an externally blownflap system were madeusing the
wing of an F-lllB airplane and a CF700 engine. Pressure and temperature distribu-
tions were determined on the undersurface of the wing, vane, and flap for two engine
exhaust nozzles (conical and daisy) at several engine power and engine/wing positions.
The tests were made with no airflow over the wing. The leading-edge wing sweep
angle was fixed at 26 ° , the angle of incidence between the engine and the wing was
fixed at 3 ° , and the tests were conducted with the flap retracted, extended and deflected
35 °, and extended and deflected 60 °. The integrated local pressures on the undersur-
face of the flap produced loads approximately three times as great at the 60 ° flap posi-
tion as at the 35 ° flap position. With both nozzle configurations, more than 90 percent
of the integrated pressure loads were contained within +20 percent of the flap span
centered around the engine exhaust centerline. The maximum temperature recorded
on the flaps was 218 ° C (424 ° F) for the conical nozzle and 180 ° C (356 ° F) for the
daisy nozzle.
INTRODUC TION
The need for a commercial air transport which is economically sound and which
can operate outof conveniently located airports with short landing strips is widely
recognized. The Government is taking steps to help develop a short take-off and land-
ing (STOL) airplane which would meet these requirements. To achieve short take-off
and landing distances without sacrificing the high wing loading needed for passenger
ride comfort or the ability to maintain high cruise speeds, an augmented-lift device
must be used.
An externally blown flap system of augmented lift is being considered for use on
an experimental NASA STOL airplane. In this system, the primary thrust engines are
close to the undersurface of the wing, so that when the flaps are lowered the jet exhaust
impinges on the flap. Additional lift results from increased circulation about the wing
and from the change in momentum of the deflected jet stream.
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A survey of the areas of engine-exhaust-flow impingement on the flap and wing of
an externally blown flap system is needed to determine the spanwise pressure distribu-
tion as well as the actual flap loads and temperatures generated. Although some attempts
to obtain pressure distributions on a wing and flap system have been made by using scale
models in wind tunnels, little has been done with full-scale wings and engines in an envi-
ronment free of wind-tunnel interference effects. To provide such wing pressure data,
the NASA Flight Research Center instrumented the wing of an F-111B airplane that was
mounted vertically and adjacent to a CFT00 turbofan engine on a ground-test fixture. The
wing and engine were so positioned that the jet exhaust impinged on the flap when the flap
was extended. The tests were conducted with no airflow over the wing other than that
induced by the engine exhaust jet.
SYMBOLS
Physical quantities in this report are given in the International System of Units (SI)
and parenthetically in U.S. Customary Units. The measurements were taken in U.S. Cus-
tomary Units. Factors relating the two systems are presented in reference 1.
D diameter of nozzle, m (in.)
Fp pressure load obtained by integration of local pressures on undersurface
of flap or vane, N (lbf)
p local pressure, N/m2 (lbf/in2)
ambient static pressure, N/m2 (lbf/in2)
distance along engine centerline from nozzle face to flap surface (fig. 2),
m (in.)
distance from centerline of engine exhaust at nozzle face to wing surface
(fig.2),m (in.)
TEST CONFIGURATION
PO
X
Y
Wing
The inboard half of an F-lllB left wing was mounted vertically on a movable plat-
form installed on an engine run-up ramp at Edwards Air Force Base, CA (fig. 1). The
position of the wing with respect to the engine exhaust nozzle could be varied in several
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ways (fig. 2): distance from the nozzle to the flap (longitudinally), distance from the noz-
zle to the wing (laterally), angle of incidence between the engine and wing, and angle of
leading-edge sweep. All the test data presented were obtained with the flaps in three
positions: retracted, extended and deflected 35 ° , and extended and deflected 60 ° . (Flap
positions are referred to as retracted, 35 ° , and 60o.) The 60 ° flap position was not nor-
mal for the F-111B wing, and for this setting the flaps were held in a special support fix-
ture mounted on the upper surface of the wing at the normal flap rail locations. Figure 3
shows the undersurface of the wing with the flaps in the 35 ° position. The test results
presented were obtained with the wing leading-edge sweep angle set at 26 ° .
Engine
A General Electric CFT00 turbofan engine was mounted in a fixed position on the
thrust stand adjacent to the wing (fig. 1). A bellmouth inlet and an acoustically treated
exhaust duct which terminated in one of two interchangeable exit nozzles were connected
to the engine. Closeup photographs and schematic drawings of both the daisy and conical
exit-nozzle configurations are shown in figure 4, along with nozzle diameters and areas.
The conical nozzle was sized to provide approximately the same thrust as the daisy nozzle.
Wing/Engine Relationships
Wing, flap, and nozzle positions and their relationships are shown in figure 2. All
the test data were obtained with an angle of incidence between the engine and wing of
approximately 3 °. The longitudinal distances x from the nozzle to the point of jet
impingement on the 60 ° flap position were set at approximately 3, 4, and 5 conical nozzle
diameters. These longitudinal positions were then used as fixed positions for both noz-
zles regardless of changes in flap position or movement of the wing closer to the engine.
The closeness of the wing to the nozzle, y, was fixed at a common centerline for each
nozzle configuration, as shown in figure 2.
Measured Thrust
The thrust of the engine with each exhaust-nozzle configuration installed was mea-
sured by using the thrust table and its underground balance system. The thrust of the
engine was measured to higher values with the flaps at the 60 ° position than with the flaps
at the 35 ° position; consequently, no data are presented above 12 010 N (2700 lbf) for any
of the 35 ° flap configurations.
INSTRUME NTATION
Static-pressure ports were installed on the underside of the wing, vane, and flap,
providing low-response steady-state pressures in a grid, as shown in figure 3. No pres-
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sure or flow measurementswere made on the upper surface of the wing, vane,or flap.
In three of the static-pressure ports on the flap, on or near the centerline of jet-exhaust
impingement, high-response transducers were mountedso that their diaphragms were
flush with the surface of the flap (fig. 3). These transducers were capableof withstanding
the hightemperatures of the jet exhaust. Temperature measurementswere obtainedat
each static-pressure port by meansof surface-mounted thermocouples.
RESULTS
Pressure and Temperature Profiles
Pressure and temperature data obtained during the ground tests of the externally
blown flap system were plotted on scale drawings of the test wing at corresponding record-
ing locations. Lines of equal pressure or temperature were then drawn between the plot-
ted data points. A typical set of pressure-ratio contours with the flap at the 60 ° position
for the daisy nozzle configuration is shown in figure 5. Temperature and pressure con-
tour drawings of this type were made for each stabilized data run and were used to deter-
mine the effects of exhaust impingement quantitatively. The pressure contours were also
integrated for each stabilized data run to determine the overall pressure load on the
undersurface of the flap and vane. The wing surface pressure and temperature contours
did not reveal any unusual or extreme values like those on the flaps and vanes. Conse-
quently, no analysis was made of the wing surface.
The effect of engine thrust on the maximum pressure ratios recorded on the flap for
the conical and daisy nozzle configurations is shown in figure 6. The maximum pressure
ratios recorded on the flap with the conical nozzle are higher over the range of thrust
than the pressures recorded with the daisy nozzle. This result indicates a greater con-
centration or focusing of exhaust pressure with the conical nozzle configuration. This
concentration is confirmed in figure 7, which shows that the maximum temperatures
recorded on the flap are higher with the conical nozzle than with the daisy nozzle. With
a jet exhaust-gas exit temperature of 315 ° C (600 ° F), the maximum temperature
recorded on the flap was 218 ° C (424 ° F) for the conical nozzle and 180 ° C (356 ° F)
for the daisy nozzle. It should be noted that these maximum temperatures occurred
with no flow over the wing and flap; under actual flight conditions the temperatures
would probably be lower.
Undersurface Flap Loads
The load experienced by the undersurface of the flap as a result of engine-exhaust
impingement, called Fp, was determined by integrating the static-pressure contour data
for each steady-state data run at flap positions of 35 ° and 60 ° . With the flaps retracted,
the load on the flaps was essentially zero.
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Typical curves of undersurface flap load as a function of flap position are shown in
figure 8 for an engine thrust setting of approximately 12 010 N (2700 lbf) and a longitudi-
nal distance x of 3 diameters for both the conical and daisy nozzle configurations. Even
though the values of Fp at the 35 ° and 60° flap positions varied somewhat with the dif-
ferent nozzle configurations, figure 8 shows that for both configurations the loads on the
undersurface of the flap at the 60 ° position are approximately 3 times as great as those
at the 35 ° flap position.
The effect of longitudinal nozzle position on Fp at a comparable engine thrust of
12 010 N (2700 lbf) is shown in figure 9. Moving the nozzle closer to the flap caused only
slight increases in flap loads with both nozzle configurations and both the 35 ° and 60 ° flap
positions.
The effect of measured engine thrust on Fp is shown in figure 10 for the conical
nozzle configuration at two nozzle locations with the flaps in the 60 ° position. The data
show that as the measured engine thrust increases, Fp for the flap and vane also
increases fairly linearly except at maximum thrust. It is possible that this pressure
variance occurs as the engine is moved closer to the flap because of the expansion of the
exhaust-gas plume from the conical nozzle, which could cause the loss of large amounts
of exhaust gas (which were not monitored) through the opening between the flap and vane.
The percentage distribution of Fp over the span of the flap for both nozzle con-
figurations at maximum recorded flap pressure loads is shown in figure 11. The distri-
bution of the spanwise flap load was determined by dividing the flap into 10 segments of
equal length and integrating the faired pressures in each segment. The load on each
10-percent segment of the span was calculated as a percentage of the total load for each
configuration. The conical nozzle tended to concentrate most of the pressure load on
one 10-percent segment of the flap, but the daisy nozzle spread the pressure load more
evenly over more than one segment. For the conical nozzle configuration, a maximum
Fp of 37 percent was concentrated on one 10-percent segment of the flap near the engine
exhaust centerline. The Fp produced by the daisy nozzle configuration was about 30 per-
cent on two adjacent 10-percent flap segments straddling the engine exhaust centerline.
For both nozzle configurations, more than 90 percent of the spanwise Fp on the flap was
within +20 percent of the flap span centered around the engine exhaust centerline.
Dynamic-Pressure Measurements
Power-spectral-density traces obtained for the high-response pressures on the flap
surface were analyzed over the frequency range from 5 hertz to 500 hertz for many of the
steady-state data runs. Attempts were made to correlate the power spikes in the power-
spectral-density curves from each data run with the fan or core rotor speeds and the blade
passage frequencies. Figure 12 shows power-spectral-density traces obtained from one
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of the high-frequency-response pressure transducers on the surface of the flap. The
data were obtained with the daisy nozzle at x = 5 diameters for a range of rotor speeds
from approximately 77 to 121 rps for the fan rotor and approximately 200 to 250 rps for
the core rotor. The value of the frequency of the peak in each power-spectral-density
curve does not vary as much as the rotor speed (50 rps). Therefore, the peak frequen-
cies in the power-spectral-density traces are not related to fan rotor speed, core rotor
speed, or blade passage frequency; they are probably some form of panel flutter or
resonance.
CONC LUDING REMARKS
Pressure and temperature data were measured on the undersurface of an F-111B
wing, vane, and flap which were used in conjunction with a CFT00 engine to simulate an
externally blown flap system. The angle of incidence between the engine and the wing was
fixed at 30 during the tests, and there was no airflow over the wing. Two engine-exhaust
nozzles (conical and daisy) and several wing/engine positions, engine thrust levels, and
flap positions were used.
The maximum temperatures recorded on the surface of the flap, 180 ° C (356 ° F)
for the daisy nozzle and 218 ° C (424 ° F) for the conical nozzle, occurred with an exhaust-
gas exit temperature of approximately 315 ° C (600 ° F).
Pressure loads on the undersurface of the flaps were approximately 3 times as
great at the 60 ° flap position as at the 35 ° flap position and were concentrated within
+20 percent of the flap centered around the exhaust centerline for both nozzle configu-
rations. The flap pressure loads were measured with no airflow over the wing or flap
and would consequently be additional to the normal flap pressure loads experienced in
flight.
The daisy nozzle configuration spread the pressure load more evenly over the sur-
face of the flap than the conical nozzle configuration for comparable engine thrust settings,
resulting in higher overall pressure loads and lower temperatures on the undersurface of
the flap.
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SIMULATOR EVALUATION OF THE FLYING QUALITIES OF
EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP AND AUGMENTOR
WING TRANSPORT CONFIGURATIONS
By David A. Kier, Bruce G. Powers,
NASA Flight Research Center
and
William D. Grantham, and Luat T. Nguyen
NASA Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Concurrent simulations of powered-lift STOL transport aircraft having either an
externally blown flap configuration or an augmentor wing configuration were conducted
by the Langley and Flight Research Centers. Three types of simulators of varying
sophistication were used: a simple fixed-base simulation with a simple visual display,
a more complex fixed-base simulation using a realistic transport cockpit and a high-
quality visual display, and a six-degree-of-freedom motion simulator that had a real-
istic transport cockpit and a sophisticated visual display.
The unaugmented flying qualities determined from these simulations were rated
as unacceptable for both the externally blown flap and augmentor wing configurations.
The longitudinal, lateral-directional, and single-engine-failure characteristics were
rated satisfactory with extensive augmentation, including pitch and roll command sys-
tems, flight-path (or speed) augmentation, turn coordination, and effective yaw damp-
ing. However, the flare and landing characteristics from any approach glide-path
angle in excess of 4 ° were rated as unsatisfactory but acceptable.
INTRODUCTION
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and its predecessor, the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, have conducted wind-tunnel tests on
jet-powered STOL aircraft since 1956. (See ref. 1.) More recent wind-tunnel tests
of the jet-powered-lift concept were performed on two configurations: the externally
blown flap and the augmentor wing. (See refs. 2 to 8.) Data from these tests indicate
that by using these concepts, approach lift coefficients on the order of 4 to 5 are read-
ily attainable and thus good short field performance is possible.
Several simulations based on these wind-tunnel test data were conducted to eval-
uate the flying qualities of this class of aircraft. (See refs. 9 to 11.) References 9
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and 10were concernedwith large externally blown flap configurations in the 113750-
kilogram (250000-pound)class, and reference 11dealt with a twin-engine, modified
augmentorwing Buffalo aircraft.
To evaluatethe flying qualities of a four-engine STOLaircraft of the 22 750-kilogram
(50000-pound)class configured with either an externally blown flap or augmentorwing
concept, studies were conductedconcurrently during the past several years by the Flight
and Langley ResearchCenters. Three simulators were used to evaluatethe flying quali-
ties of this class of aircraft: a relatively simple fixed-base simulator (at the Flight
ResearchCenter (FRC)); a sophisticated fixed-base simulator (at the Langley Research
Center (LaRC)); and a sophisticated six-degree-of-freedom motion simulator (in cooper-
ation with andat the Ames ResearchCenter (ARC)). Various analytical techniqueswere
used to complementthe simulations. The evaluationof the externally blown flap configu-
rations wasbasedon data from references 4 and 5 andthe evaluationof the augmentor
wing configuration, on data from references 6 to 8.
This paper presents an evaluationof the basic flying qualities of the test configura-
tions anddescribes the control system conceptsdevelopedfor improving the flying quali-
ties. It also includes the results of engine-failure investigations.
TEST CONFIGURATIONS
Externally Blown Flap Configuration
Thebasic externally blownflap configuration was a "spread-engine" (ref. 4}, triple-
slotted flap, high-wingedtransport with a large T-tail (fig. l(a)). References4 and 5
describe the wind-tunnel configuration in detail. The physical characteristics of the sim-
ulated externally blown flap aircraft are presented in table 1. It shouldbe notedthat the
configurations simulated on the FRC and ARC simulators were identical in test configura-
tion, control system, and mass characteristics, whereas the LaRC simulation useda sim-
ilar but slightly different configuration.
Longitudinal control was provided by the horizontal stabilizer, either aloneor in
conjunctionwith the elevator. On the LaRC configuration, the elevator remained fixed
with respect to the stabilizer; on the FRC configuration, the elevator was gearedto the
stabilizer so that at full trailing-edge-up stabilizer, the elevator was at 50° trailing edge
up, and at full trailing-edge-down stabilizer, the elevator was at 10° trailing edgedown.
For lateral control, flaperons and spoilers were used on the LaRC configuration; ailerons,
flaperons, and spoilers were used on the FRC configuration. Directional control waspro-
vided by a rudder equippedwith boundary-layer control on the LaRCconfiguration; on the
FRC configuration, a double-hinged,slotted rudder wasused for yaw control. Direct-lift
control wasprovided on both configurations by symmetric spoiler deflection, anddrag
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modulationwas provided by using symmetric deflections of the third element (most rear-
ward) of the inboard flap segment.
Turbofanjet performance characteristics were based on the General Electric
TF34-GE-2 turbofan engine (ref. 12) with a bypass ratio of 6 to l and a maximum unin-
stalled, sea-level static thrust of 41 296 newtons (9280 pounds). To accommodate the
low noise requirements for STOL aircraft, the four engines were throttled to provide an
installed thrust of 30 037 newtons (6750 pounds) per engine at take-off. Higher thrust
levels were permitted for emergency conditions where noise constraints would not apply.
Augmentor Wing Configuration
References 6 to 8 provided the data base for simulating the augmentor wing config-
uration illustrated in figure l(b).
Longitudinal and directional control were provided in the same manner as for the
FRC augmentor wing configuration. Roll control was provided by ailerons with boundary-
layer control and by spoilers.
Drag modulation and direct-lift-control test data were not available for use in the
simulation of the augmentor wing configuration; however, thrust vectoring, augmentor
choke deflection, and symmetric spoiler deflections can provide these features. So for
this simulation, direct-lift control and drag modulation were evaluated by using the same
incremental data used for the externally blown flap configurations.
The engines used for the augmentor wing configuration were four Lycoming ALF
502A engines (31 150 newtons (7000 pounds) nominal thrust) modified with high-power
extraction turbines and operated in a derated condition. The normal derated thrust level
for one engine was 20 470 newtons (4600 pounds), of which 16 465 newtons (3700 pounds)
was from the fan. The fan air was collected and ducted to the wing nozzles. With
assumed losses, this system provided approximately 14 100 newtons (3170 pounds) of
thrust per engine at the wing nozzles. As for the externally blown flap configuration,
additional thrust (approximately 8900 newtons (2000 pounds) per engine) was available
for emergency conditions.
Mass Characteristics
The weight and inertial data used in this study are presented in table 2. As shown,
the mass characteristics of the two configurations (externally blown flap and augmentor
wing) were different for identical weights. These differences were due primarily to slight
empennage differences which changed the inclination of the principal axis and to the greater
weight of the wing of the augmentor wing configuration.
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SIMULATORDESCRIPTION
All three simulation setupsused six-degree-of-freedom equations. The LaRC
setup is described in reference 10,and the ARC moving-base simulator is described in
reference 11. The FRC simulation was a hybrid six-degree-of-freedom fixed-base setup.
The aerodynamic equationswere solved in a digital computer, andthe control system was
simulatedby ananalog computer. The cockpit control force, damping,and linearity were
infinitely variable over a wide range. The values usedwere selectedas being represen-
tative of this class of aircraft. The control wheel hada four-position ("coolie cap") trim
button, a direct-lift-control commandbutton (two-position, spring-loaded to zero), andan
intercom button. Rudder trim was obtainedfrom a center consoleswitch.
Thevisual display switch was generatedby a point source system. A model of
EdwardsAir Force BaseandRogers Dry Lake with its runway complex andsurrounding
area wasused in the visual display. The visual display hadpoor resolution characteris-
tics at low altitudes. Height judgment for flare andother low altitude maneuverswasdif-
ficult belowapproximately 31 meters (100feet) andvirtually impossible belowapproxi-
mately 15meters (50 feet). To aid the pilot in judging height, a simulated radar altimeter
readableto the nearest 0.3 meter (1 foot) below 61 meters (200feet) was installed.
Conventionalcockpit instruments were used, including an FD-108 flight director
(computercontrolled) and indicators for angle of attack, angleof sideslip, airspeed, nor-
mal acceleration, power setting, control position, and rate of climb; andILS crosspoint-
ers and a conventionalaltimeter. To evaluate the effects of in-flight enginefailures, an
engine couldbe failed either from the cockpit or from the analogcomputer console. An
enginefailure affected the pitch, roll, andyaw axes, reducedthe thrust by 25percent, and
activated the "emergency" roll control (flaperons) on the externally blown flap
configuration.
TEST PROCEDURES
Thebasic evaluationtask for all three simulations was a sinmlated ILS approach.
The test procedures were classified generally into four tasks:
(1) In level flight, or comfortably within the operational envelope,evaluate the four-
engineaircraft at various flap positions (representative of approach, landing, and take-
off setting)with the stability augmentedaircraft and various control systems at several
power settings.
(2)Perform simulated ILS approacheswith four enginesat different speedswith
various levels of control system augmentation,including go-aroundsat various altitudes
for approximately one-third of the runs.
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(3) Determine, as well as possible, the Ig stall and minimum control speedsof
these configurations.
(4) Evaluate enginefailure characteristics andcontrollability; repeat tasks I, 2,
and 3 with an enginefailure during the run.
During the study, the pilots were askedto evaluatethe handlingqualities, stability,
and controllability of the various configurations while they were performing these tasks.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The results to be discussed were selected to provide an overview of some of the
major problems encountered with powered-lift STOL aircraft.
Longitudinal Characteristics
Basic unaugmented airplane.- The basic unaugmented airplane longitudinal charac-
teristics for all configurations were judged to be only marginally acceptable; that is, they
were given pilot ratings of 6 to 7 on the Cooper-Harper rating scale (ref. 13). The major
objections were: poor flight-path stability and speed control; the relatively high frequency
(approximately 20 sec), lightly damped phugoid oscillation; sluggish pitch response; and
large trim changes associated with changes in flaps, power, and airspeed.
The first two problems (poor flight-path stability and speed control, and the high-
frequency phugoid oscillation) are amplified in STOL aircraft. A high degree of coupling
between attitude, speed, and flight-path angle is typical of operation on the "back side" of
the power-required curve and, for the test configurations, resulted in an unstable relation-
ship between flight path and speed. Compounding this problem was a relatively high fre-
quency (short period), lightly damped phugoid oscillation which caused the aircraft to
oscillate about the desired speed and flight-path angle.
Figure 2 presents the flight envelope for the externally blown flap configuration in
terms of flight-path angle and airspeed with loci of constant angles of attack and airplane
pitch attitude superimposed. If it is assumed that the airplane were approaching at an
airspeed of 75 knots and a flight-path angle of -5 °, the angle of attack would be approxi-
mately 5 ° and the aircraft attitude would be essentially zero. If the pilot found that the
aircraft was dropping approximately 2 ° below the glide slope and he wanted to correct up
to the glide slope at constant speed, an increase in power of approximately 12 percent
accompanied by a 3 ° decrease in angle of attack and a 1° decrease in pitch attitude would
be required. Also, an increase in airspeed of 5 knots at constant flight-path angle would
require a 5-percent reduction in power and a pushover to decrease angle of attack by 2 °
and pitch attitude by approximately 1.5 °. In general, it can be said that power controls
the flight path and attitude controls the airspeed. This piloting technique is the exact
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opposite of that used in conventional transport approaches and of the intuitive correction,
that is, power controls airspeed and attitude controls flight-path angle. However, as illu-
strated by the power reduction required to increase airspeed at constant flight-path angle,
the high degree of coupling further complicated the piloting task.
The same type of analysis can be applied to the augmentor wing configuration, with
essentially the same results.
Military specification 8785B (ref. 14) provides a criterion for flight-path stability
in terms of the slope of the constant power curves expressed as the change in flight-path
angle per knot change in airspeed. Figure 3 compares the characteristics of the two con-
figurations with this criterion at several airspeeds. As shown, the externally blown flap
configuration exceeds the minimum acceptable level at any airspeed below 79 knots, and
the augmentor wing configuration exceeds the requirement at speeds below 73 knots. How-
ever, the rate of decreasing stability or increasing instability for the augmentor wing con-
figuration is considerably higher than that for the externally blown flap configuration. The
second part of the criterion establishes a level for the rate of change of stability. The
externally blown flap configuration barely exceeds this requirement, whereas the aug-
mentor wing configuration exceeds it by a wide margin. Translating this characteristic
into piloting difficulties, it would seem that small corrections in flight path would be
easier to accommodate on the augmentor wing configuration (less unstable characteris-
tics) than on the externally blown flap configuration, but large changes would be more
difficult (larger variation in stability levels).
The second major difficulty in the longitudinal mode was the relatively high fre-
quency (short period), lightly damped phugoid oscillation. With a period of less than
20 seconds and a damping ratio of less than 0.02, this easily excited phugoid made flying
precise ILS approaches extremely difficult. A time history of a typical phugoid oscilla-
tion is shown in figure 4 for the augmentor wing configuration. The speed excursions
were in excess of 10 knots and the rate of climb varied in excess of 180 m/min
(600 ft/min). The externally blown flap configuration exhibited similar characteristics.
When the pilot had to contend with the "back side" approach characteristics in com-
bination with the adverse phugoid characteristics in turbulence, the ILS task became very
difficult.
Augmented handling qualities.- If the longitudinal control system were to perform
all the desired functions and correct the deficiencies in the longitudinal handling qualities,
it was determined that some type of command system would be required. Accordingly,
attitude, rate, and C* (a combination of pitch rate and normal acceleration) systems
were evaluated. All three systems provided good pitch response characteristics and
alleviated the large pitch trim changes, but the attitude command provided the most pre-
cise control characteristics and was rated as the best overall system. A simplified
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block diagram of the attitude commandsystem is shownin figure 5. By proper gain
selection, an attitude commandsystem wasprovided with rate stabilization. With the
system, the pilots' assessmentof the longitudinal handlingcharacteristics improved to
4to 5.
However, the undesirable back side of the power curve characteristics, although
alleviated somewhat,were still a source of complaintby the pilots. In anattempt to cor-
rect this deficiency, several speed--flight-path augmentationsystems were evaluated.
Simple speedstability augmentationusing auto-throttle anddirect-drag control provided
goodspeedcontrol during the approachwhenthe system time constantswere relatively
low. The direct-drag control-surface-actuation rate had to exceed5°/sec and the engine
responsecharacteristics hadto be less than 0.8 second. With slower surface actuation
rates, the system could be saturated and rate limited. By using the simple speedaug-
mentation, the pilots' ratings improved further to 3to 4. The pilots indicated that their
major remaining objection was that precise flight-path control was a two-control task,
that is, using the control column and the direct-lift control on the thumbswitch. Thus,
the direct-lift control was integrated with the columnposition andspeedaugmentationas
shownin simplified form in figure 6. Useof this system resulted in further improvement
in the pilots' ratings to 2 to 3.
Flare and touchdown.- One of the most significant problems encountered during
these simulations was the inability to perform the flare so that the touchdown sink rates
were reasonable and the touchdown was within the desired zone. Flaring powered-lift
STOL aircraft with precision proved to be difficult. Table 3 compares some of the
parameters for a STOL and CTOL flare and touchdown maneuver. The target touchdown
sink rate for these maneuvers was 0.65 to 1.0 m/sec (2 to 3 ft/sec). The table illustrates
that for the STOL airplane in a steep 7.5 ° glide slope approach, the change in sink rate
from the approach condition to touchdown is more dramatic, the time is considerably
shorter, and the distance traveled is considerably less than that for the conventional
take-off and landing (CTOL) aircraft. Some of these same relative effects may be
observed in a comparison of the parameters for the STOL aircraft in a 4 ° glide slope
and the CTOL aircraft. The STOL flare is then characterized as a short, rather abrupt
maneuver as compared with the CTOL flare. Although the data shown in table 3 for the
STOL airplane are for an externally blown flap configuration, the discussion is applicable
to either an externally blown flap or an augmentor wing STOL configuration. Compli-
cating the situation further are the highly negative ground effects that the STOL configu-
ration experiences and the inability to generate the necessary energy to flare by only
rotating the airplane. Wind-tunnel tests have indicated that the powered-lift externally
blown flap and augmentor wing configurations will encounter lift losses in ground effect
on the order of 6 percent to 12 percent for the configurations tested. Also, the aerody-
namic lift increases that can be obtained by rotating the airplane to reasonable angles of
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attack are not sufficient to arrest the sink rate to the desired levels. This condition indi-
cates that another source of energy will be required to provide the lift increase necessary
to flare the aircraft.
Power increases on the order of 10percent at flare initiation were attemptedbut,
becauseof lag in engineresponse, the timing of the power changebecamecritical, and
evenwith the aid of the simulated radar altimeter, the pilot still had difficulty in flaring
precisely. Flaring with power and rotation could haveachievedthe target touchdownsink
rate, but the maneuverwas difficult anda small error in timing the initiation of the two
controls resulted in not arresting the sink rate sufficiently or "ballooning" andmissing
the touchdownzone. As table 3 shows, the timing is critical andvery short. The pilot
must anticipate the onsetof the ground-induced lift losses and compensatein 4 to 6 sec-
onds,dependingon the approachglide slope.
Thedirect-lift control spoilers offered another alternate source to control lift with-
out the large lags associatedwith power increases. Unfortunately, in order to generate
the large lift increments required, the spoilers hadto be up-rigged excessively. If the
performance penalty causedby the up-rigged spoilers canbe tolerated, using direct-lift
control in the flare works well. Again, the timing of the input becomescritical.
It appears that a combinationof devices may be required to successfully complete
the flare, which couldfurther complicate the maneuver. Onesolution may be to use a
segmentedapproach, that is, translating from a 7.5° glide slope to 4° at approximately
65meters (200feet) height. This problem canprobably be resolved only by flight test.
In general, the flare and landing characteristics from anyapproach glide-path angle in
excessof 4° were rated as unsatisfactory but acceptable.
Lateral-Directional Characteristics
Basic unaugmented airplane.- The unaugmented handling qualities of the two test
configurations were rated as unacceptable; that is, they had pilot ratings of 8 to 9. The
major objections were: unacceptably large sideslip excursions with any roll control
input; low Dutch roll damping; a highly divergent spiral mode; and low apparent roll
damping.
Figure 7 is a time history of a 15 ° wheel angle lateral step input illustrating the
two characteristics most objectionable to the pilots. For the basic airplane, the sideslip
moves first in the proverse direction, and thus indicates the proverse yaw generated by
the spoilers. Then, as the roll rate increases, a highly adverse yaw dominates the
response. After the roll rate has reached a more or less stable level, the lightly damped,
fairly long period Dutch roll oscillation becomes apparent. But the Dutch roll excursions
are oscillating about an apparent steady-state sideslip angle of approximately 7 ° . This
offset is attributable to the yawing moment generated by the roll rate, known as the Np
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effect. The pilots found this Np effect highly objectionableandbelieved it could easily
causepilot-induced oscillations during attempts to correct or precisely control the
response. The dashedline illustrates the responseof the fully augmentedvehicle to
the samewheel input. With a roll-rate commandsystem, a constant roll rate propor-
tional to wheeldeflection is commanded. With effective yaw dampinganda turn coordi-
nation system to eliminate the Np effect, the angle-of-sideslip trace remains at essen-
tially zero.
Augmented handling qualities.- As with the longitudinal axis, it was determined that
some type of command system would be required in the roll axis and that the yaw axis
would require extensive stability augmentation. In the roll axis, both rate and attitude
command systems were evaluated. The roll-attitude command system was determined
from pilot comments to be the best overall system. A simplified block diagram of this
system is shown in figure 8. By appropriate gain selection, the system provides attitude
command with rate stabilization. The attitude command could have possibly been elimi-
nated in smooth air, but it greatly enhanced turbulence response and engine failure control.
For normal operation with the four-engine externally blown flap configuration, the
flaperons were not used for roll control. When they were added, the roll-control power
was found to be excessive for normal operation and caused roll-control sensitivity prob-
lems. Attempts were made to phase the roll-control devices with wheel deflection, but
the pilots preferred the system illustrated in figure 8 for implementing the total roll-
control systems.
The yaw-control system that provided the best overall lateral-directional pilot
ratings used an aileron-to-rudder interconnect with roll rate, yaw rate, and roll angle
feedbacks. (See fig. 9.) Feedback of roll angle was used in combination with the yaw
rate to approximate a rate-of-change-of-sideslip-angle damper for additional yaw damp-
ing. Roll-rate feedback was used to compensate for the Np effect and to act as a turn
coordinator. The interconnect provided additional turn coordination by correcting the
yaw effects of roll-control surface displacement.
When the roll attitude command and the "best" yaw stability augmentation system
(SAS) were used, the pilot ratings improved from 8 to 9 for the unaugmented lateral-
directional characteristics to 2 to 3 for the augmented airplane.
Engine-Out Characteristics
The engine-out characteristics of the externally blown flap configuration involve a
critical design condition, especially in roll and yaw control, whereas an engine failure for
the augmentor wing configuration is primarily a performance problem with only minor
impact on stability and control. Because the augmentor wing concept used ducted air dis-
tributed essentially even across the flap span, an engine failure would not cause an
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asymmetry in lift or drag through the powered-lift mechanism. Thus, an enginefailure
_vouldnotresult in a major handling deficiency. The nonductedcore exhaustthrust could
produceasymmetries, especially if thrust vectoring is used,but this asymmetry would
not be undulysevere. The core exhaustamountsto less than 20percent of the total engine
thrust, or about4900newtons (1100pounds) of thrust. During the simulations, the pilots
had no difficulty in controlling an enginefailure on the fully augmentedaugmentorwing
configuration, andthe enginefailure controllability was rated as 2 to 3 in the take-off or
landing configuration.
An enginefailure in an externally blown flap configured aircraft is critical for roll
or yaw control, or both, becausemajor asymmetries are encounteredwhich produce large
rolling or yawing moments, dependingon the configuration. In a high-lift landing configu-
ration, anenginefailure wouldproduce large lift asymmetries which would cause large
rolling moments; in a high-thrust take-off configuration, an enginefailure would cause
large thrust asymmetries which would inducesevere yawing moments. The magnitude
of thesemoments for the simulated externally blown flap configuration, in the form of
degreesof displacement in 2 seconds,is illustrated in figure 10. Also shownare the
roll-control requirements for level 1 operation from reference 14andthe yaw-control
requirements for normal operation from reference 15. As indicated, at a 75-knot
approachspeed,the engine-failure-induced roll angle reaches approximately 43° in
2 seconds,whereas the level 1requirement calls for a total control-surface-induced
roll anglecapability of 50° in 2 seconds. Therefore, after trimming an engine-out roll-
ing moment, little roll control would be left for maneuvering. The pilots considered this
control margin to be unacceptable. The minimum acceptable control margin required the
roll-control power to be increased to at least 135percent over the engine-failure-induced
momentat the nominal approachspeed. Comparableresults were foundin the yaw axis
for the take-off configuration; that is, a control power margin of at least 30percent to
35percent was required over the engine-failure-induced yawing momentat the refer-
encetake-off speed.
A time history of a number 1 (left outboard)enginefailure for the externally blown
flap configuration on the approach (fig. 11) illustrates the pilot's ability to control the
engine-outcondition andcontinue the landingwith all augmentationon. The maximum
vertical displacement from the glide slope was less than 4 meters (12feet) andthe max-
imum lateral displacement from the localizer center was less than 8 meters (25 feet).
The pilot rated the task as 2.5. However, the engine-out condition presentedproblems
in touchingdownwithin the designatedtouchdownzonewith a touchdownsink rate of less
than 1 m/sec (3ft/sec). The touchdownsink rates could not be reducedbelow 1.5 m/sec
(5 ft/sec), and the pilots reported that landing the aircraft was difficult, with a moderately
high workload.
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Comparison of Simulator Results
As previously stated, data and control systems used in the FRC and ARC simulators
were identical, but slightly different data and control systems were used in the LaRC sim-
ulators. The FRC simulation had a simple fixed-base cockpit and visual display; the
LaRC simulation also had a fixed-base setup but with a realistic transport cockpit and
a sophisticated video presentation of a STOLport model; and the ARC simulation had a
sophisticated six-degree-of-freedom motion simulator with a sophisticated visual display.
Also, the same pilots participated in the FRC and ARC evaluations, but the LaRC pilots
based their evaluations only on the LaRC simulation. A comparative summary of the
simulator results for the externally blown flap configuration is shown in figure 12. There
was generally fair-to-excellent agreement in the pilot ratings of the various characteris-
tics for both the augmented and unaugmented airplanes.
The pilot ratings from the FRC simulation for the flare and landing are not shown
because this simulation was not believed to be of sufficient quality to provide an adequate
simulation in this area.
The results of the FRC and ARC simulations (in which the same pilots were used)
show that even though the motion simulation generally provided better pilot ratings than
the simple fixed-base setup, the ratings were only slightly better. However, the pilots
reported that they could become more involved in the motion simulation than in the fixed-
base simulation because of its greater realism.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two concurrent six-degree-of-freedom simulations of powered-lift STOL aircraft
flying qualities were conducted by the Langley and Flight Research Centers. The Langley
simulation considered only an externally blown flap configuration and used a fixed-base
simulator with a realistic transport cockpit and good visual display. The Flight Research
Center simulation considered two powered-lift concepts - the externally blown flap and
augmentor wing - each of which was evaluated on two separate simulators using the same
data base and control systems. One simulation was conducted at the Flight Research
Center using a simple fixed-base cockpit and visual display, and the other simulation was
conducted at the Ames Research Center using a sophisticated six-degree-of-freedom
motion simulator with a realistic transport cockpit and a high-quality visual display.
There was generally good agreement between the three simulations in terms of pilot
opinion of the handling qualities characteristics.
The study indicated that both high-wing-loading, powered-lift STOL configurations
evaluated would require substantial command and stability augmentation in all axes to pro-
vide satisfactory handling qualities. In the pitch axis, a pitch-attitude command system
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was rated best by the pilots. Also, becauseof the high degree of flight-path instability,
commonlyreferred to as operation on the "back side" of the power-required curve, both
configurations required speedor flight-path augmentation,or both, to provide satisfactory
characteristics.
The lateral-directional mode required a relatively sophisticatedturn coordination
feature in the directional control system to eliminate the large amountsof sideslip gen-
erated byany roll rate. Also, the directional axis required yaw-rate dampingandpseudo-
time-rate-of-change-of-sideslip damping. The roll augmentationfoundto be most effec-
tive wasa roll-attitude commandsystem; a roll-rate commandproved to be adequate,but
the attitude commandwas rated best by the pilots.
Thefinal part of the landing approach, the flare andlanding, wasa persistent prob-
lem. To flare these configurations from a glide-path angleof 4° or greater, the approach
required anabrupt maneuver that had to be accomplished in only 5 to 6 seconds. Aggra-
vating this flare problem was the high negativegroundeffect characteristic of STOLair-
craft. It appearedthat some form of pilot-assist modewouldbe required in the flare,
either spoilers or a control-system commandfeature. Flaring with power alonewas not
an acceptabletechnique. In general, the flare andlanding characteristics from any glide-
path anglein excessof 4° were rated as unsatisfactory but acceptable.
Maintaining the glide slope and localizer after the loss of a critical engineduring
the landingapproachposednoproblem for the pilot with either the fully augmentedexter-
nally blownflap or augmentorwing configurations.
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TABLE i.- PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEST CONFIGURATIONS
FRC externally LaRC externally FRC
blown flap blown flap augmentor wing
Wing -
Area, m2 (ft2) .................. 55.8 (600)
Aspect ratio ................... 7.3
Span, m (ft) ................... 21.4 (66.2)
Taper ratio ................... 0.34
Sweep at quarter chord, deg ........... 27.5
Dihedral, deg ................... 3.5
Incidence at mean aerodynamic chord, deg . . . 4.5
Root thickness, percent chord .......... 14
Tip thickness, percent chord .......... 11
Mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft) ........ 3.16 (9.8)
Airfoil section:
Root
Tip
Flap span, percent semispan ..........
Flap hinge axis, percent chord .........
Ailerons:
Span, percent semispan ............ 28.1
Hinge axis, percent chord ........... 78.0
Travel, deg .................. 0 to 60
Spoilers:
Span, percent semispan ............ 57
Percent chord ................. 10
Deflection,deg ................ 0 to 60
Horizontal tail -
Area, m2 (ft2) ................. 19.1 (205)
Aspect ratio ................... 5.3
Span, m (ft)................... 10.6 (33)
Sweep at leading edge, deg ........... 29
Elevator hinge axis, percent chord ....... 73
Elevator travel, deg ............... -10 to 50
Tail incidence, deg ............... +10
Volume coefficient ............... 1.0
Tail arm length, m (ft)............. 9.75 (28.7)
Vertical .tail-
Area, m2 (ft2) .................
Aspect ratio ...................
Volume coefficient ................
Rudder hinge axis, percent chord ........
Rudder travel, deg ................
Engine location -
Inboard, percent semispan ...........
Outboard, percent semispan ...........
...................... NACA 632A214
...................... NACA 632A211
61.7
78.0
11.2 (120)
78.4 (843)
7.3
25.2 (78)
0.34
27.5
-3.5
4.5
14
11
3.78 (11.74)
NACA 632A214
NACA 632A211
61.7
78.0
73
10
0 to 60
5.3
29
73
0 to 50
+10
1.0
1.66
0.09
57
+45
22
42
1.66
0.09
57
+40
22
42
55.8 (600)
8.0
21.4 (69.3)
0.30
27.5
0
0
12.5
10.5
3.06 (9.5)
RAE 104
RAE 104
82.3
68.5
9.4
68.0
-I0 to +45
9
10.5
0 to 60
14.8 (159)
4.5
8.5 (26.5)
25
60
+30
+I0
.99
11.55 (35.8)
8.1 (87)
1.4
0.075
6O
+45
22
42
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EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP FLIGHT-PATH STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
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FLIGHT-PATH AND AIRSPEED CONTROL FOR THE
STOL APPROACH AND LANDING
By James A. Franklin and Robert C. Innis
NASA Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
Analytical investigations and piloted moving base simulator evaluations were con-
ducted for manual control of flight path and airspeed for the approach and landing of a
powered lift jet STOL aircraft. Flight-path and airspeed response characteristics
were described analytically and were evaluated for the simulation experiments which
were carried out on a large motion simulator (FSAA) at Ames Research Center. The
response characteristics were selected and evaluated for a specified path and speed
control technique. These characteristics were the initial flight-path response, flight-
path overshoot, flight-path--airspeed coupling in response to a change in thrust, and
the sensitivity of airspeed to pitch-attitude changes. Results are presented in the
form of pilot opinion ratings and commentary, substantiated where appropriate by
response time histories and aircraft states at the point of touchdown.
INTRODUC TION
Manual control of a transport category aircraft which is capable of operation at
speeds associated with the STOL flight regime and which utilizes significant amounts
of power to augment its basic aerodynamics is generally more difficult than control of
a conventional transport aircraft operating at higher speeds. Considering the longi-
tudinal control problem, pitch-attitude, flight-path, and airspeed response are all
adversely affected by the low speed, high wing loading, and high inertias typical of the
STOL transport category vehicle. Use of conventional controls such as elevator (or
pitching-moment control) and power are likely to produce rather unconventional behav-
ior as a result of
sluggish pitch-attitude response and strong excitation of the phugoid mode
sluggish flight-path response to attitude changes
operation on the backside of the thrust-required curve
large changes in lift and drag with engine power setting
significant coupling between flight path and airspeed with either attitude or
power changes
changes in operating margins with airspeed and angle of attack
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Thesedifferences demanda reexamination of the basis on which transport category air-
craft shouldbe designedfrom a stability and control andhandlingqualities viewpoint. It
becomesnecessaryto consider more carefully the pilot's control techniqueand the vehi-
cle responsecharacteristics which define longitudinal handling-qualities criteria. It may
be necessaryas well to establish new criteria which relate to vehicle behavior not
addressedin the current literature.
In responseto these needs,an analytical and experimental study hasbeencarried
out to explore someof the problems of flight-path and airspeed control for the STOL
approachand landing. The purposeof the analytical study was to describe the features
which characterize flight-path and airspeed responseas they appear to the pilot and to
identify the contributions to these responsecharacteristics of the aircraft's configura-
tion andthe flight condition at which it is operated. The experimental study was con-
ductedto allow pilots to evaluate the significance of these responsecharacteristics to
their ability to fly the STOLapproachand landing. The discussion which follows sum-
marizes the results of the analytical studyand presents the experimental results in some
detail.
FLIGHT-PATH ANDAIRSPEEDRESPONSECHARACTERISTICS
In defining the salient features of flight-path andairspeed response, it is assumed
that the primary controls available to the pilot are the pitch-attitude and enginethrust
controls. Attitude must be controlled tightly either by the pilot or with assistance of a
commandaugmentationsystem (suchas that described in ref. 1) to achieve reasonable
path andspeedprecision. Control of thrust gives the pilot a powerful meansof changing
the aircraft's lift and drag characteristics (henceits flight pathand speed)through the
augmentationof the aircraft's basic aerodynamicsby flow of fan air andjet exhaust over
or throughthe wing flap system.
Bothpitch attitude andthrust can significantly affect flight-path andairspeed
response. Different techniquescanbe hypothesizedregarding the manner in which the
pilot utilizes these controls. Therefore, it is necessary to determine which control tech-
nique the pilot is likely to select before the pathand speedresponsecharacteristics of
importance to him canbe defined. A typical exampleof the behavior of a powered lift
STOLaircraft, suchas illustrated in figure 1, demonstrates this point.
The responseto an attitude changeat constant thrust is shownin figure l(a). The
nose-upattitude changeproduces flight-path response typical of that for operation on the
backsideof the thrust-required curve, in that flight path initially shallows but eventually
steepens. Suchbehavior, as is well known, makesattitude a rather poor control of flight
path in the approach. However, airspeed response is conventional, andattitude offers
reasonablecontrol over speedproviding the harmony betweenthe two is satisfactory.
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For an increase in thrust with attitude held constantshownin figure l(b), flight path
respondsquickly with the long term changedeterminedby specific configuration charac-
teristics. On the other hand, speedresponseis decidedlyadverse in that the airplane
decelerates for an increase in thrust. Thrust thus appears to be anappropriate control
for flight path and a rather poor control for speed. Accordingly, for the pathand speed
responsecharacteristics illustrated, the pilot canbe expectedto use attitude to control
airspeed and thrust to control flight path. With thecontrol technique specified, it is pos-
sible to define the characteristics of the aircraft's response, whenoperatedwith this tech-
nique, that could be of importance to the pilot for manualcontrol of the STOLapproach
and landing.
Basedon the nature of the flight pathand airspeed response to thrust shownin fig-
ure 1, the features which appear to needconsideration to characterize the aircraft's
behavior are
the initial response of flight pathwhich indicates how quickly a path correction
canbe initiated
the relationship of the long term to short term changein flight path, as illustrated
by the amount of overshoot in the response,which indicates how predictable the
pilot can make the pathcorrection
the extent of coupling of airspeed with flight path, as reflected by the amountof
speedchangeaccompanyingthe changein flight path, which indicates the amount
of attention the pilot must devoteto pathandspeedcontrol and the extent to which
he must continuously control pathand speed,closed loop, to achieve the precision
required for the landing approach
The response parameters which reflect this behavior are indicated in figure 2. Ini-
tial flight-path response is representedby the time constant T_,which is described by
the initial slope da_/dt andthe peakresponse h_max. Flight-path overshoot is
reflected in the ratio __(aYmax/5YSS)AT" Flight-path--airspeed coupling is described by
the ratio of steady-state speed and path changes (5Vss/aTSS)AT._ Short-term speed
changes tend to be of small enough magnitude to be ignored when compared with the
long-term speed changes.
Speed control, as was noted previously, is accomplished through changes in pitch
attitude. In this case, the steady-state speed change for a given change in attitude
AVss/A0 iS the factor of interest and can be considered a control sensitivity of sorts.
Assuming that pitch attitude is controlled tightly, these path and speed response charac-
teristics may be defined in terms of the aircraft's X- and Z-axis (or drag and lift) deriv-
atives due to speed, angle of attack, and thrust. These derivatives are predominantly
determined by flight condition, wing loading, and efficiency of the high lift system, that is,
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X u axial velocity damping; a function of trim drag coefficient, trim airspeed,
and wing loading (may be augmented by autospeed control)
Xot
Zu
Z_
XST/Z 5T
drag due to lift; a function of trim airspeed, wing loading, and induced drag
vertical force coupling with axial velocity; a function of trim airspeed
vertical velocity damping; a function of lift-curve slope, trim airspeed, and
wing loading
effective thrust line inclination 0 T =cot-l(-XST/ZST )
Thus, the choice of landing-field length and cruise Mach number (which dictate landing-
approach speed, flight-path angle, and wing loading) and the design of the high lift system
(which defines the thrust turning effectiveness of the flap) will determine the aircraft's
longitudinal handling qualities for the approach and landing.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Description of the Simulation
A ground-based flight simulation of a powered lift jet STOL aircraft was used as
a basis for piloted evaluation of the flight path and airspeed response characteristics
described in the previous section of this paper. The simulation facility utilized was the
Ames Research Center Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA), a large motion
facility with a high-resolution visual display. The vehicle on which the simulation was
based was the Augmentor Wing Research Aircraft, a modified De Havilland of Canada
C-8A Buffalo airframe incorporating an augmentor flap system for generating high lift
coefficients for high wing loading STOL operation and deflected hot thrust to permit oper-
ation on steep flight paths. The aircraft is described in reference 2. A real-time digi-
tal model of the aircraft's aerodynamics and flight control system was programed as
described in reference 3 for the XDS-Sigma 8 computer assigned to the FSAA facility.
The static aerodynamic characteristics were derived as shown in reference 4 from
model tests of the vehicle in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel. Rotary derivatives
were estimated by using jet flap theory where appropriate. Supporting data for these
derivatives are unpublished although the models themselves appear in reference 4. Jet
engine acceleration-deceleration characteristics were modeled to represent the results
shown in reference 4.
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The longitudinal flight control system provided for pitch-axis command augmenta-
tion and alteration of the vehicle's longitudinal-force characteristics through the use of
vectored thrust. Pitch control was accomplished through hydraulic actuators driving the
aircraft's existing elevator-spring tab system. Augmentation commands to the control
actuator were provided in series with the pilot's control column inputs. Longitudinal-
force control was achieved by vectoring the engines' hot thrust about a trim position
deflected 90 ° to the approach path. Thrust vectoring was accomplished by driving the
engine's exhaust nozzles with commands composed of airspeed, angle of attack, and
throttle position error signals. For thrust vectoring of +15 ° about the 90 ° trim condi-
tion, effective alteration of the basic aircraft's Xu, X_, and XST derivatives was
possible with no corresponding contribution to the respective Z-axis force characteristics.
Variations in Xu, Xa, and XST were used to alter the flight-path and speed
response characteristics. Configurations were selected to permit independent evalua-
tions of the path response time constant T_ and speed response to attitude _Vss/A0
for essentially no flight-path overshoot or flight-path--speed coupling. Flight-path over-
shoot ----(A7max/AYSS)AT and path--speed coupling ---_(AVss/AT'ss)A w were also evaluated
with path time constant and speed-attitude response held at fixed values. It was not pos-
sible to separately assess the effects of flight-path overshoot and flight-path--speed cou-
pling when only X-axis force derivatives were varied. These two characteristics tend to
be strongly interrelated, and variations in either one produced by alterations in X-axis
force derivatives are reflected in the other. This interrelationship is illustrated in fig-
ure 3 where the solid line indicates the range of configurations evaluated in the simulation
program. Some degree of independence between the path overshoot and path--speed cou-
pling characteristics could have been achieved through variations in Z-axis force deriva-
tives such as Z u and Z a. The range over which overshoot and coupling characteris-
tics might be considered independent for the powered lift category of STOL aircraft is
cross-hatched in this figure. This independence comes about through variations in Z u
and Za attributed to reasonable ranges of wing loading and approach speed. Configu-
rations selected for the simulation program (indicated by the solid line with Z u and
Z a held constant) were distributed through the region of practical importance in a man-
ner to provide an appreciation of the influence of reasonable variations in path overshoot
and path--speed coupling on handling qualities for the STOL approach.
Evaluation Task and Experimental Data
For the approach and landing, the pilot assumed control of the aircraft with it trim-
med and configured for descent on the glide slope and alined with the localizer. The
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approachwas madeto a 457-meter (1500-foot) STOL runway, with touchdownzonemark-
ings as indicated :n .,_._.... _ 4. mh_..._ .. _raft was t ......... d at 396 m_t_...__.. (1,.w_nn_+_._._,._.fn_
descent on a 7.5 ° glide slope at an airspeed of 60 knots. Flaps were set at 65 °, hot thrust
was vectored 90 ° to the aircraft's reference waterline, and power was set corresponding
to 28.4 kilonewtons (6380 pounds) of hot thrust. Lateral-directional stability augmenta-
tion, including roll damping, spiral mode stabilization, Dutch roll damping, and turn coor-
dination, was utilized to improve control of bank angle, heading, and sideslip to prevent
these factors from influencing the pilot's evaluation.
Two Ames experimental test pilots participated in the program. During the
approach, the pilots introduced their own disturbances, offsets, and abuses as a means
of evaluating each configuration. Both VFR and IFR evaluations were performed.
Approach guidance was provided by raw ILS glide slope and localizer error informa-
tion. Pilot ratings and commentary based on the Cooper-Harper scale were obtained
for each configuration with regard to its handling qualities during the approach. Sepa-
rate ratings for the landing flare were not obtained; however, qualitative comments on
the aircraft's handling during the flare as compared with handling during the approach
were noted.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In the discussion to follow, pilot's evaluations of flight-path and airspeed control
will be presented for the landing approach. A separate commentary on landing flare
characteristics is included in a section at the end of the discussion.
Flight-Path and Airspeed Control
The influence of flight-path and airspeed response to thrust is considered first,
with attention given first to the effect of initial flight-path response. Pilot ratings are
shown in figure 5 for a range of flight-path time constants T7. The results are pre-
sented for minimal flight-path overshoot and flight-path--airspeed coupling. Pilot
ratings appear to be insensitive to variations in T7 over the range of configurations
tested. The results are understandable in light of the evaluation task. During the
approach, extremely rapid path corrections are not required and, as the pilots indicate,
can readily be made for the various configurations shown in figure 5. As indicated in
reference 5, bandwidths required for closed-loop path control are on the order of 0.5 to
1.0 radian/sec. For these configurations, and with the effects of engine acceleration-
deceleration included, the required path control bandwidths can be achieved for the con-
figurations investigated with little demand for compensation by the pilot.
It should be noted, that these configurations were evaluated for an optimized throttle
sensitivity of ZST = -0.08 g/inch. No variations in Z-axis characteristics were made
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for the various configurations. Although an increase in vertical velocity damping Z_/V o
could quicken the initial path response, it was not evaluated in this program. As is indi-
cated subsequently in the discussion of flare characteristics, some quickening of path
response such as could be achieved through Z_ augmentation would be beneficial to
flare control.
Flight-path overshoot h_max/hTS s and flight-path--speed coupling AVss/A_ss
are two characteristics of response to thrust which, as has been previously noted, were
not evaluated independently in this program. They are strongly interrelated due to their
mutual sensitivity to changes in longitudinal (X-axis) force characteristics such as trim
drag, drag due to lift, and thrust inclination. However, this interrelationship is typical
of powered lift STOL aircraft in general as was shown in figure 3 and the evaluation of
mutual changes in these two parameters which was conducted in this program offers
insight into their influence on path and speed control for this category of aircraft. Results
are presented in figure 6, with pilot ratings plotted against the path--speed coupling
parameter (AVss/ATSS)AT.__ The path--speed coupling influence was identified by the
pilots as the primary factor in their evaluation and rating and, hence, was felt to be the
relevant parameter for interpreting the data.
It is apparent that path--speed coupling has a pronounced effect on pilot ratings of
path--speed control. In particular, a significant degradation in ratings can be noted for
values of (AVss/AVSS)AT in excess of -3 knots per degree. The adverse nature of the
speed response to a flight-path change with thrust is illustrated in the inset diagram at
the left of figure 6, where an increase in thrust to shallow the path causes the aircraft
to decelerate, in turn washing out the intended path correction. Such behavior is partic-
ularly undesirable in that the strongly coupled response demands that the pilot pay con-
siderable attention to path and speed control and to work in a continuous, coordinated,
closed-loop fashion with attitude and thrust to achieve adequate precision of path and
speed control. Furthermore, the attitude control technique required for holding speed
constant while making a path correction with thrust is unnatural. It requires the pilot
to lower the nose to hold speed while attempting to climb and vice versa. For these t7¢o
reasons, strong path--speed coupling can make the aircraft unacceptable for flying the
STOL approach.
To conclude the discussion of flight-path and airspeed control for the approach, it
is necessary to determine the significance of speed behavior in response to its primary
control, pitch attitude. The significance of speed control with attitude is indicated in
figure 7. Pilot ratings for variations in the speed response parameter AVss/A0 are
plotted for otherwise favorable values of v_ and (AVss/A_SS)AT. Variations in speed
sensitivity to attitude have only a modest effect on pilot ratings. As might be expected
the pilots objected, although not too strongly, to insensitive or to excessively sensitive
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speedresponseto attitude changes. Poor harmony betweenspeedand attitude either
required excessiveattitude changesfor ordinary speedcontrol or an unnecessarily fine
touch onattitude to avoid objectionable speedexcursions. Proper harmony seems to dic-
tate a speed-attitude sensitivity on the order of dlVss/A0 between -1.5 and -2.5 knots
per degree.
Flare Control
The pilots did not specifically evaluate the flare maneuver as distinct from the
landing approach. However, specific comments were made on flare characteristics
where appropriate and it is on these comments that the following discussion is largely
based.
It is evident from the results of this program as well as for those reported in ref-
erences 1, 6, and 7 and by James L. Hassell, Jr., and Joseph H. Judd in paper no. 16 that
the two-control flare (that is, where thrust is used to augment the flare by attitude) does
not produce consistent STOL landing performance, either in terms of touchdown precision
or low sink rates. A compilation of data of landing precision in terms of sink rate and
point of touchdown for all of the configurations evaluated in this program is presented in
figure 8. These data were obtained from experimental runs where the pilot's objective
was to achieve the best landing performance possible rather than to carry out an evalua-
tion of the aircraft's handling qualities. The pilots sought to land the aircraft within the
touchdown zone and, if possible, at a sink rate of 1.8 m/sec (6 ft/sec) or less. The scat-
ter in landing precision data of figure 8 speaks for itself. Touchdown sink rates, with one
exception, exceeded 1.5 m/sec (5 ft/sec) and most landings were made at sink rates from
2.4 to 3 m/sec (8 to 10 ft/sec). Separation of the data into sets of configurations which
could isolate effects of flight-path time constant and airspeed response to attitude (which
includes the influence of frontside or backside operation) offers no further enlightenment.
Data are presented in this form in figure 9, and there are no discernible trends with
respect to landing precision, touchdown sink rate, or airspeed.
It can be questioned whether STOL operation should require minimizing sink rate
at touchdown. The conceivable bounds for sink rate probably lie somewhere between a
0.9 m/sec (3 ft/sec) lower limit comparable to CTOL operation and a 3.7 to 4.3 m/sec
(12 to 14 ft/sec) upper limit defined by the nominal approach flight-path angle and air-
speed. Without attempting to place the results of this program in an acceptable or unac-
ceptable category as regards landing impact, it can be said that landings performed on the
simulator have produced sink rates somewhere halfway between these two limits.
It should be emphasized that the problem of achieving accurate landings at low sink
rates does not stem from a lack of capability of the basic aircraft, that is, the capability
for generating the normal load factors to curve the flight path to terminate the approach
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at the proper position and vertical velocity. The potential for generating normal accel-
eration _az is more than adequate if aircraft rotation and an increase in power are
both used. Instead, the problem is that of controlling this load factor so as to generate
it quickly and precisely for performing the flare. In this program, no sophisticated con-
trol schemes were investigated for flare, such as control interconnects (e.g., column to
throttles) or Z a augmentation. The basic aircraft's controls for short-term flight-path
changes were evaluated and, as with the other referenced powered lift STOL simulations,
they were found to be inadequate for the task.
The foregoing remarks must be qualified as applying to the control technique
(described elsewhere in this paper) which was used by the pilots to perform the flare
and landing. Furthermore, it must be borne in mind that the ability to satisfactorily
produce the motion and visual cues crucial to the pilot for performing this maneuver is
always in question when a ground-base simulator is used. Not withstanding the motion
capability of the FSAA and the visual resolution capability of the Redifon system, the
evaluation pilots harbored doubts of their ability to judge altitude, sink rate, and normal
acceleration and to use these cues effectively in controlling the aircraft through the flare.
However, even with these qualifications of the experimental results, it is felt that their
interpretation for the purpose of distinguishing between significant and inconsequential
contributions to the flare and landing is valid.
It should also be evident from the results of this program that path and speed con-
trol characteristics which are favorable for the approach are not necessarily favorable
for control through the flare to landing. In particular, flight-path response time constants
which have been shown in figure 5 to be satisfactory for the approach do not permit path
corrections to be accomplished quickly enough for the flare. A sample time history of a
STOL landing is presented in figure 10 for the configuration having the best path and speed
control characteristics for the approach. The time frame for the flare, from the point at
which the pilot initiates the maneuver with the elevator to touchdown, is 3 seconds. For
any control to be useful for path corrections within this time frame, the corrections must
be initiated and stabilized within approximately 2 seconds. Such response implies equiv-
alent first-order time constants on the order of 0.75 to 1.0 second. Neither the dynamics
of the basic airframe, which responds at frequencies on the order of 0.3 radian/sec to
either attitude or thrust changes, or the engine dynamic response, which requires 1.5 to
2.0 seconds to stabilize following a commanded thrust change, offers the kind of response
demanded. Clearly a need exists for utilizing the potential existing in the basic aerody-
namics and reserve thrust to achieve the desired flare capability. The solution most
likely lies with quickened engine acceleration characteristics and augmentation of the
aircraft's vertical velocity damping Zo_/V o. So far as speed response and control is
concerned, it could be speculated that the characteristics of speed response to thrust,
which were judged adverse for the approach, may not be so objectionable for the flare.
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The time spanover which the speedchangecanoccur doesnot allow for significant
changesia speedconsidering the speedresponsetime constants involved. Speed
response to attitude changesis likely to be important to the pilot in order that he can
rely on a reasonableand predictable speedbleedoff through the flare to touchdown.
Thefinal point to be madeis that the successful use of two controls to accomplish
the flare demandsthat one of the controls be identified as primary and the other control
be relegated to a secondaryor supporting role. Throughout this program andduring
other STOLsimulations at Ames as well, the evaluationpilots virtually unanimously
expresseda preference for a single control with which to perform the flare. Their
motivation was the desire to simplify the flare technique so as to beable to get consis-
tent results in real operational use. If a single control which has these features 1 cannot
be devisedand if, as a result, two controls must be used, the pilots would prefer to be
able to initiate the flare with the primary control and to use it for flight-path corrections
as required throughout the flare. The primary control could either be attitude or power
and it shouldhave the quick time responsepreviously indicated. The secondarycontrol
wouldbe used in an open-loopor preprogramed manner to assist the flare and would not
be used further to perform corrections to the flare. As the pilots indicate, they cannot
simultaneously use two controls in a closed-loop fashion to accomplish the flare and
at the sametime have confidencein their ability to get consistently goodlanding
performance.
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions which can be drawn from the experimental program are qualified,
where appropriate, by the technique used by the pilot to control flight path and airspeed
during the landing approach. Further qualification of the results obtained for the landing
flare are imposed by the ability to adequately reproduce on the simulator the motion and
visual cues important to the pilot for performing this maneuver.
With these qualifications, the following conclusions can be made as a result of the
analytical and simulation studies of flight-path and airspeed control for powered lift
STOL aircraft:
1. With pitch attitude stabilized and for flight-path control with thrust and airspeed
control with pitch attitude, the characteristics which define flight-path and airspeed
1 The control must also be suitable for use during the approach and for wave-offs,
for adapting to engine failures, and, at the same time, be highly reliable and easily
maintained.
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responseas they appear to the pilot are
initial flight-path time constant in responseto thrust
overshoot in flight-path responseto thrust
flight-path--airspeed coupling definedby the changein speedfollowing a path
correction with thrust
airspeed changedue to a changein attitude
2. For flight-path and airspeed control during the approachand over a range of
configuration characteristics appropriate to poweredlift STOL
flight-pathAairspeed coupling is the dominantinfluence on handlingqualities
speedsensitivity to pitch attitude has a moderateinfluence onhandlingqualities
initial flight-path time constanthasa negligible effect over the range investigated
(1.5 < T_,< 7 sec)
3. Flare characteristics are not necessarily predictable based on their counter-
parts for the approach. The ability to draw firm conclusions regarding desirable flare
characteristics is restricted by the quality of the flare simulation. Nevertheless, it is
likely that
compared with flight-path control on the approach, quicker flight-path response
will be required to achieve the landing precision required for STOL field lengths
and touchdown sink rates less than 1.8 m/sec (6 ft/sec)
more sophisticated control schemes, such as control integration and vertical veloc-
ity damping augmentation, will be required to realize the inherent potential of the
basic aircraft's aerodynamics and reserve thrust for performing the flare
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STUDY OF GROUND PROXIMITY EFFECTS ON POWERED- LIFT
STOL LANDING PERFORMANCE
By James L. Hassell, Jr., and Joseph H. Judd
NASA Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Data from wind-tunnel measurements are presented to show the magnitude of
"adverse ground effects" on the longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients of a powered-
lift STOL airplane. A steady-state analysis shows the changes in thrust and angle of
attack required during the landing approach and flare as the airplane flies close to the
ground.
The piloting problems that these ground effects may create were investigated
with an in-flight simulator to find the consequences of lift loss during the landing-flare
maneuver for a STOL transport. Flight tests were made at Princeton University using
the variable stability Navion setup with STOL transport aerodynamics and control
responses and were flown at design approach speeds and descent conditions. Although
nearly all landings were made with ground contact in the designated touchdown zone,
the sink rate at touchdown was higher than the generally accepted values for conven-
tional aircraft. Landing-task difficulty was greater for the low-wing STOL configu-
ration than for the high-wing STOL configuration because of the increased adverse
ground effects produced by the closeness of the low-wing position to the ground during
the landing flare.
INTRODUCT_N
For conventional aircraft, ground effect produces a buoyancy characteristic dur-
ing landing that is easily detectable by pilots. Wind-tunnel research on powered-lift
models has indicated an exactly opposite effect commonly called "suckdown" as shown
in reference 1. Concern over the consequences of this adverse ground effect on land-
ing powered-lift STOL aircraft has led to the studies reported herein.
Briefly, these studies consist of the analysis of wind-tunnel test results of a
powered-lift STOL transport model in and out of ground effect and the consequences
of the changing aerodynamic characteristics on the capability of the aircraft to per-
form the landing-flare maneuver. In order to account properly for dynamic behavior
during approach and landing, an investigation was undertaken with an airborne sim-
ulator which incorporated the powered-lift STOL transport aerodynamic and mass
characteristics and which was capable of providing proper ground effect inputs. Some
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important results of the in-flight simulation suchas the influence of the ground effects
on landing, comparisons of high- and low-wing STOLconfigurations, and the effect of a
stability augmentationsystem (SAS)are presented.
SYMBOLS
b wing span
CL
CL,_
CL,trim
h
hT
S
lift coefficient
lift coefficient out of ground effect
STOL transport lift coefficient in longitudinal trim
height of wing mean chord above ground
height of flap trailing edge above ground
wing area
T
T/W
engine gross thrust
STOL transport thrust-weight ratio
W
w/s
STOL transport weight
STOL transport wing loading
angular acceleration in pitch
EFFECT OF GROUND PROXIMITY ON LONGITUDINAL
AERODYNAMIC COE FFICIENTS
Figure 1 shows typical longitudinal aerodynamic data, lift, drag, and pitching-
moment coefficients measured on an externally blown flap STOL transport model in the
Langley V/STOL tunnel above a moving-belt ground plane. These test results are for
flaps set to a landing deflection of 60 ° on a four-engine high-wing configuration. Data
are presented to compare the out-of-ground-effect case with the in-ground-effect case.
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For this powered-lift condition, groundeffect causesa loss of lift, a reduction in drag,
and a nose-downchangein pitching moment.
Lift loss due to groundeffect is plotted againstwing height abovethe ground for
several values of lift coefficient in figure 2. The variation of the lift coefficient with
height was obtained by using the empirical relationship
I h' 2 h' 2 i 2
Lift in groundeffect = 1
Lift out of ground effect 0.000293 CL,oo 2
This relationship was based on a Boeing-developed expression from a simple-image
horseshoe-vortex analysis, modified to use the height of the flap trailing edge h'
instead of the wing chord height h and fitted to the measured data of reference 1.
The lift loss due to ground effect increases as wing height above the ground is reduced
and the severRy of the lift loss increases with increasing lift coefficient. The dashed
line in figure 2 is representative of the wing height at touchdown for high-wing configura-
tions. For powered-lift STOL airplanes operating at lift coefficients less than 3, the lift
losses are minor. STOL transports, however, are projected to operate at approach lift
coefficients as high as 4 to 5 where lift losses in ground effect are higher.
Figure 3, which was taken from reference 2, gives the relationship between landing
field length and wing loading as a function of approach lift coefficient. This figure ilIus-
trates the reason lift coefficients of 4 to 5 are of interest. It can be seen that conven-
tional jet transports operating at approach lift coefficients of 1.5 to 1.8 and with higher
wing loadings have field-length requirements greater than 1200 meters (4000 feet). Low
wing loading aircraft can, of course, operate into much shorter airports - approaching
light aircraft capability. But to achieve STOL field-length capability with wing loadings
of the order of 3800 to 4800 N/m 9' (80 to 100 lb/ft 2) requires approach at lift coefficients
of 4 or higher.
The data presented in figures 1 to 3 were measured on a four-engine STOL trans-
port with externally blown flaps. Figure 4 shows the lift losses due to ground effect for
several powered-lift concepts such as the tilt wing, straight- and swept-wing conventional
jet flaps, and the externally blown flap. (See refs. 1, 3, 4, and 5.) It is seen that the
ground effects are independent of the type of powered-lift system used to produce the lift.
The agreement of these data insures confidence that the current study of STOL ground
effects during landing is applicable to other STOL concepts.
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INFLUENCE OF ADVERSE GROUND EFFECTS ON THE LANDING FLARE
To understand better the problems associated with landing a powered-lift STOL,
figure 5 presents part of a flight-path envelope for the out-of-ground-effect condition.
These curves were derived from wind-tunnel tests of an externally blown flap STOL con-
figuration with a flap deflection of 60 °. Flight-path angle is plotted against trimmed lift
coefficient for several values of aircraft thrust-weight ratio indicated by the solid curves,
and for a range of angles of attack indicated by the dashed curves. Point A is a typical
approach condition corresponding to a 6 ° glide-path angle at a lift coefficient of 4.2. To
perform a flare from this approach condition, instantaneous normal acceleration can be
obtained either by increasing throttle setting, by increasing angle of attack, or by a com-
bination of the two. But, as indicated by figure 6, the influence of ground effect causes
the flight-path envelope to shrink and shift to the upper left, and reflects both the lift loss
and the reduction in drag. Point A of the original out-of-ground-effect envelope shifts to
point B on the in-ground-effect envelope and indicates a steady-state descent angle of
about 30 for the case where the pilot does nothing - that is, if both throttle and angle of
attack are held constant. Lift coefficient has decreased from 4.2 to about 3.8. Of
course, an aircraft could not reach this steady-state condition corresponding to an abrupt
increase in speed in the short time involved in the landing flare. Also, the pilot is going
to take some positive action to generate normal acceleration for the flare, such as
increasing power or angle of attack or both.
Point C represents the effect of increasing the angle of attack while holding the
throttle constant and corresponds to the same lift coefficient in ground effect as point A
for the out-of-ground-effect approach condition. The lift loss due to ground effect has
been recovered, and the aircraft ends up with a steady-state condition in ground effect
at the same speed as on approach but at a descent angle about half as steep as the origi-
nal approach condition.
Point D represents the case where power is increased while angle of attack is held
constant and corresponds to the same value of lift coefficient as the original approach
condition. The increase in power has recovered the lift loss due to ground effect, and
the STOL transport ends up with a steady-state condition in ground effect with zero
flight-path angle.
The main point of this discussion is that despite the lift loss due to ground effect,
when either increased power or angle of attack is used to flare the aircraft, rate of sink
can be arrested. Zero flight-path angle should be achievable either with a reasonable
power increase alone or with a combination of increased power and angle of attack.
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FLIGHT SIMULATION OF APPROACH AND LANDING OF
A FOUR-ENGINE STOL TRANSPORT
The STOL ground-effects problem could not be adequately assessed with ground-
based simulators. Visual displays on the best ground-based simulators lack resolution
and realism for those last few feet above the runway that are so important to judging
when to initiate the flare. Therefore, a decision was made to investigate the problem
of powered-lift STOL ground effects with an in-flight simulation so that more could be
learned about the consequences of lift loss during the landing flare maneuver. Figure 7
illustrates the STOL transport configuration selected for this simulation study. It is
about the same size and weight as the NASA projected QUESTOL aircraft, has a wing
loading of 3600 N/m2 (75 lb/ft2), and a thrust-weight ratio of about 0.6. It is shown
here as a high-wing configuration; however, both high- and low-wing configurations were
simulated. Figure 8 shows the lift loss associated with the high- and low-wing configura-
tions used in the simulation. The high-wing configuration experiences a lift loss of about
10 percent at ground contact, whereas the low-wing configuration at ground contact may
lose as much as 25 percent.
The in-flight simulation was carried out under contract with Princeton University
using the variable stability Navion shown in figure 9. This vehicle was chosen for sev-
eral reasons: Its variable stability features could be adjusted to represent the STOL
transport dynamic characteristics properly. A representative STOL stability augmenta-
tion system providing attitude command functions could be incorporated. The Navion
could be flown at the actual approach speed and descent condition of interest in this study.
The flap could be slaved to a sensitive onboard radar altimeter to simulate properly the
lift losses due to ground effects. This radar altimeter could also be interconnected with
the throttle and elevator of the Navion to simulate changes in drag and pitching moment
due to ground effect.
Figure 10 illustrates the simulated STOLport and flight-test pattern. Runway
markings were provided to establish a 60-meter (200-foot) long touchdown zone. Visual
approach aids were set up to enable the pilots to hold the 6 ° approach angle. Tests con-
sisted of setting up the approach condition about 2.4 kilometers (1.5 miles) out at an alti-
tude of about 260 meters (850 feet) above ground level, holding the 6 ° approach angle down
to a point where the flare was initiated, and then attempting to touch down in the designated
landing zone as softly as possible. All landings were touch and go, so no evaluation of
landing rollout was made. Pilots were asked to rate the landing task difficulty on the
Cooper scale; and measurements were taken to determine rate of sink at touchdown, and
the landing dispersion. Both Princeton and NASA test pilots were involved in the flight
tests.
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RESULTSOF IN-FLIGHT SIMULATIONOF THE LANDING
OF A FOUR-ENGINESTOL TRANSPORT
Someof the variables evaluatedduring the flight simulation of the approachand
landing of a STOLtransport are
(1)No groundeffects
(2)High- and low-wing groundeffects
(3)Longitudinal control power
(4) Longitudinal SASon and off
(5)With andwithout atmospheric turbulence
(6)Engine thrust-response lag characteristics
(7)Three- andfour-engine cases
Results related to items (1) to (4) are discussed in detail but first a few brief comments
on items (5) to (7) are appropriate: Turbulence aggravatedthe landingtask and caused
poorer pilot ratings becauseof the increased workload. Thrust-response lag had to be
kept low, especially for landingsmadeby using only power to generatenormal accelera-
tion. A thrust-response time constant of 0.4 secondwas foundto be the maximum per-
missible for this case. This time constantwas foundto be acceptableif the flare maneu-
ver consistedof, first, the use of power, followed by an increase in angle of attack. This
flare techniqueturned out to be the preferred methodfor landing the simulated STOLair-
plane becausethe pilots used the control column as a vernier in the flare maneuverafter
the throttle hadbeenadvancedto a preselected level. Sufficient thrust was available to
perform poweredflare with only three enginesoperating so that the additional thrust with
four enginesdid not haveany effect on either landing performance or task difficulty. The
handlingof lateral-directional asymmetries dueto a failed engine,however, were not a
part of this simulation. The rest of this paper will deal with landing performance for
the three-engine thrust cases to compare various levels of groundeffects, the effect of
control power, andthe effect of longitudinal stability augmentation.
Figure 11showsa comparison of landing performance with and without simulated
groundeffects. These results were obtainedfor the "SASon" condition - that is, the
longitudinal stability augmentationsystem provided goodfrequency and damping charac-
teristics; and longitudinal control was augmentedwith an attitude-command--attitude-hold
function. Touchdowndispersion is plotted against rate of sink at touchdown. The pilots
attemptedto landwithin the 60-meter (200-foot) zone, and to touch downas softly as pos-
sible. With nogroundeffect, landingswere madeat low touchdownsink rates andwithin
the landingzone. With high-wing ground effects, touchdownsink rates were considerably
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higher - some landingswith sink rates as high as 1.8or 2.1 m/sec (6 or 7 ft/sec). Also,
several landings were outside the touchdownzone. The main effect of the more severe
groundeffects for the low-wing casewas somewhatharder touchdowns- over 2.4 m/sec
(8 ft/sec) on one landing, and somewhatless dispersion.
The effect of SASfailure on landingperformance is shownin figure 12. The data
for the "SAS on" condition are the sameas thosepresentedin figure 11. The data for
SASoff were obtainedwith the longitudinal SASandthe attitude-command--attitude-hold
function inoperative. In general, the SAS-off landingsshowedsomewhatmore dispersion
and slightly higher touchdownsink rates, especially for the simulated low-wing ground
effects case. Onelanding exceeded2.7 m/sec (9 ft/sec), and several landingswere con-
siderably short of the touchdownzone.
Figure 13showsthe effect of longitudinal control power for the high-wing ground
effects casewith SASoff. AGARDrecommendationscall for a minimum of 0.4 ranging
up to 0.6 rad/sec2. The landing results shownon the left were obtainedwith a value of
0" of 0.26 - a value less than the AGARD minimum. Sink rates at touchdown ranged up
to almost 2.4 m/sec (8 ft/sec) although most of the landings were made within the touch-
down zone. The landings shown on the right were for a pitch control power higher than
AGARD recommendations - 0.78 rad/sec2. The marked improvement in landing per-
formance is evident - only one landing exceeded 1.5 m/sec (5 ft/sec) sink rate; and
the landing dispersion pattern for the most part is concentrated in the middle of the
touchdown zone.
Figure 14 summarizes the effect of several variables on the pilot ratings of the
landing task difficulty using the Cooper scale - low numbers are satisfactory and high
numbers are unacceptable. All these results apply to landings using thrust corresponding
to the three-engine emergency condition. In the first comparison, the severity of ground
effect is shown to be a significant factor. These results were with SAS on. Task diffi-
culty was rated 21 to 31 with no ground effects; and the ratings deteriorated to the order
of 4 to 51with low-wing_ _ ground effects. In the second comparison of figure 14, the effect
of longitudinal SAS is shown to be an even more significant factor. Results are given for
both the high-wing and low-wing cases. These results may be interpreted as the loss of
SAS causing a deterioration of 2 to 21 points in pilot rating. In the last comparison of
figure 14, longitudinal control power is shown to have a relatively minor effect on pilot
rating. The results are for the SAS-off condition where any effects would not be masked
by the SAS itself. Low control power was only about 1/2 point worse than high control
power.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Analysis of wind-tunnel data for a four-engine powered-lift STOL transport indi-
cated the possibility that adverse groundeffects might be a problem during the landing of
the aircraft. The results of the flight simulation of approachand landing of a powered-
lift STOLtransport at a lift coefficient of 4.2 showthat the groundeffects may degrade
the landingperformance and the pilot rating of the landing-task difficulty. However,
satisfactory ratings were obtainedfor the high-wing configuration whenadequatestabil-
ity augmentationwas provided. Althoughnearly all landingswere madewith groundcon-
tact in thetouchdownzone, the vertical sink rate at touchdownwas higher for the STOL
transport than the normal value of about 1 m/sec (3 ft/sec) for conventional transport
aircraft. Landingtask difficulty was increased for the low-wing STOLconfiguration as
comparedwith the high-wing configuration becauseof the increased groundeffects pro-
ducedby the closenessof the low wing position to the groundduring the landingflare.
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STATUS OF STOL RIDE QUALITY AND CONTROL
By D. William Conner and W. ElliottSchoonover, Jr.
NASA Langley Research Center
INTRODUC TION
Use of jet transports by all first level carriers and many second level carriers
has established high standards of ride quality which the traveler now expects on all
airlines, large or small. Conventional jet transports, however, are not always prac-
tical for all passenger-carrying situations. In designing new aircraft which will
accommodate these special situations, a question naturally arises concerning the rela-
tive importance given ride quality by the passengers. This question was addressed in
depth at an NASA sponsored symposium on vehicle ride quality held at the Langley
Research Center in July 1972 (ref. 1).
Figure 1 presents the findings of a traveler-opinion survey conducted in a study
for NASA by the University of Virginia (paper 11 of ref. 1). Asked the importance of
various factors associated with transportation, travelers rated these 10 as the most
important. They are listed according to average rating.
Safety and reliability rank at the top in importance followed by time saving and
convenience. Ride quality is considered equal in importance to cost and is rated
between "Somewhat important" and "Very important." The remaining four factors
have a lesser rating. This nonquantitative opinion-type information certainly must be
used with some care in its influence on research programs or aircraft specifications.
It does, however, provide considerable food for thought concerning factors which may
influence traveler acceptance and use of a particular vehicle system.
Ride quality is a general term relating to the degree of well-being felt by the
passenger and comprises many factors, some psychological and some physiological.
The following ride-quality factors were rated important by travelers queried in the
University of Virginia opinion survey:
Motion and vibration
Cabin noise
Cabin temperature
Change in cabin pressure
Seat comfort
Motion and vibration is a factor which affects the whole aircraft. Noise, temperature,
change in pressure, and seat comfort relate to conditions within the cabin which gener-
ally can be adequately addressed by existing technology. The factor of motion and
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vibration presently is not so amenableto treatment and is the principal subject of discus-
sion in this paper.
Comparedwith jet CTOL airliners, what is the relative level of motion and vibra-
tion which could be expectedof STOLvehicles ? Figure 2 graphically illustrates the sit-
uation. The peakvertical acceleration in g units is presentedas a function of occurrence
in percent time measuredover extendedperiods of cruise flight for a 130-passenger
Boeing 727jet CTOL vehicle and a 52-passengerBreguet 941turboprop STOLaircraft
(data from ref. 2). The STOLvehicle experiencedmaximum acceleration peaksof at
least twice the magnitudeof those of the jet CTOL aircraft; the incidence of any given
peak acceleration was many times greater for the STOLvehicle. Peak lateral accelera-
tions, whichwere also measuredbut are not presentedherein, showedthe same relative
differences betweenthe two vehicles. Certainly the ride of the STOL aircraft could be
expectedto be much rougher than that of the jet CTOL aircraft. It shouldbe notedthat
the STOLaircraft was cruising at a lower altitude and a lower speedthan the CTOL air-
craft, which undoubtedlyinfluenced ride quality. Suchdifferences in operation, however,
would probably be the normal situation in air carrier use of these two types of vehicles.
The wing loading for the Breguet 941was less than one-half that of the Boeing727and
this may haveinfluenced the response. However, for equalwing loadings,weights, and
flight speeds,STOLvehicles tend to havea greater responseto gusts than CTOL vehi-
cles becauseof the inherently larger tail surface areas required for trim and stability.
See,for example, figure 21 of reference 3.
Figure 3 illustrates the technologyareas which are being addressedin this paper.
As indicated on the left side of the figure, inputs to the aircraft are transmitted through
and modified by the aircraft; this causesmotions at the seat which, in turn, cause a reac-
tion by thepassenger. Onetechnologyarea of interest concerns ride-smoothing systems
which canbe usedto modify the motions at the seat causedby given perturbing inputs.
The other technology area concerns ride-quality criteria which define, in quantitative
terms, seatmotions or vibrations that are, or are not, acceptableto passengers.
RIDE-QUALITY CRITERIA
Meaningfuland comprehensiveride-quality criteria suitable for designing transport
aircraft presently donot exist. The bulk of prior effort in developingcriteria hasbeen
directed toward groundvehicle application andhas beenlimited to only a few degreesof
freedom. Figure 4(a) presents reduced-comfort boundarieswhich havebeenproposed by
the International StandardsOrganization and are presently being circulated for approval
to representatives of the various member nations of the organization (paper 9 of ref. 1).
It shouldbe emphasizedthat NASAis not proposing or endorsing these standards. The
boundaries,which are a distillation of the results of many prior studies, are expressed
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in terms of rms acceleration as a function of frequency. Acceleration levels below the
boundariesare rated acceptable andthose abovetheboundariesare rated unacceptable.
Boundariesare given for vertical andlateral motionsonly andare shownfor a 1-hour
exposureperiod. A family of suchboundariesdiffering in magnitudehasbeenproposed
for other exposureperiods. The boundaries shownare for single-degree-of-freedom
conditions and may shift whenmore than onedegreeof freedom is involved (paper 5 of
ref. 1). It shouldbe notedthat emphasishasbeenplacedondefining boundaries in the
higher frequency or "vibration" domainwith noboundaryproposedbelow 1 Hz, which
may be dubbedthe "motion" domain. Sucha cut-off is typical of previously proposed
criteria; in fact, somecriteria do not extendbelow5 Hz.
Figure 4(b)presents the relation of the aircraft situation to the proposedbounda-
ries. At the bottom of the figure is shownthe frequency range of principal sources of
aircraft motion: namely, flight maneuvers,pilot-induced oscillations, and responseto
turbulence. (Thesedataare from paper 9 of ref. 1.) Thesemotions occur in the very
low frequency range, generally below 1 Hz. The figure also showsa motion-sickness
region knownto exist at frequencies below 1 Hz (paper1 of ref. 1). This region is not
covered by the ISOdraft standardwhich addressesprincipally the problem of minimizing
discomfort from resonancesof various parts of the bodyin the frequency range from 5
to 15Hz. Obviously, a needexists for criteria which extenddownto at least 0.1 Hz.
Also, since an aircraft is subject to angular motions of considerable magnitude,angular
degreesof freedom needto be consideredas well. (Seepaper 11of ref. 1.) Aeronauti-
cal interests have only recently addressedthis technologyarea.
Oneinvestigation discussed in the symposiumon vehicle ride quality relates directly
to STOL ride-quality criteria andwas carried out for NASAby Princeton University
(paper 4 of ref. 1). Exploratory flight experimentswere conductedwith a variable sta-
bility Navion shownin figure 5. The Navion, specially outfitted to serve as an in-flight
simulator, was also used in the investigation discussedin paper 16by James L. Hassell
andJosephH. Judd. In the ride-quality investigation, the aircraft responsesbeing simu-
lated were thoseof a blown flap STOL transport havinga 3.4-kN/m2 (70 lb/ft 2) wing load-
ing and operating at a 70-knot approachspeed. Twopilots alternated as a passengerin
the rear seat of the aircraft and rated the quality of ride for closely controlled motions
of the aircraft. A pilot's opinion of ride comfort in the close quarters of this aircraft
admittedly may not be exactly that of the averagepassengerin an airliner, but it should
provide qualitative information useful in pointing outareas where more refined experi-
ments are needed.
The principal results of this study are briefly noted. Ride discomfort occurred
whenthe aircraft response to moderate isotropic turbulence input exceeded0.05grms in
vertical motion which is in general accord with the ISOproposed reduced-comfort bound-
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ary. Ridediscomfort also occurred when rms angular velocity response to turbulence
exceeded 5°/sec in yaw velocity or 13°/sec in roll velocity. Also, when repeated S-turns
were made in level flight and smooth air, ride discomfort occurred when rms roll rates
exceeded 20°/sec. There are two points to be made from these results. First, ride-
quality considerations may impose some restrictions on the magnitude and kind of termi-
nal area maneuvers (such as those that involve rather tight turns and high roll angles)
which are being considered for STOL operations. Second, the results conclusively indi-
cate that criteria are needed which include more than just vertical and lateral motions.
The following factors are being investigated in detail by NASA in developing com-
prehensive ride-quality criteria:
(1) Vertical and lateral acceleration effects down to very low frequencies
(2) Longitudinal deceleration (limited principally to runway braking conditions)
(3) Roll, pitch, and yaw angular velocities and/or accelerations
(4) Effects of duration and randomness of disturbances in aircraft due to turbulence or
gust inputs and time between disturbance occurrences
Time between disturbances is important since a passenger's reaction to distur-
bances is influenced by the immediate past history of events.
(5) Interactive effects between the various degrees of freedom of motion, between motion
and cabin environment, and between motion and visual cues
(6) Types and percentages of travelers satisfied
Information must be obtained in a manner which can be related to the traveling
public and to what percentage are satisfied with the ride for a given degree of
disturbance. It is impossible to satisfy all of the travelers all of the time; there-
fore, the aim is to develop criteria which can be applied by the user for his partic-
ular goal of percentage satisfaction.
Investigations of ride-quality criteria are being carried out by NASA at the Langley
Research Center and at the Flight Research Center. At Langley, the investigations utilize
commercial carrier vehicles and research aircraft and three ground-based motion and
vibration simulators. One of these simulators (fig. 6) was designed specifically for ride-
quality studies. The reduced-scale model, temporarily situated on the left, shows the
type of mechanism which provides motions in three degrees of freedom, the segment of
the passenger compartment, and a passenger seat. The test subject compartment, here
shown with the front wall removed, realistically simulates a segment of an airliner inte-
rior. Either four first-class seats or six tourist-class seats can be accommodated. At
the Flight Research Center, the investigations utilize the variable-stability general-
purpose airborne simulator (GPAS). Details of these simulators and plans for their use
in ride-quality studies are given in papers 12 and 13 of reference 1.
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RIDE-SMOOTHING SYSTEMS
Ride-smoothing systems may be employed to reduce the motions at the seat. Pas-
sive control systems can be effective within limits, but the real payoff in comfort is
offered by active control systems. Presently, analysis indicates that active control sys-
tems (ACS) can provide a substantial degree of ride smoothing. For example, see ref-
erence 4. The required performance of the ACS components needed is within the current
technology. Considerable in-flight service experience with active control systems used
in applications other than for ride control is being obtained. The B-1 bomber will incor-
porate an active control system for ride smoothing of the pilot's compartment.
A STOL ride-control development program has been initiated with the objective of
generating ride-control technology through development and evaluation of an active control
system specifically designed to provide ride smoothing on a STOL vehicle. Although much
can be learned through analysis, there are deficiencies in technology for translating analy-
sis results into operating hardware. The general approach being followed is to select an
existing STOL vehicle for trial and then carry out a study to establish feasibility of a con-
trol system or systems to smooth the ride and generate system trade-off data. If the
results of the study appear sufficiently attractive, a system will then be designed and
installed. It will be evaluated first by flight testing and then by airline use. Use by an
airline requires an FAA certificated aircraft. Therefore, selection of a vehicle for
study becomes narrowed by the need for an existing certificated STOL aircraft. The
De Havilland Twin Otter, shown in figure 7, was selected as the one airplane which most
appropriately meets these requirements. It carries 20 passengers and has a maximum
wing loading of 1.4 kN/m2 (30 lb/ft2). A somewhat larger aircraft with heavier wing
loading would have been preferred, but no such certificated STOL vehicle is presently in
use in this country.
The first phase of this program is now underway and consists of several parts. A
mathematical model of the aircraft dynamic response to inputs has been derived and exer-
cised to determine the ride-quality characteristics of the basic vehicle and is presently
being used to evaluate various candidate active control systems which vary in complexity
and provide various degrees of ride smoothing. Also to be evaluated are weight and vol-
ume penalties, ease of certification, and system cost. From this evaluation study, trade-
off information will be available for several systems. The study by The Boeing Company,
Wichita Division, was started in July 1972 and is not yet completed.
The gust response characteristics of the basic aircraft are presented in table I. For
three flight conditions, the rms responses have been calculated for the gust input levels
indicated. During gusty flight conditions, only about 1 percent of the gusts exceeds these
values. Even though exact criteria for ride comfort are lacking, response would probably
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not be objectionable if below 0.03grm s in the vertical direction, if below 0.015grm s in
the lateral direction, and if below 4°/sec rms for each of the three angular velocities.
Only pitch, roll, and yaw velocity response levels are considered to be acceptably low.
Accordingly, system studies are being directed principally toward reduction of the ver-
tical and lateral responses.
The studies have progressed sufficiently to illustrate some results. The vertical
responses that can be obtained with three different ride-control systems are presented
in table II. As in table I, the rms response to a 1-percent-exceedance gust input has
been calculated for take-off, cruise, and landing conditions. The first system consisted
of using ailerons (40 percent authority) deflected in the same direction rather than dif-
ferentially. When compared with the characteristics of the basic aircraft, the system
response was decreased substantially in the take-off and cruise modes but only slightly
in the landing approach mode with flaps deflected. Adding the elevator (25 percent author-
ity) further decreased the response for take-off and cruise but did not alter response for
landing. Adding a biased spoiler to the system in the landing approach mode did effect a
decrease in response but not as much as desired. Results to date appear promising. As
the program progresses and more is learned, the technology will be factored into studies
with newer and more advanced STOL vehicles.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Ride quality for STOL aircraft is considered to be an important factor in passenger
acceptance. A need exists for development of comprehensive and meaningful ride-quality
criteria, and an NASA program is now underway for such criteria development. Ride
quality may impose restrictions on the magnitude and kind of terminal-area maneuvers
that have been considered for STOL operations. These restrictions generally would
involve the angular degrees of freedom for which exploratory flight studies indicate upper
boundaries will probably be dictated by ride-quality considerations. The ride quality of
STOL aircraft can be improved by use of active control systems. Such systems for
smoothing the ride are considered to be within the present state of the art, and only
technology details and demonstration need to be carried out.
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TABLE I.- CALCULATED GUST RESPONSE OF BASIC AIRCRAFT
EGust input: 2.0 m/sec rms vertical;2.0 m/sec rms lateral]
Flight
mode
Take- off
Cruise
Landing
Vertical
acceleration,
grins
0.088
.125
.101
Lateral
acceleration,
grms
0.021
.028
.045
Pitch, roll, and
yaw velocities,
deg/sec
<2,2
TABLE II.- CALCULATED EFFECTS OF RIDE-CONTROL SYSTEM
Vertical response, grms, to gust input
Flight
mode No
RCS
Aileron
Aileron
+
elevator
Aileron
+
elevator
+
Take-off
Cruise
Landing
0.088
.125
.I01
0.048
.045
.082
0.029
.022
.082
spoiler
0.029
.022
.055
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HEAD-UP DISPLAYS FOR STOL VISUAL APPROACHES
By Everett A. Palmer
NASA Ames Research Center
and
Fred W. Cronn
San Jose State University
SUMMARY
A simulation study was conducted to determine the effectiveness of a simple
head-up display in improving glide-slope tracking performance during steep visual
approaches in a STOL aircraft. The head-up display featured an attitude-stabilized
horizon bar and glide-slope reference bar parallel to and 7.5 ° below the horizon bar.
On some approaches a flight-path marker symbol showing the projected ground impact
point was also displayed. Half of the approaches were flown in a conventional mode
in which the pilot changed pitch attitude to correct for height errors. The remaining
approaches were flown in a direct-lift mode in which the pilot modulated thrust to
change the flight-path angle without pitching the aircraft.
Use of the head-up display resulted in a large increase in glide-slope tracking
precision when compared with approaches made without the display. The addition of
the flight-path marker symbol resulted in a further but smaller increase in precision.
There were no significant differences between the two control modes for either of the
display s.
INTRODUCTION
During a visual landing approach, a pilot needs two kinds of continuous informa-
tion: (1) the present aircraft position relative to the glide-slope approach angle and
(2) flight-path vector information which tells him where he is going. Two variations
of a head-up display (HUD) which depicted the glide-slope and flight-path angles were
evaluated in this study. The objective was to determine the capability of the HUD to
aid the pilot in maintaining a desired glide-slope angle to the runway in a simulated
STOL aircraft during night visual approaches.
Previous HUD studies can be classified into two basic areas. The first area is
directed toward the effectiveness of the HUD as a guidance system in nonvisual
approaches. The second area, which requires less complex HUD symbology, con-
cerns its application as an electronic aid for insuring consistently safe visual
approaches. This study is concerned with the second area.
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Withoutelectronic assistance manyaccidents have occurred during visual
approaches,m,o_ of "^-- " the 8 years
jet operations approximately 16percent of the major accidents occurred during night
visual approachesover unlightedterrain or water toward well-lighted cities and airports.
(Seeref. 1.) The night visual problems associatedwith present-day aircraft operations
are amplified in STOLaircraft operations becauseof the slower speeds,steeper approach
angles, andother factors.
Althoughthe visual problems will be increased in future plannedSTOLaircraft
operations, certain visual cuesused todaywill still remain a basic part of the problem.
A visual cue usedfor determining altitude error from a specified glide-slope angle is
illustrated in figure 1. It is the perceived distance of the runway aim point below the
horizon. This distance appearsto remain constantthroughout the approachwhenthe
aircraft is maintained exactly on the glide slopebecausethe angle of elevation from the
aim point is constant. The angleof elevation (glide-slope angle)also is equivalent to the
depressionangleof the aim point below the horizon. If the pilot adjusts his flight path
so that the depressionangle of the aim point below the horizon remains constant,he will
maintain a constantglide-slope angle. That this cueor other cues to glide-slope angle
are not alwaysadequateis attested to by the number of accidents which occur during
nonprecisionvisual approaches.
STOLaircraft visual approacheswill result in additional visual problems with an
increased needfor precise glide-slope tracking. The steeper approachangle (7.5°
instead of 3°) causesthe distancebetweenthe horizon andrunway aim point to be larger
which is expectedto cause estimates of small changesin glide-slope angle to be more
difficult. The visual problem is further aggravatedby the plannedlocation of STOLports
near or within cities. Substantial blocking of the true horizon reference may occur
becauseof nearby high-rise buildings. The city light patterns at night with manyelevated
lights also may causethe pilot to makeglide-slope corrections in relation to an invalid
true horizon reference. This condition has beenshownto occur in earlier simulator
studies. (Seerefs. 2 and3.) The head-up display evaluatedin the present study was
designedto portray both a gyro-stabilized true horizon reference and a 7.5° glide-slope
reference to counter thesevisual problems. The glide-slope reference was provided by
a pitch- and roll-stabilized glide-slope reference bar (dashedbar in fig. 2) that was
parallel to and7.5° below the true horizon. The display showedthe pilot that hewas on
a 7.5° glide slopeto the groundpoints superimposedby the glide-slope reference bar.
Concurrentwith determining the aircraft position relative to the glide-slope angle,
the pilot must determine where his flight-path vector is taking him so he can makeappro-
priate pitch corrections to maintain or return to the desired glide-slope angle. Two
visual cuesusedto determine his flight-path vector are (1) expansioncuesand (2) air-
craft pitch attitude.
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Figure 3 showsthat as an aircraft descendsonthe final approach,all points on the
groundappear to expandoutward from the one point where the aircraft flight-path vec-
tor intersects the ground. Longitudinal changesin the location of this point relative to
the runway aim point tell the pilot that his flight-path anglehas changed. Experimental
studies (ref. 4) have shownthat it is difficult for pilots to use the expansioncuebecause
of the low angular rates of expansionuntil the aircraft is close to the runway. The slow
approachspeedsof STOLaircraft further reduce the usefulnessof this cue to flight-path
anglebecausethe expansionrate will be evenless. For these reasons the head-updis-
play also incorporated a flight-path marker symbol (the _ in fig. 2) which superimposed
the point where the flight-path vector intersected theground.
In present-day conventionalaircraft, pitch attitude furnishes an indirect visual cue
to flight-path angle. Changesin flight-path lag approximately 0.5 secbehind changesin
pitch attitude. In the steadystate, the two changesare separatedby the trim angle of
attack. Therefore, where the aircraft is pointing is a useful cueas to where it is actually
going.
STOL aircraft may employ direct-lift control to vary flight-path angle directly with-
out the needto first changethe aircraft's pitch attitude. The flight-path response is
typically quicker with direct-lift control than with the more conventional control mode,
but a problem may exist in that the pilot no longer canuse pitch attitude as a cue to flight-
pathangle. It was hypothesizedthat the head-up display of flight-path anglewouldbe of
more use for a direct-lift control modethan for a conventionalattitude control mode.
For this reason two types of aircraft control, conventionalanddirect lift, were usedin
the display evaluation.
In the experiment, approacheswere flown with (1) no head-updisplay, (2) head-up
display with glide-slope reference, and (3) a head-updisplay with attitude, glide slope,
and flight-path angle information. Two types of control techniques, conventionaland
direct lift, were used with eachdisplay condition. The six display-control modecombi-
nations were evaluatedby measures of pilot performance, loading-task measures of pilot
workload, and pilot opinion.
TEST EQUIPMENT
Cockpit
A fixed-base simulator was used for this evaluation. The control column and
wheel were spring loaded. The throttle levers were mountedon an overheadpanelas in
the augmentorwing STOLaircraft. No panel instruments were provided becausethe
experimental objective was to evaluateonly the information the pilot derived from his
view of the runway andthe head-updisplay.
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Aircraft Dynamics
Simplified linear dynamics of the augmentorwing jet STOLresearch aircraft
dynamicswere used. A longitudinal stability augmentor system and automatic speed
control were included. The conventionaldynamics incorporated a pitch-rate-command
attitude-hold system. For the direct-lift dynamics, the pitch attitude was stabilized and
the throttle was usedby the pilot to provide direct lift. In both casesthe airspeed was
automatically maintained at 60knots by the nozzle control. Figure 4 showsthe transfer
functions from control to flight-path angle for eachof the control techniques.
Visual SystemandHead-UpDisplay
Thevisual system consistedof a collimating lens system anda 53-cm (21-in.)
cathoderay tube (CRT) display. A general-purpose computer graphics system was pro-
gramedto display a dynamicperspective night view of a STOLport and its surrounding
terrain. Figure 2 showsthe pilot's view of the STOLport and HUDduring an approach.
The HUDconsisted of (1) a horizon bar, (2) a glide-slope reference (GSR)bar at 7.5°
belowandparallel to the horizon bar, (3) an aircraft symbol which displayedthe aircraft
pitch androll attitude, and (4) the flight-path marker (FPM) symbol which showedthe
intersection with the groundof the aircraft flight-path vector. The HUDsymbology
was drawndirectly on the CRT by the computer graphics system andviewed through the
samecollimating optics as the night scene. Perfect signals were usedto position the
display symbologyin exact alinement andregistration with the perspective view of the
runway.
PROCEDURES
Pilots
Four airline pilots with extensivebackgroundsin instrument flying were selected
to participate in the experiment.
Experimental Design
Eachof the four pilots completedeight approachesfor datawithin twelve experi-
mental conditions (three displays for two control techniques andtwo workloads). The
pilots were divided into two groups. Onegroup flew the conventional control modefirst
while the secondgroup flew the direct-lift modeof control first. The presentation order
of display-workload conditions was counterbalancedbetweenpilots andbetweengroups.
The pilots flew onepractice andtwo data sessions under each control technique. Each
pilot flew four approachesin eachof six display-workload combinationswithin each
session. A total of 384data approacheswere flown in the experiment.
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Winds
From eachblock of four approachesa headwindwas selected randomly without
replacement from the set of 0,0,5, and 5 m/sec (0,0,10,and 10knots). Simulatedturbu-
lence onall flights consistedof u and w gusts with root-mean-square (rms) magni-
tudesof 0.8 m/sec and 0.4 m/sec (1.6 knots and 0.8knot).
Flight Profiles
At the beginning of eachapproach, the simulatedaircraft was positioned 3000m
(9850ft) from the runway aim point at an altitude of 395m (1300ft) on a 7.5° glide slope
to the runway aim point. The aircraft was trimmed to a -7.5° flight-path angle through
the air mass. The pilots were instructed to maintain a 7.5° glide slope until runway
touchdown. Uponlanding, eachpilot was presenteda display of his glide-slope height
errors at four points along the approach.
Extra Workload Task
A loading task was used in this studyto accentuatethe differences in performance
betweendisplays. The task consisted of an "X" anda digital count in the upper left-hand
corner of the display. (Seefig. 2.) At the start of the flights in which this task was
used, a line appearedrandomly in one of the four quadrantsdefinedby the "X" and
remained in that position until the four-way trim buttonon the control wheel was pushed
toward that quadrant. The line was then removed andreturned after 0.5 sec in another
randomly selected quadrant. The number to the right of the "X" was incremented once
every 1.4 sec. Every time the pilot respondedcorrectly the countwas decremented.
The pilots were required to keep the countbelow 5 or the main display would disappear.
This task resulted in a combinationforced and self-paced task. The minimum average
response rate was forced but the pilot could establish his own scan rate to the secondary
task.
Performance Measures and Statistical Analysis
Figure 5 illustrates the four 250-m (820-ft) intervals of the approachin which data
were recorded. The three dependentvariables were root-mean-square height error
from the 7.5° glide slope, standarddeviation (STD)of sink rate, and STD of control move-
ment (column or throttle). The independentvariables for the analysis of variance for
root-mean-square altitude error* and STDof sink rate were three displays, two control
techniques, two headwinds,two workload levels, four pilots, andfour data collection
intervals. For the variable STDof control, separateanalyseswere calculated for each
*For the statistical analysis, the logarithm ofthe root-mean-square altitude error
was analyzedto compensatefor nonnormality in thedata.
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control technique. Whenthe analyses indicated that the main effects were significantly
different, thenpaired comparison tests were conducted. In the following discussion the
terms "significant" and "marginally significant" refer to statistical significance levels
of 0.01and 0.05,respectively.
Debriefing
At the end of the study each pilot completeda debriefing questionnaire and rated
the displays and dynamics ona display attentional workload scale.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
ApproachPrecision
Figure 6 showsthe effect of displays andheadwindson average root-mean-square
altitude error. The plotted data are averagedover control techniques,workload levels,
pilots, intervals, andreplications. There was a very large and significant improvement
in approachprecision with the head-up display incorporating the glide=slope reference
bar. Root=mean-squarealtitude error decreasedby a factor of six from 14.3m to
2.3 m (47ft to 7.5 ft). Whenthe flight-path marker symbol was included, there was a
further, but only marginally significant, decrease in altitude error to 1.7 m (5.6 ft). The
approachprecision with either HUD is equivalent to performance for conventionalair=
craft during precision instrument approaches. The presence of the 5=m/sec (10=knot)
headwindcauseda significant reduction in performance only during approachesmade with
no head-updisplay. Both HUDallowed the pilots to compensatecompletely for the
headwind.
Figure 7 showsthe effect of displays and control techniques onaverage root=mean-
square altitude error. There was no significant difference betweenthe two control tech-
niques for anyof the displays. Specifically, there wasno evidenceto support the hypoth-
esis that the flight=path marker symbol would result in a larger improvement in approach
precision with the direct=lift control techniquethan with the more conventional control
techniques. Onereason for this finding may be that the glide-slope reference bar allowed
the pilots to estimate both the magnitudeof the glide-slope error andthe rate of change
of glide-slope error. The flight-path marker provided more precise information on the
rate of changeof glide-slope error but since both control techniqueshad a reasonable
flight-path response, this greater precision may not havehelped as much as if the dynamic
responsewere slower. A secondreason is that the direct=lift control technique resulted
in a faster flight=path response than the pitch=control technique. This effect canbe seen
by examiningthe transfer functions in figure 4. Therefore, the lead provided by the
flight-path marker on glide=slope error was not as important with the direct=lift dynamics
as with the more conventionaldynamics.
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Performance with both head-updisplays improved significantly as the range to the
runway decreased. This result was to be expected since the display indicated a glide-
slope error which increased in sensitivity at closer ranges. Approach precision with
no HUD degraded until measurement interval 3 and then improved as the range to the
runway decreased. There were generally large corrections made between measurement
interval 1 and the runway threshold.
The pilots were also significantly different but the trends in performance improve-
ment on the three displays were the same for all pilots.
Approach Smoothness
The standard deviation of sink rate provides a measure of the smoothness of the
approach. Figure 8 shows the effect of displays and control techniques on the average
standard deviation of sink rate. Sink-rate variability was significantly larger on
approaches made with the basic HUD than on approaches made with no HUD or with the
HUD including the flight-path marker. With no HUD, the approach was smooth because
the pilot had poor information on where he was and therefore did not make numerous
flight-path corrections. With the basic HUD, the pilots had better glide-slope informa-
tion and, consequently, made more flight-path corrections to stay on the path and to cor-
rect for the wind turbulence. Finally, the flight-path marker allowed the pilot to make
smaller more precise flight-path corrections and thereby to fly a smoother approach.
Figure 8 depicts the only significant interaction between displays and control tech-
nique found in this experiment. On the no HUD approaches the STD of sink rate was
44 percent greater for the direct-lift control technique. This difference was not found
for approaches with the HUD; thus, it lent support to the preceding explanations that the
glide-slope error rate information available from the glide-slope reference bar was
adequate and that the more precise rate information provided by the flight-path marker
was not a requirement.
Neither headwinds nor pilots were significantly different; sink-rate variability
increasing as the range to the runway decreased. This condition results from the pilot
naturally tightening up his control and making more frequent flight-path corrections to
stay on the glide slope.
Pilot Workload
The experimental measures relative to pilot workload were (1) the extra workload
task, (2) the standard deviation of control position, and (3) pilot ratings of display atten-
tional workload. The extra workload task required the pilots to look away from the run-
way and display on the average of once every 1.4 sec. On approaches with the extra
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task and either of the head-up displays, the root-mean-square altitude error increased
slightly, but this increase was not enoughto be statistically significant. No display or
control techniquewas sensitive to the partial visual attention causedby the extra task.
The lack of significant differences indicates that the approachworkload with any of the
displays or control techniqueswas low enoughto allow a demandingextra task to be added
without degradingthe performance.
For the conventional control technique, control activity as measuredby the standard
deviation of column position was significantly greater for the two head-up displays. Fig-
ure 9 showsthat control activity nearly doubledon approachesflown from either of the
head-up displays. Figure 10showsa similar trend with the direct-lift control technique
for more control activity with the basic head-up display, but this difference was not sig-
nificant. The interaction betweenpilots and displays was significant. In general, the
pilots were physically working harder with the head-updisplays but this extra work
allowed themto increase their approachprecision by a factor of 6 to 8.
As with the other measures, the pilots and the measurementintervals were signifi-
cantly different. For both control techniques, control activity nearly doubledfrom inter-
val 4 to interval 1.
Pilot ratings of display attentional workload without the extra task for both control
techniquesare shownin figure 11. The changesin rating from no HUDto basic HUD are
somewhatmixed. Pilots 1 and4 rated the basic HUD as being more demandingand
pilots 2 and3 said it was equally or less demanding. As shownin figures 9 and 10, all
pilots exceptpilot 3 with the direct-lift dynamicshad a higher physical workload as
measuredby control activity with the basic HUD. However, the HUD should have made it
easier to estimate glide-slope errors which may account for the lower workload ratings
for two of the pilots. When the flight-path marker was added, the ratings dropped or
stayed the same. Adding the flight-path marker did not significantly increase the rating
(fig. 11) or the control activity (figs. 9 and 10).
Pilot Interviews
All pilots felt that the glide-slope reference bar was very helpful in staying on the
glide slope. They felt the flight-path marker was helpful and allowed them to make more
precise corrections but that it was not as important as the glide-slope reference bar.
However, three pilots preferred the HUD with the flight-path marker and only one pre-
ferred the basic HUD. All pilots preferred the direct-lift dynamics. All pilots felt the
HUD should contain additional information. Pilot 1 wanted airspeed; pilot 2, altitude;
pilot 3, sink rate; and pilot 4, altitude and sink rate. All pilots felt that the simulated
night scene was good to excellent during the approach.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
A simulation study was conducted in which airline pilots flew steep STOL visual
approaches with and without a simple head-up display. Approach performance was
evaluated as a function of the type of head-up display (HUD), headwinds, control technique,
extra workload task, and pilots. The results indicated that approaches with the basic
head-up display containing a pitch- and roll-stabilized glide-slope reference bar 7.5 °
below the horizon had one-sixth the altitude error as approaches flown with no head-up
display. Glide-slope tracking errors with the head-up display were equivalent to the
performance that would be expected on a precision instrument approach. The workload
with the head-up display was higher but approach precision was better.
The addition of the flight-path marker symbol which depicts where the aircraft
flight-path vector intersects the ground resulted in a further but much smaller increase
in precision. Approaches flown with the head-up display incorporating the flight-path
marker tended to be smoother and the pilots rated them as being less demanding than
approaches with the basic head-up display. There was no indication that the flight-path
marker would aid the direct-lift control technique any more than it would aid the conven-
tional control technique.
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A FLIGHT EVALUATION OF CURVED LANDING APPROACHES
By S. W. Gee, M. R. Barber, and T. C. McMurtry
NASA Flight Research Center
INTRODUCTION
The development of STOL technology for application to operational short-haul air-
craft is accompanied by the requirement for solving problems in many areas. One of
the most obvious problems is STOL aircraft operations in the terminal area. The
increased number of terminal operations needed for an economically viable STOL sys-
tem as compared with the current CTOL system and the incompatibility of STOL and
CTOL aircraft speeds are positive indicators of an imminent problem. The high cost
of aircraft operations, noise pollution, and poor short-haul service are areas that need
improvement.
A potential solution to some of the operational problems lies in the capability of
making curved landing approaches under both visual and instrument flight conditions.
Figure 1 illustrates STOL and CTOL traffic interspersed in the terminal area.
Some of the potential benefits from curved approaches are:
(1) More efficient mix of STOL and CTOL approaches, and therefore improved
utilization of airspace in the terminal area
(2) Less noise pollution by routing the traffic around critically populated areas
(3) Lower airline operating costs by more direct routing which would result in
lower block time
(4) Less travel time for the traveling public
The results of many studies have emphasized the need for the development of
curved-approach technology. The joint DOT-NASA CARD study (ref. 1) concluded that
noise was the number 1 problem of civil aviation. One of the proposed actions for noise
abatement recommended by the study is to optimize the flight path of aircraft through
the use of steep descent and curved approaches. The McDonnell Douglas Corporation,
in their report (ref. 2) on the operational constraints of STOL aircraft, pointed out that
curved approaches and departures are essential for IFR STOL strips at major airports.
In reference 3, Special Committee 117 (SC-117) of the Radio Technical Commission for
Aeronautics (RTCA) recognized the need for curved approaches and made recommenda-
tions for a future guidance system to provide this capability. As a result, the FAA has
undertaken a 5-year, 91 million dollar effort to comply with this recommendation, which
is described in the National Plan for Development of the Microwave Landing System
(ref. 4).
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As a result of the foregoing, the Flight Research Center (FRC) is conductinga
flight-test program to investigate the feasibility of flying IFR curved landing approaches.
The objectivesof the FRC program are to investigate curved patterns of different turn
radii andfinal-approach lengths, glide slopes of 3° and 6°, different display configura-
tions, andthe effect of different flight control modes. These tests are beingconducted
under simulated IFR conditions, andapproximately 100approacheshavebeenmade to
date.
TEST EQUIPMENT
Aircraft
Thetest aircraft is a twin-engine, lightweight, general-aviation airplane, the PA-30,
shownin figure 2. It is utilized for the approachesbecauseits approach speedsare
sufficiently slow to allow realistic evaluation of the feasibility of flying steepcurved
approaches,eventhoughits lift-drag ratio is considerably higher than that for STOL air-
craft. Theapproach speedusedduring these tests is 100knots. Also, the aircraft has
the capability of being flown with advancedcontrol-system modesas a result of earlier
flight-test programs. Specifically, the advancedcontrol-system modeutilized during
the curved approachesis anattitude-command control system.
GuidanceEquipment
The curved-approach mechanizationschemeis illustrated in figure 3. The test air-
craft's position is measuredby radar. This measurementis then sent to a digital com-
puter which comparesthe aircraft's position with a set of preprogramed coordinates that
correspondto the curved-approach corridor. The error is then transmitted to the air-
plane througha digital uplink anddisplayed to the pilot oneither a conventional ILS indi-
cator or a flight-director display. A radial-acceleration term basedon a radar-measured
velocity V and the knownradius R for a given approachwas addedin the computer.
This term was required to provide bank-angle commandsfor the curved profile.
RESEARCH TEST VARIABLES
Curved Patterns
The curved-approach pattern shown in figure 4 is used. The 135 ° turn is used as a
compromise for 90 ° and 180 ° approaches. Two turn radii, 1829 m (6000 ft) and 1219 m
(4000 ft), have been evaluated with two final-approach straight segments of 914 m (3000 ft)
and 457 m (1500 ft).
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Figure 5 shows a simplified comparison of the curved-approach profile with the con-
ventional straight-approach profile. During straight approaches, flight-director displays
use runway heading as a course datum in order to compute an intercept angle and to com-
pute steering commands about that angle. During curved approaches a course datum is
undefined because the required course is continually changing in heading. Therefore, the
course-datum information was deleted from the flight director and replaced by a radial-
acceleration (V2/R) term. The radial-acceleration term combines with the conventional
course-deviation errors to provide the proper bank-angle commands to the pilot. That is,
if the approach were flown with no deviation error, the radial-acceleration term would
provide the bank angle required to maintain the curvature. When course deviations
occur, they are mixed with the radial-acceleration term to provide the proper course
convergence.
It should be noted that rather than using a converging corridor, the curved
approaches are flown with a corridor of constant dimensions. This is done for sim-
plicity of mechanization.
The sensitivity of the curved-approach corridor is equivalent to about 4.8 km
(3 miles) from the end of the runway (8.3 km (5.2 miles) from localizer antennas) on
the conventional ILS system. The straight-in approaches are flown with a glide slope
of both 3 ° and 6°, and all curved approaches are flown with a 6 ° glide slope.
Displays
Figure 6 shows the display configurations that are evaluated during straight and
curved approaches. The conventional displays are the PA-30's standard equipment
instruments for attitude, heading, and localizer and glide-slope error. These displays
tell the pilot what his attitude, heading, and position are, and the pilot is required to
integrate this raw data mentally and then decide what he should do in order to track the
ILS beam.
The other display is a Collins FD-108 flight-director display. The flight computer
was modified to accept signals for curved approaches from the FRC uplink system. The
computer processes the raw data and generates command signals for display. On the
flight-director indicator an orange delta, which is the airplane symbol, overlays the atti-
tude horizon. The yellow command bars provide an integrated pitch-roll command by
their position relative to the airplane symbol. The commands are satisfied when the
pilot takes corrective action and the airplane symbol becomes nestled between the com-
mand bars. The pilot is thus relieved from a decision-making process.
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Flight-Control Modes
Sincethe PA-30 airplane was equippedwith a special flight-control system, it was
desirable to investigate the performance benefits of this system as comparedwith the
basic airplane control system in the presenceof turbulence. The attitude-command
flight-control system is mechanizedin the pitch and roll axesof the airplane. For sim-
licity, the characteristics of only the roll axis are shownin figure 7.
Thepilot's wheelposition is sensedby the control-position transducer (CPT), and
the signal is fed to the aileron servoactuator, which causesthe airplane to respond. When
a bankangle that balancesthe control-wheel position is reached, the error signal goes to
zero andthe airplane stays in that attitude. Therefore, for a given control-wheel position,
suchas 10° right, the airplane will stabilize in a 10° right bankangle. Conversely, in
order to maintain a given bank angle the control-wheel input must be maintained, either
by a pilot effort or by trimming. This differs from the basic airplane control system,
with which a given control-wheel deflection causesthe airplane to roll at a constant rate.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Approximately 100approacheshavebeenmadeand evaluatedby research pilots.
The evaluationcovered curved patterns with radii of 1829m (6000ft) and 1219m (4000ft)
and straight final lengths of 914 m (3000ft) and 457 m (1500ft). Different display modes
and flight-control modeswere evaluated. The 6° glide-slope patterns were flown at an
indicated airspeed of 100knots under simulated IFR conditions downto a decision height
of 61 m (200ft).
Comparison of Straight and Curved Approaches
Perhapsthe most significant results of the program to dateare illustrated in fig-
ure 8, which presents a comparison of pilot ratings for curved andstraight approaches
during light and light-to-moderate turbulence. Theseapproacheswere flown with the
flight-director display and the basic control system. The data for the straight approaches
were takenfrom a previous studythat was conductedat FRC (ref. 5). Sincethe 6°
straight-in approacheswere not significantly more difficult to perform, the results from
the 3° approacheswere used in this comparison.
Thedata showthat throughout the range of turbulence of the tests, curved approaches
were notsignificantly different from straight approachesin difficulty or workload.
Thepilots commentedthat there was a noticeable absenceof situation information
during the curved approaches. This lack of information did not present a problem during
the test approaches;however, for a real world situation, giving consideration to a pilot's
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basic distrust of a nonredundantsystem, it is felt that a situation mechanismmust be
developed. Perhaps profile position indicators displayedin the cockpit would solve this
problem.
In addition, the pilots commentedthat the transition from the straight to the curved
segmentsduring the roll into or out of the curve shouldbe marked to warn the pilot of an
impending transition. This problem becomesparticularly important in turbulent air, but
was also notedduring the smooth-air approaches.
The 6° glide slope used during the curved approachespresented nonoticeable prob-
lem to the pilots in smoothair. However, they did comment that present-day minimum
altitudes would probably haveto be raised somewhatto accommodatethe steeper approach.
A safety pilot was in the airplane during all theapproachesandwas askedto eval-
uate the ride qualities. Commentsindicate that nodiscomfort due to the turning flight
was noted during any of the approaches. It was concludedthat in smoothair, with use of
a flight-director display, curved approachesof a somewhatoptimum profile are generally
nomore difficult than straight approaches.
Effect of Pattern Geometry
Figure 9 comparesthe pilot ratings for the various final-approach lengthsand turn
radii that havebeenflown to date. Thesedatawere obtainedwith the flight-director dis-
play andwith the basic control modefor both calm air and light-to-moderate turbulence.
There is no significant difference in the ratings as the final-approach segmentis reduced
from 914m (3000ft) to 457m (1500ft) or as the turn radius is reduced from 1829m
(6000ft) to 1219m (4000ft). It is intendedto carry thesemeasurements further to
determine where the ratings start to degradeas afunction of the corridor characteris-
tics, but the data havenot yet beenobtained. Certainly as the turn radius becomes
smaller and smaller, a point will be reachedwhere the bankangle required becomes
so large that the pilots will not be able to perform the approachessatisfactorily.
Effect of Wind and Turbulence
Figure 10provides a feel for the magnitudeof the bank angles required during an
approach with a 1219-m (4000-ft) radius. The top half of the figure illustrates the
approach profile, andthe bottom half illustrates the theoretical andflight-measured val-
ues of the bank angle required to fly the approachduring light-to-moderate turbulence with
a 15- to 18-knot wind from 240°. Under a no-wind condition, the theoretical bank angle to
maintain the profile would obviously be a constant. However, in the presence of wind the
bank angle in the downwindportion of the turn is greater, becauseof the increased ground
speed,than the bank angle in the upwindportion of the turn. Sinceit is desirable to land
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into the wind, this situation will normally require greater than nominal bank angles dur-
ing the initial portion of the turn. This effect will perhaps makedown-the-runway winds
a problemfor curved approachescomparableto the cross-wind problem for straight
approaches. However, during the approachesto date the pilots have not encountered
headwindsstrong enoughto be a problem. The maximum winds encounteredwere west
at 20with gusts to 30knots.
Theflight recording superimposedon the theoretical value of bankangle illustrates
two significant points. It illustrates the lack of a start-turn warning, in that the pilot ini-
tially overshot the turn andthen hadto utilize a steeper bankangle to return to the profile.
In addition it illustrates the magnitudeof the bank-angle excursions created by the light-
to-moderate turbulence that will tend to addto the nominal bank angle required. This
effect will becomesignificant for approachradii that require bank angles large enough
to start causingproblems. It was initially believed that bankangles in the vicinity of
30° wouldcausethe pilots to degradetheir ratings of the approach. However, this run
resulted in a 30° bankwith a pilot rating of 3.5.
It was concludedthat the effects illustrated in figure 10will probably becomethe
limiting factors. However, the program has not yet reached the limits.
Effect of Displays
Figure 11showsthe pilot ratings and root-mean-square localizer and glide-slope
tracking errors resulting from useof the different displays. The datawere taken for a
turn of 1829-m (6000-ft) radius anda 914-m (3000-ft) straight final approachwith basic
control in calm air.
With the conventionaldisplays of raw data, the pilot used a headingreference for
tracking on the downwindleg. The lack of a start-turn cue andthe loss of a headingref-
erence during the turn causeda deviation from which recovery was difficult. The result
was poor performance as reflected in the pilot ratings andtracking errors. While the
conventionaldisplays havebeenproven to be satisfactory for straight-in ILS approaches,
they are not for curved approaches.
Effect of Control Modes
One of the interesting findings during the study was the effect of the control system
during curved approaches. In a previous study of an advanced control system (ref. 5) it
was found that during conventional straight ILS approaches with the basic aircraft control
system, pilot performance was degraded in the presence of turbulence. The attitude-
command system improved the airplane's stability in turbulence and the pilot's perfor-
mance was significantly improved.
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However, during this curved-approach study, the attitude-command system did not
show an overall improvement. Figure 12 shows pilot ratings and root-mean-square local-
izer and glide-slope tracking errors obtained during a curved pattern of 1829-m (6000-ft)
radius and a 914-m (3000-ft) straight final approach with the flight-director display in
light-to-moderate turbulence. The higher pilot rating for the attitude-command system
is believed to be due to a nonconstant attitude required to negotiate the turn in the pres-
ence of wind. The resulting out-of-trim condition was undesirable and caused the sys-
tem to work against the pilot. Because of the changing bank angle required, it seemed
easier for the pilot to work against this out-of-trim condition rather than retrim.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A flight-test program that investigates some of the many facets of curved approaches
is currently under way. Four curved patterns with a steep glide slope, two display con-
figurations, and two flight-control modes have been investigated thus far. Future evalua-
tions will consist of shorter turn radii, lower approach velocities, segmented glide slopes,
decelerating approaches, varying corridor size, and optimized flight-control systems.
The results obtained thus far can be summarized as follows: When using the flight-
director display,
1. Curved approaches were not significantly different from straight approaches in
difficulty and workload.
2. For the range of curved patterns tested, there was no significant difference in the
pilot ratings.
3. The pilot ratings for curved approaches were in the satisfactory range. When
using conventional displays without the flight director, the pilot ratings were in the unsat-
isfactory range.
4. The attitude-command system, in its present form, did not show an improvement
over the basic control system during curved approaches.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF FLIGHT TESTS OF THE AUGMENTOR-WING
JET STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
By Hervey C. Quigley and Richard F. Vomaske
NASA Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
The Augmentor-Wing Jet STOL Research Aircraft that has been developed jointly
by NASA and the Canadian Government Department of Industry, Trade, and Commerce
has started flight tests. The objectives of the program are to compare aerodynamic
characteristics predicted from wind-tunnel data with data obtained in flight, to deter-
mine flight dynamic characteristics and limitations of the augmentor-wing concepts,
and to contribute to the development of STOL design and operational criteria.
Initial flight test results have shown that the aerodynamic characteristics are
close to values predicted from wind-tunnel tests. The lateral-directional stability and
control characteristics are satisfactory for research STOL missions with stability
augmentation, but the longitudinal control will require improvement. STOL take-off
distance over 11 m (35 ft) is about 290 m (950 ft), and landing approach speeds are
between 60 and 65 knots. The investigation of the STOL operational and performance
characteristics is continuing.
INTRODUCTION
Several powered-lift concepts are being studied for use on fan jet STOL trans-
port aircraft. The augmentor wing has been recognized by both government (ref. 1)
and industry (refs. 2, 3, and 4) as one of the promising concepts for further research
and development.
A cooperative NASA/Canadian Government research program on the augmentor-
wing concept began in 1965. The program included analysis and small-scale static and
wind-tunnel tests by De Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Ltd. (ref. 5); large-scale tests
in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel (refs. 6, 7, and 8) with a De Havilland built
model; and joint design feasibility and simulator studies. The research had advanced
to a point by early 1970 that a proof-of-concept aircraft was warranted to test the prin-
ciple in flight. The U.S. and Canadian Governments entered into an international agree-
ment whereby the NASA and the Canadian Department of Industry, Trade, and Commerce
(DITC) would modify a De Havilland C-8A Buffalo to an augmentor-wing jet STOL
research aircraft. The DITC contracted with The De Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Ltd.,
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and their subcontractor Rolls Royce of Canada,Ltd., to provide the propulsion system
and modify the nacelle. The NASAcontracted with The BoeingCompanyto modify the
aircraft, install the propulsion system, andperform the initial flight tests.
A De Havilland C-8A Buffalo aircraft was chosen as the aircraft to be modified into
the augmentor-wing jet STOL research aircraft after a design feasibility study. The
study showed that with such a modification the primary research objective could be
achieved at a reasonable cost and within an acceptable time span. Also, since the C-8A
has a wing planform similar to that of the large-scale model that had been tested exten-
sively in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel (refs. 6 and 7), a large amount of data was
available for the design.
The objectives of the program are (1) to determine in flight the aerodynamic, per-
formance, and handling qualities of a jet STOL aircraft incorporating the augmentor-wing
concept, (2) to compare the results obtained in flight with characteristics predicted from
wind-tunnel and simulator test results, (3) to contribute to the development of criteria
for design and operation of jet STOL transport aircraft, and (4) to provide a jet STOL
transport aircraft for STOL systems research and development.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the status of the program, to present a brief
description of the aircraft, and to present some preliminary data from the flight test
program.
STATUS OF PROGRAM
The first flight of the aircraft was made on May 1, 1972, at Seattle, Washington.
Figure 1 is a photograph of the aircraft taking off on its first flight. The initial airworthi-
ness flight test program was conducted by The Boeing Company. The aircraft was flown
within a flight envelope of from 50 to 180 knots and at load factors to demonstrate that the
aircraft flight loads were within design and that the aircraft was flutter free. The air-
craft was delivered to NASA on July 31, 1972, and ferried to Ames Research Center the
same day. The first phase of the flight test program at Ames will include (1) measure-
ment and documentation of the aircraft characteristics in flight, (2) determination of
operational characteristics and limitations, and (3) assessment of handling qualities.
After completion of these phases, STOLAND equipment will be installed and the aircraft
used for a wide variety of STOL flight experiments in handling qualities, STOL opera-
tions, and terminal area guidance and navigation.
DESCRIPTION OF AIRPLANE
The De Havilland C-8A (fig. 2) is a turboprop military STOL transport aircraft.
The high wing and high tail make it suitable for modification into a powered-lift jet STOL
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flaps.
The
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Major alterations were required to the wing to provide for the augmentor
major modifications and additions to the aircraft are as follows:
Wing span reduced from 29 to 24 m (96 to 78.8 ft)
Augmentor-flap system including augmentor chokes
Drooped aileron with boundary-layer control
Repositioned and redesigned spoilers
Fixed full-span leading-edge slats
G.E. T64 turboprop engine replaced by Rolls Royce Spey split-flow fan engine
Air-distribution duct system to supply fan air to the augmentor flaps, fuselage
blowing, and aileron
(8) Lateral-directional stability augmentation system (SAS)
(9) Increased capacity hydraulic system
(10) Extensive flight-test instrumentation
Figure 3 is a three-view drawing of the modified aircraft and table I is a list of
its major characteristics. The wing span was reduced to increase the wing loading to a
value close to what would be used on a commercial or military jet STOL transport.
Augmentor Flap
A sketch of a cross section of the augmentor flaps (fig. 4) shows the general
arrangement of the flap and identifies the major parts of the flap system. The flap
design is the same in general as that used on the large-scale wind-tunnel model (ref. 7),
but it has been scaled up for the aircraft. The flaps have a constant chord and are made
in four equal spanwise sections, two on each side of the aircraft (fig. 3). The maximum
flap deflection is 75 ° . In order to reduce the overall cost of the basic modification pro-
gram, the flaps were not designed to fold in the flaps-up position as would be required
in the production STOL aircraft. Preliminary design studies have shown, however, that
folding the flaps can be accomplished without significant problems.
The augmentor-wing principle of achieving high lift requires that the flap system
be an efficient ejector to induce flow around wings and produce an augmented thrust out
the trailing edge of the flap. The critical dimensions for optimum augmentation ratio,
determined from results of a 0.7-scale static model test at Boeing, are the position of
the coanda surface relative to the nozzle exit, the throat to nozzle height, and the diffuser
angle. The inlet door angle is also critical, as discovered in wind-tunnel tests, and must
be programed with flap deflection.
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Theflap is supportedonbeams external to the wing with attachingpoints at the
front andrear spars. Each flap is _le_+ed by +.... hyd,-a,,licL..e.,r
external to the wing.
Augmentor-Flap Performance
The location of the rear spar of the C-8A andthe desire to make the take-off wing
loading as high as possible dictated the developmentof an augmentor flap with a smaller
ratio of flap chord to wing chord than was tested in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel.
A static test of a 0.7-scale model flap was conductedto verify the effectiveness of the
new flap design (ref. 9). The results of the test to optimize the augmentationratio
(thrust at the flap trailing edgeto the thrust of the nozzle alone)are shownin figure 5.
An extensive study of the optimum location of the coandasurface indicated that the maxi-
mum augmentationratio for take-off flaps (5F = 30 °) was 1.39 and for approach flaps
(5 F = 65 °) was 1.38. To achieve this performance on the aircraft would require that the
flap system pivot about an eccentric center. It was considered highly desirable to pivot
the flap about a fixed point to simplify the design of the actuating mechanism. The aug-
mentation ratio penalty associated with choosing a fixed pivot is indicated by the dark
band in the figure. Installation effects and deflections in flight result in a 2-percent
loss in augmentation ratio caused by changes in the coanda position in flight. An addi-
tional 1-percent loss can be expected because under loads, the flap deflects in such a
manner that the diffuser angle can vary from the optimum value of 4.75 °. These losses
will vary in flight depending on the flight condition. Static tests of the wind-tunnel model
(ref. 7) demonstrated the performance shown by the test points. It can thus be concluded
that the wind-tunnel data are representative of the performance that can be expected from
the modified C-8A.
The actual static augmentation ratio of the augmentor flap on the aircraft will be
measured statically at a later date. This augmentor configuration is not necessarily
optimum. Theoretically, higher augmentation ratios are possible, and NASA research
is continuing to achieve better augmentor performance.
Propulsion System
The engines for the aircraft are Rolls Royce Spey MK 801 SF split-flow engines.
The Spey engine has been extensively modified by Rolls Royce of Canada. Figure 6 shows
the engine installed in the nacelle. The changes included a new bypass duct that collects
the fan air and directs it to two 33-cm-diameter (13-in.) offtake ducts on top of the
engine. Bleed valves incorporated into the fan air bypass duct maintain engine match to
the duct system. A vectorable nozzle assembly from the Pegasus engine used on the
Hawker Siddeley Kestrel (XV-6A) aircraft is installed in place of the tail pipe. The coni-
cal nozzles, one on each side of the nacelle, provide vectored thrust from 6° to 104 °
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below the aircraft center line. The pilot controls the nozzles by levers adjacent to the
throttles in the cockpit (fig. 7). A pneumatic actuator system that uses high-pressure
bleed air from the engine is used to drive the nozzles. A collander plate has been
installed in front of the Pegasus nozzle divider assembly to isolate any effects on the
nozzle from the hot section of the engine and to permit matching the larger area Pegasus
nozzle assembly to the Spey engine. In addition, trimmers have been inserted in the
Pegasus nozzles to reduce exit area. The engine has a bypass ratio of 0.6 and a fan
pressure ratio of 2.5. The variation of the fan (cold) and exhaust (hot) thrust with throttle
position and engine speed (rpm) is shown in figure 8. The fan thrust shown in the figure
is the isentropic thrust at the engine offtake.
The installation of the engine in the nacelle is quite conventional. Because the
engine is low in the nacelle, there is no place to retract the landing gear. The gear,
therefore, is locked down. The engines are mounted on the same hard points as used
for the T64 in the original Buffalo.
Acoustical lining is provided in the inlet and on the engine spinner as well as at the
fan exit duct in the engine to reduce the fan noise. Although the augmentor-wing concept
has the potential for quiet STOL transport, this aircraft is strictly a research aircraft to
study the principle, and compromises, particularly in noise, had to be made in selecting
the engine. The Spey MK 801 SF is basically a standard jet engine and is therefore noisy.
Research for NASA (ref. 10) has shown that with properly designed engines and augmentor
systems the noise of an augmentor-wing jet STOL transport could be about 95 EPNdB.
Air Distribution
An air distribution system directs the fan air from the engine to the flaps, aile-
rons, and body blowing nozzles. The system incorporates a crossover ducting system to
accommodate engine-out operation (fig. 9). The ducting from each engine is completely
separate but identical. The fan air is divided at the engine into two 33-cm (13 in.) off-
take ducts on the top of the engine. Thirty-six percent of the mass flow enters the duct
that goes through the nacelle to a tee at the flap nozzle inner ducts (fig. 4). This nozzle
duct feeds the two flap sections on the same side of the aircraft as the eingine. Sixty-
four percent of the mass flow enters the 35-cm (14 in.) duct in the leading edge of the
wing. At the fuselage, a 10-cm (4 in.) duct directs 7.1 percent of the total air from one
engine to the blowing nozzles on top of the fuselage at the wing leading edge. The fuse-
lage blowing is provided by small individual nozzles that are fed alternately by ducts
from the two engines.
The 35-cm (14 in.) duct enters the fuselage at the wing leading edge and is routed
under the wing to the flap area on the opposite side of the aircraft. The air enters the
large outer flap nozzle ducts (fig. 4) on the side opposite the engine. This nozzle duct
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distributes 44percent of the total air from one engineto the two flap sections. Another
12.9percent of the air proceeds through the flap nozzle duct and feeds the boundary-layer
control aileron nozzle. The unequaldistribution of air from oneengineto the flap section
on eachside of the aircraft andthe fact that the boundary-layer control (BLC) air for the
aileron comesfrom the engine on the oppositewing provides compensationfor the initial
roll andyaw associatedwith an engine out. Large rolling momentsare associatedwith
engine out as the result of the near 90° deflection of the Pegasusnozzles on approach.
The asymmetric blowing nearly compensatesfor this rolling moment following anengine
failure onthe approach. Figure 10 illustrates the design rolling-moment coefficient
before andafter enginefailure in the approach configuration. Less than 20 percent lat-
eral control input is required to balancethe aircraft in roll following the failure, leaving
a large maneuveringcontrol margin.
At take-off the mass flow through the air distribution system is 36kg/sec
(79 lb/sec) per engineat 405 K (270° F) and a pressure ratio of 2.5. The ducts were
sized to keepthe duct Machnumber below 0.3 to minimize pressure losses. The pres-
sure loss from the enginefan exit to the entrance to the flap duct was between9 and
10percent; the total pressure loss to the aileron duct near the wing tip wasabout 13per-
cent. Theinstallation thrust losses dueto pressure drops in the supply ducts to the flaps
are about5 percent of the fan thrust. An additional 7-percent loss occurs through the
high-aspect-ratio nozzles andthe flap ducts. This thrust loss is completely recovered
by the augmentor-flap system, as is discussed later.
Control System
The elevator control, a spring tab system with noboost, is unchangedfrom the
basic C-8A Buffalo. The rudder control consists of the basic C-8A dual irreversible
hydraulic control system with the addition of a limited-authority-series stability aug-
mentationsystem (SAS)with a hydraulic actuator.
The lateral control system is completely new. Three surfaces are used to pro-
duce the required rolling moments: drooped BLC ailerons, spoilers in front of the
droopedaileron, and anaugmentor choke(fig. 11). The ailerons are droopedmechani-
cally asa function of the flap deflection with full droop of 30° reachedat flap deflection
of 60°. The aileron deflection is +17 ° from the droop position. A large amount of blow-
ing BLC is used on the aileron to give a large effectiveness for both the aileron and
spoiler. The augmentor choke is designed to control the lift of the flap system. Although
there are augmentor chokes in each section of the flap, only the choke in the outboard
section of each wing is used for lateral control. All four chokes are activated on the
ground after landing for lift dump.
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The three lateral control surfaces are programedto give the pilot a nearly linear
effectiveness with control wheel deflection (fig. 12). The maximum effectiveness of each
surface is about equal. The aileron and spoiler operatefrom 0° wheeland the augmentor
choke is phasedin at 17° control wheeldeflection. The spoilers are full up at 48°. A
control quickener is provided by the lateral stability augmentationsystem which doubles
the lateral control gearing for the first 3° of control wheel travel to improve the control
characteristics near zero. The activating system for the lateral control surfaces con-
sists of a central dual hydraulic power actuator that drives the aileron through a cable
system. The spoilers andaugmentor chokecontrol valves are actuatedby a separate
cable from the central lateral power actuator. The single spoiler and choke actuators
are on different hydraulic systems. Lateral control forces are low, 44 N (10 lb) maxi-
mum, and are produced by a simple spring system.
A limited-authority-series SASthat usesa hydraulic actuator is provided in the
lateral control system. Both the lateral and directional SAS'shavetwo modes of opera-
tion: a fixed gain modethat will be usedfor the majority of the flight tests and a variable
gain modefor handlingquality research where a variable stability will be required. The
fixed gain lateral SAShas three inputs: (1) rolling rate for improving rolling damping,
(2) yaw rate to improve spiral stability, and (3) control quickening. The yaw axis SAS
has three inputs to drive the rudder (1) roll rate for turn coordination and (2) yaw rate
and roll attitude for a Beta-dot Dutch roll damping.
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
Only a limited amountof aerodynamic datahasbeenobtainedto date on the air-
craft in flight. The datapresented are, therefore, only representative of the many con-
figurations possible with this aircraft. The lift characteristics are shownin figure 13
for two flap deflections. These data are for the aircraft at power for level flight at the
conditions noted in the figure. The landing approachconfiguration, flap deflection of
67°, is quite representative of the approach conditionaerodynamically. The variation
of lift coefficient with angle of attack at the test jet thrust coefficients
] \
( Thrust of cold (fan)air _ agrees well with the predicted values. The pre-Cj = Dynamic pressure x Wing area]
dicted values are based on a similar half-scale model tested in the Ames 40- by 80-foot
wind tunnel; reference 11 discusses the method used to arrive at the predicted values. In
computing lift coefficient, the direct thrust component of the primary (hot) jet of the engine
has been removed from the data. The cold (augmentor nozzle) thrust, however, is
included and is shown in coefficient form (Cj) in the figure. In a typical STOL approach
the aerodynamic lift coefficient is about 3.0 at an angle of attack of 6 ° and the direct hot
thrust with nozzle at 70 ° to 80 ° contributes an additional 0.7 lift coefficient for an approach
lift coefficient of 3.9.
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Dataat or near maximum lift coefficient havenot beenobtainedin flight to date.
It is esti_matedthat the angleof attack for maximum lift coefficient will be about 20 °.
For the 67° flap configuration shown in figure 13, the maximum lift coefficient is esti-
mated to be about 5.0.
The lift characteristic for the take-off flap configuration of 32 ° is also close to that
predicted. The aerodynamic lift coefficient for a STOL take-off is about 2.5 at an angle
of attack of about 10 °. For take-off the nozzles are set at 6° (full up) and contribute little
to the take-off lift coefficient. The drag polars (fig. 14) show the comparison of the lift
and drag characteristics for the same conditions as shown in figure 13. As in the lift
data, the hot thrust component of engine thrust has been removed, but the cold (fan) thrust
is included. The data show fair agreement with predicted drag values particularly in the
area for STOL operation. Lift coefficients are 2 to 2.5 for 32 ° flap deflection for take-
off and 3 to 3.5 for 67 ° flap deflection for landing.
Operational Envelope
An operational envelope for the landing approach configuration of the aircraft is
shown in figure 15. This figure shows the variation in flight-path angle with airspeed for
three engine thrust settings with the flaps deflected to 67 ° measured in flight at the con-
ditions noted at the top of the figure. These data show the reduction in airspeed at a
constant angle of attack as thrust is increased. The airspeed decreases because of the
added lift with an increase in jet thrust coefficient. For example, at an angle of attack
of 12 ° the speed changes from 70 knots at 90 percent rpm to 58 knots at 96 percent rpm,
with a corresponding decrease in flight-path angle. With the nozzles at 16 ° it is not pos-
sible to obtain a significant descent angle because of the large aft hot thrust component of
the Spey engines. The conical nozzle must be deflected to obtain the descent angles
required for STOL approaches.
The operational envelope for the aircraft at various nozzle angles is shown in fig-
ure 16. The curve for nozzle angle 16 ° is the same as that shown for 96-percent rpm in
figure 15. The deflection of the hot thrust also produces increased lift; hence, an addi-
tional decrease in airspeed accompanies the increase in flight-path angle. A flight-path
angle of -10 ° is achieved at 90 ° nozzle deflection at 60 knots. At nozzle angles of 104 °
the descent angle will be several more degrees.
The two operational envelopes show that the pilot has two methods for controlling
flight path on the approach, the use of throttle or of nozzle. Since the throttle and nozzle
control levers are adjacent to each other in the cockpit, the pilot can readily choose either
method. By using power, flight-path angle can be changed with little change in pitch atti-
tude. For example, holding 75 knots airspeed and changing power from 93 percent to
90 percent rpm produce changes of about -4 ° flight-path angle and +4 ° angle of attack;
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hence, there is little attitude change. The margin from stall is, however, a function of
the throttle setting in this case. With constantpower and with the useof nozzles for
flight-path control from a flight-path angle of about-7°, the angleof attack is nearly con-
stant whenflight-path angle is changedwith nozzle. The pilots have usedboth of these
two methodsfor flight-path controls. They both havebeenfound to haveadvantagesand
disadvantagesand the investigation of howthese controls canbest be usedis continuing.
Stability and Control
The stability and control characteristics of the aircraft within the flight envelope
flown to dateare about as predicted (ref. 12) andasflown on the simulator (refs. 13
and 14), except for the longitudinal control characteristics. The longitudinal control
characteristics of the spring tab system havebeenproblems to the pilot becauseof poor
feel and response characteristics andreducedauthority. This problem will be allevi-
atedwhenthe power control system is installed onthe aircraft during 1973.
The lateral-directional characteristics of the aircraft with stability augmentation
system (SAS)onand off are shownin table II. The functions of the SASare as follows:
Directional axis:
Dutch roll damping
Yaw rate commandsrudder
Roll angle commandsrudder
Turn coordination
Roll rate commandsrudder
Lateral axis:
Roll damping
Roll rate commands lateral control
Spiral stability
Yaw rate commands lateral control
Control quickening
Small wheel deflection commands lateral control
The data in table II are marked with approximate signs because the limited data available
indicate that the characteristics tend to vary with engine thrust, angle of attack, etc. The
Dutch roll period is long and damping is low indicating low directional stability and damp-
ing without SAS. SAS increases the Dutch roll damping ratio to a satisfactory level of 0.3
with the Beta-dot type damper. Poor turn coordination that is associated with low direc-
tional stability and low airspeed is present, but A_/,X_ is reduced to a satisfactory
level of 0.3 with the rudder deflection proportioned to roll-rate SAS. The roll damping
is also low with an effective time constant of 1.0 without SAS and is improved to a value
of 0.5 sec with SAS. The spiral stability is quite divergent with SAS off but again is
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satisfactory with SASon. Although eachof the lateral-directional characteristics are
w,tm, ,_ _,_,_e that _ "*^-'_ '_ .... shown to be _,_,_,_, y, _i_ _,_u_o _,_,. _ _,,_ ,t_ _uw
speed there is a tendency for the aircraft to wander in all three axes at low airspeeds.
It appears that some form of attitude stability will be required under IFR conditions to
reduce the pilot workload.
Lateral control quickening was incorporated to improve lateral control character-
istics near zero wheel deflection. The SAS doubles the gain of the lateral control sys-
tem for the first 3° or 4 ° of wheel deflection.
SAS gains are changed at flap deflections over 40 ° and SAS is turned off at air-
speeds over 100 knots.
Performance
The STOL take-off and landing performance of the aircraft has also been close to
the values predicted during the design. Figure 17 is a time history of a STOL take-off
showing the variation of altitude, airspeed, and distance with time. The flaps are
deflected to 33° and the engines are at take-off thrust (99 percent rpm). The pilot starts
the take-off by setting the brake and advancing the throttle, when the engine speed reaches
about 96 percent, the brakes are released and the throttle advanced to 99 percent. Rota-
tion is initiated after about 7 seconds at 60 knots, and lift-off occurs at 72 knots at an
angle of attack of about 10 ° after about 198 m (650 ft) ground roll. The aircraft reaches
an altitude of 11 m (35 ft) at 80 knots after 290 m (950 ft) total take-off distance. The
climb is made at 85 to 90 knots at a climb angle of 12 ° to 13 °.
The take-off is very short in both distance and time and is characterized by a rapid
rotation to a high attitude angle, about 20 ° at lift-off. The pilots have had no problems
with the take-off and consider the control during take-off quite conventional. The opti-
mum flap deflection for take-off has not been determined. The 30 ° flap used to date was
chosen as a compromise between performance and engine and climb capability.
STOL approaches and landings are illustrated in figure 18. The figure shows the
variation of several items with distance from touchdown. The nominal landing configura-
tion is with the flap deflected to 65 °, at an engine speed of 92 percent, and the engine
nozzle positioned for the flight path desired. In a particular landing approach, shown in
figure 18, the pilot chose an approach speed of 65 knots and an approach angle of 7.5 °.
The attitude on the approach is quite flat with an angle of attack of about 2° . The use of
nozzle for flight-path control is illustrated by the steepening of the flight path at about
762 m (2500 ft) (see radio altitude) from touchdown when the nozzles are moved from the
nominal setting of 75 ° to about 90 ° . The lift coefficient in this approach was 3.0 to 3.2
with a lift coefficient of about 3.8 in the flare.
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The flare required a rapid rotation with about10° attitude change. The changein
elevator required for the flare rotation was about10°. The pilots commentedthat the
timing of flare must bequite precise. If the flare is a little high, the aircraft tends to
float, and if too low, the touchdowntends to be firm. The poor longitudinal control feel
characteristics increase the pilot's workload in theflare. The investigation of the tech-
niques for more precise flare is continuingwith considerationbeinggiven to the use of
nozzle andthrottle in the flare maneuver.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions have been reached from the results of the initial flight
tests of the augmentor-wing jet STOL research aircraft:
1. The flight-measured aerodynamic characteristics in terms of lift and drag varia-
tions with angle of attack and jet thrust coefficient at flap deflection for STOL take-off
and landing are close to values predicted from the results of a similar half-scale wind-
tunnel model.
2. The lateral-directional stability and control characteristics are similar to values
predicted from wind-tunnel data and evaluated on the simulator before flight. With sta-
bility augmentation, the lateral-directional handling qualities are satisfactory for research
STOL landing and take-off tasks performed to date.
3. The longitudinal stability and control characteristics are not as good as predicted
and flown on the simulation. The stability appears to be lower for the conditions flown
and the longitudinal control feel characteristics are unsatisfactory. Modification is
planned to improve the longitudinal control system.
4. The take-off distance over 11 m (35 ft) with maximum take-off thrust and 30 °
flap deflection is about 290 m (950 ft). The landing approach speed with 65 ° flap deflec-
tion is between 60 and 65 knots.
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TABLE I.- AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristics Design Remarks
Maximum weight, kg (lb) .................
Maximum landing weight, kg (lb) .............
Wing loading ........................
Nominal approach speed, knots ..............
Power on stallspeed, knots ................
Engine thrust:
Primary -
Take-off, N (lh) ...................
Emergency, n (lb) ..................
Fan -
Take-off, N (lb) ...................
Emergency, N (lh) ..................
Maximum rate of descent at touchdown,
m/sec (ft/sec) .....................
Limit speeds:
Cruise, knots ......................
Dive, knots .......................
Flap up (60), knots ....................
Flap 50° ,knots .....................
Flap 750 ,knots .....................
Wing:
Area, m 2 (ft2) .....................
Span, m (ft).......................
Dihedral, deg ......................
Incidence, deg ......................
Mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft)............
Sweep, deg ........................
Aspect ratio .......................
Flaps:
Span (each side), m (ft) ................
Chord, m (ft)......................
Deflection -
Minimum, deg .....................
Maximum, deg ....................
Horizontal tail:
Total area, m 2 (it2) ..................
Elevator area (afthinge line),m 2 (ft2) ........
Span, m (ft).......................
Aspect ratio .......................
Vertical tail:
Total area, m 2 (ft2) ..................
Rudder (afthinge line) -
Forward, m 2 (ft2) ..................
Aft, m 2 (ft2).....................
Span, m (ft).......................
Aspect ratio .......................
20 412 (45 000)
19 505 (43 000)
49.6
60 to 65
45
27 133 (6100)
30 246 (6800)
15 346 (3450)
16 013 (3600)
3.7 (12.0)
160
180
160
100
95
80.4 (865)
24 (78.75)
5.0
2.5
3.7 (12.1)
0
7.2
7.01 (23)
1.07 (3.5)
6
75
21.7 (233)
7.6 (81.5)
9.75 (32.0)
4.4
14.1 (152)
2.8 (30)
2.8 (30)
8.5 (28)
1.12
19 505 kg (43 000 lb)
grOss weight
About one-half
maximum thrust
19 505 kg (43 000 lb)
gross weight
Outer wing only
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TABLE II.- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Flap deflection, 650; airspeed, 60 to 65 knots3
Dutch roll period
Dutch roll damping ratio
Effective roll time constant
Spiral stability
Turn coordination, A_/A_b
SASon SASoff
=8.5 sec
=0.3
=0.5 sec
=Neutral
=0.3
=6.5 sec
=0.08
=1.0 sec
sec to double
=0.7
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COMPARISONS OF SIMULATOR AND FLIGHT RESULTS ON
AUGMENTOR-WING JET STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
By Robert C. Innis and Seth B. Anderson
NASA Ames Research Center
INTRODUCTION
Piloted simulators have evolved in recent years to become a popularly accepted
research tool for use in aircraft design. In general, acceptance by experienced test
pilots of the usefulness of simulators has been mixed. In order for the pilot to have
confidence in applying meaningful pilot ratings to handling qualities characteristics,
for example, he must be provided with acceleration and force cues which give some
reasonable representation of actual flight. For the most part this has meant that
large improvements in cab motion responses and real-life visual displays have been
necessary. Compare, for example, the early Link trainer (fig. 1) with the flight sim-
ulator for advanced aircraft (FSAA) (fig. 2). The former has three degrees of very
limited angular cab motion and its only IFR capability consists of the most basic flight
instruments. The FSAA, on the other hand has six degrees of motion freedom with a
lateral movement of +15 m (+50 ft) and a colored closed-circuit TV presentation that
provides a collimated view of the real world.
Even this sophisticated simulator will not in all cases give the pilot the complete
realism of actual flight. In fact, for some conditions it may be only 25-percent effec-
tive in providing the pilot the "feel" of a given aircraft. This may be true in particu-
lar for simulating pilot training missions or for certain complex research tasks where
very accurate "modeling" of the characteristics of a specific aircraft is required.
The need to provide representative behavior can be very important during flare in
ground effect, for example.
The purpose of this paper is to show, from the test pilot's point of view, the con-
siderations that must be taken into account to make the piloted simulator an effective
research tool in the design and development of a new aircraft. Included is an assess-
ment of the limitations of the simulator in depicting real flight as well as the problem
of recognizing erroneous results when the simulator is supplied with incorrect input
data.
This paper discusses only four examples of the many ways in which the simu-
lator was used to design and develop the augmentor-wing aircraft shown in figure 3.
These four examples are:
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• Design: The lateral-control system to provide goodfeel andresponse.
• Investigate. Effect of enginefailure during approach.
• Determine: The best techniquefor controlling flight-path angleduring approach.
• Evaluate: The significance of lift loss in ground effect and howto copewith it.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Design of Lateral-Control System
Roll control of the augmentorwing is provided by three separate surfaces on each
wing, asdescribed in more detail in paper no. 20. Theseconsist of a droopedaileron
with boundary-layer control applied to its leading edge,a spoiler directly in front of the
aileron, andan augmentorchokewhich essentially reduces the effectiveness of the out-
board augmentorflap. The rolling momentsof the latter two are nonlinear; therefore,
if all three surfaces were operatedsimultaneously, the result would be an unsatisfactory
variation of rolling responsewith wheeldeflection. The rolling momentsof eachof these
surfaceswere obtainedfrom wind-tunnel tests and were programed separately into the
simulator. A combination of mixing and gearing, shownin figure 4, was found that pro-
duceda linear responsewhich the pilots liked. The roll acceleration resulting from this
gearing is presented in figure 5. It canbe seenthat the augmentorchoke is necessary
to provide linearity at the higher wheel deflections.
In addition, evaluationswere madeof maximum lateral-control power, control sen-
sitivity, rate limits, force gradients, and so forth, to tailor the characteristics for the
pilots' approval. The flight tests haveverified the acceptability of the lateral-control
characteristics as developedon the simulator throughout the entire flight envelope; in
fact, the airplane is quite maneuverablefor a transport. At low approach speeds(60 to
65knots)where turn rate is inherently large, we no longer speakof turn rate in terms of
deg/sec but rather in terms of revolutions/min. The behavior of the aircraft has been
examinedwith either the spoilers or the augmentor chokeinoperative. The noticeably
reducedroll rate and increased adverse yaw in turn entries convincedthe pilots that
these surfaceswere required for satisfactory operation.
Effect of Engine Failure
In the secondexample, the simulator was usedto examine a failure modewhich
cannotbesafely investigated in flight - an engine failure at very low altitude during the
approachto landing. The fact that this aircraft uses "powered lift" implies that if engine
power is lost during this modeof flight, lift will be considerably reduced. Bear in mind
that this aircraft has only two engines and uses about 50percent of the installed thrust to
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of 71°. The consequencesof an enginefailure on the airplanemaintain anapproach angle
were investigated on the simulator. It canbe seenfrom the time history (fig. 6) that
whenthe enginefails, there is an immediate increase in sink rate to somethingover
6 m/sec (20ft/sec). Airspeed andangleof attack both increase as a result of the
reduced lift. As a result of the cross-ducting, there is no appreciable roll or yaw asym-
metry andthe pilot's task of keepingthe airplane straight andlevel is alleviated. It can
be noted in the time history that the pilot respondsquite rapidly to the enginefailure by
advancingthe throttle of the goodengineand rotating the nozzles to vector the thrust aft.
By doing this andincreasing the pitch attitude, the pilot reestablishes a reasonable
enoughrate of descent to accomplish a safe landing. It is quite probable, however, that
the aircraft would land short of the intendedtouchdownspot or descendbelow the obstacle-
clearance plane. This particular maneuverhas notbeenduplicated in flight, but we have
confirmed that single-engine asymmetric momentsare small and canbe easily trimmed.
In essence,this meansthat minimum control speedis defined by the single-engine stall
speed. The pilot is not concernedaboutlosing control of the airplane whenanengine
fails, but he is concernedaboutthe loss of altitude andtherefore the ability to achievea
positive climb gradient with high flap deflection.
Control of Flight-Path Angle
In the third exampleof use of the simulator, the problem of flight-path control is
addressed,using as a backgroundpaper no. 15,which is devotedentirely to this subject.
There are two methodsby which control of the flight path is obtainedwith this particular
airplane. Oneis by modulatingthe position of the engineexhaustnozzles, which are
normally set nearly vertical in the approach. To the pilot, this changesthe longitudinal
componentof the thrust vector in much the samemanner as the throttles do in a conven-
tional aircraft. Of course the pitch attitude must be adjusted to maintain a constantair-
speed. The secondmethodof control is to modulatethe magnitudeof enginethrust.
Becauseof the near-vertical nozzle position, this is a very powerful direct lift control
with which flight path canbe controlled with very little or no changein pitch attitude.
During the evaluations on the simulator, there was general agreementamongthe
pilots that the nozzle control methodwaspreferable, since, as previously noted, the tech-
niquewas much the sameas for conventionalaircraft andthe magnitudeof control seemed
adequate. This did not prove to be the case in flight, however. Although swiveling the
nozzles was very effective for gross flight-path changes,the initial aircraft responseto
nozzle deflection was opposite to that desired. As a consequence,the pilots were reluc-
tant to changethe nozzle position whenclose to theground, when small corrections were
desired, or to initiate a wave-off whennear the ground. Nozzle angle must be fixed prior
to flare. Further, nozzle modulationproved to bevery effective in controlling airspeed
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(throttles fixed). Thrust modulation, on the other hand, could be used to obtain rapid
aircraft response, but precision of control was not satisfactory since the airr,-._t response
was too sensitive to small throttle inputs and the result was overcontrol. The best tech-
niquedevisedto control the flight-path angle incorporated both methodsof control; noz-
zle modulationwas usedto make a course adjustment, such as to capture the glide path,
andthen fairly tight control of flight pathwas maintainedwith power changes. Now it's
true that the results from flight and simulator tests were different in respect to the best
techniquefor flight-path control, a fact which illustrated simulator deficiencies. It should
be noted,however, that thesedifferences are subtle; it is probably beyondthe capabilities
of this simulator to provide the proper cueswith its limited vertical motion andtwo-
dimensional display.
Flare and TouchdownCharacteristics
Oneof the factors of greatest concern disclosed by the simulator studies was the
adverse behavior of the aircraft in ground effect. Programed into the simulator were
the ground-effect characteristics from theory andwind-tunnel tests, which predicted an
appreciable lift loss and pitching moment. With thesevalues it was found that the pilot
could notadequatelyarrest the sink rate by aircraft rotation aloneand had to resort to
power addition or a reduction in nozzle angle to assist the flare. Even then the touch-
downrate of descentwas frequently greater than desired. Onthe basis of the simulator
experience, the STOL landing was approachedvery cautiously in flight by increasing the
steepnessof the flight path anddeflecting the nozzle in a more nearly vertical direction
in small increments while looking for the expectednose-downpitching momentand atten-
dant suckdown. The pilot was pleasantly surprised to find that for the conditions tested
no adversegroundeffect was detected; in fact, somedifficulty was experiencedwith
excessivefloating after the flare.
This experience, in which different results were obtainedfrom the simulator and
flight, brings out two important points: (1) Flight results showedthat the dataprogramed
on the simulator were erroneous andwere misleading to the pilot, and (2) it is equally
important that identical test conditions be examinedon the simulator and in flight. At
this time it is too early to knowwhether the lift coefficients obtainedthus far in flight are
as large asthosewhich were used in the simulator tests. Further flight tests and a more
thoroughanalysis of flight dataare neededto clarify this apparentdiscrepancy between
flight andsimulator results.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Exampleshavebeengiven of several ways in which the piloted simulator was used
to aid in the designanddevelopmentof the augmentor-wing jet STOLresearch aircraft.
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As a result of the simulator studies no serious surprises were encounteredin flight, and
the aircraft undoubtedlywas easier to fly and hadpleasanter handling characteristics as
a result of the manyhours spenton the simulator. In particular, the ability to examine
failure modeson the simulator shortenedthe amountof flight-test time required for flight
checkoutand gavethe pilot more confidenceby letting him knowwhat to expect shoulda
failure result.
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Figure 1.- View of early type of piloted simulator (Link trainer). 
Figure 2.- Flight simulator fo r  advanced aircraft  (FSAA), 
which has 6 degrees of motion freedom. 
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Figure 3.- In-flight view of augmentor-wing jet STOL research aircraft .  
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INTEGRATIONOF STOLAIRPLANESINTO THE ATC SYSTEM
By Paul Petersen, Richard H. Sawyer,
and Milton D. McLaughlin
OBJECTIVES
The study involving the STOLairplane and air traffic control is a joint NASA/FAA
effort designedto examine the effects of introducing large numbersof STOL airplanes
into a high-density terminal area. Simply stated, the objectives of the study are (1) to
determine the effects of the STOLairplane on the air traffic control (ATC) system and
(2) to determine the effects of the ATC system on the STOLairplane. More specifi-
cally, the study seeks to determine (1) the airspace requirements andair traffic con-
trol equipmentand handling techniquesrequired to accommodatethe STOL airplane in
the ATC system and (2) the design characteristics, avionics equipment,andflight pro-
cedures required to operatethe STOL airplane in the air traffic control system.
PART I - EFFECTS OF STOL AIRPLANES ON THE
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM
By Paul Petersen
Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, D.C.
This part of the paper discusses the objectives which are concerned with the air
traffic control aspects of the study. From an air traffic control point of view, the
major problem in the terminal area is lack of airspace for additional aircraft opera-
tions. The STOL airplane with its ability to operate at slow terminal airspeeds and
execute relatively steep climb and descent profiles may provide a solution because it
does not require as much operational airspace as conventional airplanes.
APPROACH
Since airspace is at such a premium, development of STOL airplane flight paths
that encroach on already established conventional routes would only result in a trade-
off of conventional airplane capacity for STOL airplane capacity. The approach,
therefore, has been to develop air traffic control procedures and flight-path profiles
tailored to the unique performance characteristics of the STOL airplane which, ideally,
would enable it to operate in the terminal area independently of already established
conventional airplane procedures.
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In order to explore the situation in somedepth, the current plan is to conducta
serles w three ...._i_-;,-.,,. _..... ;,, A..r._--..,_;-.._ _,'_....... z-_ o_..,_..- _ o_,.,-,T
operations at a downtown STOLport in a high-density terminal area, (2) simulation of
STOL operations from separate runways at a busy conventional airport, and (3) a simu-
lation including both the downtown STOLport and STOL runways at a conventional airport.
The first two simulations have already been completed. The third, which will require
a greater simulation capacity than that now available, has been deferred pending expan-
sion of the simulation facility expected in 1973.
These simulations are being conducted at the FAA National Aviation Facilities
Experimental Center (NAFEC) at Atlantic City, New Jersey, by means of a digital com-
puter which can generate approximately 106 controllable radar targets on seven radar
air traffic control displays or 80 targets on eight displays. (The number of displays and
controllable targets is a variable which depends upon the complexities of the environment
being simulated.) These simulated targets respond according to the performance criteria
of the particular aircraft they represent; these criteria are programed into the computer.
The targets are controlled by 24 pseudo "pilots" who react to control instructions received
on interphone from the air traffic controllers by making appropriate computer keyboard
entries.
In addition to the targets generated by the NAFEC computer, there is also a target
input from the NASA Langley Research Center transport flight deck simulator. Tele-
phone lines are used to convey airplane positional data and also for pilot controller com-
munications. The Langley simulator serves as a valuable adjunct to the validity of the
simulation. Operated by actual pilots and with more representative performance char-
acteristics, it provides a degree of realism not otherwise possible as well as a potential
for on-the-spot validation of procedures in use. The arrangement of the simulation
facilities is depicted in figure 1.
The New York metropolitan area was selected as the site for the simulation. The
three major and several peripheral airports provide a terminal air traffic environment
of considerable complexity and density and the topography of this area provides most of
the typical problems that can be anticipated in selecting an inner city STOLport site.
Pertinent New York Common IFR Room (CIFRR) positions of operation, plus additional
control positions for STOLport and STOL runway operations, were simulated. The num-
ber of controllers required for the various configurations in the first two simulations
varied from 10 to 14. Controller displays were of a level of sophistication expected for
the time period considered (1975-1980) with target tracking and symbology, handoff capa-
bility, and data tags consisting of identification, speed, and altitude. The air traffic
environment was made up of peak day traffic samples obtained from the New York air
traffic facilities and performance criteria of a family of STOL airplanes: the
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De Havilland Otter, Buffalo, experimental augmentor-wingBuffalo, DHC-7, and the French
Breguet. In order to keeppressure on the system, in determining capacities, the number
of conventionaland STOLairplanes wasmaintained at a level abovethat which could be
accommodated.
The following test conditions were established:
(1) All operations were conductedunder Instrument Flight Rules (IFR).
(2) The air traffic control facility had radar surveillance of, andradio communica-
tions with, traffic at all altitudes.
(3) Ninety percent of the STOLairplanes had area navigation capability.
(4) Adequatenavigation aids were assumedto beavailable for all maneuvers
required of STOLairplanes.
(5) Glide-slope anglesof 7° or 72v were usedfor STOL airplane operations.
PHASE I: DOWNTOWN STOLPORT
The first phase of the program was simulation of a downtown STOLport operation.
The site selected was one that has been the subject of a study sponsored by the New
Jersey Department of Transportation. It is located on the west bank of the Hudson River
at the Morris Canal which is just about opposite the new Trade Center Building on lower
Manhattan Island. (See fig. 2.) The proximity of LaGuardia, Newark, and Kennedy air-
ports greatly restricted the airspace available for STOLport operations. Only the slow
terminal speeds and steep approach/departure capability of the STOL airplanes made
independent operations feasible. Independent routes (fig. 3) using relatively low arrival
altitudes (1200 and 1500 m (4000 and 5000 ft)) were developed to serve the STOLport
without any modification to current New York CIFRR procedures. Only a slight modifica-
tion to current procedures was required to use altitudes of 2400 m (8000 ft) and above
for STOL airplane arrivals.
Two methods of entering STOL airplanes into the terminal area were used. In the
random entry method, the airplanes were entered on a "first come, first served" basis
from the northeast and southwest. Controllers used mileage markers on the video map
to determine separation between opposite direction flights. These markers were placed
at 5-n. mi. intervals based on the point of convergence between the two arrival routes.
They enabled the controllers to use speed control for sequencing arrivals from opposite
directions. In the second method, a group of five or six airplanes was entered alternately
from each direction. Although there was no significant difference in terms of capacity
between the two methods, controllers preferred the second method, apparently because
it eliminated the necessity for continually integrating opposite direction traffic at the
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beginningof final approach. Standardseparation wasused betweenall targets except
t_t,.._,_ few additional simulation +_o+o_,were _'_^,,,,_ using a minimum u_ 2-n. mi. ',un_-......
tudinal separation between STOL airplanes at speeds of 120 knots or less and a minimum
longitudinal separation of 1 n. mi. between departures and arrivals.
Arrival and departure configurations of the New York airports were simulated for
three different wind directions. Controllers were able to maintain the independent status
of the STOLport during each of these tests and achieved a relatively consistent capacity
of 50 operations per hour when using standard separation criteria and 60 operations per
hour when using reduced separation criteria. However, the limited available airspace did
impose fairly tight restrictions on STOL airplane operations, requiring precise metering
of arrivals by controllers and precise navigation and prompt response by STOL airplane
pilots to control instructions.
PHASE 2: STOL OPERATIONS AT CTOL AIRPORTS
The second phase of the program was the investigation of the aspects of STOL
operations at a high-density multirunway conventional take-off and landing (CTOL) air-
port. This second phase had two distinct parts.
In the first part of phase 2, various STOL runway configurations and placements on
the CTOL airport were studied. For this experiment, which was referred to as Airport X,
the Kennedy Airport runway layout (fig. 4) was used, but optimum flight paths were devel-
oped for these runways with no allowances for terrain, obstructions, noise abatement, or
adjacent airports. A CTOL only operation was simulated to establish a data base of
departure and arrival capacities, delays, and time in system from which to measure the
impact of various STOL airplane operations. Three STOL runway configurations (fig. 5)
were simulated: a 30 ° "canted" configuration, a midfield parallel configuration, and an
L-shape parallel configuration: Each configuration, with the exception of the midfield
parallel, was simulated in two directions of operation. Standard separation was used
except that 900 m (3000 ft) between CTOL and STOL runways on final approach paths
was considered acceptable for simultaneous operations.
There was no significant adverse effect on CTOL airplane operations when the
L-shape parallel configuration was used for STOL airplanes. Neither was there any
significant difference in capacities when the canted runway configuration was simulated
in a northwest operation. However, in a southwest operation on the canted runway, over-
all CTOL airplane operations were decreased 25 percent and departure delay was more
than doubled. These effects were caused by the interdependency of CTOL airplane depar-
tures on runway 22R and STOL airplane arrivals on runway 16. In the simulation of the
midfield parallel configuration, a trade-off developed between expeditious turnouts for
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STOLairplanes and delaysto CTOL airplanes. As initially simulated, STOL airplane
departures to the east andsouth were turned left andright on course immediately after
take-off (fig. 6). This procedure resulted in delaysto CTOL airplane departures and
arrivals. Simulation of a different procedure requiring STOL airplane departures to
climb straight ahead to 1200 m (4000 ft) resulted in better operation rates for CTOL
airplanes but longer time in system and greater departure delays for STOL airplanes.
In the second part of phase 2, Kennedy Airport traffic as well as pertinent traffic
flows of adjacent airports were simulated (fig. 7). Again, a sufficient number of CTOL
only simulations were conducted to form a data base for two different wind directions.
The STOL runway configuration selected (fig. 8) was one of several that have been the
subject of some study for Kennedy Airport. This particular configuration was selected
because it afforded an independent IFR capability in all directions of operation (if an
assumed 900 m (3000 ft) lateral separation between STOL and CTOL airplane final
approach paths is acceptable).
Like the downtown STOLport operation, airspace was at a premium and STOL air-
plane arrivals were routed into the area from just two directions, the northeast and south-
west. Although there was no significant adverse impact on CTOL airplane operations, the
limited airspace remaining for STOL airplanes required precise navigation and _trict
metering of STOL airplane arrivals. Speed control was also used extensively. A fairly
consistent rate of 45 STOL airplane operations per hour was maintained in each direc-
tion of operation.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
On the basis of simulations performed at the FAA National Aviation Facilities
Experimental Center, it appears that STOL airplane operations can be accommodated in
a high-density terminal area, either at an independent STOLport or at a CTOL airport.
The degree of difficulty in accommodating STOL airplane operations depends upon the
unique features of the specific location. Basically, accommodation seems to be a func-
tion of airspace availability and airplane performance. Relatively steep glide-slope
angles (7 ° or more) may be required, as in the downtown STOLport and midfield parallel
runway configurations. Slow terminal operating speeds to achieve optimum climb and
descent profiles and small turning radii are a must in some locations. Low-altitude
navigation coverage and area navigation capability may also be essential. In areas of
poor radar coverage, area navigation could provide the only reasonable means of ingress
or egress and, in high-density locations even with good radar coverage, can be used to
significantly reduce communication and controller workload.
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PART II - EFFECTS OF THE ATC SYSTEMON THE STOLAIRPLANE
By Richard H. Sawyer and Milton D. McLaughiin
NASALangley ResearchCenter
Theobjectives of NASAin this joint program were to determine the design char-
acteristics, avionics equipment, and flight procedures required to operate the STOL air-
plane in the ATC system.
TEST CONDITIONS
The test conditions of relevance to the operation of the transport flight deck simu-
lator at the Langley Research Center are briefly discussed. For downtown operations
into and out of the canted runway configuration of figure 3, the airplane simulated at
Langley was the augmentor-wing Buffalo. For airport operations into and out of the three
runway configurations of figure 5, the Twin Otter and standard Buffalo airplanes were
simulated. In addition to the conventional flight instrumentation, single-station area
navigation (RNAV) capability, a flight director programed for straight-in ILS approach,
and an optical projection moving map were available for guidance. NASA and FAA pilots
provided the piloting for the experimental augmentor-wing Buffalo flights and some of the
Twin Otter and Buffalo flights. Most of the Twin Otter and Buffalo flights were made by
pilots from two commuter airlines (Command Airways and Pilgrim Aviation and
Airlines) and two trunk airlines (Eastern and American).
DOWNTOWN STOLPORT OPERATIONS
Some operating problems encountered in the downtown STOLport operations are
illustrated in figure 9. The STOL airplane routes shown are somewhat different from
those shown in figure 3 because this situation is for a different wind direction. Naviga-
tion in the arrival operations was initially along the low-altitude airways and followed
by use of area navigation (RNAV) along transition routes to the final approach course.
Conversely, departure operations were initially made along area navigation transition
routes to the low-altitude airways. In the initial simulated flights, departures along the
curved track (shown in fig. 9) using RNAV with way points about 3 n. mi. apart were
found to be difficult to fly. The procedure used was to approximate the path by flying
straight-line segments between the way points. The consensus of the pilots was that
there were too many way points and that they were too close together. The procedure
was changed to omit the middle way point in order to reduce the workload. Pilot opinion
was that such tracks should have a rectangular shape and that way points should be at
least 5 n. mi. apart.
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In the initial arrivals from the southwest,the airplane was descendedto 1000m
(3300ft) and slowed only to 140knots at the beginningof the 180° turn to final approach.
(This turn had a radius of 1 n. mi.) Consequently,the airplane hadto be slowed (to about
100knots) and descendedto 700m (2300ft) for localizer intercept in the turn. Having
only RNAVand straight-in ILS guidance,the pilots simply madea standard-rate turn
until a course was established to intercept the final approachcourse at the desired angle.
The workload for these simultaneousoperations of turning, descending,and speedreduc-
tion was continuously high. Theprocedure was first modified to slow to 100knots for the
turn. This constant speedin the turn appearedto beacceptablefor this airplane which
had anapproach speedof 65 knots. The descendingturn still proved to be difficult. The
procedure was further modified to descendto 700m (2300ft) at the start of the turn,
which then madethis part of the operation feasible but only at the expenseof decreasing
the altitude clearance relative to the Empire State Building to less than 240m (800ft).
Difficulty was still experiencedin the approachbecausethe final approach distance
was so short (about 3 n. mi.) that localizer intercept and glide-slope intercept occurred
almost simultaneously at the endof the turn. Localizer acquisition and slowing to
approach speed(which involved conversionto powered-lift flight) were difficult to accom-
plish. More airspace for final approachwas not availablewithout infringing on the LGA
airport approachairspace. Lower intercept altitudes were not feasible becauseof the
Empire State Building. To provide distance for localizer intercept andtransition to pow-
ered flight, pilots tendedto fly outboundbefore starting the turn; this resulted in over-
shootsof 1/2 to 1 n. mi. For such a limited airspace situation, the problems encountered
indicate a requirement for curved descendingflight-path capability in order to ensure safe
altitude clearance and the precise navigation needed. Also, sucha situation indicates the
requirement for the capability of conversion to powered-lift flight on the glide slope.
AIRPORT OPERATIONS
The STOL operating procedures used for a canted runway configuration at Airport X
are shown in figure 10. Departures were radar vectored until on course to a VHF omni-
range (VOR) station or RNAV way point. Arrivals were also radar vectored to provide
by use of path stretching the sequencing of the traffic from the four directions for final
approach. The arrival and departure routes shown are the nominal paths.
Some operating problems encountered in Airport X operations are illustrated in
figures 11, 12, and 13. Because of projected STOL airplane high rate of descent capa-
bilities, the procedure adopted was to bring the STOL airplanes in over the CTOL airplane
traffic (fig. 11). In this method, the STOL airplane arrivals from the north and east were
brought in over the CTOL airplane traffic which was on simultaneous final approach to the
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parallel runwaysat Airport X. The result was that steepdescent maneuverswere
required. For example, STOLairplane traffic from the east was held at 2i00 m (7000ft)
over downwindCTOL airplane arrival traffic andthen wasallowed to descendonly to
1400m (4500ft) while crossing the final approachtraffic. Another steepdescentmaneu-
ver wasthus required to intercept the glide slope at 900 m (3000ft). The controllers
often requestedthat the descentto 900m (3000ft) be madeat the maximum descent rate.
Rates of descent up to 600 m (2000ft) per minute were measured. Becauseof the criti-
cal nature of starting eachdescent maneuverat the proper point and endingat the desig-
nated altitude andbecauseof the required high steepnessof the descents, the pilots felt
that there shouldbea requirement for use of three-dimensional RNAVprocedures in
sucha situation from safety and workload considerations.
In sequencingfinal approachtraffic from the four directions, the controllers often
hadto requestnumerousheadingand speedchangesin the final control area. Examples
of two arrival paths are shownin figure 12. Arrival 1 from the south, an extreme
example,underwenteight radar vector heading changesand six airspeed changerequests
in the sequencingprocess. Arrival 2, a more usual example,underwentfour heading
changesand two airspeed changes. In addition to the headingand speedchangerequests,
up to three altitude reassignmentinstructions were often received in the final control
I
area. The average number of altitude reassignments was about 1_.
In addition to the numerous maneuvers experienced in the sequencing process,
lengthy sequencing maneuvers were sometimes required. An extreme example is shown
in figure 13 for an approach from the south for a wind situation requiring an approach to
runway 16 of the STOL runway configuration. The time for this arrival from a point
30 n. mi. south of the airport was 22 minutes (a block speed of about 80 knots). The air-
plane was slowed to 140 knots adjacent to the airport on the downwind leg. The downwind
leg was extended to about 10 n. mi. north of the runway. Speed was reduced to 80 knots
at the turn to final approach course. The time on final approach was about 7.5 minutes.
Pilot reaction was expressed as a desire for a shorter maneuver by a reduction of speed
on the downwind leg, that is, more use of speed control rather than path stretching for
the sequencing process.
The problems illustrated in figures 11, 12, and 13 often resulted in high crew work-
load situations and also resulted in increases in flight time compared with the optimum
of 5 to 6 minutes on the average and up to 15 minutes occasionally. In addition to the
problems illustrated, approach vertical flight-path control for the Twin Otter and Buffalo
airplanes was believed to be marginal on the 7 ° and 7.5 ° glide slopes used. Once estab-
lished on the glide path, the pilots could maintain the path with no external disturbances.
However, it was found to be essential that the airspeed and airplane configuration be
established before glide-slope intercept in order to ensure capture of glide slope.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Boththe powered-lift andturboprop STOL airplanes were successfully operated
in the downtownand airport environments. Somehigh crew workload situations were
experiencedin the arrivals as well as delays averagingfrom 5 to 6 minutes. For rou-
tine operations in these environments, in addition to meeting the requirements for steep
descentand climb capability andthree-dimensional area navigation capability notedin
Part I, displays for curved descendingflight-path capability, developmentof procedures
for powered-lift conversion on glide slope, automatic speedcontrol, andexcellent han-
dling qualities appearto be requirements.
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4-D GUIDANCE OF STOL AIRCRAFT IN THE TERMINAL AREA
By Thomas Pecsvaradi* and Heinz Erzberger
NASA Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
The primary objective of advanced STOL aircraft is the improvement of the
nation's air transportation system by the elimination of delays and congestions asso-
ciated with today's air travel. A new guidance technique, referred to as 4-D guidance,
is being developed to achieve this objective. The 4-D guidance technique synthesizes
complex three-dimensional flight paths from a minimum set of input data and flies the
aircraft along the paths according to a prespecified time schedule. The two major
elements of a 4-D guidance system are the trajectory synthesizer and the control law.
Inputs to the trajectory synthesizer are the three-dimensional coordinates of way
points, the turning radii, the speed ranges, the acceleration limits, and the arrival
times at time control way points. First, the three-dimensional trajectory is com-
puted by using circular arcs and straight lines. Then the airspeed profile, compen-
sated for wind, is calculated to achieve the desired arrival times. The synthesized
trajectory is stored as a time sequence of reference states which the aircraft is
forced to track by using a linear feedback law.
INTRODUCTION
If advanced STOL aircraft are to become viable elements of the nation's air
transportation network, their unique performance characteristics must be exploited
to the fullest possible extent. Most notable among these characteristics are the air-
craft's ability to make tight turns, steep climbouts and approaches, and to fly over a
wide range of airspeeds. Consequently, STOL aircraft will possess much greater
flexibility in the terminal area than CTOL aircraft. On the other hand, the perfor-
mance of STOL aircraft may be limited by two important factors: the aircraft's
acceleration/deceleration capability, and the effects of wind. Some existing STOL
aircraft are slow to decelerate at some speeds and thus require long deceleration
periods in the terminal area. Since these aircraft will be able to fly at very low
speeds, on the order of 60 to 65 knots, the effects of wind can become extremely
important in predicting arrival times at various key points along the route. In light
of these performance characteristics and limitations, the following questions have
arisen: Can STOL aircraft follow very demanding ATC instructions ? Can they fly
complex three-dimensional trajectories in the terminal area .9 Are they able to
*U.S. Army.
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maintain an accurate time schedule along their flight path? To answer these questions,
a technique is needed to play the characteristics of any potential STOL aircraft against
these terminal operating constraints. Such a technique will enable us to determine
whether a potential STOL aircraft can operate within these constraints and, if not, to
identify STOL aircraft deficiencies to aircraft designers.
It seems likely that advanced short take-off and landing (STOL) aircraft will be
equipped with guidance and navigation systems that satisfy far more stringent require-
ments than those currently used in conventional (CTOL) aircraft. Since these require-
ments are not yet clearly defined, investigations of the guidance problems for STOL air-
craft under the most demanding circumstances were made. Although this approach places
a significant burden on the aircraft and onboard guidance system, it ensures that the
results obtained will not be invalidated by future developments in ground and airborne
system design.
It has been assumed that STOL aircraft will (1) fly curved climbouts and approaches
using a microwave landing system; (2) operate in narrow airspace corridors to avoid
CTOL traffic, buildings, and other obstacles; and (3) perform noise-abatement maneu-
vers. The guidance system that meets these requirements is referred to as a 3-D guid-
ance system, and it involves the precise description of complex curved flight paths and
the control system to fly the aircraft along the paths.
Precise path control alone, however, is not sufficient to achieve the principal goal
of a STOL transportation system, which is the elimination of, or at least the substantial
reduction in, undue delays and congestions. This goal can be accomplished by increasing
the landing rates at airports; this increase, in turn, implies a greater precision in deliv-
ering aircraft to the runway threshold. In the current manual system the accuracy with
which aircraft can be delivered to the runway is approximately +15 sec. It has been sug-
gested that this time can be reduced to about +2 sec by spacing aircraft accurately with
less vectoring and by minimizing pilot-controller communications. Both of these require-
ments can be fulfilled by achieving precise time control of the aircraft along its flight
path. The guidance system that accomplishes this control is referred to as 4-D guidance.
It is a guidance technique consisting of two major elements: the 4-D reference trajectory
synthesis, and the control law to fly the aircraft along the reference trajectory. It must
be emphasized that there is a very important, intrinsic difference between these two ele-
ments. By 4-D reference trajectory synthesis is meant the generation of a precise
3-D flight path and a feasible speed profile along the path. Note that this process is a
completely open-loop, or predictive, process in the sense that it takes place before the
aircraft arrives at the initial point of the trajectory. The action of the control law, on
the other hand, is a closed-loop process going on in real time as the aircraft is tracking
the reference trajectory. It is the combined open-loop--closed-loop process that is
referred to as a 4-D guidance system.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe the 4-D guidance system that was developed
at NASA Ames Research Center, and which will be flight tested in a STOL aircraft. Some
of the crucial design considerations are discussed, and a brief description of the algo-
rithms for trajectory synthesis and control law are given. Finally, some simulation
results are presented to indicate the performance of the system.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND INTERACTION WITH
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
Chief criteria for selecting the 3-D path are STOL terminal area maneuver require-
ments and simplicity of computation. These criteria are met by synthesizing the 3-D path
from geometrically simple elements. In the horizontal plane these elements consist of
segments of circles and straight lines. Complex flight paths are obtained by intercon-
necting several line segments and sections of circles with different radii. Paths con-
structed in this manner can yield minimum time trajectories as discussed in references 1
to 3. The vertical trajectory is synthesized from sections of constant flight-path angle.
The complete three-dimensional flight path is then obtained by requiring the aircraft to
fly the vertical profile along the ground track determined by the previously computed
horizontal trajectory. A critical problem in implementing this synthesis procedure is
minimizing the pilot work load in entering a trajectory. As explained in the next section,
this problem is solved by using way points to specify the trajectory.
After the three-dimensional path has been established, the desired position of the
aircraft along the path as a function of time is determined from considerations of air
traffic control. Generally, more than one aircraft will be flying along the 3-D flight
path or will be merging with the path at certain of its points referred to as merging
points. This effect is illustrated in figure 1. Aircraft (AC) on the two approach routes
merge in the vicinity of the approach gate. In the current air traffic control (ATC) sys-
tem the final approach controller is responsible for merging aircraft at this point. He
does this by observation of the aircraft on the ATC radar and by issuing speed and vec-
toring instructions to the pilots. The delays, inaccuracies, and other limitations of this
manual-controller--pilot-control loop yield a broad envelope of aircraft trajectories
between the feeder fix and the gate, shown as the hatched area in figure 1. This manual
technique can deliver aircraft to the approach gate with a time accuracy of approximately
+15 sec. It is well-known that the time control accuracy influences the required spacing
on final approach, which, in turn, determines the landing capacity of the runway (ref. 4).
Through the use of 4-D guidance techniques, the accuracy of time control can be greatly
increased; thus, a basis for achieving higher landing rates and greater automation in the
control of terminal area traffic is provided. Instead of the controller issuing vectoring
and speed commands to space aircraft, the air traffic control system specifies only the
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desired arrival times at a small number of points along the terminal approachroute and
leaves the burdenof computingaircraft control inputs to achieve these times to the
onboardsystem.
From a knowledgeof the 3-D pathand the desired arrival times at specified points
on the path, the 4-D guidancesystem computesthe required airspeed profile. The air-
speedcomputationalgorithm must consider the minimum and maximum permissible air-
speed,the aircraft's acceleration anddeceleration capability, the landing approachspeed,
and the effect of winds. Also, in specifying arrival times, air traffic control will use only
limited knowledgeof the aircraft's performance capabilities. Therefore, the algorithm
must first determine the feasibility of the specified arrival times by comparing them with
the true minimum and maximum times the aircraft canachievewithout deviating from the
3-D path. If the specified arrival times cannot beachieved, air traffic control must be
requestedto reassign arrival times or permit delaying maneuverssuch as holding and/or
path stretching.
In the preceding discussion of arrival time assignment, the question left unanswered
was howair traffic control will generatethe arrival times to beassigned to eachaircraft.
To clarify this question, consider an aircraft equippedwith a 4-D guidancesystem which
has just arrived at one of the feeder fixes in figure 1. It is assumedthat the aircraft had
previously beencleared to proceed toward the feeder fix. Thoseaircraft currently flying
betweenthe feeder fixes and the runwaywere previously assigned arrival times at the gate
and the touchdownpoint. Given the schedulesof theseaircraft and, for the new aircraft,
an estimate of the minimum and maximum times to the gateandfrom the gate to the
touchdownpoint, a technique is neededto specify feasible times at the gateand at the
touchdownpoint such that separation standards betweenaircraft are satisfied and that
the aircraft lands in minimum time. A general algorithm to calculate such times has
beendescribed in reference 5. This algorithm is briefly reviewed in a later section of
this paper.
SPECIFICATIONOF 3-D PATH
Theproblem of specifying and calculating the 3-D path is divided into two problems
solved in sequence. First the projection of the trajectory in a horizontal plane is com-
puted from ananalysis of the way-point coordinates and the desired turning radii (R).
Then theknownarc length of the horizontal trajectory together with the altitude difference
betweenadjacentwaypoints is used to determine the flight-path angleand, therefore, the
altitude profile betweenadjacentway points.
A crucial part in the calculation of horizontal trajectory parameters is the interpre-
tation of way points. This part is explainedwith the help of an example trajectory shown
in figure 2. The trajectory begins at lift-off and terminates at touchdown,way point 7
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(WP7). Although this trajectory canbe flown by a STOLaircraft, its shapehas nosignif-
icance beyondillustrating the construction procedure. All parts of the trajectory consist
of segmentsof straight lines and circles. The basic problem to be solved can be stated
as follows: What is the essential input information that the pilot must provide to the air-
borne computer in order to generate this trajectory uniquely? The solution lies in the
definition of two types of way points, which are referred to as the ordinary and final
headingway points.
Ordinary Way Points
An ordinary waypoint iS exemplified in figure 2 by way points 2, 4, and 5 (WP2,
WP4, andWP5). Its location is definedby the intersection of two straight lines. The
two lines are connectedby an arc of a circle tangentto both lines. Thus, the sharp cor-
ner at the way point is roundedto obtain a trajectory the aircraft can fly. The radius of
the circle used in rounding the corner caneither beexplicitly specified by the pilot as in
this exampleor it canbe implicitly determined from a maximum bank angleconstraint
@max" For a given Cbmax, the minimum turning radius Rmi n depends on the maximum
ground speed Vg,max that can be attained in a 360 ° turn and is
V 2
g,max (i)
Rmin = g tan qSmax
where g is the acceleration of gravity. The maximum ground speed is the sum of the
maximum airspeed and the magnitude of the wind vector.
Throughout this paper, the runway-centered coordinate system is used to specify
points in the plane. The origin of this system is at the touchdown point, way point 7, the
X-axis points in the landing direction and the Y-axis points to the right when facing in the
landing direction. Heading angles are measured clockwise from the direction of the posi-
tive X-axis.
Suppose the pilot has entered the x- and y-coordinates of a sequence of ordinary way
points together with the turning radii to be used in rounding the corners at way points.
From this information the onboard computer calculates various parameters defining the
trajectory. It is convenient to compute these parameters successively, starting with the
last way point to be flown through and ending with the first one. For this purpose figure 3
shows the trajectory between way points i - 1 and i + 1 and also defines various quan-
tities used in the calculation. It is assumed that the calculations from way point i + 1
to the last way point have been completed. These calculations yielded the quantities /i+l'
Xi+l, xpi+l , and _i+l which togetherwith x i, Yi, Ri, Xi_l, and Yi-1 are usedto
obtain the parameters for the ith way point. The heading of the straight-line segment
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between waypoints i- 1 and i is _i' given bythe relation
$i = arc tan Yi - Yi-1
xi - xi- 1 _ __180° I180° < _i
The heading change Sti
= mod/,IJ - _i)
_ti 180 ° _'i+l
where the direction of the turn is to the right for _ti
Next, calculate the quantity b i shown in figure 3.
bi = Ri tan t_ I
The length of the straight segment di+ 1 is then
in the circular segment near way point i is
(2)
180° < g_ti --<180°) (3)
>0 and to the left for _ti <0"
If di+ 1
the trajectory must stop, and the pilot is given a diagnostic message, such as "way
points i and i + 1 are too close." The coordinates for the end of the turn and the
center of the turn are
(4)
di+l=/i+l - bi (/i+1 =>0) (5)
from equation (5)is less than zero, adjacent turns overlap, the computation of
xQi = x i + b i cos _i+l (6)
YQi = Yi + bi sin _i+l (7)
XRi = XQi _ R i sin g_i+l (8)
YRi = YQi + Ri cos $i+1 (9)
where the upper sign is chosen for a right turn and the lower sign for a left turn. Next,
the distance I i is calculated:
/i =_xi-1 - xi)2 + (Yi-1- yi)2 - bi (/i _->0) (10)
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If I i is less than zero, the calculation cannot continue and the pilot is given a diagnostic
message such as "way points i - 1 and i are too close." If l i _---0, the iteration is
completed by calculating the coordinates of the beginning of the turn:
Xpi=X i- b icos _hi (II)
YPi = Yi - bi sin gJi (12)
These iterations are continued until the first way point is reached. Since the way points
entered do not always yield a flyable trajectory, onboard calculation of the trajectory
generally will require a system that permits the pilot to correct errors after the system
has issued a diagnostic message.
Final Heading Way Points
Final heading way points are illustrated in figure 2 by way points 3, 6, and 7. Instead
of rounding the corner at the intersection of two lines, the trajectory for this type passes
through the way point at the instant the turn toward the next way point has been completed.
Thus, the aircraft begins its flight along the straight-line segment exactly over the way
point. There are two reasons for introducing this type of way point. First, it simplifies
the specification of some trajectory segments, such as the turn at way point 3, which con-
tains more than 180 °. Recall that the turn at an ordinary way point is limited to less than
180 °. Second, this type is required if the arrival time at the way point is specified. Spec-
ification of arrival time at an ordinary way point lacks precision since the way-point coor-
dinates themselves do not fall on the trajectory. By requiring all aircraft that are merg-
ing to fly through a point on the merging path with a common heading, the assignment of
arrival times at the merging way point can be used to achieve precise spacing of aircraft.
In the specification of a trajectory, ordinary and final heading way points can be
alternated in arbitrary fashion. The general procedure for calculating the trajectory
parameters is illustrated in figure 4 with a final heading way point i embedded between
way points i - 1 and i + 1 of arbitrary type. As before, the trajectory is computed
backwards from the last way point. The final heading gJi+l to be achieved at way point i
was previously determined in the calculation for way point i + 1 and is therefore a known
quantity. It is evident from figure 4 that the desired final heading at way point i can be
achieved with two trajectories, one ending with a left turn, the other with a right turn. The
criterion for selection is to choose the one with the shorter path length between way
points i - 1 and i. To make the selection, the coordinates of the centers of the two
turns are calculated:
XRi = x i - R i sin _i+l (13)
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YRi = Yi + Ri cos @i+l (Right turn) (14)
XLi = x i + R i sin @i+l (15)
YLi = Yi - Ri cos $i+1 (Left turn) (16)
Then, the distances squared from way point i - 1 to each center are
2
dRi = (XRi- xi-1) 2 + (YRi- Yi-1) 2 (17)
d2Li = (XLi- xi-1) 2 + (YLi- Yi-1) 2 (18)
From the geometry of the construction in figure 4, it can be seen that the trajectory with
the shorter path length also has associated with it the shorter of the two distances dRi
and dLi. Thus, the right-turn trajectory is chosen if dRi is greater than dLi. If the
way point i - 1 lies on the line determined by way points i and i + 1, both trajectories
have the same length and the direction of the turn, if a turn is required, must be selected
on the basis of another criterion. The next step is to determine whether way point i - 1
lies inside or outside the circle used to define the turn. Suppose the right turn was pre-
viously selected; then the way point lies inside if d2i < R 2 and outside or on the circle1
> R 2 If this former case is true, the trajectory is not feasible, further computa-if d i= 1"
tion of the trajectory stops, and the pilot is given the message "way points i and i - 1
are too close." In the latter case, the calculation continues with the computation of the
heading _dRi of the directed line dRi if a right turn is required or the heading _dLi
of the directed line dLi if a left turn is required:
_/dRi = arc tan YRi - Yi-1
XRi - xi- 1
(Right turn) (19)
_dLi = arc tan YLi - Yi-1 (Left turn) (20)
XLi - xi- 1
Next the angle _Ri is computed for a right turn:
_/Ri = arc sin Ri (21)
dRi
or _Li for a left turn:
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_Li = arc sin R--i-i
dLi
The heading _i is then
mod _.18ooI dR -
if the trajectory contains a right turn and
mod
if it contains a left turn. The length d i
i - 1 to the beginning of the turn is
J4di = i - Ri
_ 2
di = _d2i R i
Finally, the heading change _ti
and
(22)
(23)
(24)
of the straight-line segment from way point
(Right turn) (25)
(Left turn) (26)
in the turn is obtained from the difference between
$i-1' and the coordinates of the beginning of the turn to way point i are
Xpi = xi-1 + di cos _i (27)
YPi = Yi-1 + di sin _i (28)
Further details, including flow charts for the synthesis procedures, are given in
reference 6.
Technique of Flying to the First Way Point
In the preceding discussion, the trajectory from the first to the last way point was
synthesized. To complete the synthesis, the trajectory from the aircraft's initial position
and heading to the first way point must be constructed.
The construction procedure depends on the type of the first way point. It it is an
ordinary way point, the trajectory is constructed on the basis of the rule that the aircraft
will turn from its current heading toward the first way point in the direction that minimizes
the total path length to the first way point. This criterion is the same as that used in
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constructing the trajectory from way point i + 1 to way point i, where way point i is
of the fixed final headingtype. Thus, the procedures of the preceding section apply if the
initial heading _o is identified with _i+l' the initial position is identified with the coor-
dinates of way point i, and the coordinates of the first way point are identified with those
of way point i - 1, andthe airplane traverses figure 4 in the opposite sense.
If, however, the first way point is the fixed final headingtype, a procedure different
from thosediscussedso far must be used. This guidanceproblem canbe stated as fol-
lows: Determine a trajectory that starts from a given initial position and headingand
leads to a position with a specified final heading. Sincethis problem hasbeendealt with
extensively in references 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7, only a brief discussion of results is given here.
References1 and 2 give a minimum time solution to this problem, reference 2 deriving the
optimum control law. Simplified solutions are discussed in references 3 and 6. In the
simplified treatment, the required trajectory consists of a turn, a straight flight, andthen
another turn. The parameters of the three segments are chosento satisfy the initial and
final conditions of the problem.
Altitude Profile
Thecalculation of the altitude profile is simple and requires only the determination
of a flight-path angle 7i between way points i - 1 and
length between way points is known, the flight-path angle
i. Since the horizontal path
7i is given by
hi- hi-1 (29)
_i = arc tan si
where s i is the horizontal path length between way points i and i- 1, and h i and
hi_ 1 are the altitudes specified at way points i and i - 1, respectively. In order to
compute s i from the segments of turns and straight lines it is necessary to define at
what point on the horizontal trajectory the specified way-point altitude is to be achieved.
The rule used is that the way-point altitude must be achieved exactly at the end of the turn
for a given way point. This rule is used for both ordinary and final heading way points.
The last step in the altitude profile computation is to check whether each 7i lies within
the range of permissible flight-path angles for the aircraft.
It is possible and perhaps desirable to define more complicated altitude profiles
between way points. Profiles that minimize a performance function such as the fuel con-
sumed could be valuable. However, the limited size of the airborne computer to be used
in flight tests of this guidance system, together with the requirement for onboard compu-
tation of the trajectory, does not permit consideration of more complex techniques at this
time.
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SPEED PROFILE COMPUTATION
Precise time control of aircraft is achieved by determining a feasible speed profile
along the already computed 3-D trajectory. A speed profile is said to be feasible if it
satisfies the following conditions:
1. The airspeed remains between the minimum and maximum airspeed restrictions
imposed along the trajectory.
2. The rate of change of airspeed does not exceed the acceleration/deceleration
capabilities of the aircraft.
3. The resulting ground speed yields the desired arrival times at those way points
where they have been prescribed by ATC (such way points are referred to as time-
controlled way points).
The first two conditions imply that the flying time between any two points on the trajec-
tory is bounded above and below by the minimum and maximum times corresponding to
the maximum and minimum airspeeds, respectively. Consequently, if arrival times at
the time-controlled way points are assigned arbitrarily, then a feasible speed profile may
not exist. In order to insure the existence of a feasible speed profile, ATC assigns
arrival times based on the minimum and maximum possible flying times between suc-
cessive pairs of time-controlled way points.
The determination of a feasible speed profile in the absence of wind would be a rela-
tively simple task, for in this case airspeed and ground speed are identical. In the pres-
ence of wind, however, the relationship between airspeed and ground speed is highly non-
linear, and the problem becomes considerably more complex. By assuming a steady
wind, the expression for the magnitude of the ground speed Vg(t) at any time t is
given by
Vg(t) = _V2(t) - V2 sin2_w(t)+ Yw cos _w(t) (30)
where
and _w(t)
clockwise.
Va(t) and V w are the magnitudes of the airspeed and windspeed, respectively,
is the angle from the wind direction to the ground heading, measured positive
The differential equation governing Sw(t) is:
i d_w(t)
= _ (Straight flight) (3 la)
Vg(t) (Circular flight) (31b)
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where R is the radius of turn. Exact analytic expressions for
be found only in the case of straight flight with constant airspeed.
f/cation can be made by assuming that for all t
V w _2 << 1
_w(t) and Vg(t) can
A considerable simpli-
Supporting evidence indicates that inequality (32) is a good approximation not only for
CTOL but STOL aircraft operations as well.
be written as
Vg(t) = Va(t) + V w cos @w(t)
(32)
Under this assumption equation (30) can
(33)
Before considering the speed.profiles for straight and curved flight in more detail,
it is necessary to establish certain desirable characteristics for airspeed profiles. In
the design of the 4-D guidance system described in this paper, the point of view was
adopted that the airspeed profile should be a piecewise linear function of time, that is,
Va(t) = Va(tk)+ ak(t- tk) (tk-<_t-<_tk+l,k=0,1, . . .) (34)
where a k is the constant value of acceleration/deceleration in the interval (tk,tk+l).
Furthermore, changes in airspeed should occur only at a few places along the trajectory,
preferably at those points where the minimum and maximum admissible airspeeds change.
These requirements were dictated by considerations of passenger comfort, pilot workload,
and simplicity of implementation. A typical airspeed profile possessing these character-
istics is shown in figure 5.
Straight Flight
Let the desired airspeed along a straight flight segment of length d k
equation (34). Then the analytic expressions for Sw' Vg, and tk+ 1 are
%(t)=%(tk)
be given by
(35)
Vg(t) = Va(tk)+ ak(t- tk) + Vw cos _w(t) (36)
tk+l = tk +
ak
(37)
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Curved Flight
Let a curved flight segment consist of a circular turn of _Ptk radians with turning
radius Rk (_tk > 0 for a right turn, _tk < 0 for a left turn). If the desired airspeed
along the circular arc is given by equation (34), then no analytic expressions can be found
for _w' Vg, and tk+ 1. Since numerical integration for determining the speed profile
would be prohibitive, a different approach is needed. It so happens that equation (31b)
becomes integrable if the airspeed has the following form:
1 vw cos _w(t)\.v_<_:v_(<_)+=_+ v---a(<D-)(_-'_) (tk =<t =<tk+l) (38)
In this case the analytic expressions for &w' Vg, and tk+ 1 are
1 1 1 tan
_w(t) = 2 tan- tan an- \C1 C2 _ ak
t+
+ 2R k sgn _tk 2Va(tk)
(39)
1 vw cos_w(t)\Vg(t)= Va(tk)+ ak + _-_a(t_ _(t-tk)+ V w cos _w(t)
(40)
where
<=+_:_ 1+ +v?=)%+l
C1, C2, and Ek are defined by
(41)
C 1 = Va(tk) + V w
_vl( 2C 2 = tk) - Vw
,+,
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Note that tk+1= tk+l if a k = 0.) Although V a given by equation (38) is not a linear
function of time, for values of Va(tk) and V w satisfying inequality (32), Va(t) turns
out to be very nearly linear. This condition is illustrated in figure 6, which shows the
airspeed and ground speed along a section of the example trajectory of figure 2.
The only remaining quantity still to be determined is the desired airspeed profile.
Since the earliest and latest possible arrival times are achieved by flying the aircraft on
the boundaries of the admissible speed ranges, the actual airspeed profile corresponding
to an intermediate arrival time must lie between the speed boundaries. (See fig. 5.) The
nonlinear relationship between arrival time and airspeed necessitates the use of an itera-
tive procedure for the determination of the desired airspeed profile. Basically, the pro-
cedure adjusts the cruising speed level between each pair of time-controlled way points
so that the prescribed arrival times are achieved. This adjustment is made by using
expressions of the form of equations (37) and (41).
A final remark concerning the wind is in order. In this paper only the case of a
steady wind is considered. It is well-known, however, that both the magnitude and direc-
tion of the wind are functions of the altitude. If these functions were known, they could be
easily incorporated in the speed profile computation.
AN EXAMPLE OF 4-D TRAJECTORY SYNTHESIS
The preceding sections described the techniques used to calculate the two major ele-
ments of a 4-D trajectory, the 3-D path and the airspeed profile along the path. These
elements must now be assembled to produce the complete reference trajectory consisting
of the reference states (position, altitude, and heading) and the reference controls (turning
radius, airspeed, and flight-path angle) as a function of time from initial time to final time.
The reference states and commands are calculated by a procedure which makes use
of the chosen parameterization of the 4-D trajectory to minimize computer storage. The
calculation is done in two steps. In the first step, the 3-D path and the airspeed accelera-
tion time history along the path are used to construct a command table consisting of a
sequence of control inputs arranged in chronological order. Since the reference controls
are piecewise constant in time, the command table gives the values of the reference con-
trols only at time instants where they change to new constant values. In the second step,
the reference states between command times are computed analytically from the initial
condition at the command time and the value of the controls during the command interval.
Compared with the technique of storing the reference trajectory at a large number of time
instants, this technique uses significantly less storage, an important consideration in
implementing the technique on an airborne computer.
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The example trajectory shown in figure 2 is used to illustrate the technique of
4-D trajectory synthesis described in this paper. The pilot specifies the trajectory to
the system by entering the data given in table I. In the onboard system the way-point
types are replaced by numerical codes. Both the initial position (lift-off) and the touch-
down point are treated as final heading way points in synthesizing the trajectory. The
initial heading and the runway heading associated with these way points are both 0° in
this case. Final heading way point 6 and the touchdown point are time control points
with arrival times of 300 and 350 sec, respectively. The wind is assumed to be from 0 °
at 25 ft/sec. The airspeed range specified for each way point in table I is valid from the
end of the turn performed at that way point to the end of the turn performed at the next
way point. This procedure requires choosing starting times of decelerations/accelerations
such that the airspeed will fall in the next speed range at precisely the end of the turn.
These fixed boundary conditions are met by synthesizing the airspeed profile backward
from the last way point.
The 4-D command sequence generated for this input is given in table II. The mini-
mum and maximum arrival times at the two time control way points (WP6 and WP7) are
given in the headnote of the table. There are 17 command times in this example. Col-
umns 3 to 8 give the states at the command times and columns 9 to 11 the piecewise con-
stant controls between command times. Space limitations prevent giving the equations
for computing the reference states between command times. For the same reason the
equation for computing the instantaneous bank angle from the airspeed, heading, wind
vector, and the turning radius is not given. Bank angle and flight-path angle commands
are applied to the aircraft stability augmentation system (SAS) slightly in advance of
those given in the table to minimize errors due to the finite rates of these quantities.
Computation time of this trajectory on the IBM 360 is 0.5 sec.
PERTURBATION EQUATIONS AND CONTROL LAW
A synthesis procedure having been developed for the 4-D trajectory, which will now
be referred to as the reference trajectory, the next step is to design a control law for
flying it. The design of a control law for this problem, which is based on the technique
described in reference 7, is accomplished by means of a perturbation method. Design of
the control law for the altitude channel will not be considered here since this channel is
simple with minimal coupling to the other channels.
The nonlinear dynamical equations, from which the perturbation equations are
derived, are as follows:
_: = V a cos _I, (42)
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_- =Y a sinai, (43)
= g(tan #) (44)
V a
where Va is the airspeed, :K and Y are components of V a, ,I, is the heading, _,
the heading rate, _ the bank angle, and g the acceleration of gravity. The wind is
assumed to be zero and the flight-path angle V small so that cos y = 1.
The perturbation equations are obtained from the nonlinear equations by expansion
in a Taylor series about a moving target reference system as illustrated in figure 7. The
origin and positive X-axis of this system at any given time are the reference position and
the direction of the aircraft flying the reference trajectory, respectively. In figure 7, Xr,
Yr, and _r refer to the reference position and heading and Xa, Ya, and @a, to the air-
craft position and heading in the runway-centered coordinate system. The linear differ-
ential equations obtained from a Taylor series expansion in the perturbed quantities X,
Y, and _I, shown in figure 7 are
= v a + _r y
Vr - x)
_r
= _rr(Sec2@_- "_r Va
(45)
(46)
where v a = V a - V r and _b = #a - #r" The advantage of deriving the perturbation
equations in this target referenced system is that terms involving sin ,I,r and cos @r,
which would otherwise appear, are eliminated; thus the perturbation equations for curved
trajectories are simplified. Equations (45) and (46) also show that x and y are
coupled when #r _ 0, whereas the gain of the @ channel is inversely proportional to
Vr; thus, _'r and V r are parameters which depend on the reference trajectory. A
control law for nulling the perturbed quantities will therefore have to contain _r and
V r as parameters.
The control variables of the aircraft for tracking the reference aircraft are the
bank angle @a and the speed V a. A linear model of the combined autopilot and air-
craft dynamical response for a bank angle and velocity command system can be approxi-
mated by the following equations:
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Va=Wv(-a +kvVa-kvVc) (48)
where _c and v c are the command inputs and _ and v a are the response. The
parameters in these two equations, k_, kv, _b, and Tv, were deduced by matching
the step responses of these equations to those of a currently in-service four-engine jet
aircraft with an autopilot and autothrottle. Their numerical values are 0.375 sec-1,
0.167 sec-1, 1.04 sec, and 4.17 sec, respectively. The following control law is chosen
for nulling the perturbed quantities x, y, and _:
_c = -k_bx_rX - k_byY - k_b_Vr_ (49)
Vc (50)
Note that equations (49) and (50) contain 4,r and Vr as parameters. This parameteri-
zation has been found to be effective in achieving acceptable performance of the control
law for the class of reference trajectories of interest here.
The governing factors for determining the numerical values of the five gains kvx ,
kvy , k_x , k_by , and k_b_ are (a) the accuracy of the navigation data, (b) the allowable
bank angle and throttle activity for passenger comfort, and (c) the accuracy of following
the synthesized reference trajectory. A root-locus analysis of the closed loop system
indicates that a good compromise between conflicting requirements (b) and (c) is to use
0.0002 rad/ft for k_y, 0.004 rad/rad (ft/sec) for k_, 0.0001 rad/ft (sec/rad) for
k bx, 0.04 (ft/sec)/ft for kvx , and 0.15 (ft/sec)/ft (sec/rad) for kvy. This combination
of gain constants was obtained by trial and error by using a root-locus analysis of equa-
tions (45) to (50). The roots corresponding to this set of gains yield reasonable frequency
and damping for all values of _r from zero to 6°/sec. A root-locus plot of equa-
tions (45) to (50) as a function of 4, r for the choice of gains given here can be found in
reference 7.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Figure 8 shows the block diagram of the simulation used to evaluate the guidance
system. The general flow of computations in the trajectory synthesis algorithm is indi-
cated inside the block drawn with dashed lines. The final product of the synthesis com-
putations is the command schedule. The reference states and controls generator uses
the command schedule, clock time, and the measured wind vector to compute the refer-
ence states and controls for each control time interval. An interval of 0.1 second was
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used in the simulation. By use of the measured wind vector, ground speed and ground
heading are converted to reference airspeed V r and airspeed heading _I,r.
The control loop used to fly the aircraft along the reference trajectory is shown in
detail. The first step is to compute the perturbed quantities x, y, z, and _, which
are obtained in the transformations given in the bottom block. These quantities are mul-
tiplied by the appropriate gains and are added as required to form the perturbation con-
trols v c, @c' and z c. They are then subtracted from the reference controls to form
the autopilot and autothrottle inputs consisting of the command bank angle _c' the com-
mand airspeed Vc, and the command altitude rate Zc"
A simplified model of the autopilot, autothrottle, and aircraft dynamics was devel-
oped especially for use in 4-D guidance and air traffic control simulation studies. A
detailed flow chart for this model is given in reference 7. The model consists of a tenth-
order dynamic system with hard limits on roll, roll rate, airspeed, airspeed acceleration,
flight-path angle, and flight-path-angle rate. The actual wind vector is also an input to
the model. Output quantities are the actual aircraft states. From these quantities the
navigation system simulation obtains the measured aircraft states and the estimated
wind vector.
A complete analysis of simulation results cannot be given within the length of this
paper. Only the response of the control law to track a STOL type reference trajectory in
the horizontal plane consisting of a 360 ° circular segment with radius of 1220 ft and an
airspeed of 135 ft/sec will be shown. The reference trajectory, which has a duration of
56.7 sec, is generated with two final heading way points located on the circle as shown in
figure 9. This reference trajectory is a severe test of the control law since to fly it
requires a reference bank angle of 25 °, almost equal to the bank angle limit of 30 ° used
in the aircraft simulation; this angle leaves little bank margin for nulling out errors.
Figure 9 also shows the trajectories of the simulated aircraft for two initial conditions
and an error in the wind estimate. The position of the reference aircraft and of the sim-
ulated aircraft is marked every 10 sec along the trajectories.
Starting from the two initial conditions, the simulated aircraft locks onto the refer-
ence trajectory after 30 sec of flight even though a period of bank angle limiting occurs
(not shown in fig. 9) while the control law nulls the errors. To evaluate the effect of
wind-estimate errors on tracking accuracy, an 8.45 ft/sec (5 knots) constant wind error
was introduced. Normally, a wind estimator, which is part of the navigation system,
would observe this error to a degree and refine its estimate, but in this case the esti-
mator was disabled. The resulting tracking error is 180 ft at the end of the trajectory
and indicates the importance of accurate wind estimates in precision aircraft control.
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CONCLUSION
The chief advantage of the approach to 4-D guidance described here is the ability
to specify and compute complex trajectories in flight. This feature is a highly desirable
one from the pilot's viewpoint. Another advantage is that the technique is not strongly
dependent on the aircraft type, since the only aircraft parameters used in synthesizing
the trajectories are performance limitations, which are treated as parameters. Further-
more, the guidance technique can be integrated with a ground-based scheduling technique
to form a complete air traffic control system. The precision of trajectory control and
arrival time achieved with the system provides a solid base for reducing separation
requirements and increasing landing rates in future air traffic control systems.
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TABLE I.- INPUT QUANTITIESREQUIREDFOREXAMPLE TRAJECTORY
EInitial heading,0°; runway heading,0°; airspeed acc/dec, 1.5ft/sec2;
wind speed/direction, 25 ft/sec/0°; initial airspeed, 135ft/sec_
Way-point
number
Way-point
type
Way-point
coordinates,
ft
X y h
0 0
0 600
0 2000
-3000 1500
4000 1000
4000 1000
0 0
Initial position
Ordinary
Final heading
Ordinary
Ordinary
Final heading
Final heading
(touchdown)
1 000
5 000
15 000
3 000
-1 500
-4 500
0
Turn
radius,
ft
4000
4000
4000
4000
3000
1500
1500
Airspeed
range,
ft/sec
135 to 135
203 to 304
203 to 304
135 to 203
110 to 135
110 to 135
110 to 110
Time,
sec
0
30O
350
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sTABLE II.- 4-D COMMAND SEQUENCE FOR EXAMPLE TRAJECTORY
_min/Tmax to WP6 = 252/324 sec; Tmin/Tma x to WP7 = 295/376 sec]
Command
sequence
numbe r
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
14
15
16
17
t_
sec
0
18.2
39.6
64.1
76.0
143.7
159.8
300.3
300.5
345.4
350.0
States
x, Y, h, _, Vg, V a, Va,
ft ft ft deg ft/sec ft/sec ft/sec 2
1 000 0 0 0 110 135.0 1.5
3 249.6 0 243.2 0 137.7 162.3 1.5
6 187.8 1285.9 600 47.3 174.1 191.1 1.5
9 383.6 4749.1 898.3 47.3 210.9 227.9 0
11091.6 6594.7 1057.5 47.3 210.9 227.9 0
15 000 0 2000 -166.0 252.1 227.8 0
11071.9 -979.4 1860.2 -166.0! 252.1 227.8 -1.5
:
1-45000 0 590.0 0 91.1 116.1 1.5
-4 482.5 0 587.7 0 91.1 116.4 0
-378.2 0 49.6 0 91.1 116.4 -1.5
0 0 0 0 85.0 110.0 0
Controls
R_
ft
Straight
4000 right
Straight
Straight
4000 left
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
deg
6.2
6.2
3.6
3.6
3.6
-2.0
-2.0
-7.5
-7.5
-7.5
0
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Figure 2.- Example trajectory.
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Figure 4.- Trajectory construction for final heading way points.
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Figure 7.- Moving target reference system.
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Figure 8.- Block diagram of 4-D guidance system simulation.
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Vr =41.15 m/sec (135 ft/sec)
REF.TRAJECTORY
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HEADING _' / + iO sec _I_'_ i O sec
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\_y ._ Isf AND3rd FINAL
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Figure 9.- Simulated flight along circular reference trajectory with
initial condition errors and wind estimate error.
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TERMINAL-AREA STOL OPERATING SYSTEMS EXPERIMENTS PROGRAM
By Donald W. Smith, DeLamar Watson, and Jay V. Christensen
NASA Ames Research Center
INTRODUCTION
As a result of various studies, it appears that the STOL aircraft can supply a
high-speed short-haul transportation system that can operate safely into small city
centers and suburban facilities. However, detailed performance data from integrated
systems studies are needed to provide adequate information for a sound go-ahead
decision. To meet this need, a joint Department of Transportation and National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (DOT/NASA) operating systems experiments pro-
gram has been initiated. This effort is focused on developing information which will aid
in the choice by the U.S. Government and industry of system concepts, design criteria,
operating procedures for STOL aircraft and STOLports, STOL landing guidance sys-
tems, air traffic control systems, and airborne avionics and flight control systems.
Ames has developed a terminal-area STOL operating systems experiments program
which is a part of the joint DOT/NASA effort.
This paper will describe briefly the Ames operating systems experiments pro-
gram, its objectives, the program approach, the program schedule, typical experi-
ments, the research facilities to be used, and the program status.
In any short-haul transportation system, there may be various levels of system
complexity needed to meet traffic density and weather conditions. Simple low cost
systems may be sufficient for low-densRy traffic conditions in good weather whereas
more complex and costly automated systems may be economically justifiable in high-
density traffic and poor weather.
NOMENCLATURE
C-8A De Havilland "Buffalo" STOL aircraft
CDI course deviation indicator
3-D three dimensional
4-D four dimensional
DOT Department of Transportation
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EADI electronic attitude director indicator
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
G & N guidance and navigation system
GN & C guidance, navigation, and control
HSI horizontal situation indicator
ILS instrument landing system
MFD multffunction display
MLS
MLS G/S
microwave landing system
microwave landing system glide slope
MLS LOC & DME microwave landing system localizer and distance measuring
equipment
MODILS modular instrument landing system
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
STOL short take-off and landing
STOLAND research STOL avionics system
TACAN tactical area navigation
VOR/DME very high frequency omnidirectional range/distance measuring equipment
OBJE CTIVE S
The overall objective of the Ames operating systems experiments program is to
provide information to aid the choice of STOL terminal area GN & C systems and define
operational procedures. This information will consist of system performance data as a
function of the experimental variables. These variables are system complexity (for
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example, raw data, flight director, standardautopilot, fully automatic flight); pilot dis-
plays and controls, operational constraints (for example,trajectories); groundnavigation
aids (VOR/DME, MLS, and TACAN), GN & C concepts(for example, 3-D and4-D guid-
ance,navigation filter techniques, etc.); and onboardsensors (for example, air data,
inertial: gimbal comparedwith strapdown).
The Ames experiments program consists of three phases: analysis, simulation,
andflight test. An advancedavionics system will be installed in two typical STOLvehi-
cles to obtainthe desired performance data in flight systems. This information will be
used to establish STOL system designcriteria.
PROGRAMAPPROACH
The major steps to obtaining the required information are illustrated in figure 1.
The first step is the definition of the experiment elements. This is a brief but intensive
study basedon the application and extrapolation of current knowledgeand experienceto
define potential experiments and the number of variables possible in the flight experi-
ments program. During this brief study, experimentswith similar requirements canbe
identified and combinedand gapsin the experimentprogram are defined.
From this first step comesa reasonablydetailed definition of the research objec-
tives, a preliminary definition of the experimentsprogram and a set of specifications
which are used in design anddevelopmentof the STOLANDflight test system.
The main research effort consists of analytical studies andpiloted closed-loop
simulations. Analytical studies are carried out in-house and under contract. Piloted
simulations are carried out mainly at Ames.
The analysis and simulation phasesserve manypurposes. In these phasesof the
program, the GN & C system conceptsare developedin detail and system performance
data are obtained. Flight experiments are refined and the flight test program is planned
in detail. Every effort is madeto obtainthe bulk of the system performance data during
these phasesof the program. As a result of this approach, costs associatedwith flight
test are minimized since flight tests are conductedchiefly to verify system performance
obtainedduring the simulation program andto explore problem areas which cannotbe
adequatelyexplored in the simulation environment.
SCHEDULE
Presented in figure 2 is a schedulefor theanalysis, simulation, andflight-test
phases. The analysis phasehasbeenunderwaysince July 1971,whenSperry Flight
Systemswas given a contract to investigate STOLnavigation, guidance,and control con-
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cepts. This phaseof the program will be essentially completed in mid-1973. The in-
houseanalysis effort aimed at developmentof improved 4-D (time-constrained) guidance,
improvedautomatic speedcontrol concepts, and so forth is scheduledto continue
through 1977.
Thepiloted/automatic flight simulations are scheduledfor initiation in early 1973.
As previously noted, these simulations will be utilized to define, in detail, the flight
experiments and to obtain experimental results.
Flight checkoutof the STOLANDsystem will be initiated in the Convair 340aircraft
in early 1973. The flight tests for the STOLaircraft will be initiated in the fourth quarter
of 1973.
TYPICAL EXPERIMENTS
The Ames operating systems experiments program is illustrated in figure 3. Shown
here is the STOLairborne/ground system configuration, the levels of G & N system auto-
mation to be investigated in the flight experiments program, and one of the flight profiles.
The onboardsystem will allow the investigation of all the important levels of automation
from a simple manual system without anyaugmentationto a fully automatic landing sys-
tem. Time-constrained, steep, curved decelerating approaches,as well as straight-
in approaches,will be investigated to obtain data on system performance. Three different
ground navigationaids will be used: a microwave landing system (MODILS)provided by
the FAA, VOR/DME, and TACAN. It shouldbe emphasizedthat the experiments program
will allow assessmentof the relative merits of various levels of system sophistication in
terms of system performance, system complexity, safety, and cost.
In figure 4 is illustrated one of two reference flight paths that are being flown on the
simulator during system acceptancetests. This trajectory will be flown later in the flight
experimentsprogram. It incorporates a series of tasks which will provide data on sys-
tem performance for manyof the guidanceandnavigation experiments. As an example,
3-D and4-D area navigationsusing VOR/DME or TACAN are evaluatedfor the section of
the flight path in whichthe aircraft is climbing to altitude for the approach. Problems
associatedwith transitioning from VOR/DME or TACAN to MLS will be investigated on
passing into the zone of MLS coverage. The application of 360° azimuth MLS antenna
operation using a front- and rear-antenna system will be assessed. Evaluations canbe
madeof 3-D and4-D guidanceandnavigation using microwave data to establish helical
approachpaths, effects of winds, definition of decision height windows, definition of
touchdowndispersions, pilot acceptance,and the performance of various display sys-
tems configurations.
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To illustrate the proposed experiments program better, one specific experiment
will be discussed in some detail.
In figure 5 is illustrated the segment of the reference flight path to be used in this
specific experiment. The objectives of this experiment are to investigate the effects of
variations in the radius of curved descending turns, glide-slope angle, and localizer
intercept point on system performance and pilot acceptance in the automatic and flight
director modes. The performance criteria to be evaluated are the errors in position
and velocity along the path and the touchdown dispersion parameters of position, velocity,
and aircraft attitudes.
RESEARCH FACILITIES
The flight system STOLAND is illustrated in figure 6. The system is very flexible
and is consistent with the requirements of the experiments program.
The major components of the system are a Sperry 1819A general purpose digital
computer and a data adapter which interfaces all the navigation aids, displays, controls,
and servos with the computer. A detailed description of the STOLAND system may be
found in reference 1.
Most of the STOLAND flight hardware and software will be used in the piloted flight
simulation. Those functions shown in black in the STOLAND block diagram are not flight
hardware and are provided by the airborne hardware simulator. The STOLAND equip-
ment rack is installed in the simulator as shown in figure 7.
The STOLAND displays and controls are installed in the simulator cockpit as shown
in figure 8.
The pilot display panel is shown in detail in figure 9. The Sperry electronic atti-
tude director indicator (EADI) and the multifunction display (MFD) occupy the central
position of the panel. A standard horizontal situation indicator (HSI) with a course devia-
tion indicator (CDI) is located below the EADI.
The STOLAND mode select panel and MFD control panel are located adjacent to the
MFD. The keyboard and status panel, not shown, are located on a pedestal to the right of
the pilot.
The main features of the EADI shown here are the aircraft symbol with roll and
horizon reference, the ILS window which provides the pilot with information regarding
his position with respect to the MLS localizer and glide slope, the runway symbol just to
the left of center, and the airspeed_ vertical speed, and altitude in numeric form in the
three windows at the top of the display.
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Themain features shownon the MFD are a reference flight pathwith respect to the
runwayat the experimental facility and the airplane symbol which is the trian__,!ar shape
close to the flight path. On the top of the MFD is displayed the altitude on the left, air-
craft headingin the center box, andtime on the right. The scale displayed on the MFD
is the aircraft heading. The details of the remainder of the STOLANDdisplay panel can
be obtainedfrom reference 1.
The simulation allows the evaluation of GN & C anddisplay conceptsafter the appro-
priate software hasbeenput into the flight computer. As previously noted, the simulation
will also be usedfor flight software validation, refinement of flight experiments, collec-
tion of experimental data, investigation of off-nominal flight conditions, andthe compara-
tive evaluationof competitive concepts.
PROGRAMSTATUS
The status of the operating systems program is nowpresented. The GN & C oper-
ating systems experiments have been defined in some detail. The STOLAND simulator
avionics system is operating at Ames Research Center. Acceptance tests of this system
are scheduled for completion in November 1972. The STOLAND flight avionics system
is scheduled for delivery in November 1972, with acceptance tests scheduled in December
1972. Experiments development and baseline data collection utilizing the STOLAND sim-
ulator will be initiated in January 1973. STOLAND avionics system flight checkout and
preliminary data collection is scheduled on the Convair 340 aircraft in February 1973.
Utilization of manual modes will be emphasized in these tests. Flight data collection
utilizing the C-8A STOL and augmentor wing jet STOL aircraft is scheduled in the fourth
quarter of 1973.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A STOL GN & C operating systems experiments program has been defined to pro-
vide information for choice of STOL terminal area systems and operational procedures.
This information will allow the U.S. Government and industry to establish systems
design criteria and to make trade-off studies of cost, safety, and return on investment as
a function of system complexity.
A STOL simulator has been put into operation which utilizes airborne hardware and
software. This simulator will be used to develop G & N system concepts, operating sys-
tem experiments, and to perform other tasks in support of the program. A flight program
has been developed to verify GN & C system concept performance which cannot be reliably
measured by using analysis and flight simulation procedures. The flight program will
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utilize the STOLANDflight avionics system in conjunctionwith three aircraft, the
Convair 340,the C-8A STOL aircraft, andthe augmentorwing jet STOLresearch
aircraft.
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PROGRAMPLAN TO DEVELOP AIRWORTHINESSTANDARDS
FORSTOLAIRCRAFT
By Jack E. Cayot, Robert A. Chubboy,
Federal Aviation Administration
and Charles S. Hynes
NASAAmes ResearchCenter
SUMMARY
A program plan to developcriteria for airworthiness standardsfor STOL trans-
port aircraft is presented. Initially, three different STOLconceptsare to be examined
with a goal to arrive at a generalized set of standards. The Breguet 941 deflected-
slipstream STOL hasbeeninitially evaluatedona piloted motion simulator andin flight.
Confidencein establishing criteria for airworthiness standardsfor STOL transport air-
craft has beenobtained from these studies.
INTRODUCT_N
The fact that STOLaircraft appear to bea future modeof air transportation has
prompted the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to examinecurrent procedures
and requirements for applicability for STOLoperation. There are manyaspects to be
considered before this form of air transportation becomesoperational - such as air
traffic control, STOLport development,and airworthiness standards. The FAA has
established an overall plan to aid in the developmentof STOL aircraft. Part of this
plan is the developmentof airworthiness standardswhich include aircraft performance
and related handlingqualities.
The needto updateairworthiness standardsfor STOLaircraft is outlined as fol-
lows. Current airworthiness standards for transport category airplanes - Federal
Aviation Regulation (FAR) 25 (ref. 1) - do not provide credit for the performance
advantagesto be gainedfrom powered-lift aircraft. For example,current CTOL per-
formance requirements are baseduponspecific speedmargins abovedemonstrated
power-off stall speeds. Sincepowered lift implies that enginepower is nominally used
to augmentaerodynamic lift in approach,power-off conditions would unduly penalize
STOLaircraft performance. They will lose their advantageto overcome current CTOL
operational limitations (i.e., to perform onsteep obstacleclearance flight pathsand
short runways); this suggeststhe needto redefine the currently used minimum speed
criteria as the basis for performance.
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Thefirst cut to updateFAR 25 is containedin a document entitled "Tentative Air-
worthiness Standards for Powered-Lift Transport Category Aircraft," sometimes referred
to as "Part XX" or the "Yellow Book." That document is actually a combination of appli-
cable sections of FAR 25 (ref. 1) and FAR 29 (ref. 2, entitled "Airworthiness Standards:
Transport Category Rotorcraft") and has proven very useful for discussion purposes.
However, better definition is needed in many areas where technology is advancing the
state of the art, such as the new concepts of powered lift that were not envisioned during
development of Part XX.
This paper will discuss the plans for providing criteria for establishing airworthi-
ness standards for STOL aircraft, the critical areas to be studied, and the current prog-
ress of the program.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Joint Study Programs
The decision to conduct STOL airworthiness development studies using the Flight
Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA) at Ames Research Center was a natural exten-
sion of an ongoing successful cooperative program between FAA and NASA to develop
airworthiness standards for the supersonic transport. The two government agencies
have overlapping interests and objectives, in that the FAA is interested in developing
criteria for airworthiness standards and NASA is interested in developing aircraft
design criteria. Several cooperative programs will continue in the STOL area. In
addition to the FAA-NASA agreement, the partnership between the United States, United
Kingdom, and French airworthiness authorities will be continued with the goal to estab-
lish a common set of international airworthiness standards. Another partnership between
government agencies with common interests is in the formulative stages between the U.S.
Air Force and the FAA.
Critical Areas To Be Studied
As mentioned previously, the program to define reference speed will be restricted
to an examination of aircraft performance and related controllability aspects in the STOL
terminal area flight regime. Five critical areas were selected for study: minimum
flight-path criteria, safety margins, approach and landing performance, controllability
as related to aircraft performance, and take-off performance. Initial emphasis was
placed on resolving the question of whether or not to base aircraft performance on some
factor of stall/minimum speed. If take-off and landing can be referenced to a specific
speed, then the real question centers on the means to establish a realistic definition of
the "speed" and what factors most clearly determine "speed." These points are dis-
cussed next.
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The first area concerns definition of a minimum speedat which adequatecontrol of
flight-path angle canbe maintained. Since,for powered-lift STOLaircraft, adjustments
to flight-path angle are necessarily obtainedby changingenginethrust, a power-off ref-
erence speedis not pertinent. In fact, as discussedearlier, airspeed may not be the only
reference used for controlling flight path.
Safety margins are neededfor several reasons. First, a margin in speedabovethe
minimum speedis necessaryto assure the pilot that the aircraft will not stall in gusty air;
therefore, the aircraft must havea sufficient speedmargin whenmaneuveringin approach
and haveadequatecontrollability in the speedrangenear the minimum speed. Whenthe
basis for minimum flight-path criteria hasbeendetermined, then appropriate safety mar-
gins will be established, taking into consideration the aforementioned requirements.
With regard to approachand landingperformance, the reference criteria must be
such that consistent air and grounddistances are obtainedfrom steepapproachpaths. In
defining speedmargins for performance measurements,evaluationwill be madeof angle
of attack as a flight reference. Useof angle of attack hasan advantageof being less sen-
sitive to the effects of enginepower setting andthereby giving the pilot a more meaning-
ful reference from the stall.
Controllability, as related to aircraft performance, must consider several factors.
First, controllability in approachis directly related to the pilot/aircraft dynamics. For
example, dynamic longitudinal stability is reducedat low approachspeedswhich results
in a longer time to damposcillations in attitude which have resulted either from the pilot's
control inputs or from gust disturbances. Further, the aircraft is more sluggish in pitch
response, andthe pilot usually uses large control inputs in an effort to "hurry up" the
desired response. As a result, precision of control deteriorates with its attendanteffect
onperformance. Second,configuration changessuchas flaps, gear, andspoiler have an
effect on precision of control. Finally, environmentalaspects, turbulence, related wind
shear, and cross winds have a significant effect onperformance since the aircraft, by
virtue of flying at low speed,is more influenced bythese environmental characteristics.
The last item, take-off performance, is currently basedon speed-related factors
such as decision speed V1 and rotation speed VR. The appropriateness of these items
for STOL needsto be examinedin detail since, for example,with the relatively high
thrust-weight ratio T/W characteristic of STOLaircraft, acceleration is very rapid
and time for take-off is short, thereby making questionablethe utility of using V1 and
VR as reference since they are not sufficiently separated. Speedabusessuch as over-
rotation and delayed take-off havedifferent significance for STOLaircraft becauseof the
effect of higher T/W.
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Scopeof Simulator Program
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ing a number of STOL concepts and thereby establishing a data base for application to
advanced STOL aircraft designs. It was considered necessary to initially study different
STOL concepts in order not to unduly compromise any specific type; however, the intent
would be to develop generalized airworthiness standards that would apply regardless of
the type of STOL concept.
Three STOL concepts chosen for initial studies on the FSAA are propeller-driven
deflected slipstream, augmentor-wing jet flap, and externally blown flap. They were
selected, for the most part, in the chronological order of availability for flight validation
of the simulator results. Although only three STOL concepts are mentioned, other con-
cepts such as the over-the-wing blowing may be studied at a later date to be certain that
all potential problem areas are being covered.
Propeller Slipstream Study
The first concept to be studied was the Breguet 941S STOL transport. Selection of
this particular aircraft had the following advantages: (1) a relatively complete data pack-
age (math model) was available based on two Ames Research Center flight test programs,
(2) through the cooperation of France, the 941 aircraft was made available to United States
pilots for validation, (3) the aircraft represented an advanced STOL transport concept by
virtue of its completely immersed high-lift flap system and propeller interconnect setup,
(4) it served to familiarize FAA and NASA pilots participating in the simulator program
with recent STOL aircraft experience to help guide the simulator program, and (5) it
offered the potential of gathering data to update the current math model.
Flight Program Results
In the 13 flights made in France, emphasis was given to descent performance, take-
off and landing at various flight-path angles, and handling qualities which would help define
the critical areas previously discussed. The results indicated three significant points.
(1) Minimum flight-path reference criteria were not easily identifiable for this type of
aircraft. The aircraft was flown as slow as 50 knots in approaches with no apparent
undesirable characteristics. Not being able to define some limiting characteristics was
somewhat disappointing; however, it was recognized beforehand that in the absence of
stall, heavy buffet, or minimum control speed, the reference criteria would be elusive.
(2) The 941 aircraft was found to be almost insensitive to take-off abuses, even with one
engine inoperative. Because there were no asymmetries and relatively high T/W's, it
was apparent that the conventionally used take-off speed criteria would not be applicable
to this STOL concept. (3) The pilots were unanimous in their preference for flying rela-
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tively higher approachangles. Operation at shallow approachpathswas not as desirable
because,with more power required, less thrust margin wasavailable for wave-off. The
pilots also preferred operating at heavier gross weightsbecausehandlingqualities were
better, presumably becausethe approachspeedswere higher andoffered improved con-
trollability anddamping.
Simulator Program Results
The first of a series of simulator studies was conductedon the FSAAshortly after
the flight experience in France, with the definite advantageof still fresh impressions of
the aircraft. Briefly, the results were as follows. First, the pilots were confident that
a reasonably goodrepresentation of the aircraft hadbeenobtainedon the simulator and
that it was feasible to moveaheadto examinethe previously mentionedcritical areas.
Second,some tailoring of the aircraft parameters used in simulation was necessary to
provide realistic lateral-directional behavior. This was consideredto be necessary
since it was also the intent to arrive at demonstrablecriteria as well as flight techniques
or procedures to check the airworthiness standards. Third, someareas were considered
to require improvement from the pilot's standpoint. In particular, groundeffect appeared
different on the simulator comparedwith flight, andenvironmental factors suchas turbu-
lence, wind shear, andcross wind neededfurther refinement for more meaningful results.
Scheduleof Simulator Program
In figure 1, a scheduleof the simulator program to developairworthiness standards
is shown. The propeller slipstream transport hasbeenunderway since July 1972. It
canbe notedthat eachSTOL conceptwill be examinedtwice. The first part will be
reserved for identifying and evaluating problem areas on a limited scale, and the second
part will bea main evaluation effort by a larger selection of pilots. After examining
other STOLconcepts, it is expectedthat a review of airworthiness standards canbe made
in mid-1974. A final version of the standards, following the normal regulatory review
process, shouldbeavailable for the aircraft manufacturer in time to meet the 1980pro-
posedoperational date for STOLaircraft.
Plans for VTOL conceptswill follow, as noted,for the tilt-rotor, tilt-wing, and lift-
fan transports with the samepurposes in mind asfor STOL.
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FACTORSINFLUENCINGPUBLIC ACCEPTANCEOF STOLNOISE
By Philip M. Edge,Jr., Jimmy M. Cawthorn,and Clemans A. Powell, Jr.
NASALangley ResearchCenter
INTRODUCTION
This paper is basically a review of the presentknowledgeof the responsesof
peopleto special noise characteristics which may beassociatedwith STOLaircraft.
In this review a progress report will be given to showthe findings of recent studies
which have yielded data that may be pertinent to communityacceptanceof STOLair-
craft noise.
The scopeof this paper is to present a three-step program to evaluatepublic
acceptanceof STOL noise. The three steps are (1)definition of STOLnoise charac-
teristics, (2) laboratory tests to evaluate individual responses, and(3) the use of com-
munity survey data to extrapolate CTOL experience.
The noise characteristics of a new type of aircraft are determined by its design
and operational capabilities. Once these capabilities are established, the noises
expected to be produced by the aircraft can be simulated for use in laboratory tests
to evaluate individual responses to the noise. Finally, the results of community sur-
veys conducted in CTOL airport communities can be extrapolated to the STOLport sit-
uation to define potential problem areas and/or areas which should be of little concern.
NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
Community Exposure Level
Dominating the noise characteristics for a STOL aircraft is the tentative require-
ment that its noise be 95 PNdB or less at a 152-m (500-ft) side-line distance. Some
of the impact of this requirement on community noise exposure can be appreciated with
the use of figure 1 where the 95-PNdB contour noise footprints of STOL and short-haul
CTOL aircraft are compared. These computer-generated contours were determined
on the basis of the assumption that the CTOL meets the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion FAR 36 requirements and that the STOL meets the tentative requirement of
95 PNdB at a side-line distance of 152 m (500 ft). Note that the contours are plotted
for both the landing approach and the take-off ground roll and climbout. The STOL
footprint is much smaller than the CTOL footprint because the STOL propulsion sys-
tems are required to be quieter and because approach and climbout associated with the
STOL aircraft are steeper. The steeper approach and climbout angles result in the
STOL being at a higher altitude at any given distance along the flight path, and therefore,
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the noise is attenuatedmore than for the CTOL. The size of the STOLfootprint is such
that if the STOL is operatedfrom a conventionalairport, this footprint can lie entirely
within the airport boundaries (ref. 1). However, whenthe STOL is operated from a small
STOLport,which could be in a densely populatedurban environment, its 95-PNdB noise
will extendinto the neighboring community.
Flyover Noise Duration
In addition to noise level, the special operational characteristics of low speedand
steepapproachand climbout will affect the characteristic of the flyover noise duration
(or exposuretime of the noise). Example flyover noise duration characteristics are
illustrated in figure 2. Onthe left is a typical time history of the take-off noise exposure
from a CTOL airplane at a point near the airport boundary. The duration at the 10-dB-
downpoint is illustrated, since this duration is consideredto be important and is used in
computingperceived noise level. The illustration on the right is consideredto be typical
of a STOLaircraft at a position near the STOLport boundary.
Themaximum noise level is less becauseof the stringent requirements which have
beenproposedfor STOLaircraft, but the duration is longer since the STOL flies at a
slower speed. Although it might be expectedthat the lower flight speedwould always
result in the STOLaircraft having a longer duration of flyover noise, this is not true.
For example, if the STOLand CTOL flyover noises are of the same level, the CTOL
noise duration may be equal to or even greater than that of the STOL. Related studies
of duration effects are contained in reference 2.
Noise Spectra
To achieve the special STOL operational characteristics of low speed and steep
approach and climbout, proposed design features include propulsion-lift systems which
have important effects on the spectra of the noise generated (ref. 1). A characteristic of
several of the lift augmentor systems is the generation of high levels of acoustic energy
in the low frequencies below 100 Hz. As an example, in figure 3 a spectrum believed to
be characteristic of an externally blown flap system is compared with a spectrum for a
short-haul CTOL aircraft. The STOL spectrum shown is based on externally blown flap
noise data obtained on a full-scale model. In the figure, the spectra shown are for con-
ditions of equal perceived noise level (PNL). One-third-octave band sound pressure
levels in decibels are plotted against band center frequency in hertz. It is seen that for
frequencies above 200 to 300 Hz, there is very little difference between the two spectra,
but in the lower frequencies (50 Hz and lower) the STOL produces significantly more
energy. This low-frequency energy is believed to be due primarily to the scrubbing noise
produced by the impingement of the jet exhaust on the flap surfaces. The noise contained
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in these very low frequencies may be especially important since the perceived-noise-
level calculation procedures do not consider any energy below 50 Hz in the calculation
process. Should the low-frequency acoustic energy be significant in the responses of
people to STOL noise, there may be a need to modify the present PNdB as a unit of mea-
sure or to develop a new measuring unit. Initial laboratory studies to explore this need
are under way in several basic research investigations.
LABORATORY STUDIES
The noise characteristics of increased exposure duration and low-frequency spectra
can be studied in the laboratory to obtain individual response data. Recent laboratory
tests which are useful in evaluating public acceptance of STOL noise will be briefly
described.
Both increased duration and low-frequency spectra effects were evaluated in a
recent subjective judgment test at the Langley Research Center. Laboratory studies to
evaluate effects of low-frequency spectra have considered the noise transmission char-
acteristics of house structures, and tests have been directed to responses of people in
the indoor situation. Some studies of the responses to indoor vibrations and to indoor
noise have been accomplished.
In the Langley subjective judgment tests, the flyover duration and low-frequency
spectra were incorporated into STOL noise synthesis recordings, and judgments of these
STOL noises were compared with judgments of CTOL noises.
Figure 4 shows a schematic of these tests, which compared the synthesized STOL
noise with the noise of several short-haul commercial airplanes. The synthesized STOL
noise was produced by altering the spectrum shape and time history of a tape recording
of a two-engine jet airplane under normal operating conditions. Recordings were also
obtained of a three-engine jet and a two-engine turbopropeller airplane. The noises of
the synthesized STOL and the three airplanes were then re-recorded at five different
intensity levels for each sound for the purpose of presenting the sounds to the subjects.
In figure 5 is shown the audiometric room in which the sounds were presented to the sub-
jects over a loudspeaker system. In the foreground a test subject is shown assigning a
numerical judgment of annoyance for the flyover sounds emitted from the speaker in the
background. Each of 20 subjects made annoyance judgments of 119 sounds.
Some of the results of this study are illustrated in figure 6. Shown in this figure
are values of EPNdB of each of the three short-haul commercial airplanes (CTOL) rela-
tive to the synthesized STOL (zero baseline) for conditions at which the subjects judged
the noises to be equally annoying for take-off, landing approach, and side-line locations.
The height of each bar represents the average difference obtained from 100 judgment
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comparisons. It is seenthat the values are generally above the zero baseline; that is,
the effective-perceived-noise values of the CTOL airplanes were higher than the STOL
noise values when the subjects judged them to be equally annoying. This means that the
STOL was considered to be more annoying than the other airplanes, or, in other words,
the subjects judged the CTOL noises to be more acceptable. The EPNL procedure is
seen to do a reasonably good job of rating the STOL noises, as the agreement is fairly
close when the STOL is compared with the jet-powered CTOL's. However, there are
some differences and it is believed that some of these differences might be due to the
low-frequency energy (below 50 Hz) contained in the STOL noise and which is not con-
sidered in the EPNL calculation procedure.
The tests just described were based on annoyance judgments. There are other
measures of annoyance which are of importance - such as sleep interference, and fig-
ure 7 shows results from some recent studies of the effects of noise on sleep. These
studies were conducted by Thomas E. LeVere of North Carolina State University at
Raleigh under a grant from NASA Langley Research Center. In this figure, level of
sleep, which is measured by the illustrated electroencephalogram (EEG) waveforms, is
plotted as a function of time. At zero time in the figure a 15-sec noise stimulus was
presented to a subject who was in a deep sleep stage. As a result of the noise stimulus
the subject's sleep stage was shifted toward an awake condition, and the subject then
gradually returned to the prestimulus sleep stage. The noise stimuli shown here were
1/3-octave bands of noise (80 dBA) at 125 Hz and 1000 Hz. As the figure shows, the sub-
ject's sleep level was more sensitive to the lower frequency noise (he was shifted to a
more nearly awake condition), and it required a longer time for him to return to his pre-
stimulus level of sleep. These results could be significant in considering nighttime
operations from a STOLport in an urban environment (or daytime sleepers living in a
STOLport community). Additional studies of the effects of noise on sleep are reported
in references 3 to 7.
The low-frequency noise discussed herein is in the audible range; however, as
mentioned previously, a STOL aircraft with a powered-lift system such as the externally
blown flap could produce significant amounts of energy in the subaudible and near-
subaudible portion of the frequency spectrum. Figure 8 illustrates this particular char-
acteristic of the STOL. Community low-frequency noise levels (1 to 50 Hz) for STOL
and CTOL aircraft are shown in this figure. At the top of the figure are altitude-distance
profiles for a take-off operation of the two aircraft illustrating the relatively steep
climbout of the STOL. In the lower portion of the figure are plotted the 1- to 50-Hz
sound pressure levels (SPL) of the two aircraft as a function of distance from brake
release.
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If the STOL is operated from a conventional airport, it is seen that its low-
frequency noise level is the same as that of the CTOL at the illustrated hypothetical
airport boundary (3657 m (12 000 ft) from brake release). This is due to the fact that
the more intense low-frequency levels associated with the STOL propagate from its
higher altitude unattenuated by the atmosphere. When the STOL is operated from a
STOLport, the low-frequency noise levels in the community near the STOLport will
be considerably higher. The result is that the community neighboring the STOLport
will be exposed to higher low-frequency noise levels than are presently experienced in
communities neighboring conventional airports.
Important to these airport-neighboring communities are the potential effects of the
low-frequency noise on the indoor environment. In figure 9 a summary of noise reduc-
tion by house structures (refs. 8 and 9) is presented. Noise reduction in decibels is
plotted as a function of frequency. The data from which this plot was obtained came from
a large number of houses of all types of construction and from widely scattered geo-
graphical locations. It is seen that in the frequency range below 50 Hz, there is very
littlenoise reduction provided by the house structures. Therefore, the low-frequency
noise of STOL aircraft may be expected to be readily transmitted into the indoor living
area.
Some effects which this low-frequency energy (unattenuated by the house structure)
will have on the indoor vibration environment are shown in figure 10. Shown in this fig-
ure are noise-induced building vibrations, with wall acceleration in g units plotted against
the 1- to 50-Hz sound pressure level in decibels. The vibration data shown in the figure
were obtained from a rather large variety of building structures, and, as shown, the
acceleration levels range from 0.001g to 1.0g for sound pressure levels from 60 to
110 dB. Data were obtained from the literature which indicate that vibration levels of
0.001g are detectable and that levels of 1.0g are sufficient to cause structural damage.
Langley in-house experience has shown that annoyance and complaint activity are asso-
ciated with a rather broad range of vibration levels, as indicated in the figure. The low-
frequency noise levels at hypothetical airport and STOLport boundaries are indicated in
the figure by the two dashed vertical lines. It is seen that the building vibration levels
which would result from the low-frequency noise of the STOL in the STOLport community
lie above the detectable region but well below the structural damage region; however,
they are in a range where annoyance and complaints might be expected.
In these first two sections of this paper, consideration has been given to defining
STOL noise characteristics, and some results from laboratory tests of subjective indi-
vidual response to STOL noise and vibration and response to low-frequency noise have
been presented.
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COMMUNITY SURVEYS
One further item which should be considered is community response to noise.
This is shown in the following equation for the prediction of noise acceptability:
F /Noise _ /Psycho- \ /Attitudinal_
Acceptability = l_environment/+ F2[physiological } + F3\factor s ]
\factors /
This equation is derived from a NASA sponsored study performed by TRACOR, Inc., in
which community response surveys were conducted in nine United States cities and
approximately 10 000 people were interviewed (ref. 10). It is seen that acceptability is
a function of the noise environment, a function of psychophysiological factors, and a func-
tion of attitudinal factors. It should be noted that each of the modifying functions is dif-
ferent, but that each one is dependent on the aircraft noise exposure. Some of the param-
eters which are included in each factor are as follows:
Noise environment:
Aircraft noise level
Ambient noise level
Psychophysiological:
Fear of aircraft crashes
Distance from airport
Adaptability
Attitudinal:
Misfeasance (that is, the feeling of whether or not the authorities are doing all
that they can to alleviate the noise problems)
In extending these findings to STOL, the STOL noise environment is shown to be
different from that of the CTOL. Its noise exposure area should be smaller; however,
the area around a STOLport might be densely populated and the ambient levels may be
higher. In regard to psychophysiological factors of fear and distance from the airport,
it is noted that the populace could be even nearer the STOLport than for the current con-
ventional airports so that these could be negative factors for acceptance of STOL noise.
Regarding the attitudinal factor of misfeasance, it is very important to emphasize the
development of a quiet aircraft - that "quiet" is being designed into the vehicle from the
outset and that a good-neighbor policy be promoted in planning its operations. Additional
studies of community annoyance from V/STOL noise are reported in reference 11.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
From studies which are directed toward defining STOL noise characteristics,
investigating individual responses to noise and vibration, and surveying community
acceptance of aircraft noise, the following concluding remarks can be made:
1. Compared with the CTOL airplane, STOL noise exposures may be smaller in
area, different in duration, and more intense in low frequencies.
2. The EPNL calculation procedure may underestimate the annoyance of STOL
noise.
3. Low-frequency effects may be more significant for STOL noise annoyance.
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QUIET STOL PROPULSION SESSION
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
By Robert W. Schroeder
NASA Lewis Research Center
In this session research activities, preliminary design activities, and system
optimization studies in support of the development of advanced, quiet, clean, STOL pro-
pulsion systems will be discussed. Noise alleviation by means of controlling the source
and by means of acoustical treatment will receive considerable emphasis.
A STOL airplane designed for a given payload will have essentially double the
installed thrust of a comparable CTOL airplane. Unless compensated for during the
design process, this alone will tend to increase the source noise by 3 dB.
Further, the propulsive lift introduces flap impingement noise or duct and flap
scrubbing noise, noise sources not present in CTOL airplanes to any significant degree.
These additional noise sources are illustrated by figure 1. Depending on the specific
configuration, this will tend to increase the noise by several dB or more.
Although the propulsive lift characteristics of STOL airplanes will tend to increase
source noise significantly, the proximity of STOL airfields to populated areas leads to
STOL noise objectives considerably lower than those currently applicable to CTOL air-
planes. Figure 2 illustrates the current regulatory limitation applicable to four-engine
CTOL aircraft of about 150 000 pounds gross weight. It will be noted that the sideline
constraint is 104 EPNdB at a sideline distance of 2100 feet. This is equivalent to
124 EPNdB at 500 feet. However, it will be noted that the tentative STOL goal is
95 EPNdB at 500 feet, a sound level almost 30 EPNdB below the current CTOL regula-
tory limitation. (EPNdB is a currently accepted subjective measure of noise level, and
this and related terms will be discussed later. )
These comparisons are illustrated even more vividly, as shown by figure 3, by the
100 PNdB contours of the modern wide-bodied jet CTOL as compared with those of the
STOL airplane just meeting the STOL objective. The modern CTOL airplane has a
100 PNdB footprint about 26 000 feet long compared with a STOL footprint about 4000 feet
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long. The CTOL footprint covers an area roughly 40 times as large as the STOL foot-
print. This STOL objective must, of course, be achieved at acceptable operating costs
and thus imposes very significant constraints on the design of the STOL propulsion
systems.
Although firm EPA requirements constraining smoke and emissions have not yet
been established, it is believed that STOL aircraft operating adjacent to populated areas
must be as clean as is feasible, and the current pollution objectives are indicated by
figure 4. It will be noted that the STOL carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon goals are
appreciably lower than the current high-bypass-ratio engine emissions, and the STOL
nitrogen oxide goals are more stringent by a factor of about 4.
This propulsion session will discuss three interrelated topics. The first topic will
be treated by a panel that will cover engine noise technology and will discuss the identi-
fication and control of engine noise sources, as well as the application of acoustical
treatment to attenuate source noise. This is basically the area to the left of the broken
line of figure 1 and embraces fan and machinery noise, fan and core jet noise, and
nacelle acoustical treatment. The second topic deals with the area to the right of the
broken line. Four interrelated papers will discuss jet-powered-lift noise technology
and will describe efforts to control the noise from duct scrubbing, wing scrubbing, flap
impingement, and jet mixing.
The third topic involves the integration of these technologies into optimized STOL
propulsion systems and thus will be treated by another panel discussion. The material
presented by this panel will include work performed in-house as well as the efforts of a
number of contractors who will be identified later.
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ENGINE NOISE TE CHNOLOGY
By Roger W. Luidens, Donald R. Dietrich, James H. Dittmar, Richard G. Goldman,
William A. Olsen, Jr., and Brent A. Miller
NASA Lewis Research Center
INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with engine noise technology. The reason for the emphasis on
noise is that, for the current noise goals, noise is the predominant factor determining
the engine design.
Because so much of the subject matter of this paper and that of the following papers
is noise, noise terminology is briefly reviewed. The terms are listed in table I. Noise
is defined as unwanted sound. The quantity of noise is its intensity or level. This is
measured in terms of sound pressure level (SPL), the units of which are decibels,
which are designated dB.
Many of the following figures present changes in sound pressure level; the units
are still decibels and the symbol is now AdB. Many of the scales on the figures are
marked in units of l0 dB, which is an easily recognizable significant change in noise.
The frequency or tone at which a noise occurs is specified in terms of hertz or
cycles per second. The symbol for hertz is Hz.
When the sound pressure level is presented at each frequency over a range of fre-
quencies, it is called a noise spectrum. Some frequencies in such a spectrum are more
annoying to people than others. When the sound pressure level at each frequency is
weighted by its annoyance and these values are summed over all frequencies, the re-
sulting quantity is the perceived noise level (PNL). Its units are perceived noise deci-
bels, and the symbol for the units is PNdB.
The annoyance of a noise is further a function of its time duration. When this is
accounted for, the new quantity is called effective perceived noise level; the units are
effective perceived noise decibels, which have the symbol EPNdB. The FAA regulations
governing noise are written in terms of this last unit.
Finally, if the sound pressure levels themselves (rather than the annoyance-
weighted sound pressure levels) are summed over all the frequencies, the resulting
quantity is called the overall sound pressure level; its units are also decibels. The
important point to remember is that a change in noise level of 10 dB is a significant
change.
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The noise technology areas that are discussed are shown on the composite engine
sketch of figure I. Discussed firstare the ori__n and level of the -o_s_ generated by the
fan. Ifthe fan itselfcannot be made quiet enough, noise suppression is required. The
suppression characteristics of noise-absorbing structures, such as duct splitters,and
the attenuationof sonic inletsare both described.
Next the noise generated by single and coannular jetsis examined. A coannular jet
is shown. Note thatthe core jetis surrounded by the jetfrom the fan duct. Finally, the
performance and noise of several kinds of thrust reversers are presented. The target
and cascade types are appropriate for fans which have fixed-pitchblades. Another means
of thrust reversing is by reversing the fan blade pitch.
In general, for each topic the fundamental principles involved are described, and the
applicationof these principles in the latestresearch experiments is illustrated. Pre-
vious surveys of engine noise technology are presented in references 1 and 2.
FAN NOISE
The internal noise sources of a typical turbofan engine are indicated in figure 2.
Noise is generated by the fan, compressor, and turbine stages and by the core engine
combustor. Of these sources, the fan stage is the dominant noise producer because it
does work on all the engine airflow and because the noise produced has the most direct
path to the atmosphere. Since the compressor and turbine noise-generation mechanisms
are the same as the fan noise mechanisms and since the fan is the dominant internal
noise source, only the fan noise generation will be discussed.
A typical noise spectrum for a fan is shown in figure 3. This is a plot of sound
pressure level in decibels versus frequency in hertz. The spectrum consists of an
underlying broadband level, a discrete tone at the rotor blade passage frequency and at
its harmonics, and a cluster of multiple pure tones. These multiple pure tones are
usually only present in supersonic-tip-speed fans.
The dominant noise component for subsonic-tip-speed fans is usually the blade pas-
sage frequency and its harmonics. Because of the high noise level of the tone and because
it often occurs in the most sensitive region of human hearing, it is the most annoying.
The chief mechanism for the generation of this blade-passage-frequency noise is the
interaction of the rotor wakes with the downstream stator blades, as shown in figure 4.
As the rotor blades rotate past the stators, a stator blade first sees the flow between
two rotor blades, then the flow in the rotor wake, the flow between the blades, the flow
in the wake, and so on. This fluctuation in velocity presents periodically fluctuating air
angles to the stator blades. These fluctuating velocities and angles of attack result in
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fluctuating lift forces on the stator blades. These fluctuating forces, in turn, form
pressure patterns in the duct that propagateto the far field as noise. This regular
periodic variation produces blade-passage-frequency noise. More sets of blade rows,
as might be found in a fan stage with inlet guide vanes or in a two-stage fan, would re-
sult in higher noise levels.
This type of noise could be reduced by decreasing the strength of the generation
mechanism. For example, if the size of the rotor wake deficit striking the stator is
reduced, the noise generated would be reduced. One method of accomplishing this is to
increase the distance between the rotor and the stator and thus allow more time for the
rotor wake to disperse.
The blade-passage-frequency noise is usually the dominant noise component for the
subsonic-tip-speed fans that might be used for externally blown flap (EBF) STOL.
However, supersonic-tip-speed fans that might be used for augmentor wing (AW) STOL
are usually dominated by multiple pure tones. These multiple pure tones are generated
by the upstream propagating Mach waves from the fan rotor blades.
In the idealized situation, shown in figure 5, these Mach waves would produce
blade-passage-frequency noise which would add to the blade-passage-frequency noise
which is generated by the wake interaction. The Mach waves from identical blades are
equal in strength and are evenly spaced. This gives rise to evenly spaced pressure
spikes that radiate as discrete tones at the rotor blade passage frequency. However, in
an actual situation the rotor blades are slightly different as a result of manufacturing
tolerances. This situation gives Mach waves that are different both in magnitude and
periodicity, as shown in figure 6. When these waves are observed by the microphone,
the pattern is only exactly repeated when that same blade comes past again on the next
revolution. This pattern results in tones that are multiples of the shaft rotational fre-
quency and are clustered about some frequency lower than the blade passage frequency.
These multiple pure tones are often the dominant noise produced by supersonic-tip-
speed fans.
Experimental data have been taken by NASA and others on a number of fan stages
and are shown in figure 7. These results yield an indication of the measured noise of
the fan in relation to the desired noise goal for a STOL airplane at a 500-foot sideline.
This figure is for 90 000 pounds thrust and is a plot of noise in PNdB versus fan pres-
sure ratio. The typical fan pressure ratio ranges for EBF and AW STOL are indicated.
To achieve the pressure ratios indicated for the AW engine, a two-stage, high-speed
fan is probably required. With the two-stage fan, there are more wakes impinging on
downstream blades than with a single-stage fan. This would be expected to result in
more noise output. The data seem to indicate that this is indeed the case and that two-
stage fans are noisier than single-stage fans. The high-speed, single-stage fans also
appear to be noisier than the low-speed, single-stage fans. This is probably explained
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by the presence of multiple pure tones in the spectrum of the high-speed fans.
In all cases, the noise output appears to decrease with pressure ratio. This focuses
attention on the lower pressure ratios and, in particular, on the lower end of the EBF
STOL pressure ratio range. To establish experimentally the noise levels in this region,
two low-pressure-ratio fans were tested in the Lewis fan noise test facility shown in
figure 8. In this facility, the fan is driven by electric motors which are located inside
the building and which are connected to the fan by the long shaft shown entering the
inlet. Both of the fans tested were 6 feet in diameter and had subsonic tip speeds.
The first fan tested, pictured in figure 9, was a fixed-pitch type with 42 rotor blades.
The other fan, shown in figure i0, was a variable-pitch type with 15 rotor blades and
was designed by Hamilton Standard Division of United Aircraft Corporation. Both of
these fans were designed to achieve approximately a 1.2 pressure ratio with tip speeds
of 700 to 750 feet per second.
Typical noise spectra for each of these fans are shown in figures 11 and 12. These
are plots of sound pressure level versus frequency at 120 ° from the fan inlet. Because
of the low tip speeds, neither fan exhibits any multiple pure tones. The frequency at
which the blade passage frequency occurs is lower for the variable-pitch fan because it
has fewer rotor blades. This lower frequency for the blade passage tone is both an ad-
vantage and a disadvantage. Since the human ear is not as sensitive at this lower fre-
quency, the noise will not be as annoying. However, lower frequencies require thicker
structures to suppress the noise. These thicker structures may be heavier and cause
higher flow losses.
The noise levels of these two fans are plotted on the curve of figure 7 and shown in
figure 13. As can be seen, the data for the two fans fall approximately in the previously
extrapolated regions of the curve. Both of the data points are plotted at the actual
pressure ratios observed during the testing and not at the nominal 1.2 pressure ratio.
The curve further indicates that the fan noise, even with extensive quieting features, is
still many decibels noisier than the noise goal for a STOL airplane. For this reason,
some method of attenuating the noise is necessary.
NO]S E-SU PPRESSING STRUCTURES
One way to attenuate the internal noise of a jet engine is to use sound-suppressive
structures. The physical mechanisms operating in such structures will be illustrated,
and the result of applying these ideas to a typical jet engine will be shown.
Figure 14 shows an example of a suppressed STOL turbofan engine. The engine
inlet, the aft fan duct, and the turbine exhaust duct are all lined with sound-attenuating
structures. In addition, the engine inlet and the fan duct contain splitter rings each
having sound-suppressive structures on both sides.
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An enlarged view of a section of the suppression structure is shown in figure 15.
The structure consists of rows of adjacent cavities. Holes in the facing sheet connect
the flow passage with the cavity. The combination of a cavity and a hole constitutes a
Helmholtz resonator. As a sound wave passes over these resonators, the high-pressure
region of the wave causes a puff of gas to enter the cavity, and the low-pressure region
of the wave extracts a puff of gas from the cavity. The turbulence in these small jets of
gas dissipates the sound energy and, hence, reduces the noise.
There are many physical forms that these resonant structures can take. Figure 16
shows four common structures. The most common is a metallic or plastic honeycomb
to provide the resonant cavities, covered with a perforated or porous facing sheet. Be-
cause the noise to be attenuated covers a wide spectrum, it is desirable to have as
broad a bandwidth as possible. Broadening can be achieved, in theory at least, by a
bulk absorber filling or by a double honeycomb layer where each layer is tuned to a
different frequency. In the experimental installation, which will be described, both the
honeycomb and the bulk-absorber types of suppression are used.
The three characteristics of a resonant structure are shown in figure 17. They are
peak attenuation, frequency of peak attenuation, and bandwidth. Because engine noise
has tones at different frequencies and broadband noise, all these characteristics are
important. Usually, increasing the bandwidth of a suppressor with a single resonance
lowers the peak attenuation. A more effective approach to broadening the bandwidth is
shown in figure 18. The left sketch shows a series arrangement of linings tuned to dif-
ferent frequencies. The thicker linings resonate with the lower frequencies. The right
sketch shows a parallel arrangement of linings with different tunings. Here the higher
frequency, thinner liners are on the opposite side of the duct from the thicker, low-
frequency linings. The curves show how the bandwidths of the individual sections of the
lining add to give an overall broad bandwidth of absorption.
Experiments using sound-suppressive structures were performed on a modern jet
engine, the TF-34. An overall view of the suppressed engine on its test stand is shown
in figure 19. This engine has a thrust of about 9000 pounds and a bypass ratio of 6 to 1.
It is manufactured by the General Electric Company. The tests were run at the Flight
Research Center by the General Electric Company and were supervised and supported
by a team of Lewis and Flight Research Center engineers.
Figure 20 shows a cross section of the TF-34 quiet-test nacelle. This is a
ground-test nacelle with a bellmouth, three splitter rings in the inlet, and two splitters
in the aft fan duct. Low- and high-frequency absorption is employed in the core duct
as well. All aft fan duct and core linings are bulk-absorber type. The inlet treatment
uses honeycomb.
The treatment of the aft fan duct is sketched in more detail in figure 21. The duct
contains two splitters. The suppression consists of several thicknesses of bulk ab-
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sorber designed to extend the bandwidth of the absorption. First, there is about a
1-foot len_h of 2-inch-thick suppression to remove low-frequency _,,._._k_.._ • _-_
multiple pure tones. Next, the splittersare lined with 1/2-inch treatment which res-
onates at 3150 Hz, the blade passage frequency at fullpower. The walls are lined with
1-inch-deep treatment to extend the bandwidth of attenuation. A short section of 1/4-
inch material justforward of the fan exhaust nozzle attenuates higher frequencies, such
as harmonics of the blade passage frequencies.
The results of this treatment are shown in figure 22, which presents the noise spec-
tra for the unsuppressed en_ne at 90° from the inletand for the suppressed engine at
120° from the inlet. The reason for the choice of these angles will be explained later.
The untreated en_ne exhibits a high noise level completely dominated by the fan fre-
quency at 3150 Hz and its harmonics. The suppression treatment completely removes
these pure tones; and the resulting noise is jetnoise dominated, as is indicatedby the
peaking of the SPL curve at very low frequencies.
However, a price was p_d for tb/snoise reduction. The thrust has dropped from
96_0 pounds to 8040 pounds. In analyzing this thrust loss, itwas found thatthere was
only about a i.5-percent loss in totalpressure associated with noise suppression in the
inlet duct. Most of the loss occurred in the aft fan duct, and the analysis of this loss is
continuing.
Figure 23 is a plot of perceived noise level as a function of angle, where 0° is the
bellmouth centerline and 180 ° is the core exhaust centerline. The unsuppressed engine
noise peaks at 90 ° , whereas the fully suppressed engine noise peaks at 120 ° . This is
the reason for the selection of these two angles for the preceding figure. The shifting of
the noise peak rearward is also an indication that the suppressed noise is jet dominated.
The peak perceived noise level (PNL) reading has been reduced, at full rated speed
(7000 rpm), from 115 PNdB to 94 PNdB, a reduction of 21 PNdB.
An interesting comparison can be made by looking at the narrowband spectra shown
in figures 24 and 25. It will be remembered that the resonant linings are tuned to
3150 Hz, the blade passage frequency at full power only. At 7140 rpm, the multiple
pure tones and the blade passage frequency and its harmonics are completely removed.
At lower power settings, such as 5110 rpm, the blade passage frequency has shifted
away from the resonant point. Consequently, although the extensive treatment still re-
moves the fundamental tone, the higher harmonics are beginning to leak through. This
illustrates the tuned nature of this type of sound suppression. Nevertheless, the overall
perceived noise level at the lower power is lower than that at full power. Lower fan
speeds are important because the landing approach will probably be made at some re-
duced power setting.
Some concern has been expressed that when the noise in the fan and inlet ducts has
been completely suppressed, the core and turbine noise will become dominant. To re-
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move this possibility, extensive treatment was applied to the core duct, as shown in
figure 26. First, a 3-inch-thick lining was designed to remove possible combustor and
low-frequency broadband noise. Second, a 1/2-inch-thick lining was tuned to remove
turbine blade passage tones. The results of this treatment are plotted in figure 27.
The data on the left are a plot of sound power level versus frequency in the low-frequency
range. These data were obtained from an acoustic probe inserted in the core duct. The
data on the right side are sound pressure levels versus frequency for the higher fre-
quency range. These data were taken with a directional acoustic array. In each case,
the instrumentation most appropriate to the frequency range shown was chosen. There
is a reduction in core noise across the bands of frequencies shown of about I0 dB. This
reduces the core noise to a level about equal to that for the fan and core jet noise.
In summary, the application of suppressive structures to a modern jet engine re-
duced the perceived noise level from If5 PNdB to 94 I)NdB. This has been achieved with
some reduction in thrust.
SONIC INLETS
Another way to reduce the noise emanating from the engine inlet is to use a sonic
or high throat Mach number inlet. The operating principle of the sonic inlet is illus-
trated in figure 28. Engine noise suppression is achieved by accelerating the inlet flow
to sonic or near-sonic velocity. The sonic region formed blocks the forward propaga-
tion of sound waves coming from the engine. Also, the flow velocity gradient generated
within the inlet, shown by the arrows, bends the sound waves onto the wall and further
reduces the engine noise.
To maintain acoustic suppression, any change in engine airflow requires a corres-
ponding change in inlet throat area. For example, at approach to landing, where throttle
setting is reduced, the engine airflow and, hence, the throat area required can be con-
siderably less than that at takeoff. The inlets depicted schematically in figure 29 show
several of the many ways that permit sonic suppression to be applied at both takeoff and
approach. These inlets have a variable throat area so that a sonic inflow velocity can
be maintained over a range of engine airflows. The variable area can be accomplished
by one of the following means: an axial translation of the inlet centerbody; use of re-
tracting radial vanes; contraction of the cowl wall; or variable inlet guide vanes. Scale
model tests of several of these inlet concepts were recently conducted both at the Lewis
Research Center and at Boeing-Seattle under contract to Lewis.
One can also conceive of inlet designs that combine the sonic inlet principle and
acoustically treated splitter rings.
Figure 30 shows the translating-centerbody sonic inlet tested at Lewis. The center-
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bodyis in the forward position. The inlet diameter is 6.5 inches. A 5.5-inch-diameter
fan was usedas both the suction source andthe noise generator. The m__odelwas in-
stalled in the Lewis 9- by 15-foot V/STOL wind tunnel, as shownin figure 31. Both
aerodynamicandacoustic datawere obtainedover a range of simulated flight speeds
and anglesof attack. The exhaustof the 5.5-inch-diameter fan was discharged into a
duct carrying the flow out of the test section and into an exhaustnoise muffler. The
muffler was required so that the noise microphones, located aheadof the test section
in a low-velocity region, couldbe used to measure fan noise comingthrough the inlet,
without interference from fan noise escapingfrom the fan exit.
Figure 32presents results obtainedat zero tunnel velocity (ref. 3). Soundpressure
level in dB is plotted versus frequency for a conventionalinlet (thetop line) and for the
sonic inlet (the bottom line). The noise reduction obtainedwith the sonic inlet is simply
the difference betweenthe two lines. Note that the sonic inlet attenuatesfan noise at all
frequencies. This is unlike the acoustic structures described earlier, which have their
maximum noise attenuationonly near their tuned frequencies.
Howthe blade-passage-frequencynoise reduction varies with inlet throat Mach num-
ber at static conditions is shownin figure 33. In this figure, both noise reduction (the
top line) andinlet total pressure recovery (the bottom line) are plotted versus the
normalized average throat Mach number. This is an averageMach number because,
as shownin figure 28, there is a sizable velocity gradient within the inlet. A normalized
Mach numberof 1was defined to exist at the highest weight flow that could bepassedby
the inlet. The opensymbols showdata obtainedin the Lewis V/STOL wind tunnel at
zero tunnel velocity. The solid symbols show dataobtainedby Boeing, under NASA
contract NAS3-15574,with a similar inlet in an anechoicchamber. The data showthat
somenoise reduction is obtainedat averagethroat Mach numbers as low as 0.7 to 0.75.
Large noise reductions, in the 30- to 40-decibel range, were obtainedat the higher flow
Mach numbers. The wind-tunnel-off noise floor limited the detectable fan noise sup-
pression to 32decibels in the Lewis test. The actual fan noise suppressionobtained at
a normalized averagethroat Machnumber of 1 is probably more than the 32decibels
shownin the figure. The Boeing anechoicchamber data show a peak attenuationof
43 decibels at a normalized average throat Mach number of 1. The bottom half of the
figure showsthat somepenalty is paid in total pressure recovery to get this noise
suppression. However, at the extreme right of the figure, where the highest noise
suppressionsare measured, total pressure recovery is still above98percent.
Of major concernwith this type of inlet is the effect of forward velocity andangle
of attack onboth the acoustic andaerodynamic performance. Figure 34shows inlet
performance obtainedat a tunnel airflow velocity of 150feet per second, at angles of
attack of 0°, 20°, and 35°. Angle of attack a is defined as the angle between the free-
stream velocity V and the inlet centerline. Again noise reduction and total pressure
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recovery are plotted versus the normalized averagethroat Machnumber. The wind-
tunnel operating noise now limits the detectable fannoise suppressionto 22 decibels.
The actual noise suppression obtainedat the three datapoints on the right side of the
figure may consequentlybe more than the 22 decibels indicated. This is the reason for
the dashedlines connectingthesedata points to the others. Within the limits of the
data, the figure showsthat angle of attack does not seriously alter the ability of the
inlet to reduce fan noise. The bottom half of the figure showsthat increasing incidence
angleproducesonly a small drop in total pressure recovery. At 35° angleof attack
andhigh average throat Mach number, total pressure recovery is considerably above
98percent with at least 22decibels noise reduction.
Another inlet performance parameter of importance is the inlet flow distortion,
which is shownin figure 35. In this figure the total pressure distortion measuredat the
fan face, defined as (Pt,max- Pt,min)/Pt, av is plotted versus normalized averagethroat
Machnumber. The top half of the figure showsthe distortion measured at zero tunnel
velocity. Distortion increased with increasing throat Machnumber, reaching a maxi-
mum value of approximately 10percent. This is generally considered an acceptable
level. The bottom half of the figure showsthe distortion measured at a tunnel velocity
of 150feet per secondat anglesof attack of 0°, 20°, and 35 °. Note the increase in
distortion with increasing angle of attack. A maximum distortion of approximately
15 percent was measured at 35 ° . This distortion is somewhat higher than one would
expect to encounter with a conventional inlet on a CTOL aircraft. However, it is less
than the distortion encountered in some military applications. Also the high total pres-
sure recovery obtained at this condition indicates that the distortion is confined to a
small fraction of the fan face area.
The results of the sonic inlet tests conducted to date are encouraging. Follow-on
programs are planned at Boeing, General Electric, and NASA Lewis and include more
model tests at static conditions and in wind tunnels. In addition, a 6-foot-diameter
sonic inlet is being designed by General Electric for test on a turbofan engine for CTOL
aircraft.
If the internal noise is sufficiently low, the next problem of concern is the noise
generated externally by the exhaust jet. The noise when the jet is producing forward
thrust and when it is reversed to produce braking are both important. The forward-
thrust jet noise is discussed in the next section.
JET NO]BE
Figure 36 shows the jet mixing noise sources for a single nozzle and a coannular
nozzle. The jet from a single nozzle is one of the noise sources for an augmentor-wing
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type of STOLaircraft. The jets from a coannular nozzle are a noise source for the
turbofan engine, which is used in the externally blown flap STOL aircraft. Both types of
nozzles generate noise by the jet mixing with the external environment. For the co-
annular nozzle, there is the additional noise source associated with the mixing between
the fan and core jets.
The noise from a single nozzle has been extensively investigated. Figure 37 was
taken from reference 4. It shows the variation of the jet mixing noise with jet velocity.
The data are for a large range in nozzle sizes; therefore, the data have been normalized
to a nozzle exhaust area of 1 square foot. The jet total temperature also covered a
large range, from ambient to about 1600 ° F. No correction was made to the noise to
account for the temperature. At these subsonic velocities the noise varies with the
eighth power of the velocity. Because of the stringent noise goal, the area of interest
for STOL aircraft is in the velocity range of 500 to 800 feet per second. This is dis-
cussed in more detail in subsequent papers.
Coannular nozzle jet noise has not been as extensively investigated. Experiments
on coannular nozzle jet noise were performed some time ago by T. Williams of England
(ref. 5) and more recently by Boeing 1, and at the Lewis Research Center. The purpose
of these experiments was to improve prediction schemes for the coannular nozzle jet
noise and also to determine the effect on jet noise generation caused by variations in the
nozzle geometry. One of the extensive set of coannular nozzles tested at the Lewis
Research Center is shown in figure 38. This particular nozzle has a 6.7-inch outer
diameter.
The Lewis coannular nozzle jet noise rig is shown in figure 39. Ambient-
temperature pressurized air, free of valve noise, is supplied by two air lines to the
fan and core nozzles. The noise is measured by an array of microphones in the vertical
plane. This microphone arrangement and acoustic foam on the ground give noise data
that are essentially free of ground reflections.
A small sample of the data obtained for coannular jets is presented in figure 40. If
the two jets were separated, so that there would be no significant jet mixing, then there
would be no interaction noise and the noise of the two jets would simply add. The Lewis
coannular nozzle data are plotted as a change in the noise, relative to the noise from the
two jets acting independently. This change is plotted against the fan-core velocity ratio
for two fan-core area ratios. As the fan jet velocity is increased from zero, the noise
decreases, compared with the noise from the independent separate jets. It decreases
to a fan-core velocity ratio of about 0.5; and then it returns to the noise level of the
independent jets at a fan-core velocity ratio of unity. The commonly used SAE pre-
1Unpublished Boeing/Aeritalia data.
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diction for coannularnozzle jet noise assumes that the two jets generate noise inde-
pendently. This prediction corresponds to the horizontal coordinate axis. The SAE
prediction clearly overestimates the noise by many dB near velocity ratios of 0.5.
However, the region of interest for current STOL aircraft engines is somewhere near
a velocity ratio of 0.8 and an area ratio of about 3. In this region of interest the SAE
prediction is slightly conservative.
In general, the agreement among the data taken at Lewis, at Boeing, and by
Williams is good. For example, one sample of data from the Boeing experiment, for
an area ratio of 6, is plotted as solid symbols. It is in good agreement with the Lewis
data, which are plotted as open symbols.
The effect on noise generation of the variations in nozzle geometry shown in fig-
ure 41 are now considered. The core nozzle can extend well beyond the fan nozzle with
only a negligible change in the noise, compared with coplanar nozzles. In the Lewis ex-
periments the core nozzle extended up to 11 core diameters beyond the fan nozzle.
Suppose instead the fan nozzle is extended beyond the core nozzle so that some internal
mixing occurs. Williams showed that a small additional noise reduction could be
achieved. If a centerbody is put in the core of the coannulax nozzle and the centerbody
is of good aerodynamic design, the resulting nozzle will be slightly quieter than a co-
annular nozzle without a centerbody. But if the centerbody is blunt ended, with its
associated base drag, the nozzle will be noiser.
THRUST REVERSERS
Reversing the engine exhaust jet to obtain a retarding force also generates noise.
The airplane studies which are discussed in paper no. 33, STOL PROPULSION SYSTEMS,
suggest that thrust reversers are desirable for STOL operations in spite of STOL's slow
landing speeds, about 70 knots. A retarding force of about 40 percent of the maximum
forward thrust may be required. For the purpose of the present discussion, consider
two possible interpretations of this reverse-thrust requirement:
(1) The engine could be operated at maximum thrust together with a 40-percent-
effective thrust reverser. (By effectiveness is meant the ratio of reverse to forward
thrust at the same engine throttle setting. )
(2) A 100-percent-effective thrust reverser could be assumed, in which case the
engine could operate at 40-percent thrust.
From the point of view of thrust-reverser noise, the second situation is preferable.
This kind of thinking is the background for the discussion that follows.
Figure 42 shows the types of thrust reversers to be discussed. There are still
other types of thrust reversers, and there are many variations of the types pictured. In
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the target-type thrust reverser, the engine jet impinges on a concave surface which
partially reverses the jet. This reversing surface is usually stowed arour.d the eng_me
nacelle during forward-thrust operation. In the cascade type, a part of the cowl surface
may translate aft to expose the cascade blades, which are skewed so that they pitch the
flow upward as well as reverse it. A blocker door moves into place in the fan duct to
force the engine flow into the cascades. In the case of the variable-pitch fan, the blade
angle is changed in such a way that air is drawn into the nacelle exit and expelled through
its inlet.
In figure 43, the noise characteristics of a model target-type thrust reverser are
presented (ref. 6). A sketch of the model is shown in the upper corner of the figure.
The model is a rough approximation of the target type shown in figure 42. Noise in dB
is plotted versus the nozzle jet velocity in feet per second. The upper curve is the
noise of the thrust reverser. For comparison, the lower curve gives the noise of the
single forward jet that was presented earlier in figure 37 in the discussion of jet noise.
For a given jet velocity, in the range of velocities of interest for STOL, operation
of the thrust reverser causes about a 10-dB increase in noise. The thrust-reverser
noise decreases with nozzle velocity. If the jet velocity for reverse thrust is reduced
to about 70 percent of that for forward thrust, the noises are about comparable. To
achieve the desired retarding force at this reduced jet velocity requires a very high
reverser effectiveness. This is the point made earlier.
Target-type reversers have only a rather modest effectiveness. However, the re-
verser noise they evidence is probably representative of thrust reversers in general.
The following discussion deals with two thrust-reverser types that have the potential
for a high reverse-thrust effectiveness and thus hopefully a low noise.
Figure 44 shows the thrust reverser model used to study reverser effectiveness.
The model fan within the nacelle has a tip diameter of 5.5 inches and a pressure ratio
of 1.22 at design. The top photograph shows the model which was used to determine the
forward thrust. This thrust was used in calculating the ratio of reverse to forward
thrust. The reverser model shown in the lower photograph has removable cascade
sections and an adjustable blocker door. The blocker door was moved to maintain fan
weight flow constant with different amounts of circumferential blockage. The cascade
vanes turned the exhaust jet about 140 °, a higher turning than is used in current thrust
reversers.
Figure 45 shows the results of some of these tests (ref. 7). The ordinate is the
ratio of reverse thrust to static forward thrust; and the abscissa, the free-stream
velocity. Data from two configurations are shown: one with approximately full cir-
cumferential emission and a second with about half circumferential, or 50 percent,
emission. Also, results are shown for two yaw angles which will be considered
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later. Thesedata showa marked increase in reverser efficiency with reduced
emission.
A possible explanationof this difference in efficiency is presented in figure 46.
For the caseof full emission, the exhaustflow is emitted from the cascadesas a closed
conical jet sheet that projects aheadof the inlet. The interaction betweenthe free-
stream flow and the conical jet sheet combinedwith the suction of the engineinlet
causesthe jet to bend andto be reingested. In this case, a significant amount of the fan
flow exists in a recirculating pattern. The effect is that of recirculation of ambient-
temperature air. This is not the hot-gas reingestion phenomenon that is observed with
turbojet engines. For the case of partial emission, the upper sketch, the reversed jet
does not envelope the engine. This allows the reversed jet to be swept rearward by the
free-stream flow, and the air entering the inlet is free-stream air. This difference in
the flow pattern accounts for the marked difference in thrust-reverser performance with
emission angle. Also, the 50-percent-emission configuration shows an increase in
effectiveness with free-stream velocity. This is caused largely by the ram and base
drags. The peak reverse-thrust ratio at 100-foot-per-second velocity, which is about
the STOL landing velocity, is approaching a value of unity. This implies the possibility
of acceptable thrust reverser noise.
In addition to the previously stated requirements, a STOL aircraft must be able to
land in a crosswind of as much as 35 knots (ref. 8). At forward velocity, a crosswind
can be expressed as a yaw angle. The 50-percent-emission case was found to be in-
sensitive to yaw angle. However, reverser geometries with significant side emission
were found to be sensitive to yaw angle, as shown in figure 47. Wind-tunnel tests were
performed with two orientations of a split 50-percent-emission reverser. The emission
patterns are schematically shown. In one case the exhaust flow was emitted above and
below the horizontal plane in which the yaw angle occurred. In the second orientation,
the fan exhaust flow was emitted in the plane of the yaw angle. The ordinate is the rela-
tive reverse thrust, which is the reverse thrum normalized by the value at zero yaw
angle. The abscissa is the yaw angle, which,is defined as the angle between the fan
centerline and the free-stream flow. When the emission pattern is normal to the yaw
plane, the reverse thrust remains essentially constant with yaw angle. When the emis-
sion pattern is in the yaw plane, there is significant reduction in reverse thrust with
yaw angle. In this case, it is hypothesized that the component of the free-stream
velocity approaching the side of the windward reverse jet causes it to bend so that it is
partly recirculated into the fan inlet. This is much like the situation depicted in the
bottom sketch of figure 46.
The preceding results show the possibility of obtaining high ratios of reverse to
forward thrust by the use of high-turning-angle cascades and properly tailored circum-
ferential emission.
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Returnto figure 42, which showsthe three types of thrust reversers, and consider
next thrust reversing by reversing the fan blade pitch. The bladepitch must be changed
so that air is drawn into the nacelle exit and exhaustedfrom its inlet. It is assumed
againthat high reverser efficiency canbe used to advantagein reducing noise during
thrust reversing.
There are two ways to rotate the fan blade to achieve thrust reversing, as shown
in figure 48. The center sketch showsa fan blade in the forward-thrust position. In
this position both the blade leading edgeand camber are correctly oriented for good
aerodynamics. Oneway to rotate the blade for thrust reversing is through flat pitch,
as shownon the left. In this case, the blade leading edgeremains the leading edgein
the flow, but nowthe blade camber is aerodynamically wrong. For this direction of
pitch change,the leading edgeof one blademust physically be able to pass the trailing
edgeof the adjacentblade. A secondway to achieve reverse thrust is to rotate the
blade through feather, as shownon the right. In this case the trailing edgeof the blade
becomesa leading edgein the flow, but the blade camber remains correct. For this
modethe blade must pass through the stall angle to reach the reversing position.
The performance of a fan at various bladepitch angles is shownon figure 49. This
experimentwas performed by Hamilton Standardand is for a free-stream velocity of
110feet per second. The thrust, presentedon the ordinate, is normalized by the maxi-
mum forward thrust, also at ll0-foot-per-second forward velocity. Thrust reversing
is indicated by negativevalues. The data are plotted against the fan blade angle. The
three bladeangles described in figure 48are designatedby corresponding letters in
this figure.
Reversingthrough flat pitch yields a local maximum in reverse-thrust ratio of
about0.2. Reversing through feather yields a maximum reverse-thrust ratio approach-
ing unity. Clearly, in this casehaving the correct blade camber is more important
than havingthe correct blade leading edgefor achieving a high reverse thrust. The
reverse-thrust ratio will also dependon the blade design, the fan pressure ratio, and
manyother fan andnacelle designdetails of a particular variable-pitch fan.
Figure 50showssomeof the research areas that must be consideredfor variable-
pitch fans. These technologyareas, which are restricted to aerodynamic considerations,
include the following:
(1) The sharp-edge exit, which is appropriate for forward thrust, must be con-
verted to a "rounded" inlet for reverse thrust. This may be doneby a variable-
geometry exit or by openingadditional inlet doors which present rounded surfaces to the
entering flow.
(2) Jet attachmentto the roundedinlet will, if it occurs, reducethe reverse thrust.
(3) There must be a sufficient quantity of undistorted flow for the core during trans-
ition to reversing andduring reversing operation.
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(4) The core exhaustmay be reingested into the core inlet.
(5) The fan flow may recirculate, as was the casewith oneof the cascadethrust-
reverser configurations.
(6) The reversed fan jet may impinge onthe groundand causeoperational problems.
Although these items needto be considered, continuedresearch and developmentshould
lead to a satisfactory overall system. Paper no. 33will showthat there canbe consider-
able merit in the use of a variable-pitch fan on a STOLairplane.
In summary, it was shownthat a cowl-mountedcascadesystem anda reverse-pitch
fan canprovide high reverse-thrust ratios, which canbe applied in a way to reduce
noise. Programs are continuingat Lewis in the area of thrust reversers. Also, a
program using a variable-pitch fan on a turbofan engineis being conductedwith Hamilton
Standard. This program is described in paper no. 33, STOL PROPULSIONSYSTEMS.
CON CLUDING REMARKS
This paper has discussed the noise generated by engines in both forward and re-
verse operation and some of the means for reducing and suppressing the noise. In
general, there are performance and weight penalties associated with achieving low noise.
These penalties can only be evaluated in studies of a complete airplane operating in a
transportation system. Thus, the information presented in this paper serves as an in-
put to the studies, the results of which are discussed in paper no. 33, STOL PROPULSION
SYSTEMS.
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FLAP NOISE GENERATION AND CONTROL
By David Chestnutt, Domenic J. Maglieri,
NASA Langley Research Center
and Richard E. Hayden
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
INTRODUC TION
A number of acoustic sources are found when an airstream interacts with a solid
surface such as an airfoil (refs. 1 and 2). Optimal quieting of flap/nozzle systems
requires a full understanding of the location and behavior of the various noise sources.
Much of the discussion in this paper represents NASA coordination of work done at
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. in a series of contract studies. Some of these studies
are currently underway; therefore, this paper will serve as a status report of this
research.
In figure 1 is shown a schematic diagram of the familiar jet-flap concepts being
considered for integrated-powered-lift systems for STOL vehicles. Each of these con-
cepts has in common high-velocity turbulent air flowing over relatively rigid surfaces
which gives rise to what is commonly called interaction noise. This paper deals with
the nature, location, and control of noise sources which involve the interactions of air-
flows with airfoil surfaces.
FLOW-SURFACE INTERACTIONS
Three pertinent types of flow-surface interactions are shown in figure 2. These
types of interactions are categorized as inflow turbulence, in which fluctuating lift and
drag forces are present wherein the high-frequency components are concentrated at
the leading edge; surface impingement, where fluctuating surface pressures are pres-
ent wherein the residual (uncanceled) surface pressure causes fluctuating forces on
the whole surface; and trailing-edge discontinuity, where the flow may be below or
above the airfoil. In the latter situation there are localized pressure and velocity fluc-
tuations at the trailing edge which give rise to momentum fluctuations in the surround-
ing medium near the trailing edge. One interpretation of the significance of the trail-
ing edge in producing noise is that sound scattering occurs at this edge. These three
general categories can be further described as being affected by small-scale turbu-
lence at the edges and larger scale turbulence over the entire airfoil (although these
large-scale disturbances may originate at the leading or trailing edges).
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A simplified summary of the physical quantities (ref. 3) to be considered when
attempting to predict the noise generatedby flow interacting with a surface in all the
categories just mentionedis given by the following relationship:
Is Radiated] FLocalmean]6 FLocalturbulence]2 _orre lation 1;ngthslx _/umberof]oundpowerJe L velocity J x L intensity J ×L x and L sources j
where the fluid density and sound speed are assumed to be constant. This relationship
theorizes that the radiated sound power is proportional to the local mean velocity to the
sixth power, the local turbulence intensity to the second power, and the correlation lengths
in the x and y directions, where correlation length is defined as that length over which
the fluctuating pressures act in phase. Therefore, for minimum noise it is apparent that
every effort should be made to lower the local mean velocity wherever possible. How-
ever, if this is not possible, all is not lost since reducing the local turbulence velocity and
the corresponding correlation lengths should also provide a measure of noise control.
Also, it should be noted that turbulence intensity and correlation length are both interre-
lated, that is, small values of turbulence intensity are usually accompanied by short cor-
relation lengths in the flow fields of interest here.
FLAP SURFACE PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS
In figure 3 are plotted spatial cross-correlation coefficients which can be used to
determine the correlation lengths. This figure depicts the cross-correlation coefficients
between several spanwise trailing-edge surface dynamic-pressure measurements in which
one of the locations is used as a reference (zero time delay between sensors). In addition,
this figure provides an indication of the source correlation area for high-frequency com-
ponents and low-frequency components of noise. For high frequencies the turbulence
scale (source area) is found to be small as expected, which is shown by the rapidly
decreasing correlation coefficients as the distance between gages is increased. For the
low frequencies, the turbulence scale is correspondingly larger as shown by the slower
decrease of the correlation coefficient. Typically, it has been found that the turbulence
scale for high and low frequencies at the flap edges is smaller than the jet diameter.
Finally, a correlation length for a particular frequency may be obtained simply by com-
puting the area under the curve.
Figure 4 depicts cross-correlation coefficients between chordwise dynamic surface
pressures measured and the radiated sound in the far field using a retarded time corre-
sponding to the propagation time of the sound between the two measurement points. Notice
that these pressure measurements were made along the chord while in the previous fig-
ure they were made along the span. Cross correlations of this kind are useful for three
reasons. First, it gives an empirical verification of the relevance of the correlation
lengths shown in figure 3 as a measure of the sound-source dimensions. Second, the
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cross-correlation coefficient can be used to estimate the number of independent similar
noise sources contributing to the total measured radiated sound by taking the reciprocal
of the square of the correlation coefficient. Finally, the data also indicate the noise-
source locations since the peak correlations occur at these locations. This plot indi-
cates that high-frequency noise sources are located closer to the edge than low-frequency
noise sources since the high-frequency correlation peak is close to the edge. This in turn
is another indication that trailing-edge noise is due to small-scale fluctuating pressures
which tend to cancel over the whole surface except at the edge.
AIRF LOW- SURFACE NOISE CONTROL CONCE PTS
Trailing-Edge Blowing
Trailing-edge noise is noted to be common to all the STOL jet-flap concepts pre-
viously discussed. In figure 5 two possible methods of controlling noise produced at an
airfoil trailing edge are shown. The sketch on the left indicates that low-velocity air may
be blown from a rectangular slot along the entire airfoil span at the trailing edge (ref. 4).
Alternatively, the sketch on the right indicates that the trailing edge may be modified with
a porous material. Either of these methods may have some aerodynamic penalties or
benefits associated with its use. However, because of the exploratory nature of this
research, a thorough study of methods for alleviating aerodynamic penalties has not yet
been made.
The concept of trailing-edge blowing will be discussed first. Low-velocity secon-
dary air is blown out of the slot, this secondary air being only a very small percentage of
the primary jet nozzle air. This secondary blowing serves to modify the mean shear and
near-wall turbulence and produces a reduced fluctuating pressure near the edge which in
turn should reduce the strength of the trailing-edge noise sources. Experiments are cur-
rently underway and preliminary data from these tests tend to verify this hypothesis. As
an example, the data of figure 6 indicate the noise-reduction effects of secondary or
trailing-edge blowing. Plotted are 1/3-octave spectra for a jet only, a jet plus a solid
flap, and a jet plus a flap with trailing-edge blowing. These spectra are for a 4.5-cm-
diameter (1.75 in.) circular nozzle with cold flow of a jet velocity of about 151 m/sec
(500 ft/sec). Significant noise reductions occurred in two areas when trailing-edge blow-
ing was used. Noise reductions were obtained primarily at the spectrum peak and in the
high-frequency area. In fact, at about 10 000 Hz the amplitude for the jet plus blowing
flap has reached that for the jet only. On the opposite end of the spectrum, below about
500 Hz, there was little reduction; this is consistent with figure 4 which indicated that
the low-frequency noise was due to large-scale pressure fluctuations acting over the
entire airfoil surface. Therefore, trailing-edge blowing should strongly influence the
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high-frequencynoise beinggeneratedat the trailing edgebut shouldaffect only minimally
the low-frequencynoise generatedby large-scale pressures acting over the entire airfoil.
Porous SurfaceTreatment
Trailing-edge noise can also be controlled by replacing the solid edgewith a porous
edge. (Seefig. 5.) This porous-edge type of treatment is different from that used in the
augmentor-wingarrangement. These two ways in which acoustic treatment is used to
reduce noisethat is associatedwith flap systems are illustrated in figure 7. In the sketch
at the topof the figure is shownthe augmentor-wing jet flap with its honeycomb-backed
treatment shownas darkenedareas. The purpose of this type of treatment is to absorb
noise after it hasbeengenerated,althoughsome reduction of hydrodynamicpressure fluc-
tuations may also result, and this would serve to minimize edgenoise from the trailing
edgesof the flap channelto some extent. Duct theory is used to tune the treatment to
attenuatethe predominanthigh-frequency noise producedby the high-aspect-ratio slot
nozzles. In the lower two sketchesare shownanupper surface blown (USB)flap and an
externally blown flap (EBF) in which noise is minimized by reducing the fluctuation pres-
sure differences betweenthe upper and lower surfaces before the pressure field encoun-
ters the edge. This treatment in effect prevents the generation of somenoise. This
reduction is accomplishedby using a variable impedance(porosity) trailing edgeor lead-
ing edge. The impedance(porosity) is variable in that it is lower (more porous) at the
leading andtrailing edgesof the flap andthe impedanceincreases (porosity decreases)
toward midchord. This mechanismof noise control is not fully understoodat present
but is believedto prevent the generationof noise by allowing the gradual communication
of fluctuating pressures betweenthe upper and lower surfaces, thus reducing the strength
of the soundsource, and is also believed to decrease the magnitudeof the spatial imped-
ance gradient, thus reducing the degreeof conversion of incompressible flow disturbances
(turbulence) into compressible motion (sound).
In figure 8 are presented representative data on the effects of using porous edgeson
both the leadingand trailing edgesof three flaps of an externally blown flap model (ref. 3).
Spectrashownare for flaps in both the take-off and landing positions. The frequency has
beennondimensionalizedby using the jet diameter andvelocity. The solid lines indicate
solid, unmodifiedflaps andthe lower shadedregion represents corresponding sound
spectra from the model configuration with porous leading andtrailing edges. (The
width of the shadedregion indicates a significant variation in amountof noise reduction
observed; it was found that noise reduction was very sensitive to details of the porous
flap configurationand aerodynamic losses were relatively insensitive to the same
changes.) Noise reductions were obtainedfor the take-off flaps andfor landing flaps.
A significant factor is the broadbandnature of the noise reduction. Sincethe treated
area wasa significant percentageof the flap areas, the treatment helpedin the lower
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frequency range as well as the trailing edge or high-frequency range. For this specific
model the measured aerodynamic lift losses and drag increases were quite high, being of
the order of 25 to 40 percent. Other porosity configurations produced noise reductions up
to 12 dB with varying degrees of aerodynamic losses. However, these studies were con-
ceptual in nature and suffered from limitations with regard to a complete understanding
of the noise generation mechanisms, suitability of available materials, and sufficient
information to select the appropriate material. It is thus believed that these performance
losses will be reduced when a concerted effort is made to optimize the performance of
the noise-reduction techniques. It bears repeating that these tests were exploratory and
have indicated significant noise-reduction potential.
Upper Surface Blowing
The upper surface externally blown flap may have aerodynamic characteristics sim-
ilar to the under-the-wing version of the EBF. Previous experiments on small-scale
models of USB and EBF (ref. 1) and recent data on larger scale experiments (paper no. 32
by Robert Dorsch and Meyer Reshotko) have shown that, acoustically, the USB arrange-
ments have the more favorable noise characteristics. Typical of the noise results
obtained in these investigations, the noise spectra of figure 9, obtained from pilot study
of noise control on the upper surface blown flaps conducted by Bolt Beranek and Newman
under NASA contract, are presented. In figure 9 a comparison is made of the sound radia-
tion from a 3-flap EBF (under wing blowing with round nozzle of 4.45-cm (1.75 in.) diam-
eter) in the take-off setting and a single upper surface blown flap having an aspect-ratio-
10 nozzle (12.7 cm (5 in.) wide by 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) high and located as shown in the
insert) and a 45 ° turning angle (relative to the wing center line). The area of the slot
nozzle matched that of the round nozzle; the total flap lengths and nozzle exit velocities
were comparable. No forward speed was superimposed for the data shown. It is evi-
dent from figure 9 that the USB configuration is inherently quieter than the under-wing
EBF and that the sound spectrum is shifted almost a decade toward lower frequencies.
This frequency shift will have a beneficial effect on subjective measures of community
noise (such as PNdB or dB(A)) but could produce low-frequency noise problems related
to both the airport community and noise levels inside the airplane.
The trailing-edge noise-reduction concepts involving edge porosity and edge blowing
were applied to the USB configuration. In figure 10 are shown schematic diagrams of the
USB flap trailing-edge modifications. The base-line flap with a solid trailing edge is
illustrated in figure 10(a); the modified flap having a porous trailing edge with no backing
is illustrated in figure 10(b); and the modified flap having a porous trailing edge with an
air gap (air cavity) and a solid backing is illustrated in figure 10(c). The measured direc-
tivity patterns from the USB base-line flap (fig. 10(a)) and modified flap with porous edge,
air gap, and solid backing (fig. 10(c)) for the 630 Hz, 1250 Hz, and 5 kHz 1/3-octave bands
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are presentedin figure 11. The effect of adding porous treatment to the trailing edgeis
to red,__cethe noise at essentially all anglesaboveand below the flap and in eachof the
three frequencybands. A further indication of the noise reductions obtainedis shown
in figure 12which contains frequency spectra, measuredat an angleof 150° from the jet
exhaustaxis for the USBconfigurations shownin figure 11and including the onewith
porous edgeand nobacking. (Seefig. 10(b).)
Thedirectivity and spectra characteristics shownin figures 11and 12, respectively,
are characteristic of trailing-edge noise sources and suggestthat the majority of the
soundradiation below the wing of the airplane is due to the attachedturbulent wall jet
interaction with the trailing edgeof the turning flap. The correlation measurements
described earlier in this paper also confirm this hypothesis. It is also of interest to
note that the configuration which producedthe most noise reduction (porousflap with air
gapand solid backing (fig. 10(c))) also hadthe least aerodynamic losses since steady-
state through-flow was blocked. In addition, no significant difference in flow-turning angle
was observedbetweenthe reference solid trailing-edge flap and the oneshavingporous
edges.
Correspondingdetailed data on the effect of edgeblowing as a meansof USBnoise
reduction havebeenacquired (ref. 4). Someresults are presented in figure 13 in the
form of frequency spectra for a USBarrangement with andwithout secondaryair slot
blowing at the flap trailing edge. The primary jet flow emitted from a 12.7- by 1.27-cm
(5by 0.5 in.) rectangular nozzle over the top of the flap surface at a Machnumber of 0.5.
It canbenotedthat noise reductions of the order of 3 to 6 dB were realized over a wide
frequencyrange for relatively low secondary flow rates.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
This paper has dealt with the nature, location, and control of noise sources involv-
ing airflow and surface interactions. Results indicate that multiple noise sources are
involved in flow-surface interactions of the type foundin powered-lift STOL concepts.
In addition, the significant factors in determining the dominantnoise generation region
of the airfoil are the details of the fluctuating pressure patterns on bothsurfaces of an
airfoil. Finally, it is shownthat two important factors in noise control in flow-surface
interactions are trailing-edge blowing and variable porosity edges.
This paper is intendedto provide a certain optimism regarding the ultimate reduc-
tion of noisedueto the interaction of jets with solid surfaces. However,as the lift and.
drag losseshave indicated, muchwork remains to be done. Exploratory research is con-
tinuing in all these areas andthe practical limits of noise reduction are beginning to be
realized.
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EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP IMPINGEMENT NOISE
By Paul L. Lasagna and TerrillW. Putnam
NASA Flight Research Center
SUMMARY
Tests of the noise produced by the impingement of the jet exhaust on the wing and
flap for an externally blown flap system were conducted with a CFT00 turbofan engine
and an F-111B wing panel. The noise produced with a daisy nozzle installed on the
engine was greater than that produced by a conical nozzle at the same thrust. The
presence of the wing next to the test nozzles increased the noise, as did increasing the
flap deflection angle. Compared with the conical nozzle, the daisy nozzle produced
slightly less noise at a flap deflection of 60 ° but produced more noise at the lower flap
deflections tested. Tests showed that the single-slotted flap deflected 60 ° produced
less noise than the double-slotted flaps. Also, maintaining the maximum distance
between the exit nozzle and flap system resulted in a minor reduction in noise.
INTRODUC TION
STOL aircraft are designed to take off and land on short landing strips near heav-
ily populated areas. The noise they generate during those operations must stay below
acceptable levels. One type of a proposed STOL airplane is an externally blown flap
airplane with the engines located close to the undersurface of the wing and with lower
surface blowing, in which the exhaust from a fan-jet engine is directed at the flap sys-
tem and is then deflected downward for lift augmentation.
The impingement of the engine exhaust jet on the flaps and the turning of the jet
by the flaps create additional noise below the aircraft. The engine alone generates
internal and jet-mixing noise. Internal noise comes from the engine machinery, such
as the fan. Impingement of the engine exhaust jet upon the surface of the wing and
flap generates additional noise, such as flap leading-edge noise, scrubbing noise, and
trailing-edge noise, as illustrated in figure 1. This additional noise could be the domi-
nant noise source of an externally blown flap airplane.
In order to evaluate the importance of noise generated from the interaction of the
jet exhaust with the flaps, the NASA Flight Research Center set up a ground-test facil-
ity using an F-lllB wing panel with double-slotted trailing-edge flaps and a CF700
turbofan engine. The wing and engine were positioned so that the jet exhaust would
impinge on the flaps when extended. Some of the noise results have been previously
reported in reference 1.
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TEST APPARATUS
Test Equipment
The noise tests were conductedwith a modified F-111B wing and flap system blown
by the exhaustfrom a CF700turbofan engineshownin the photographof figure 2. The
engineis a single-stage fan with a bypass ratio of 2. It has a rated thrust of 18680N
(4200ibf). At rated thrust, the turbine exhaustvelocity is 457 m/sec (1500ft/sec), and
the fan air velocity is about270 m/sec (900ft/sec). The enginehad a 3.7-m-long (12-ft)
acoustically treated inlet to suppress the fan noise. A 2.7-m-long (9-ft) acoustically
treated tailpipe was installed aft of the engineto remove machinery andfan noise from
the engineexhaust. It also promoted mixing betweenthe turbine and fan exhaust streams
and reducedthe peakjet-exit velocity. The mixed fan and core exhaust exited from the
tailpipe through a 55.9-cm-diameter (22-inch) convergentnozzle or through a daisy noz-
zle of the sameeffective area and was directed at the flap system.
The F-111B wing panelwas installed vertically on a table that could be actuated in
either the longitudinal or transverse direction in order to vary the relative positions of
the exhaustnozzle andflap system. The wing panel haddouble-slotted trailing-edge
flaps andwas designedfor high dynamic pressure. Both flaps were covered with a thin
stainless-steel panel to form a single-slotted flap during someof the tests. Static and
dynamicpressures were measuredon the undersurface of the wing andflaps. Those
results were presentedby Donald L. Hughesin paper no. 13.
Figure 3 is a photographof the installed daisy nozzle used in these tests. This noz-
zle was designedas a jet noise suppressor to be used on the CJ805-3turbojet engine.
The daisy nozzle had eight lobes and its effective area was the sameas that of the coni-
cal convergentnozzle, so that for a given corrected fan speed,both nozzles producedthe
same thrust.
Test Site
Thetests were conductedat an enginetest standat Edwards Air Force Base,
California. The test site was on the edgeof Rogers Dry Lake far from anybuildings
or other obstructions, andthe terrain surrounding the test stand consisted of hard,
packed,sandy soil. The test stand consisted of a thrust-measuring platform, upon
which theengine support rested, andan instrumentation and engine-control room, which
was locatedunderground.
Aerodynamic Instrumentation and Analysis
A 1.22-m-long (4-ft) aerodynamic rake (fig. 3) with elements spaced2.54cm
(1 inch) apart was usedto survey the jet exhaustaxially and radially. The odd-numbered
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rake elements measuredtotal pressure and temperature, and the even-numberedelements
measured static pressure. Jet-velocity profiles were calculated from these measure-
ments and isentropic gas-dynamic relationships.
Acoustic Instrumentatioa andAnalysis
Noise measurementswere takenwith 1.27-cm (0.5-inch) condensermicrophones.
Microphones were positioned at a radius of 30.5m (100ft) from the underside of thewing,
as shownin figure 4. The radius was measuredfrom the intersection of the exhaustnoz-
zle planewith the exhaust nozzle centerline. All microphoneanglesare referenced to the
engine inlet. The centerline of the engineexhaustnozzle was 2.7 m (9 ft) abovethe
groundand the microphones were elevatedon polesso that they were in the samehori-
zontal planeas the enginecenterline. The datawere recorded with a wide-band FM tape
recorder running at 76 cm/sec (30 ips). The frequency responsesof the microphones,
signal conditioning equipment,and recorder were determined between20and 20000hertz.
Before and after eachday of testing_an acoustic calibration was performed on each micro-
phoneand recorded on the data tape.
The datawere reducedby using a computer-controlled real-time 1-octave band
analyzer. During data reduction, the datawere properly scaled, frequency-response
corrections were applied if necessary, and overall soundpressure andperceived noise
levels were calculated. Nocorrections were appliedfor atmospheric absorption and no
attempt was madeto compensatefor the ground-reflection interference observedin the
data.
Test Procedure
Tests were conductedbetween3 a.m. and 7 a.m. on 5 different days over a 2-week
period. The tests were not started if the wind speedexceeded2.24 m/sec (5 mph), and
they were terminated if the wind speedexceeded4.47m/sec (10mph). For the acoustic
data points, the enginewas allowed to stabilize for approximately 2 minutes, and then
noise data were recorded for 1minute. To ensurerepeatability of enginethrust levels,
the CFT00was always controlled by setting corrected fan speed.
The baseline tests consisted of a series of runs at various thrust levels for both the
conical and daisy nozzles without the wing in position behind the engine. In this way the
noise causedby each nozzle could be measured. The tests were repeatedat the same
thrust levels, againwith both nozzles, with a velocity rake inserted in the jet exhaustat
selected axial and radial positions to obtain velocity data.
After these tests the F-111B wing was installed in back of the engineat anangle of
attack of 3° with respect to the jet axis andwith thewing sweepat 16° as measuredat the
wing's rear spar. The geometric configuration usedfor the acoustical data to be pre-
sentedis shownin figure 5. The intersection of the jet exhaustcenterline and the flap
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whendeflected60° , shownas x, was set at x/D=3,4, and 5, or at 168,224,and 279cm
(66, 88, and110inches), respectively, where D is the diameter of the conical nozzle.
Both the conical anddaisy nozzles were positioned on the same centerline.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Jet-Velocity Survey
One method to reduce flap impingement noise would be to reduce the jet velocity in
the vicinity of the flap surface by the use of a velocity-decayer nozzle. Presented in fig-
ure 6 are the velocity-decay characteristics of the conical and daisy test nozzles. The
ratio of the local velocity V to the maximum velocity measured Vma x is plotted as a
function of conical diameters downstream of the nozzles. The upper curve, which repre-
sents the decay characteristics of the jet exhaust with the conical nozzle, indicates that
the exhaust core extends downstream of the nozzle about 3 diameters and then the peak
velocity begins to decay. The daisy nozzle velocity, however, decays quite rapidly close
to the exit plane and at a much slower rate at distances greater than 2 conical diameters
downstream. For all distances downstream of the two nozzles, the local velocity for the
daisy nozzle was less than that for the conical nozzle. This results in lower flow veloci-
ties in the vicinity of the flaps when the daisy nozzle is used. For instance, at 4 diame-
ters downstream, the local velocity for the daisy nozzle is 35 percent less than for the
conical nozzle.
Velocity profiles in the vertical plane of the jet centerline at 4 conical diameters
downstream of both nozzles are shown in figure 7. Velocity is plotted against distance
from the engine centerline. For both nozzles, the corrected fan speed was the same and
the engine thrust was 8230 N (1850 lbf). The engine power setting at this thrust value
was used for all noise contours and spectra to be presented in this paper. As can be
seen, the peak velocity was 239 m/sec (785 ft/sec) for the conical nozzle and 158 m/sec
(520 ft/sec) for the daisy nozzle. In comparing the conical and daisy nozzles, it is
observed that the daisy nozzle reduces the peak impingement velocity by about 35 per-
cent at 4 conical diameters downstream and also spreads out the jet flow for the equal-
thrust condition.
Acoustic Results
The noise emitted by the conical and daisy nozzles was first measured without the
wing present. Shown in figure 8 are the polar plots of the noise from just the engine and
test nozzles. The perceived noise levels were calculated from the measured spectra in
accordance with reference 2 at 30.5 m (100 ft) away from the nozzle and are plotted as a
function of angle from the engine inlet. The thrust was 8230 N (1850 lbf). The daisy noz-
zle, which is represented by the outer set of data points, is considerably louder than the
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conical nozzle even though the nozzles are producing the same thrust. At most angles,
the daisy nozzle is approximately 5 PNdB louder than the conical nozzle.
Presented in figure 9 are the 1-octave band spectra at 80 ° from the engine inlet
for the two test nozzles at the same thrust level. The sound pressure level is shown as
a function of frequency. The dips in the spectra at 315 hertz are due to ground reflection
effects, which resulted in amplitude cancellation. The conical nozzle has 1 to 3 dB higher
sound pressure levels than the daisy nozzle for frequencies below 200 hertz. For fre-
qucies above 200 hertz, the daisy nozzle has significantly higher levels than the conical
nozzle, which accounts for the high perceived noise levels of the daisy nozzle.
Shown in figure 10 are noise radiation patterns obtained with the conical nozzle and
with the wing positioned so that for 60° flap deflection, the jet centerline intersects the
flap surface at 4 conical diameters downstream (x/D = 4). Perceived noise level is given
for the nozzle alone and three flap deflections. The noise level of the nozzle alone is
shown by the inner set of data points. When the wing is positioned above the nozzle with
the flaps retracted, the noise level increases because of reflection of the nozzle noise
and impingement of the jet exhaust on the wing and flap surfaces. The level increases
further as the flaps are lowered to 35° and then to 60° , the largest increases being in the
forward quadrant. For example, at 120 ° from the engine inlet the perceived noise level
has increased about 5 PNdB, but the increase at 80° is 11 PNdB. The levels at the 60°
flap deflection agree with data for the 1-scale model taken at the NASA Lewis Research
Center (ref. 3), when velocity profile and flap size are considered.
The same type of trend can be seen in the _-octave band spectra of the sound pres-
sure levels. Figure 11 presents the sound pressure level as a function of frequency for
the conical nozzle, the 80 ° position from the inlet,and the same flap deflections and thrust
level as in figure 10. The 80 ° position is shown because it is near the position of maxi-
mum noise from an externally blown flap airplane in the landing configuration heard by an
observer on the ground. As the wing is brought into position, there is a large increase in
the low-frequency noise, that is, 50 to 500 hertz, even with 0° flaps. When the flaps are
lowered to 60° , there is an additional small increase in sound level for frequencies below
100 hertz and an increase of 4 to 12dB for all other frequencies shown.
Similar trends can be seen in the noise radiation patterns obtained with the daisy
nozzle in place of the conical nozzle. Shown in figure 12 are the perceived noise levels
for the daisy nozzle with the same flap positions and thrust level as were used for the
conical nozzle. The noise level of the nozzle alone is represented by the inner set of
data points. Again, as the wing is positioned with 0° flaps, the level increases. It
increases further as the flaps are lowered to 60° . In comparing the two nozzles, it can
be seen that the increase in levels due to the wing and 60 ° flap deflection is not as great
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with the daisy nozzle. For instance, at 80 ° the increase with the daisy nozzle is about
6 PNdB, whereas the increase is 11 PNdB with the conical nozzle (fig. 10).
Shown in figure 13 is a comparison of the perceived noise levels of the conical and
daisy nozzles with the wing in position and the flap deflected 60 ° . The perceived noise
levels were calculated from spectra at 30.5 m (100 ft). The flaps were at 4 conical diam-
eters downstream of the exhaust nozzle. With the 60 ° flap deflection, the daisy nozzle is
less noisy in the forward quadrant than the conical nozzle. From 80 ° to 110 °, which cor-
responds to positions below the wing, there is only a small decrease in noise level for the
daisy nozzle from that for the conical nozzle. Although not shown, at flap deflections of
0 ° and 35° data indicate that the decrease in impingement noise due to the lower velocity
of the daisy nozzle is more than offset by the noise of the daisy nozzle itself.
Shown in figure 14 are the spectra at 80 ° for the conical and daisy nozzles with the
wing and a flap deflection of 60 °. The daisy nozzle has reduced the sound pressure level
in the range 80 to 315 hertz from the level for the conical nozzle. For frequencies above
315 hertz, the noise of the daisy nozzle alone, as previously shown, masks any reduction
in flap impingement noise.
Now consider the effect on the noise level of changing the distance between the
exhaust nozzle and the flaps. Presented in figure 15 are the perceived noise levels for
the conical nozzle plotted as a function of angle from the inlet for three positions of the
nozzle and the flaps at the 60 ° position. The engine thrust and exhaust velocity were held
constant while the distance from the flap to the engine exhaust nozzle was varied from 3
to 4 and then to 5 conical diameters. The outer set of data points are for the flaps at a
distance of 3 diameters downstream of the nozzle. As the flaps were moved farther from
the engine, the noise decreased because of a decrease in impingement velocity on the
flaps. The angles of most interest are those directly under the aircraft, that is, 70 ° to
100 °, where the noise decreased 2 to 4 PNdB when the flap distance was varied from 3 to
5 conical diameters.
Figure 16 presents the perceived noise levels at the 80 ° microphone position as a
function of thrust for the conical and daisy nozzles. These data were obtained with the
wing positioned and with both double- and single-slotted flaps deflected 60 °, which is a
landing flap setting. The solid symbols represent the noise measured with the single-
slotted flap. The single-slotted flap is quieter than the double-slotted flaps because it
has one less slot and, hence, one less leading and trailing edge.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The impingement of the jet exhaust on the wing and flap surface produces a signifi-
cant amount of noise over and above the propulsion-system noise. Minor reductions in
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the impingement noise seem possible by maintaining the maximum distance betweenthe
nozzle exit and the flap system which will still give the required powered lift. Minimizing
the number of flap segmentsalso results in only minor noise reduction. With the use of
a velocity-decayer nozzle, noise reduction for a flap deflection of 60° is obtainedbecause
of reduced flap interaction noise; however, there is a needfor effective noise control of
the mixer-nozzle noise to achieveany greater reduction in noise.
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ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE-SCALE STOL MODELS
AT FORWARD SPEED
By Michael D. Falarski,
U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
Kiyoshi Aoyagi, and David G. Koenig
NASA Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
This paper presents the results of wind-tunnel investigations of the acoustic char-
acteristics of the externally blown jet flap (EBF) and augmentor wing STOL concepts.
The large-scale EBF model was equipped with a triple-slotted flap blown by four JT15D
turbofan engines with circular, coannular exhaust nozzles. The large-scale augmentor
wing model was equipped with an unlined augmentor blown by a slot primary nozzle.
The effects of airspeed and angle of attack on the acoustics of the EBF were
small. At a forward speed of 60 knots, the impingement noise of the landing flap was
approximately 2 dB lower than in the static tests. Angle of attack increased the
impingement noise approximately 0.1 dB/deg.
Flap deflection had a greater effect on the acoustics of the augmentor wing than
did airspeed. For a nozzle pressure ratio of 1.8, the peak perceived noise level of the
landing flap was 2 to 3 PNdB higher than that of the takeoff flap. The total sound power
was also significantly higher for landing indicating that turning in the augmentor gener-
ated acoustic energy. Airspeed produced a small aft shift in acoustic directivity with
no significant change in the peak perceived noise levels or sound power levels.
Small-scale research of the acoustics for the augmentor wing has shown that by
blowing an acoustically treated augmentor with a lobed primary nozzle, the 95-PNdB
noise level goal can be achieved or surpassed.
INTRODUC TION
The acoustic characteristics of STOL aircraft are undergoing extensive investi-
gation because of the low operating noise levels required by their operation near densely
populated areas. Much of this research has been under static conditions (Voo = 0) with
small-scale models (refs. 1 and 2). This paper presents the results of wind-tunnel
investigations of two STOL concepts to study the effect of airspeed and angle of attack
on their noise characteristics. The investigations were performed in the Ames 40-
by 80-foot wind tunnel. The STOL concepts studied were the externally blown flap
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(EBF) andthe augmentorwing. The models were large scale andhad sweptwings with
spansof approximately 12m (40 ft). The aerodynamic characteristics were also inves-
tigated andare reported in references 3 and4.
SYMBOLS
A
qflap
qj
qoo
T
Vj
V_
O/
engine-exhaust exit area, m2 (ft 2)
engine-exhaust dynamic pressure at the flap, N/m2
T N/m2
mean dynamic pressure at exhaust exit, _,
1 V 2 N/m 2 (psf)free-stream dynamic pressure, _-P oo ,
turbofan gross thrust, N (lb)
mean velocity at exhaust exit, m/sec (ft/sec)
free-stream velocity, knots
angle of attack with respect to the wing chord line, deg
(psf)
(psf)
5f flap deflection, deg
p air density, kg/m3 (slugs/ft 3)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Externally Blown Flap
The EBF model is shown in the wind tunnel in figure 1. The 57-percent chord,
triple-slotted flap is immersed in the exhaust of four JT15D turbofan engines. The flap
system is similar to systems being investigated by NASA Lewis and Langley Research
Centers. The engine exhaust nozzles are circular coannular type with increased area
to produce the required relation between engine diameter and flap chord. The nacelles
were not acoustically treated for fan machinery or core engine noise. The wing had a
span of 11.6 m (38 ft), a sweep of 25 °, an aspect ratio of 7, and a taper ratio of 0.4.
The model noise was measured with 1.27-cm (1/2-in.) condensor microphones
equipped with windshield nose cones. The microphones were mounted along a line under
the left wing tip. The noise data were reduced to one-third octave band frequency spectra
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by integrating 30-sec data samples on a real-time frequency analyzer. The spectra
were corrected for test-section acoustic reverberation (ref. 5) and projected to a 152.5-m
(500-ft) radius by use of procedures recommended by the Society of Automotive Engineers.
The perceived noise levels were computed from these data.
Effect of flap deflection.- The acoustics of the EBF model are dominated by two
noise sources, the fan machinery noise and the flap impingement noise. The fan
machinery noise can be seen in figure 2 as the pure tones at the blade passage fre-
quency and its harmonics. The flap impingement noise, created by the interaction of
the turbulent engine exhaust and the flap system, can be seen as the broadband noise
increase with flap deflection in figure 2. The exact acoustic mechanism generating
this noise is not understood. Research has shown that most of the noise is created at
the flap leading and trailing edges and the noise is proportional to the sixth power of
the impingement velocity.
Effect of forward speed.- Because flap impingement noise is a strong function of
the velocity at the flap, any significant effect of forward speed on this velocity should
change the EBF noise. Figure 3 shows the dynamic pressure distribution of the inboard
JT15D turbofan exhaust near the flap (see fig. 3 inset) for several forward speeds. The
general characteristics of the exhaust are not affected by forward speed although the peak
dynamic pressure ratio is increased approximately 7 percent. This is a 19-percent
increase in the sixth power of the flap velocity, which would tend to indicate that impinge-
ment noise would increase with forward speed.
The effect of airspeed on the frequency spectrum for the landing configuration
(Sf = 15/35/55) is shown in figure 4. The fan machinery noise decreases with forward
speed because fan blade leading-edge and inlet distortion are decreased. The flap
impingement noise decreased 2 dB even though the peak velocity at the flap increased.
The noise may therefore also be a strong function of jet turbulence, which would be
smaller at forward speed, as well as impingement velocity. A more complete investi-
gation of the exhaust plume is required to relate the velocity to the flap noise. The
reduction in flap noise with airspeed for the takeoff flap (Sf = 0/20/40) was approximately
one-half that for the landing flap.
Effect of angle of attack.- The normal flight range of angle of attack for STOL air-
craft will be 0 ° to 10 °. The frequency spectrum for the takeoff flap at _ = 0 °, 8 °, and
20 ° is shown in figure 5. The results indicate an increase in flap noise of approximately
0.1 dB/deg. As shown in figure 6 this is an increase of 1 PNdB or less in perceived
noise level for the operational angle-of-attack range.
The fan machinery noise is low in figure 5 because of the high free-stream velocity
ratio. At lower velocity ratios, angle of attack created inlet distortion which resulted in
a 2 to 3 dB increase in fan noise for an 8 ° increase in angle of attack.
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Augmentor Wing
Theacoustic characteristics of the augmentor wing at forward speed were investi-
gated with the large-scale model having a swept augmentor wing shown in figure 7. 'The
wing has an aspect ratio of 8, a taper ratio of 0.3, and a quarter-chord sweep of 27.5 °.
The 70-percent span augmentor was powered by a slot primary nozzle. The high-
pressure air was supplied by two modified Viper compressors driven by a J85 turbojet.
The inlets of the compressors and the J85 were acoustically treated, as were the J85
residual-gas tail pipes.
The microphones and data-reduction technique were the same as described for the
EBF. The augmentor-wing data have also been scaled to a 150-passenger, 91 000-kg
(200 000-1b) aircraft assuming 80 percent of the installed thrust is ducted into the wing.
Effect of flap deflection.- The perceived noise level directivity patterns for the take-
off (Sf = 40 O) and landing (5f = 70 °) configurations are shown in figure 8. Deflecting the
flap from 40 ° to 70 ° while maintaining constant pressure ratio increased the noise in the
forward quadrant by 3 PNdB. This trend is also evident in the total sound power level, as
shown in figure 9. Since, at high flap deflections, the flap pressure ratio is reduced, this
does not necessarily mean the augmentor is noisier at landing. The increase in power
shows that the increased turning inside the augmentor generates acoustic energy. It has
previously been assumed that any change with flap deflection was simply a redistribution
of the sound energy.
Effect of forward speed.- The variation of sound power with forward speed is shown
in figure 9. The results show that there is only a very small increase in sound power.
The augmentor noise is dominated by the mixing noise of the primary and secondary flows.
The very small change in power level indicates that the augmentor maintains the relative
velocity constant with airspeed.
The perceived noise level directivity patterns for the landing and takeoff configura-
tions at forward speed are shown in figure 10. The acoustic directivity shifted aft, reduc-
ing the front quadrant noise and increasing the aft quadrant noise by 1 to 2 PNdB. The
changes in peak perceived noise levels were small: 1 PNdB decrease for takeoff and
1 PNdB increase for landing. As shown in figure 11, any change in perceived noise level
results from a change in broadband frequency spectra, indicating a change in acoustic
energy from the mixing of the primary and secondary flow in the augmentor.
Augmentor noise suppression.- The noise levels for the full-scale augmentor wing
are much higher than the 95-EPNdB STOL noise goal. The Boeing Company, under con-
tract to NASA, has investigated the acoustics and noise-suppression techniques for the
augmentor (ref. 6). The results of this research are summarized in figure 12. The ini-
tial augmentor designs incorporated a slot primary nozzle. This was used as a baseline
for the study. The spectra for this nozzle, which are typical of jet noise, produced a
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perceived noise level (PNL) of 116 PNdB. A lobe-type nozzle shifted the peak noise in the
spectra to a higher frequency and reduced the PNL by 6 PNdB on a 152.5-m (500-ft) side-
line. Installing the untreated augmentor shroud-flap assembly shifted acoustic energy
from the high- to the low-frequency bands by reducing the jet relative velocity and creat-
ing a lower frequency acoustic source at the augmentor exit. The PNL was reduced to
104 PNdB. The inside of the augmentor was then lined with acoustic absorption material
which was tuned to the frequencies containing the most annoying noise. Combining the
lobed nozzle with a lined augmentor reduces the noise of the augmentor wing below the
95-PNdB noise level. With this high degree of suppression, some of the characteristics
noted earlier in this presentation may change. For example, if the dominant noise source
is augmentor-exhaust mixing rather than mixing of the primary and secondary flow, a
noise reduction with airspeed would be expected.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Forward speed reduced the flap impingement noise of the externally blown flap
model. The reduction was 2 dB for the landing flap setting and 1 dB for the takeoff flap
setting. The effect of angle of attack was to increase the impingement noise by 0.1 dB/deg.
From this it can be seen that the effects of flight on an EBF model that has not been acous-
tically treated are small. These effects apply only for the model and engine configuration
discussed herein. The presence of noise-attentuating devices may significantly alter
these results.
Flap deflection has a more significant effect than does airspeed on the acoustic
characteristics of an augmentor wing with a slot primary nozzle. At a pressure ratio of
1.8, deflecting the flap from 40 ° to 70 ° increased the PNL in the forward quadrant by
3 PNdB. This does not, of course, necessarily mean that the landing flap will be noisier.
In fact it will probably be quieter because of the reduced throttle setting. This increase
was also evidenced in the model sound power, indicating that augmentor turning not only
redistributes but also increases the total acoustic energy. Forward speed shifted the
acoustic directivity aft by a small amount. The changes in peak PNL were within 1 PNdB.
Small-scale static acoustic research has shown that the 95-PNdB noise level can be
achieved by the augmentor wing. The augmentor is therefore no longer the dominant
noise source of an augmentor wing STOL aircraft. The effect of airspeed on this acous-
tically treated augmentor will require further investigation.
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EBF NOISE TESTS WITH ENGINE UNDER-THE-WING AND
OVER- THE -WING CONFIGURATIONS
By Robert G. Dorsch and Meyer Reshotko
NASA Lewis Research Center
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
The contents of this paper can be summarized as follows: For the engine under-
the-wing system the recent TF-34 flap-noise data are discussed first. These data are
from static tests similar to those described by Paul Lasagna (paper no. 30) of Flight
Research Center. Next, noise data obtained during a free-jet forward-speed-effect
study are presented. These data supplement the Ames 40- x 80-foot wind tunnel results
described by Michael Falarski (paper no. 31). A major shift to discussion of the engine
over-the-wing system is then made. Some of the noise sources associated with this
system, which employs upper surface flap blowing, were described by David Chestnutt
in paper no. 29. The results of a small-scale-configuration screening study are pre-
sented first, followed by some recent large-scale-model test data. Finally, the noise
data from the engine over-the-wing and the engine under-the-wing systems are
compared.
E NGINE UNDER- THE-WING SYSTEMS
An under-the-wing view of the TF-34 externally blown flap (EBF) test rig located
at the Flight Research Center is shown in figure l(a). This noise test was part of the
TF-34 program discussed by Richard Goldman in the Engine Noise Technology Panel
Discussion (paper no. 28). The vertically mounted swept wing had a large triple-slotted-
flap system. The wing chord length was 13 feet, and the section span was 11 feet. The
engine centerline was located 9 feet above grade. The microphones were placed on a
100-foot semicircle in a plane parallel to the ground and passing through the engine
centerline.
The rear view of the test rig (fig. l(b)) shows the separate flow exhaust nozzle of
the TF-34 engine directed at the deployed flap system. The acoustic treatment of this
engine and the large amount of fan and core noise suppression achieved were described
by Goldman. Flap-noise tests were run with the three flaps in the retracted position,
the 0o-20o-40 ° takeoff position, and the 15°-35°-55 ° approach position.
Noise radiation patterns at 100 feet from the test rig are shown in figure 2 for a
takeoff thrust level of 7760 pounds. The perceived noise level is given as a function of
angle from the engine inlet. Ninety degrees is directly below the wing. Data are shown
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for the enginealone, with flaps retracted, andwith flaps at the 0o-20o-40° takeoff posi-
tion. It is clear that there is a large increase in noise below the wing whenthe flaps are
lowered into the engineexhaust. For example, at 90° there is an 8-perceived-noise-
decibel (PNdB)increase in noise as the flaps are lowered from the retracted to the take-
off position.
This large increase in noise is clearly seenin the sound-pressure-level one-third-
octave spectra (fig. 3). Data for the enginealone andfor the takeoff flap setting are shown
at 90° from the engineinlet for the same test conditions. The spectra showthat the flap
interaction noise is very broadbandand peaksat about 100hertz. The soundcanbest be
described as a loud, low-frequency rumble.
Before the TF-34 tests, data were obtainedat the Lewis Research Center with a
one-half-scale model of the EBF system (fig. 4). The engine exhaustwas simulated by
a cold-air jet from a one-half-scale model of the TF-34 coannular nozzle. The wing sec-
tion had anearlier double-slotted version of the flap system.
Becausemanyof the early EBF noise estimates were basedon the one-half-scale-
model data, it is of interest to compare the results. The 500-foot perceived noise levels
measuredin the two tests are shownin figure 5 as a function of core-exhaust velocity.
The recent TF-34 test dataare shownas opensymbols. The solid symbols denotethe
one-half-scale-model data scaled up to TF-34 size and test conditions by using simple
noise scaling laws. The agreement is good - particularly at the higher exhaustveloci-
ties. At low core-exhaust velocities the TF-34 data are louder than predicted by the one-
half-scale data. This results primarily from the fact that at low core velocities the TF-34
hasa considerablyhigher ratio of fan-exhaust to core-exhaust velocity than the one-half-
scale model. Thus, the new data lend credence to the early estimates that in order to
meet STOLnoise goals someform of flap-noise suppressionwill be required whenever
engine-exhaustvelocities are aboveapproximately 600feet per second.
Considernowthe EBF airspeed-effect test (fig. 6). A 13-inch-diameter free jet
was usedto simulate airplane forward speed. A one-thirteenth-scale EBF model was
mountedonthe free-jet nozzle as shown(upper surface of the wing shownin photograph).
The modelsupport structure is outside the boundariesof the simulated airstream. The
EBF modelhad a 2-inch-diameter convergentnozzle and a 13-inch wing chord.
Typical effects of airspeed on noise spectra below the wing are shownin figure 7.
The spectrawere measuredat 100° from the inlet for a nozzle exhaustvelocity of 835feet
per second. Dataare shownfor a 10°-20° flap setting andfor the nozzle alone for both
the static (or zero airspeed) condition andfor an airspeed of 100knots. The nozzle data
show that the high-frequency noise is reducedby 5 or 6 decibels at 100knots. For the
EBF modelthe noise at 100knots decreasedby 2 to 3 decibels over much of the spectrum.
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Now consider an EBF system that employs a mixer-decayer nozzle to reduce the
flap-impingement velocity. In paper no. 30 Paul Lasagna presented some noise data for
an EBF with a Daisy mixer nozzle. In the present test an eight-tube mixer nozzle was
used. The EBF model with an eight-tube mixer nozzle is shown mounted in the free-jet
test rig (fig. 8). The jet-exhaust decay characteristics of this nozzle were investigated
in the Lewis 6- x 9-foot tunnel. The exhaust velocity decay ratio V/Vj is plotted against
distance X from the nozzle exit plane for static conditions and for a tunnel airspeed of
100 knots (fig. 9). The distance scale is in terms of the equivalent diameter D E of the
eight-tube nozzle. The X/D E of the EBF model at the flap station is 9.5. With zero
airspeed the velocity decay is 0.35. At 100 knots the decay is changed to 0.43. In terms
of the effect on flap-impingement noise, this change would predict a 5-decibel increase in
flap noise at 100 knots airspeed.
Typical noise data at 100 ° from the inlet are shown in figure 10. The nozzle exhaust
velocity was 835 feet per second. The data for a 10°-20 ° flap setting actually show a
4-decibel decrease in high-frequency noise at 100 knots. This decrease in EBF noise is
somewhat surprising in view of the fact that the eight-tube mixer nozzle has less velocity
decay at 100 knots. The reduction in EBF noise with airspeed is partially related to the
noise characteristics of the mixer nozzle. At static conditions the mixer nozzle installed
below the wing contributes approximately one-half of the total noise at high frequencies.
From the mixer-nozzle-alone data, it is seen that, because of relative velocity effects,
the nozzle high-frequency noise has decreased considerably at 100 knots. This decrease
in nozzle noise, however, accounts for only part of the decrease in total EBF noise. A
possible explanation is that the noise generated at the flaps is lower at 100 knots because
of a reduction in the turbulence intensity in the shear layer mixing region of the impinging
jet or because of a reduction in the velocity gradient at the trailing edges of the flaps, or
both.
The preliminary results of this airspeed-effect study indicate that an EBF airplane
with conventional exhaust nozzles would be about 2 to 3 PNdB quieter at 100 knots than
would be expected from static noise tests. If a mixer-decayer nozzle is used, the reduc-
tion would be about 1 PNdB. Very similar results were found in the 40 x 80 wind tunnel
tests described by Falarski (paper no. 31).
ENGINE OVER-THE-WING SYSTEMS
Some possible engine over-the-wing EBF configurations are shown in figure 11.
The engine over-the-wing configurations employ upper surface flap blowing. A configu-
ration screening study was conducted with one-thirteenth-scale models having the con-
figurations shown in this figure. The engine exhaust was simulated by an ambient-
temperature air jet.
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Thefirst configuration shownis for an engine havinga slot-shaped exhaustnozzle.
The ^"_.... +nozzle is located _1_ +_+h_,,,_ng _,,_r_ tn f_rilit_f_ fInw _ff_hrn_nf
The second configuration uses a conventional circular nozzle with a flow deflector
to turn the flow toward the flaps. The flow deflector is retracted for cruise or CTOL
flight. The flow deflector can also be designed to convert to a thrust reverser after
touchdown.
The third configuration has a slot nozzle assembly that can be canted downward
toward the flap system to obtain flow attachment. The nozzle is rotated back to its
cruise position as the flaps are retracted.
The lower sketch in figure 11 shows a slot nozzle in combination with sideplates or
wing fences to facilitate flow attachment.
Good flow attachment to the flaps is required for powered lift. The screening tests,
therefore, included measurements of static turning effectiveness. A one-thirteenth-scale
model with a 5 to 1 slot nozzle is shown in figure 12 suspended in the force balance of the
lift-thrust rig. The lift and thrust forces were measured with load cells.
Static turning efficiencies are shown in figure 13 for the flaps in the 10°-20 ° takeoff
position. The flap slots were covered in all cases shown. The ordinate is the measured
lift force divided by the nozzle-alone thrust. The abscissa is the forward thrust divided
by the nozzle-alone thrust. The turning angle is measured with respect to the engine axis.
Data are shown for four configurations, which are listed in the same order as in figure 11.
The configurations have a 10 to 1 aspect ratio slot nozzle, a circular nozzle with deflector ,
a canted 5 to 1 slot nozzle, and a 5 to 1 slot nozzle with sideplates. Good attachment was
achieved, and the flow turned approximately 30 ° in all cases. Static turning efficiencies
between 0.77 and 0.93 are indicated. These values are similar to those obtained with
various engine under-the-wing EBF models (e.g., paper no. 5).
Now look at the corresponding data for a 300-60 ° flap position (fig. 14). This setting
would be typical for landing. At this larger turning angle the circular nozzle with deflec-
tor and the canted 5 to 1 slot nozzle configurations still have very good flow attachment.
The turning angle is about 60 °, and the efficiencies are nearly the same as for the lower
flap-angle case. However, the data for the 10 to 1 slot nozzle with no attachment device
and for the 5 to 1 slot nozzle with sideplates indicate that the flow attachment was not as
good at this flap setting. The lift factors for these two cases, however, are roughly com-
parable with that for the circular nozzle with deflector case.
The turning effectiveness data in figures 13 and 14 were for configurations having
the flap slots covered. In general, flow attachment under static conditions was not very
sensitive to whether or not the slots were covered. The noise on the other hand was very
sensitive. The effects of slot covering on the spectra below the wing at 100 ° are shown
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in figure 15. The dataare for the circular nozzlewith deflector configuration. The data
with slots openare indicated by the solid symbols. With slots openthere was a large
increase in noise generation in the midfrequency range. This causeda 4.5-decibel
increase in the overall soundpressure level. Becauseof this large effect on noise, only
data for engineover-the-wing configurations havingcovered slots are presented from
this point on.
A closer look at the noise spectra for the circular nozzle plus deflector configura-
tion is given in figure 16. The data are at 80o from the inlet for a 30o-60° flap setting.
The exhaustvelocity was 585feet per second. Thelower (solid) curve is for jet noise
from the 2-inch-diameter nozzle alone. Whena flow deflector is attachedto the nozzle,
there is a large increase in noise, as canbe seenfrom the dashedcurve. Whenthe noz-
zle plus deflector is placedabovethe wing, one obtainsthe spectra shownby the triangu-
lar data points. These results showthat muchof the high-frequency deflector noise is
shieldedby the wing. Further, whenthe exhaustflow is attached to the flap system, there
is a large increase in low-frequency noise. This noise is associatedwith flow turning
and probably originates at the flap trailing edge.
Noise spectra for the 5 to 1 slot nozzle with various attachmentdevices are shown
in figure 17at 120° from the inlet for the 10°-20° flap position and anexhaustvelocity of
750feet per second. The jet noise for the slot nozzlealone is givenby the solid curve.
With no device the flow does not attach, andthe spectrum is shownby the circular data
points. There is only a small increase in low-frequency noise without attachment. At
high frequencies the wing shields someof the nozzleexhaust noise. Canting the nozzle
toward the flaps or using sideplates resulted in flow attachment. With flow attachment
there is again a large increase in low-frequency noise. The figure shows that the device
used to obtain attachment has only secondary effects on the flap noise.
Flap-noise data for three good attachment cases are summarized for takeoff condi-
tions in figure 18. The spectral data are for the circular nozzle with deflector, the 5 to
1 canted slot nozzle, and the 10 to 1 slot nozzle configurations. The spectra have gener-
ally similar shapes and levels, with the 10 to 1 slot nozzle configuration being the quietest.
The data points for the circular nozzle with deflector fall in the middle and are surpris-
ingly close to the 10 to 1 slot nozzle results.
In order to evaluate scale effects, noise tests are currently being run at Lewis with
a one-half-scale engine over-the-wing model employing a circular nozzle with deflector
(fig. 19). The model is geometrically identical to the one-thirteenth-scale model and is
6_ times as large. The one-half-scale model has a wing chord length of 7 feet and a
13-inch-diameter circular nozzle. The wing section is mounted vertically and has a
span of 9 feet. The flaps are shown in the 300-600 position with the slots covered. The
nozzle is supplied by dried pressurized air at ambient temperature.
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Typical noise spectra at 50feet and 90° from the inlet are shownfor the one-half-
_..,_ ._1 with the flaps in the 3n°-a_° position (fin. 20_. The nozzle exhaust velocity
was 680 feet per second. The data are for the nozzle alone, nozzle and deflector, and
nozzle plus deflector and wing. As noted with the one-thirteenth-scale model, there is
a large increase in noise when the deflector is added to the nozzle. However, again,
the wing shields much of this noise from the ground observer at all frequencies above
400 hertz. Also, as noted with the small model there is a large increase in low-frequency
noise. Thus, the large-model results are very similar to those obtained with the small
model if one allows for the shift of the spectrum to lower frequencies. One-half-scale-
model data are currently being obtained with smaller flap-deflection angles more typical
of the takeoff setting. A preliminary analysis of data with flaps in the 10°-20 ° position
indicates that the magnitude of the shielding effect is comparable with the 30 °- 60 ° results.
COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS
Engine over-the-wing EBF noise data are compared in figure 21 with engine under-
the-wing data for the same one-half-scale wing and 13-inch-diameter convergent nozzle.
The triangular symbols are the upper surface blowing data points for the nozzle with
deflector over the wing. The noise data at the same test conditions with lower surface
blowing are shown by the square symbols. Because of the shielding effect of the wing,
upper surface blowing is about 8 decibels quieter than lower surface blowing over most
of the spectrum.
The effects of shielding and reflection by the wing flap system can be seen more
clearly in figure 22. The perceived-noise-level radiation patterns at 500 feet for the two
systems are compared in polar form. The data points for the EBF model with upper sur-
face blowing are shown as solid triangles. The lower surface blowing data are shown by
the open squares. The engine over-the-wing system is clearly quieter below the airplane
and noisier above. At 90 ° (or directly below the wing) the flap noise is about 8 PNdB
quieter with upper surface blowing.
A comparison of perceived-noise-level data at 500 feet for the two one-half-scale
EBF models as a function of nozzle exhaust velocity is presented in figure 23. The flaps
were at the 300-60 ° position in both tests, and the flow turning angles were comparable.
The test data for lower surface blowing are given by the circular symbols. The upper
surface blowing data are given by the triangles. In each case, the data are for the micro-
phone angle which gives the maximum PNL during flyover. The two curves are nearly
parallel, showing the same strong dependence of the noise level on exhaust velocity.
Because of shielding, the upper surface blowing data at this flap setting are about 9 PNdB
quieter over the velocity range shown. At smaller flap-angle settings the differences may
be somewhat less. These test results also indicate that, although upper surface blowing
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is quieter for a given exhaustvelocity andflow turning angle, both EBF systems will
require some form of flap-noise suppressionat the higher exhaustvelocities.
SUPPRESSINGFLAP NOISE
The powered-lift noise test results presentedin this paper and in previous papers
(paper nos. 29, 30, and 31) indicate that further work is neededon flap-noise suppression.
Methodsof suppressing the augmentorwing noise were described by Falarski in paper
no. 31.
Somepossible methods of suppressingEBF noise are summarized as follows: One
methodis to modify the enginecycle in order to reduce engine-exhaustvelocity. This
requires developmentof very-high-bypass-ratio engines with low-pressure-ratio fans.
This subject is considered in detail in paper no. 33. Another method, which is discussed
in this paper and by Lasagna in paper no. 30, is to reduce the flap-impingement velocity
by using a mixer-decayer nozzle. The third method is to use some form of flap surface
treatment to try to reduce the noise at the source. Finally, the use of various forms of
trailing-edge flap blowing is being investigated. A research study to determine the
potential of the last two methods was described by Chestnutt in paper no. 29. Whatever
method is tried, the object is to suppress the flap noise associated with powered lift with-
out seriously impairing the high lift-drag ratio or the engine thrust at takeoff. In addi-
tion, the EBF system must have acceptable cruise efficiency when the flaps are retracted.
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STOL PROPULSIONSYSTEMS
By Robert J. Denington, Robert W. Koenig, Michael R. Vanco,
and David A. Sagerser
NASA Lewis Research Center
INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses the selection and the characteristics of quiet, clean propulsion
systems for STOL aircraft. Engines are evaluated for augmentor wing and externally
blown flap STOL aircraft with the engines located both under and over the wings. Some
supporting testdata are presented. Optimum engines are selected based on achieving
the performance, economic, acoustic, and pollutiongoals presently being considered for
future STOL aircraft.
The data and results presented were obtained from a number of contracted studies
and some supporting NASA inhouse programs, most of which began in early 1972. The
contracts (fig.1) include (1) two aircraft and mission studies (withDouglas and
Lockheed), (2)two propulsion system studies (withGeneral Electric and Allison that
provided much of the engine data on which thispaper is based), (3)the experimental and
analytic work on the augmentor wing (at Boeing), and (4)the experimental programs on
Q-Fans (at Hamilton Standard). None of these studies is complete, so the information
presented here is really a progress report.
Throughout thispaper, engines are selected and discussed based on aircraft eco-
nomics using the direct operating cost as the primary criterion. This cost includes the
cost of the crew, fuel, aircraft,and engine maintenance and depreciation. Historically
ithas served as a very good criterion for commercial aircraft optimization. Common
procedures and assumptions for the calculationof the direct operating cost were agreed
to and have been used throughout the contracted and inhouse studies.
The direct operating costs quoted in thispaper are for the STOL baseline aircraft
defined in figure 2. Itis a 100 passenger aircraftthatmeets the STOL noise goal. It
has a 500-mile range and is capable of landing and taking off in a 2000-foot FAA field.
Variations of these major parameters have been looked at, but, except for the noise
goal, they have only a minor effecton the selectionof quiet engine characteristics.
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Noise
As wasemphasizedearlier, it is very important that STOLaircraft be acceptedby
the general public, thusthe needfor a quiet, cleanpropulsion system. Firm noise
regulations have not beenset by the Government; however, for the STOL engineandair-
craft studies, 95EPNdBat a 500-foot sideline hasbeenselected as a representative
noise goal. This goal is comparedwith the current FAA-FAR-36 regulations in figure 3,
which showsthat to meet the STOL goal of 95 EPNdBa reduction in sideline noise of
about30 PNdB relative to FAR 36 at the same sideline distance is required. This im-
poses severe penalties on the aircraft and engine design. The STOL aircraft and engines
described are all designed to meet the 95 EPNdB design goal with the acoustic design
very much dependent on the type of aircraft and installation. Some discussion of the
savings associated with relaxing these noise goals is also given.
A specification on sideline noise may not be the best measure of the public's reaction
to noise. Since a better criterion may be the area exposed to objectionable noise levels,
footprints or noise contours are also presented for the STOL aircraft.
Pollution
The modern aircraft presently entering the commercial fleet are already fairly low
in emission of pollutants and smoke. But, as shown in figure 4, significant reductions
in pollutant levels for STOL are still desired. Test data from experimental combustors
have already shown that the CO and HC goals can be achieved with new combustor designs
and proper engine operation at idle. Meeting the NO goal, however, presents a more
difficult problem.
The rate of NO generated is dependent to a large extent on combustor design and
combustor inlet temperature and pressures, which are in turn a direct function of the
engine cycle pressure ratio as shown in figure 5. This figure, which is a plot of analyt-
ical data of NO production against engine cycle overall pressure ratio, indicates that
with an advanced combustor design the NO goal of 10 pounds per 1000 pounds of fuel can
be achieved with pressure ratios of about 20 - a value slightly lower than most modern
CTOL engines. Although it is not shown, the NO goal can also be met at a higher pres-
sure ratio, with water injection, although water injection results in a more complicated
aircraft and engine. Combustor exit (or turbine inlet) temperatures have a less signifi-
cant effect on NO generation, although lower temperatures result in slightly lower NO
production.
Direct operating cost is a good indication of the costs necessary to design engines
with a low overall pressure ratio and low temperatures to reduce NO production. Fig-
ure 6 is a plot of direct operating cost against turbine inlet temperature and cycle pres-
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sure ratio for a 100-passenger,four-engine externally blow flap STOLaircraft
that meets the 95 EPNdBnoise goal at a 500-footsideline. The curves showthat a rela-
tively low overall pressure ratio of about 20anda temperature in the 2300° to 2400° F
range canbe selected for STOL to reducepollution and simplify the enginewithout sig-
nificant direct operating cost penalties. This results primarily becausethe lower spe-
cific fuel consumptionassociatedwith higher pressure ratios andtemperatures is not
very important for short range STOLmissions. Theseconclusionsapply to other STOL
aircraft engines, so all the enginesdescribed in the remainder of this paper are de-
signedwith overall pressure ratios of about20 andturbine inlet temperatures of 2300°
to 2400° F.
PROPULSIONFORAUGMENTORWINGSTOL
The augmentorwing aircraft and its propulsion system probably have the most inte-
grated airframe-engine combination of the STOLaircraft being considered. To under-
stand the interaction of the engineandnacelle with the airframe, figure 7 showsa sim-
plified schematic of an engineand wing cross section with the major noise sources.
During takeoff and approachthe highpressure air from the wing duct exhaustnozzle is a
noise source which is propagatedthrough the flaps andto the atmosphere. Another noise
source is the machinery noise associatedwith the high tip speed, multistage fan which is
required to compress the wing air to a suitable pressure. The only noise source from
the fan is in a forward direction since the scroll and the duct system canbe adequately
treated to essentially eliminate the aft fan machinery noise. The other noise sources
are in the back of the engine. These two sources are primary jet noise, which is a func-
tion of the core velocity, and core noise, which consists of turbine machinery combustor
or other noises not associatedwith the jet velocity.
A uniquepart of this installation is the duct, which is used to direct the bypass air
from the engine into the pylon. The air is then transferred from the pylon either to the
wing for takeoff and landing or to a cruise nozzlefor climb and cruise by diverter valves
located in the ducts. Figure 8 (ref. 1)shows someof the ducting andnozzle details
superimposedon a wing. Eachenginefeeds its own duct; appropriate crossover and
nozzle locations on each side of thewing help to maintain aircraft stability during engine
out operation. A cross section showsthe duct locations relative to the rear wing spar,
the nozzles, and the flap arrangement for exhaustingthe wing air. The arrows indicate
the flow paths of the secondaryair for the ejector type nozzle which augmentsthe wing
thrust. When the flaps are retracted, the air flow is diverted to the cruise nozzle lo-
catedon the pylon.
Many factors affect the proper enginecycle selection for the angmentorwing system.
The cycle selected has to meet both the aircraft andmission requirements andthe noise
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goal. Preliminary screening showsthat a turbofan cycle best meets these requirements,
althoughthe cycle andaircraft must be optimized together becausenf interactinns be-
tweenthe ducting, wing, and quieting.
The enginecycle parameters that havea significant effect on the augmentorwing
propulsion system are the fan pressure ratio andbypass ratio. They affect the engine
weight, blowingsystem weight, wing design, and noise. Oncea fan pressure is
selected, the bypassratio required to meet the jet exhaustnoise limit is defined. This
particular noise problem is discussed later. The cycle parameters needto be selected
whenaircraft design, noise, and economicsare all considered.
The enginesystem weight, which includes the engine, scroll, and nacelle, andthe
blowing systemweight, which includes thepylon andwing ducts and nozzles, are con-
sidered a single propulsion system weight group. This weight group is shownas a
function of fan pressure ratio in figure 9. Also shownis the effect of the propulsion
system weight on total aircraft empty weight. The propulsion system and blowing sys-
tem weights increase with increasing fan pressure ratio while the total aircraft weight
decreases. A low fan pressure means a lighter engineandwing duct. However, the
volume of the wing duct needsto be increased to pass the sameamountof air at a lower
pressure. Soa larger airplane wing, either thicker or greater in area, is necessary to
contain the ducts. The larger wing increases drag and requires more thrust anda
heavier wing. These effects overshadowthe savings in propulsion system weight.
Duct designandacoustic considerations determine the upper pressure limit. Since
noise is aprimary factor in fan pressure ratio selection, the effect of fan pressure
ratio as a function of suppressedwing noise is shownin figure 10 for a 100passenger
augmentorwing aircraft. With a 15-percent duct pressure loss, the Boeingmodel
tests (ref. 1) haveshownthat wing noise canbe suppressedto about 92PNdB for an
enginedesignedwith a 3 to 1fan pressure ratio.
Quietingthe engineto about92 PNdBalso results in a system noise level of about
95 EPNdBor slightly less whenthe two sources are added. Higher fan pressure ratios
increase wing noise, which in turn requires unreasonablereductions in enginenoise to
meet a 95EPNdBsystem noise goal.
A 3 to 1 fan pressure ratio looks goodfrom an aircraft designpoint of view. The
economicsof the system also needsto be considered. Direct operating cost is shownas
a function of fan pressure ratio for a 100passenger augmentorwing aircraft in figure 11.
The analysisindicates that whenthe fan pressure ratio is lowered, the direct operating
cost rises. The direct operating cost increase is mostly from aircraft performance
losses as a result of the large wing neededto meet ducting requirements. The direct
operating costs indicate that a fan pressure anywherebetween2.7 and 3.0 maybe used
for the augmentorwing aircraft with very little to begained or lost on an economic
basis. The economicsare basedonan augmentorwing aircraft with a predicted sideline
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noise of 95EPNdB. The fan pressure ratio hasbeenconsidered in terms of system
design, economics,and wing noise suppressedto 92PNdB. However, to meet the system
noise goal of 95 EPNdBor slightly less, the remaining enginenoise sources must at least
be considered or suppressedat anacceptablelevel to meet the noise goal.
Unsuppressedand suppressednoise levels of a fan pressure ratio 3 to 1 augmentor
wing engineare illustrated in figure 12. Only themajor contributing noise sources are
considered at a 500-foot sideline for four enginesproducing about 60000 poundsof thrust.
The wing noise is suppressedabout22 PNdBto achievea 92 PNdB level. Model tests
have shownthat this suppression canbe achievedby reasonablenozzle designandflap
wall acoustic treatment. A 3 to 1 fan pressure ratio multistage, high tip speedfan is
noisy. The fan inlet forward radiated noise needsto be suppressedat least 25 PNdB.
The EngineNoise Technologypaper (paperno. 28)indicates that small-scale tests show
that a 25-PNdB suppressioncould be achievedwith a high subsonicthroat Mach number
inlet. Considering the amount of forward radiated noise from the aft end, the goal could
probably be achievedby suppressingthe fan inlet noise to about 93PNdB.
The unsuppressedcore noise is approachingthe noise goal and requires abouta
6-PNdB suppression. The primary jet velocity was lowered sufficiently so that it is not
a major contributor to the total noise. This wasdoneby extracting more energy from the
low pressure turbine than is commonfor enginesof conventionaltakeoff andlanding
aircraft.
Typical cycle characteristics that evolvedfrom this designapproachare listed in
figure 13. The general engine arrangement of a typical Allison augmentorwing engineis
illustrated in figure 14. A three-stage fan is usedin conjunctionwith a three-stage tur-
bine. The engineis conventionalexceptfor the relatively high bypass ratio of 2.8 (fig. 13).
This level of bypass ratio is usually not associatedwith a fan pressure ratio as high as 3
to 1. It results from the high energy extraction to reduce the jet noise level. The engine
hasan overall pressure ratio of about22 to 1 whenoperating at a turbine inlet tempera-
ture of 2300° F. The thrust is about 15000 poundsfor this engine.
Two installation drawings of augmentorwing enginesare illustrated in figures 15and
16using two approachesfor suppressingfan noise. Figure 15showsa variable area inlet
to provide a sonic or near sonic throat Machnumberfor suppressionsimilar to the design
illustrated in the EngineNoise Technologypaper. Other methodssuchas variable inlet
guidevanes are also being investigated to achieveinlet suppression. Figure 16 illustrates
a fixed area inlet using splitters and high velocity to provide the suppression. Both NASA
and Boeinghave shownthat somesuppression doesoccur at lower than sonic inlet flow
velocities in the throat of the inlet. This particular inlet, a General Electric design,
uses about a 0.78 throat Mach numberto provide a 5-PNdB suppression. The remaining
suppression is attributed to the long splitters. Inlet distortion, flight effects, andother
problems associatedwith these conceptsneedfurther investigation.
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Bothfigures 15and 16 havecore noise suppression to reduce core noise. The in-
foot sideline. Tests wilT be required to confirm these suppression predictions.
System integration problems such as the diverter valves required for changing flow
passages, transient engine operation, and maintainability of the duct system are a few
areas which must be investigated to determine the practicability of the augmentor wing
STOL propulsion system.
EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP
The acoustic characteristics of the externally blown flap (EBF) aircraft and engines
are discussed extensively in the previous papers. Jet flap noise was discussed in
papers by Paul Lasagna of Flight Research Center and Robert Dorsch of Lewis Research
Center. Fan machinery noise with its suppression and jet noise were discussed in the
Engine Noise Technology paper (paper no. 28). These data together with the results of
the STOL aircraft and engine studies are used herein to show how the propulsion system
characteristics are selected for externally blown flap STOL aircraft with the engines
located under the wing.
The noise sources for an externally blown flap aircraft are shown in figure 17. The
sources are fan machinery noise, core noise, fan and core jet noise, and flap noise.
The dominant noise sources are the fan noise and the flap noise. The other noise
sources, namely, fan and core jet noise, are controlled by cycle selection. Core noise
is reduced by wall treatment in the core duct.
The flap noise at takeoff is shown in figure 18 as a function of the installed fan
nozzle exhaust velocity for a four-engine externally blown flap aircraft with 90 000
pounds of thrust. The data presented are extrapolated from Lewis experimental small-
scale data. To meet the noise goal of 95 PNdB, the installed fan jet velocity must be
about 600 fps or less which corresponds to a fan pressure ratio of about 1.25. For
higher fan jet velocities or fan pressure ratios, a decayer must be used to reduce the
velocity if the noise goal is to be met. For example, at a fan pressure ratio of 1.4, or
an installed velocity of approximately 750 fps, a decayer must be used to reduce the
velocity about 25 percent to meet the noise goal.
The other dominant externally blown flap noise source is fan noise. The unsup-
pressed fan noise is shown in figure 19 as a function of fan pressure ratio. Two sets
of data are shown in this figure. The upper band is for high speed, single-stage fans
with tip speeds in the 1300 to 1500 fps range. The lower band is for low speed, single-
stage fans with tip speeds in the 750 to 1100 fps range. It is noted that high speed fans
are noiser than low speed fans. This is due to the effect of the multiple pure tones as
explained in the Engine Noise Technology paper.
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If oneof the dominantnoise sources is close to the noise goal, the other noise source
must be reducedmore to achieve the system noisegoal of 95 EPNdB. For example, if
the flap noise is 95 PNdB, the fan noise must besuppressedto 90 PNdB to make the
system noise goal of 95 EPNdB.
As shownin figures 18and 19, several approachescanbe taken to obtain a quiet
externally blown flap engine. Oneapproachis to take a very low fan pressure ratio
where the flap noise is well below 95 PNdB, while a secondapproachwould be to take a
higher fan pressure ratio at which the flap noise is about95 PNdB. A third approach
wouldbe to take a still higher fan pressure ratio anduse a decayer to meet the noise
goal. These three approachesare shownin figure 20. Theseare General Electric
enginesfor a 100passengeraircraft. To achievethe noise goals, these enginesincor-
porate advancedfan technologyand acoustic suppressiondesigns.
Theupper enginein figure 20 has a 1.15 pressure ratio fan. This enginehasa
variable pitch fan andan installed exhaustvelocity of about460 fps, which gives a flap
noise below 90 PNdB. Therefore, minimum suppressionis required to make the noise
goal. There is one splitter and wall treatment in the inlet and one splitter andwall
treatment in the fan duct. The inlet andaft fan noise are reducedabout 15dB. The
core treatment shownreduces the core noise by I0 PNdB. This is a very large engine,
with a nacelle diameter of about 128inches.
Themiddle enginein figure 20 hasa 1.25 pressure ratio variable pitch fan. The
installed fan exhaustvelocity of about 600fps results in a flap noise level of about
95 PNdB. More fan suppressionis neededto meet the noise goal than in the 1.15 fan
pressure ratio enginementionedpreviously. There are two splitters with wall treat-
ment in the inlet and onesplitter with extensivewall treatment in the aft duct. The in-
let and aft fan noise are reducedabout 20dB. The core treatment shownreducesthe
core noise 10dB as in the I. 15 engine. A more reasonablenacelle diameter of about
100inches results from the higher fan pressure ratio.
The lower enginein figure 20 hasa 1.30 pressure ratio fixed pitch fan with a
decayer to reduce flap impingement velocity. Theinstalled fan exhaustvelocity is
about 650 fps, but the decayer is designedto reducethis velocity to a level below 600fps
to meet the noise goal. Becauseof the higher fanpressure ratio, slightly more treat-
ment is required in the engine. There are three splitters andwall treatment in the inlet
and two splitters andwall treatment in the aft duct. The inlet and aft fan noise are re-
ducedabout20 dB. The core nozzle is cantedso that the core flow misses the flap.
Since this enginehas a fixed pitch fan, a thrust reverser is needed. The lower
half of the 1.30 fan pressure ratio engineinstallation showsthe enginein the reverse
thrust position. As canbe seen from figure 20, the cowling is translated aft to expose
the reverser. The thrust reverser shownis a cascade-typereverser with a blocker
door. This type of reverser was discussed in theEngineNoise Technologypaper. On
the engine, the reverser is positioned so that theflow is skewedupward to avoid
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reingestion and aircraft impingement. The reverser uses about 190 ° emission and has
an estimated weight of about 1500 pounds. The 96-inch nacelle di_m__eter is the sma!!est
of the three engines.
The engines presented have shown three approaches to the acoustic design, but the
best design has not been selected. STOL aircraft performance and economics using DOC
as the primary parameter will be used to help make this selection.
The effect of fan pressure ratio on the direct operating cost for fixed and variable
pitch fans is shown in figure 21 where relative direct operating cost is plotted against
fan pressure ratio. The direct operating cost is seen to minimize for both the fixed and
variable pitch fans at a pressure ratio of about 1.25. As the fan pressure ratio increases
above 1.25 or 1.27, the direct operating cost increases sharply because of the addition
of a decayer which is required to make the noise goal. Below this fan pressure ratio,
the direct operating cost increases because the large nacelles increase the drag, and the
low pressure ratio fans are much more sensitive to the pressure loss associated with
the acoustic suppression. The variable pitch engine is 5 to 10 percent lower in direct
operating cost than the fixed pitch engine because the variable pitch fan can provide re-
verse thrust without the use of a heavy conventional thrust reverser.
The direct operating cost trends are partially explained by the variation in engine
thrust to weight ratio. The engine thrust to weight ratio is shown in figure 22 as function
of fan pressure ratio. Shown in this figure are uninstalled thrust to weight ratios and
installed engine thrust to weight ratios for fixed and variable pitch fans. The maximum
uninstalled engine thrust to weight ratio occurs in the 1.20 to 1.35 fan pressure ratio
range. The optimum fixed pitch installed engine thrust to weight is around a fan pressure
ratio of 1.3 to 1.35, while that for the variable pitch fan is around 1.25. The difference
between the uninstalled and installed engine thrust to weight is the weight of the nacelle
and the acoustic treatment. The improvement in engine thrust to weight for the variable
pitch fan over the fixed pitch fan is due to the variable pitch fan not needing a thrust re-
verser. This improvement accounts for the major part of the direct operating cost im-
provement shown in figure 21.
The other factor that affects the engine selection is the cruise Mach number capa-
bility of the aircraft and engine. A high cruise Mach number capability produces a more
versatile aircraft with greater passenger appeal. The effect of fan pressure ratio on
cruise Mach number is shown in figure 23, where the aircraft is optimized for minimum
direct operating cost. The high drags associated with engines with fan pressure ratios
below 1.25 make it uneconomical to operate at Mach numbers as high as 0.8.
Based on minimizing the direct operating cost and obtaining a cruise Mach number
of about 0.8, the studies indicate that a variable pitch fan engine with a pressure ratio
of about 1.25 is the best under the wing engine.
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The enginecharacteristics for a typical 1.25 fan pressure ratio engine are shown
in figure 24. The rated thrust is 22 500 pounds for a 90 ° day. The fan pressure ratio
varies from 1.25 at takeoff to about 1.29 at cruise. The bypass ratio is 17. However,
the bypass ratio can vary from 14 to 17 depending on what core flow and core exhaust
velocity are used. The turbine inlet temperature is 2400 ° F. The uninstalled thrust
to weight ratio is 6.6, and the takeoff specific full consumption is 0.23 pound of fuel
per hour per pound of thrust.
An engine that meets these cycle characteristics is shown in figure 25. The
Allison engine has a variable pitch fan with composite blades. The fan is driven by a
low pressure, three-stage turbine through a gear train with a gear ratio of 3.0. There
is a two tip aerodynamic chord spacing between the rotor and stator to reduce the noise.
An installation drawing of the Allison engine is shown in figure 26. This engine has
one splitter and acoustic wall treatment in the inlet and two short splitters and wall
treatment in the fan duct. A three-position fan nozzle is used to obtain optimum per-
formance at takeoff, cruise, and in reverse thrust. The accessory gearbox is located
in the nacelle for easy maintainability.
The rationale used to select the externally blown flap under the wing engine has just
been described. This engine does have many new and unique features that are quite
different from current CTOL engines.
Q- FAN DEMONSTRATOR
The studies have shown that variable pitch fans are best for meeting externally
blown flap STOL requirements. Aero and acoustic tests are being conducted at Lewis
on variable pitch fans as a component. However, little is known about the operating
characteristics of a variable pitch fan and engine combination. So NASA has contracted
Hamilton Standard for a test program of a variable pitch Q-Fan driven by and integrated
with a turboshaft engine.
One objective of the test program is to determine the compatibility of the variable
pitch fan and core engine in the forward thrust mode and especially in the reverse thrust
mode, that is, to determine the core compressor inlet distortion as well as vibration and
stress levels in the fan and engine. Some of the questionable areas for reverse thrust
operation of variable pitch engines were discussed in the Engine Noise Technology paper
(paper no. 28). It is hoped that this test program will help answer these questions.
A second objective is to measure the noise level of the fan at various speeds and
blade angles both in the forward and reverse thrust modes.
Figure 27 shows a cross section of the Q-Fan engine demonstrator being tested.
The fan is 55 inches in diameter and has a design pressure ratio of 1.18. There are 13
composite rotor blades and 7 stators. The fan is driven by a Lycoming T-55 shaft
engine through a reduction gear.
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Thefan and engineare flight weight designs except for the gearboxcase andthe
fan stators which are usedto sl_pportthe engine_
Thecompressor inlet duct and the engineexhaustduct are acoustically treated to
a level sufficiently below that of the fan to allow measurement of the fan noise alone.
Figures 28 and29 show the engineon the test stand at Hamilton Standard. The
enginecenterline is 20 feet aboveground level to assure a relatively distortion-free
inlet andnot interfere with the noise measurements. Microphoneswill be positioned
at 25- and50-foot radii to measure far field noise. The catwalks and stairs shownnext
to the enginein figure 28will be removed for the acoustic tests. The inlet shroud is
removedin figure 29 exposingthe 13composite fan rotor blades.
As indicatedby the bellmouth inlet, the enginewill be tested only statically in this
test program. However, somecross-flow tests are plannedusing ambientwinds and a
portable blower. NASAis also considering testing the enginein the 40 by 80 foot wind
tunnel at Ames.
Thetest conditions being covered in the current program are tabulated in figure 30.
For the forward thrust mode, rotor blade anglesare varied from 37° to 57° andfan tip
speedsfrom 400to 810feet per second. This includes the design takeoff angle of 52°
and the approachangleof 37°. The maximum tip speedat a bladeangle of 57° is limited
to about750feet per secondby the available power from the T-55 engine. For the re-
verse thrust mode, rotor blade anglesare varied from 134° to 150° and fan tip speeds
from 500to 810feet per second.
Thetest program is now in progress and, as shownin figure 30, all five blade
angles havebeen run for forward thrust performance as well as oneblade angle for
reverse thrust performance. Preliminary results from these tests indicate that the
core compressor inlet distortion andfan blade stresses are acceptable. Sofar no
problems havebeenexperiencedwhich would indicate a problem with the variable
pitch fan concept.
As the engineis configured for this test program, the fan blades canbe adjusted
only while the engineis stopped. The fan hubcanbe modified, however, to accepta
dynamicpitch changemechanism. This would allow the blades to be adjustedwhile the
engineis running. A test program is currently being consideredto explore the engine's
performance during dynamic pitch changes. This program would include testing the
enginethroughthe thrust reversing sequence.
COMPOSITE FAN BLADE MATERIALS AND IMPACT TESTS
As mentioned earlier, the Q-Fan demonstrator has composite fan blades. The
engine studies have shown a decided advantage for composite fan blade materials for
the low pressure ratio, low tip speed fans. Composite blades show a 3.3-percent direct
operating cost improvement and an ll-percent engine thrust to weight ratio improvement
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over hollow titanium blades (fig. 31). The thrust to weight ratio advantagefor com-
posites is large compared to the direct operating cost advantagedue to the high cost of
composites.
Compositeblades havealways beensusceptibleto foreign object damageespecially
in high speedCTOL engines. However, for the low tip speedsof low pressure ratio,
quiet STOL fans, foreign object damagemay not beas serious a problem. NASA has
contracts with Hamiliton Standard, General Electric, and Pratt & Whitney to impact
test composite blades at low tip speeds with objects ranging from small nuts and bolts
to 4-pound birds.
Figure 32 shows an example of one of the blades to be tested in the program. This
blade, made by Hamilton Standard, is a spar-shell construction. It has an airfoil
shaped shell made of a composite material. The shell is bonded to a metallic spar run-
ning down the center of the blade.
Other blades to be tested include solid composite blades as well as titanium blades
for comparison. The tests are scheduled to begin in November 1972.
PROPULSION OF EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP STOL
WITH ENGINES MOUNTED OVER THE WING
The major advantage for mounting engines over the wing (OTW) instead of under the
wing (UTW) for STOL aircraft is for noise reduction by shielding the aft fan noise and
reducing the flap noise. The paper by Robert Dorsch and Meyer Reshotko indicates
this is the situation. If noise is not a constraint, economic studies show there are many
advantages of selecting the highest possible fan pressure ratio. But flap impingement
noise limits fan pressure ratio. The OTW concept appears to offer some relief of this
situation. To illustrate this point, UTW and OTW flap noises are compared at takeoff
for four engines producing about 90 000 pounds thrust (fig. 33). Noise is shown as a
function of installed exhaust velocity with design fan pressure ratio as a secondary
scale. The OTW noise data were scaled from small scale model data with a few addi-
tional points in the band obtained from the recent larger scale tests. It must be con-
sidered preliminary. The externally blown flap propulsion system for the UTW instal-
lation indicated a fuel pressure ratio of about 1.25 is required to meet the noise goal.
Mounting the engines over the wing reduces the flap noise allowing higher fan pressure
ratios. For the same noise level used for the engines under the wing, a fan pressure
ratio of about 1.3 can be used when the engines are over the wing. Despite some shield-
ing of the aft machinery noise by the wing, considerable fan suppression, both front and
aft, is still required to meet the noise goal.
A typical OTW installation is illustrated in figure 34. The installation shown is a
General Electric approach. The engine is a fixed pitch fan with a 1.3 design fan
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pressure ratio. The three inlet splitters are probably needed to suppress this fan to an
acceotable level fnr _ith_r TTTW nT" C_T W _ncf_]|_tlnn_ IXThen _-h_o ,_,_,_;....... _-_*_,,-.J
under the wing, itrequired two splittersin the fan duct. A slightshielding of the aft
noise and more duct area for wall suppression means one splittercan be used instead
of two tomeet the noise goal when the engines are mounted over the wing. The splitter
removal improves installedperformance by having less pressure losses in the duct.
The engine is mounted forward of the wing for two reasons. The rotatingmachinery
is well ahead of the wing box structure to prevent wing damage in the event of an engine
failure. Also, for maintenance purposes, the engine may be removed by dropping it
straight down.
In thisinstallation,a mixed flow engine is shown. The hot core gas is mixed with
the cool fan air before exhausting through a singlenozzle. A separated flow system
may also be used, but care must be taken to avoid the hot core gas from scrubbing
directly on the upper wing surface. Much testing must stillbe done to answer many
unknowns for thistype of installationand aircraft configuration. Some questions to be
answered are the following:
What is the optimum shape of an exhaust nozzle to assure that the flow attaches to
the upper surface of the wing ?
What are the aircraft installationpenalties associated with this system at high and
low speeds ?
Where is the optimum span and chordwise engine location ?
Tests and analysis are currently in progress in an attempt to answer these ques-
tions because the noise benefit associated with this configuration appears promising.
To illustrate the total system noise advantage of the OTW engine installation, a
noise footprint of an OTW STOL aircraft is compared with that of a UTW STOL aircraft
during takeoff in figure 35. The noise contours are shown at a sideline distance from
the runway centerline on the abscissa and along the flight path on the ordinate. All
markings are shown in thousands of feet. Both aircraft meet the 95 EPNdB sideline
noise goal. The UTW footprint is about 120 acres. The aircraft with the OTW engines
has a 90-acre footprint or a 25-percent decrease. A similar change is evident from
the 85 EPNdB contour.
Since a primary goal for STOL is low noise and small footprints, the STOL aircraft
with the engines installed over the wing appears promising.
DIRECT OPERATING COST AS FUNCTION OF NOISE
The tradeoff of noise and direct operating cost is shown in figure 36 where relative
direct operating cost is plotted against noise at a 500-foot sideline. The band shown on
the figure represents a family of UTW externally blown flap engines optimized for a
0.8 cruise Mach number airplane. Figure 36 shows the relativelylarge direct operating
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cost penalty paid to achieve the 95 EPNdB goal for externally blown flap STOL as com-
pared with a goal only a few decibels higher.
This raises the question about relaxing the noise goal a few decibels to take ad-
vantage of this dramatic improvement in direct operating cost.
It should be pointed out, however, that the shape and level of the band in figure 36
are not precisely known and should reflect the uncertainties of the noise estimates as
well as the assumptions used in the studies. Also, this figure is for UTW externally
blown flap airplanes, and the direct operating cost advantages shown may not be as great
for augmentor wing or OTW externally blown flapairplanes.
As an example, assume that relaxing the noise goal from 95 to 97 EPNdB means a
significantreduction in direct operating costs. What does thisdo to the engine and to
the corresponding airplane footprint?
A 95 and a 97 EPNdB engine are compared in figure 37. Both have the same fan
pressure ratio of I.25; but, as can be seen the nacelles and acoustic treatment are much
different. The 97 EPNdB engine requires less treatment and, therefore, has a shorter
nacelle. This saves on weight and results in less drag and internalpressure losses
and, therefore, improves the direct operating costs.
When a 95 EPNdB airplane is compared to a 97 EPNdB airplane, the 95 EPNdB
footprintarea increases from 120 to 160 acres (fig.38). A similar increase is shown
for the 85 EPNdB footprint.
Based on this example comparison, a change in the required noise level is worth
further consideration for UTW externallyblown flapairplanes.
CONC LUSIONS
The studies have shown that STOL propulsion systems can be designed to meet the
selected STOL noise and pollution goals while still achieving acceptable performance.
The noise goal was shown to be difficult to achieve and to have a dominant influence on
all the engine designs.
The more promising propulsion systems, as determined from the studies, are
shown in figure 39 installed on representative externally blown flap and augmentor wing
STOL aircraft (all drawn to the same scale). A Boeing 737, 115 to 120 passengers,
two-engine CTOL aircraft is also shown for comparison.
The augmentor wing aircraft is shown with moderate bypass engines with a fan
pressure ratio of about 3. The engines and installations appear to be fairly conventional.
This augmentor wing engine was selected because its direct operating cost is rela-
tively low, it appears to be practical to quiet it, and the pressure ratio to the wing is
high enough to permit reasonable wing and duct designs. While the engine itself is fairly
conventional, the installation is not. The fan inlet requires extensive acoustic treatment
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at the inlet, and R probably will operatewith high subsonicMachnumbers in the inlet.
Thefan exhaustmust be collected and ductedto the wing. The ability of the fun to
operate with these complex inlet and exhaustsystems must still be evaluatedin system
tests to establish the feasibility of the quiet augmentorwing propulsion system.
An externally blown flap aircraft with the enginesunder the wing is shownwith
high bypassengineswith variable pitch fans with pressure ratios of about 1.25. The
nacelles are very large comparedwith conventionalCTOL engines.
This low pressure ratio variable pitch fan engineshowsthe most promise for this
EBF STOL, despite its size, becauseof the following:
1. It shouldmeet the noise goal without a costly velocity decayer.
2. Thevariable pitch feature eliminates the needfor an expensive, heavythrust
reverser.
3. Fanmachinery acoustic suppression requirements are not excessive, although
it does appearthat a slight relaxation of the noise goal wouldbe very beneficial, par-
ticularly to this suppression design.
The variable pitch fan is very new. Fan aerodynamic, acoustic, and material
developmentare still required, andsystem tests to investigate the operation of the fan
and core enginein all forward and reverse modesare essential before the practicality
of the conceptis proven.
An externally blown flap aircraft with the enginesover the wing is shownwith
siamese enginepods.
A designwith the four enginesin individual pods could also havebeenshown, as
both versions are under investigation and each appears to offer distinct advantages.
The OTW externally blown flap installation has the advantageof reducing the jet
flap noiseand providing someshielding of the exhaustnoise. This allows the noise goal
to be met with a higher fan pressure ratio, and reducednoise suppression requirements;
such conditionsshould improve the aircraft economics. More aircraft aerodynamic
data are needed,andthe engineinstallation needsfurther work. NASAis particularly
concernedwith the cruise performance of the enginesandthe exhaustconfiguration re-
quired to turn thejet at low speeds. Propulsion system tests are essential to evaluate
theseproblems.
The quiet, clean STOLpropulsion systems described showpromise, but their de-
signs are basedlargely on analysis and further componentengineandpropulsion system
developmentandtests are required before their practicality is assured. NASAhas
initiated thequiet clean STOL experimental engine (QCSEE)program to provide the
componentengineand installation technology neededto provide confidencethat practical,
quiet, cleanpropulsion systems canbe developedfor STOL. The objectives of the
QCSEEprogram (shownin fig. 40)are to (1) developthe missing componentand engine
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technology, (2) investigate engine quiet nacelles and aircraft installations, and (3) dem-
onstrate with experimental engines and nacelles that the noise, pollution, and perform-
ance goals can be met.
Component technology development in support of QCSEE is already underway.
Studies of QCSEE are being completed. A contract is expected to be let in 1973 for the
development of the experimental engines which will demonstrate the systems capabil-
ities by 1976.
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In Paper No. 5 entitled "Aerodynamic and Performance Characteristics of Externally
Blown Flap Configurations" by William G. Johnson, Jr., replace figure 5 on page 50 with
the following figure:
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In Paper No. 31 entitled "Acoustic Characteristics of Large-Scale STOL Models at
Forward Speed" by Michael D. Falarski, Kiyoshi Aoyagi, and David G. Koenig, the follow-
ing corrections should be made:
Page 443, line 2 of third paragraph: Change "1.8" to "1.9"
Page 443, line 3 of third paragraph: Change "2 to 3" to "3 to 5"
Page 445, line 3 of third complete paragraph: Change "leading-edge" to "loading"
Page 446, line 4 of third paragraph: Change "3" to "5"
Page 447, line 3 of last paragraph: Change "1.8" to "1.9"
Page 447, line 4 of last paragraph: Change "3" to "5"
